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1. Introduction

The current issue of the Computer Science and Information Systems journal continues to publish research papers from a wide range of contemporary topics in the fields of computer science and information systems. This issue contains nine regular articles, and thirteen articles in two special sections. The first special section “Contemporary ICT Research Trends Emerging from South-East Europe” contains five articles selected from the 6th Balkan Conference in Informatics (BCI 2013), held in Thessaloniki, Greece, September 19–21, 2013. The second special section “Computational Intelligence in Business Administration” contains eight papers selected from the International Conference on Modeling and Simulation in Engineering, Economics and Management (MS’10 Barcelona), held at the University of Barcelona, Spain, July 15–17, 2010. We are would like to express our gratitude to the guest editors, article authors and reviewers for their hard work and effort in making this issue of our journal possible.

Regular articles present interesting research achievements and considerable novelties in the following areas: ubiquitous health monitoring data, domain ontologies for natural languages, distributed services for messaging middleware models, selection of appropriate question-based design patterns, collaborative methods for business process model maintenance, visual Web-based approach to the interaction of data warehouse schemas, application and database co-refactoring, agile approach to the design of enterprise data warehouses, and neural network approaches to anomaly intrusion detection.

2. Special Sections

Special section “Contemporary ICT Research Trends Emerging from South-East Europe” contains papers that illustrate current research directions and trends in the South-East European region presented at the 6th Balkan Conference in Informatics (BCI 2013). More than a hundred papers were submitted to the conference; only 30% were accepted and published in the ACM International Conference Proceedings Series.
Five extended and improved versions of these papers went through a new rigorous, anonymous, peer review process and are published in this special section of ComSIS. Papers cover the following interesting research results: an effective prototype selection data reduction technique which improves the efficiency of k-nearest neighbor classification on large datasets, a generic meta-model and standard physical database schema meta-model for representing existing (legacy) information systems, an agent based framework for reasoning services over the Web, an educational computer game that helps young children with autism to learn how to identify facial expressions, and a methodology for addressing the privacy-preserving record linkage problem which is based on a distributed framework.

Special section “Computational Intelligence in Business Administration” contains papers selected from the International Conference on Modeling and Simulation in Engineering, Economics and Management (MS’10 Barcelona). Papers present research results based on application of intelligent techniques, modeling and simulation in a wide range of business areas: economics, management, tourism, finance, and engineering. Papers cover the following interesting research results: using fuzzy sets theory for reducing uncertainty in the resource selection problem, a framework for dealing with the theory of affinities in order to assess grouping problems, analysis of impact of Web 2.0 technologies in business performance, application of innovative business intelligence software in a range of business companies, improvements of claim predicting models by using fuzzy numbers and other related techniques, a new aggregation operator that uses intuitionistic fuzzy numbers and its application in business decision making, application of innovative fuzzy systems in the finance domain, and a new approach for propagating ontological and epistemic uncertainty by using risk assessment models and fuzzy time-series techniques.

3. Regular Papers

The regular paper section contains nine articles that cover a wide range of topics and areas in computer science and information systems. The first regular paper, “Collaborative Method to Maintain Business Process Models Updated” by Nuno Castela et al. discusses collaborative aspects of business process model maintenance through the creation of interaction contexts which enable business actors to discuss business processes and share business knowledge. In fact, the authors defined an organizational support method to explicitly describe the steps and participants involved in the dynamic updating of business processes models. Organizational actors monitor the activities they perform in order to propose updates to the models using annotations, establishing a conversation between the involved actors. The proposed updates are reviewed and evaluated by the actors involved in the business process context and may lead to the creation of new versions of business process models. By examining real case studies (the first case study was conducted at the Social Security District Center, the second case study at Huf Portuguesa, an automotive parts manufacturing company, and the third case study was developed at
Technology School) the authors conclude that the defined method and the developed tool can help organizations effectively maintain a business process model in an updated state.

Clemente R. Borges and José A. Macías, in “Facilitating the Interaction with Data Warehouse Schemas through a Visual Web-Based Approach,” tried to resolve several drawbacks existing in the area of data warehousing: implicit drawbacks concerning representation and interaction with data in relational database applications, lack of expressiveness and ease of use in user interfaces to handle such data, and the implicit need for interactive end-user visual tools to query data and avoid dependency on programming languages. They study the problem of database interaction and usability, proposing a web-based tool that manipulates data warehouse schemas by using a visual language to represent the database structure and providing several visualization techniques that facilitate the interaction and creation of queries involving different levels of complexity. They also open new challenging questions for future work, involving investigations of data-model usability in order to obtain new findings on how data warehouse structures can affect overall usability in database applications.

“Building ontologies for different natural languages” by Emhimed Salem Alatrish et al. is concentrated on ontologies as a very important concept in different scientific fields such as knowledge engineering and representation, information retrieval and extraction, knowledge management, agent systems, etc. The authors propose a semi-automatic procedure to create ontologies for different natural languages. The approach combines different resources and tools such as DODDLE-OWL, WordNet, Protégé and XSLT transformations in order to formulate a general procedure to construct a domain ontology for any natural language. The authors also plan to conduct further analysis of the results and compare the obtained ontology trees using different natural languages with the same input text. As crucial future work they will attempt to improve the proposed approach by integrating additional software tools and making certain steps simpler.

The tendency of contemporary society towards increasing numbers of elderly people and people who need continuous health monitoring creates the need for adequate research in the area of ubiquitous health monitoring systems. In “User-Centric Privacy-Preserving Statistical Analysis of Ubiquitous Health Monitoring Data,” George Drosatos and Pavlos S. Efraimidis propose a user-centric software architecture for managing ubiquitous health monitoring data (UHMD) generated from wearable sensors in a ubiquitous health monitoring system (UHMS), and examine how these data can be used within privacy-preserving distributed statistical analysis, with the main goals of enhancing patient privacy and managing the large volumes of biomedical data obtained through wearable sensors. They implemented a prototype that performs privacy-preserving statistical analysis on a community of independent personal agents and presented experimental results with a significant number of agents (several hundred) that confirm the viability and the effectiveness of their approach.

Peter Szilagyi in “Iris: A decentralized approach to backend messaging middlewares,” introduces the Iris decentralized messaging framework, which takes a midway approach between the two prevalent messaging middleware models: the centralized one represented by the AMQP family and the socket queuing one represented by ZeroMQ. Iris achieves this goal by turning towards peer-to-peer
overlays as the internal transport for message distribution and delivery. The main advantage of the proposed system is its significant switching speed, which can be scaled better than that of existing messaging frameworks, whilst incurring effectively zero configuration costs. Nevertheless, the author plans to continue with experiments to further validate and improve the proposed system.

The article “A Direct Approach to Physical Data Vault Design” by Dragoljub Krneta et al. presents a comparative review of contemporary approaches to data warehouse design automation and defines a novel direct approach to physical data vault design based on source data meta-model and rules. Apart from that, the authors are concentrated on a novel agile approach to large scale design of enterprise data warehouses based on a data vault model. The proposed algorithm for incremental design of physical enterprise data warehouses employs source data meta-model and rules, and is used for developing a prototype case tool for data vault design. Finally, an important contribution of the paper is that it provides a concrete basis for the development of tools for designing data warehouses.

Today’s computer systems and networks suffer due to rapid increase of attacks. In order to keep them safe from malicious activities or policy violations, emergent research activities go in the direction of developing effective security monitoring systems, such as intrusion detection systems (IDS). Many researchers concentrate their efforts in this area using different approaches to build reliable intrusion detection systems. “Flow-Based Anomaly Intrusion Detection System Using Two Neural Network Stages” by Yousef Abuadlla et al. proposes an intrusion detection system that uses two neural network stages based on flow-data for detecting and classifying attacks in network traffic, with the first stage detecting significant changes in the traffic that could be a potential attack, and the second stage defining whether there is a known attack and classifying the type of attack. The experimental results are promising and demonstrate that the designed models exhibit good accuracy and computational time, with a low probability of false alarms. Therefore, the authors plan to continue their work in order to develop a more accurate model that can be used in real-time environments.

Evolution of software is an unavoidable process during software development and influences all phases of the software lifecycle. On the other hand, refactoring is popular practice for evolving the source code and software architecture highly connected to object-oriented environments. It can be successfully applied in different software systems and environments. Ondrej Macek and Karel Richta, in “Application and Relational Database Co-Refactoring,” go a little bit further and analyze the impact of the application of refactoring on relational database schemas and appropriate stored data. The main contribution of their research is a new point of view on the application of refactoring. The authors are particularly concentrated on proposing a model for refactoring of application persistent objects which is capable of migrating the database according to refactoring of the application code. Furthermore, they showed that the automatic co-refactoring is possible not only in the case of basic changes to an application, but also complex refactoring can be successfully applied automatically on the applications’ code and database.

Finally, Luka Pavlič et al. in their article “A Question-Based Design Pattern Advisement Approach” propose a question-based design pattern advisement approach,
whose goal is to assist developers in identifying and selecting the most suitable design pattern for a given problem. Controlled experiment and two surveys were conducted and results have shown that the proposed approach is beneficial especially to software developers, who have less experience with design patterns. The article also presents extensions to the existing object-oriented design ontology (ODOL), defines a new design pattern advisement ontology and introduces a tool that supports the proposed ontology and the question-based advisement (OQBA) approach. The authors will continue their research activities in the area by developing a holistic methodology for design pattern selection including automatic question forming based on the analysis of paths taken by developers interacting with the system during the question-answer session. Using ontology-based reasoning and techniques they plan to automatically create relevant questions and answers based on information, concepts and relationships stored in the ontology.

4. Conclusions

This issue of Computer Science and Information Systems consisting of regular articles and papers in two special sessions offers variety of interesting research results in a wide range of computer science and information systems topics.

We hope that our readers will enjoy this issue and find interesting and challenging papers for their current and future professional work and research.

Editor-in-Chief
Mirjana Ivanović

Managing Editor
Miloš Radovanović
GUEST EDITORIAL

Special Section:
Contemporary ICT Research Trends Emerging from South-East Europe

This special section of Computer Science and Information Systems Journal hosts extended versions of selected papers presented at the 6th Balkan Conference in Informatics (BCI 2013), held in Thessaloniki, Greece, on 19th to 21st September 2013. The main objective of the BCI conference series is to be the leading conference of South-East Europe in Informatics. BCI provides a forum for dissemination of research accomplishments and promotes interaction, discussions and collaboration among scientists from the Balkan and the rest of the world. Traditionally, BCI conferences call for papers dealing with theory and/or applications in wide areas of ICT.

Initially, more than a hundred papers were considered for presentation in the BCI’13 Conference, out of which 30% were accepted and published in the ACM International Conference Proceedings Series. Five extended and improved versions of these papers went through a new rigorous, anonymous, peer review process and are published in this special issue of ComSIS.

The first paper “Efficient data abstraction using weighted IB2 prototypes” by Stefanos Ougiaroglou and Georgios Evangelidis presents an effective prototype selection data reduction technique which improves the efficiency of k-Nearest Neighbor classification on large datasets. The paper proposes an improved variation of IB2, namely AIB2, that generates new prototypes instead of selecting them.

Sonja Ristić, Slavica Aleksić, Milan Čeliković and Ivan Luković in their paper “Generic and Standard Database Constraint Meta-Models” present one generic meta-model, and one standard physical database schema meta-model which are used for representing existing (legacy) information systems into a higher level of abstraction in order to facilitate their migration to new, updated environments.

Costin Badica, Nick Bassiliades, Sorin Ilie, and Kalliopi Kravari in “Agent Reasoning on the Web using Web Services” introduce a system that provides reasoning services over the Web, which is based on an extension of the EMERALD framework for agent based reasoning services with a Web service interface.

Eirini Christinaki, Nikolas Vidakis, and Georgios Triantafyllidis present a research study in their paper “A Novel Educational Game for teaching Emotion Identification Skills to Preschoolers with Autism Diagnosis” that deals with the use of an educational computer game developed for helping young children with autism to learn how to identify facial expressions.

The last paper “A Distributed Near-Optimal LSH-based Framework for Privacy-Preserving Record Linkage” by Dimitrios Karapiperis and Vassilios S. Verykios, presents a methodology for addressing the Privacy-Preserving Record Linkage problem which is based on a distributed framework. The methodology presented for
linking disparate data sets in order to identify accurately common real world entities is both very efficient and preserves privacy of the underlying data.

As editors of this special section we would like to express our gratitude to the Editor-in-Chief of ComSIS, Prof. Mirjana Ivanović, for giving us the opportunity to organize this special section, for her guidance and continuous support. We would also like to thank all the authors for their cooperation and their efforts to improve the extended versions of their papers. Finally we express our special thanks to the reviewers for their valuable feedback, which significantly helped authors to fine-tune their papers.

Guest Editors

Petros Kefalas,
International Faculty, City College,
Thessaloniki, Greece,
kefalas@city.academic.gr.

Demosthenes Stamatis,
Department of Information Technology,
Alexander Technological Educational Institute (ATEI) of Thessaloniki, Greece,
demos@it.teithe.gr.

Konstantinos I. Diamantaras,
Department of Information Technology,
TEI of Thessaloniki, Greece,
kdiamant@it.teithe.gr.
GUEST EDITORIAL

Special Section:
Computational Intelligence in Business Administration

The International Conference on Modelling and Simulation in Engineering, Economics and Management (MS’10 Barcelona) was held at the University of Barcelona, Spain, 15–17 July, 2010. This special section of the Computer Science and Information Systems Journal entitled “Computational Intelligence in Business Administration” comprises extended versions of selected papers presented at the conference. In this edition of the conference more than 100 participants from more than 30 countries attended the conference with presentations concerning different topics of modelling and simulation in a wide range of areas including, economics, management, tourism, finance, engineering and mathematics.

In this section, eight papers have been selected for publication. All of them have gone a careful and rigorous review process. They have been selected based on their quality and their relation to the scope of the special section. The need for computational intelligence tools in business administration is becoming more relevant in the literature. Especially, because the real world demands more efficient models that permit to assess the information in a more complete way in order to maximize the benefits as much as possible. Business administration is a very broad area that encompasses many fundamental topics including management, finance, marketing and information systems. The selection of papers has also been conditioned by this aspect where we have tried to include papers from all the key subareas of business administration.

The first paper, by J. Rojas-Mora and J. Gil-Lafuente, introduces a new approach for reducing uncertainty in the resource selection problem by using fuzzy sets theory. They use triangular fuzzy numbers and weighted averages to assess the information. An application in marketing management is presented focused on market segmentation.

In the second paper, A.M. Gil-Lafuente and A. Klimova introduce a new framework for dealing with the theory of affinities in order to assess grouping problems. Several methodologies are used including fuzzy pretopology and Galois lattices. An application of this approach is developed in regional economic modelling concerning grouping methods in the Russian Federation and Ukraine.

Next paper, by Yejun Xu, Carlos Llopis-Albert and J. González, analyses the impact of Web 2.0 technologies in business performance. They find a connection through innovativeness. A case study in hospitality management is developed by using structural equation modelling in order to prove these propositions.

The fourth paper, by E. Edelhauser and A. Ionica, presents business intelligence software. It is developed with the aim of being very useful for Romanian companies during the economic crisis. It uses both qualitative and quantitative techniques and
questionnaires. Several examples regarding the use of the software are also developed.

The fifth paper, by Jorge De Andrés, contributes to the research literature of fuzzy insurance analysis. He develops several methods for quantifying claim provisions of a non-life insurance company under fuzzy environments. He improves the ANOVA claim predicting model by using the expected value of a fuzzy number and other related techniques.

The next paper, by S.Z. Zeng, Leina Zheng, J.M. Merigó and Pan Tiejun, presents new aggregation operators based in uncertain environments that can be assessed with intuitionistic fuzzy information. They suggest a new aggregation operator that unifies the weighted average with the ordered weighted average by using intuitionistic fuzzy numbers. An application in a business decision making problem regarding the selection of optimal strategies is also presented.

Next, A. Terceño, M. Glòria Barberà-Maríné, H. Vigier and Y. Laumann study an application of fuzzy systems in finance. They analyse the stability of beta coefficients in portfolio management under uncertain environments that can be assessed with fuzzy regression models.

In the last paper, V. Georgescu suggests a new approach for propagating ontological and epistemic uncertainty by using risk assessment models and fuzzy time series techniques. Several computational intelligence tools are used in the analysis including probabilistic reasoning methods, fuzzy systems and neural networks.

As guest editors, we would like to express our gratitude to all the authors of accepted and rejected papers of this special section for their contributions and to the reviewers for their valuable effort in taking the time to review these papers and improve their quality by giving additional suggestions. Thanks goes also to the whole organizing team of the conference for a very pleasant event that has received considerable attention by many people. We would also like to thank Prof. Mirjana Ivanović, the editor-in-chief of ComSIS, for her support during the preparation of this special section in the journal.
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Abstract. Business process models are often forgotten after their creation and its representation is not usually updated. This appears to be negative as processes evolve over time. This paper discusses the issue of business process models maintenance through the definition of a collaborative method that creates interaction contexts enabling business actors to discuss about business processes, sharing business knowledge. The collaboration method extends the discussion about existing process representations to all stakeholders promoting their update. This collaborative method contributes to improve business process models, allowing updates based in change proposals and discussions, using a groupware tool that was developed. Four case studies were developed in real organizational environment. We came to the conclusion that the defined method and the developed tool can help organizations to maintain a business process model updated based on the inputs and consequent discussions taken by the organizational actors who participate in the processes.

Keywords: collaborative business process updating method, groupware modeling tool, shared business process models.
1. Introduction

This work defines an organizational support method to explicitly describe the steps and participants involved in the dynamic updating of business processes models, in which organizational actors monitor the activities they perform in order to propose updates to the models. These updates are made to models, using annotations, in order to establish a conversation between the involved actors. The proposed updates are reviewed and evaluated by the actors involved in the business process context (each one with his own role) and may lead to the creation of new versions of business process models (updated models).

Considering that enterprise models represent several aspects, views or perspectives of organizations, and that the business processes view is one of the most important of enterprise models because it shows the activities flow as well as its informational inputs and outputs, we believe that the business process model could be used permanently as a support for a variety of operational and management tasks if it could provide an accurate representation of the current business processes. This support could be accomplished because business process models could take advantage of its ability to capture, represent and distribute organizational knowledge. However, business process models have been used primarily to support sporadic organizational tasks, rather than serve as a repository of organizational knowledge to withstand the daily organizational tasks [1].

The model as an updated repository may facilitate the collection and sharing of organizational knowledge making it an essential tool for implementing learning organizations and materializing organizational self awareness. In order to do this, we developed a method to continuously update the as-is process model and to ensure its connection with the "organizational reality" shared by its members in business process contexts.

This work led to questions related with the conversation/negotiation among organizational actors and between the actors and the "organizational representation", in order to maintain the as-is model updated. It was empirically observed that the as-is model is not usually updated in organizations despite being an important organizational asset, causing a permanent misalignment between the processes represented and implemented in real life. This observation was later supported by bibliographic revision carried in the course of this work.

Based on the theoretical framework and preliminary empirical evidence, this work seeks to answer the following questions: (1) is the annotation an appropriate mechanism to establish a conversation between the actors and the as-is business process model? If so, its extensions (reviews and evaluations) are appropriated to promote the negotiation between the organizational actors involved in the operational processes where changes are required? (2) Can the organizational actors, using a collaborative process and an appropriate supporting tool, become the modelers of their own organization in a collaborative way?

This work is related with the area of information systems and was guided by the design research methodology [2]. Figure 1 shows the steps of the methodology as well as the expected results in each step for this work.
The first step was designed to recognize problem; the outputs for this step were the work proposal and research questions.

Additionally, it was made an attempt to elaborate the project, which was closely linked with the outcome of the previous stage; the outputs in this work for this step are (1) the key ideas of the method to collaboratively and dynamically update the as-is business process model (that we named PROASIS) and (2) the requirements definition of the tool for monitoring and annotation of processes and activities (that we named MAPA).

![Design Research Methodology](image)

Fig. 1. Design Research Methodology

In addition, we made an attempt to implement the project; the outputs for this step are PROASIS and MAPA.

Once built, these artifacts were evaluated on the evaluation step, through case studies; the outputs for this step are the answers to the interviews, the tool information analysis and some empirical observations.

Finally, in the conclusion step, the overall results and conclusions are presented.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Next two sections present the background information and related work to help in the awareness of the problem. Suggestion and development sections define PROASIS and MAPA. The evaluation section presents the case studies carried out in real organizational environment. The results section presents and analyzes the results of case studies. Finally, the conclusion section presents the overall conclusions of this work and points some suggestions for future work.
2. Background

The social, organizational and management sciences have a long tradition in organization modeling [3]. The main purpose of organizational models is to provide analysis forms that enable organizations to produce management theories and principles, and to provide descriptions of the nature, structure and dynamics of organizations.

Morgan [4] defined a set of images or metaphors that simplify the reading and analysis of organizations in order to enhance the dynamics of organizational change. Each image is a part of reality and gives prominence to certain aspects of organizations. The most used metaphors allow organizations to be seen as machines (mechanistic image), organisms, and more recently, as flows and transformation.

The flows and transformation metaphor is based on the principles of complexity. Complexity theory suggests the existence of processes underlying the observable reality, which can explain its state at any instant of time [5]. This metaphor motivates the search for dynamic creation and maintenance of organizations and their environments as concrete social forms.

The complexity is part of our environment, and many scientific fields have dealt with the study of complex systems. There is no single theory of complexity [6], but several theories arising from various natural sciences studying complex systems, such as biology, chemistry, computer simulation and artificial intelligence, evolution, mathematics, physics, economics and social sciences.

Complex Adaptive Systems (CAS) are special cases of complex systems. They are complex because they are diverse and consist of various elements linked by highly nonlinear relationships, and are adaptive because they have the ability to change and eventually learn from experience. The study of systems like CAS leads to the discovery of recurrent patterns of interaction between specific entities. The defining characteristic of CAS is emergence: the notion that at any level of analysis, the order is a property that emerges from the interactions of entities of lower levels. A complex adaptive system consists of a large number of agents, distinguished from each other, whose behavior uses the same set of rules. These rules require that agents must adapt themselves to the behavior of other agents with whom they interact (the principle of co-evolution).

The principles are generic, in that they are common to all complex natural systems. However, the nature of the entities (genes, molecules, numbers, computational agents or systems of human activity) has to be considered, and the application of the principles in each context must to be relevant and appropriate. For example, systems of human activities differ from all other systems because the complex evolutionary human actors can make intentional decisions. Many of the attributes and concepts of complexity theory are well known and belong to the domains of other theoretical frameworks [6]. This theory also describes the distinctive features of complex evolutionary systems, distinguishing them from the complicated systems, like machines. In particular, the concepts of connectivity, interdependence, emergence and feedback are acted on by complexity theory, which adds others, as the co-evolution, space of possibilities exploration, self-organization, multi-dimension, far-from-equilibrium, historicity and time, are used to provide a coherent description.
Kauffman mentions the importance of self-organization in the evolutionary process [7] cit. in [6]. Self-organization means that no agent dictates the collective behavior of the system because the system self-organizes itself. "In an organizational context, self-organization can be described as the spontaneous junction of individuals in a group to accomplish a task, for which the group decides what to do, how and when they do, and nobody outside the group manages these activities". The emergent properties are the qualities, structures or patterns that appear at macro level as a result of interactions at micro level. The relationship between micro-events and macro-structure is interactive. This relationship is a co-evolutionary process in which individual entities and macro-structures are created, influencing each other through their interaction in an interactive process. Emergence is the process that creates new order together with self-organization.

A promising approach to the problem of emergence dynamics is provided by models of self-organization [8]. Self-organization can be defined as an organizational spontaneous process (i.e., not driven by an external system), allowing the development of an organized structure. The spontaneous creation of an "organized whole" from various disordered parts, as witnessed in the self-organizing systems in physics, chemistry, biology and sociology, is one of the important parts of emergency dynamics. However, another essential characteristic of emergence as understood in systems theory is its hierarchical and multi-level nature: an emergent whole to a certain level is only one component of an emerging system at the level immediately above. Realistic complex systems (organisms, societies, companies) are characterized by a multi-level structure.

The emergence of a human system tends to create structures, ideas, relationships and irreversible organizational forms, which become part of the history of individuals and organizations that affect the future evolution of these entities [6]. The generation of knowledge and innovative ideas when a team works together can be described as an emergent property in that it arises from the interaction of individuals and not just as a sum of existing ideas, but may well be something new and possibly unexpected. When ideas are articulated become part of the history of each individual and part of the shared history of the team. This process is not reversible, and these ideas and new knowledge can be built to generate new ideas and knowledge.

The theory of communicative action of Habermas [9], acknowledges the existence of rules that support and constrain the interactions between individuals, and that these rules are imposed both internally by interacting individuals and externally by social, political and economic structures of systems. Habermas also explains the set of requirements for a successful communication, and sets the validity claims as requirements to be applied in restoring communication when the communication action is interrupted. The concept of power structures, the validity claims and correctness emphasize the nature of interactions between individuals.

The underlying objective of language, according to Habermas, is to get to a common understanding among the individuals involved [10]. This implies that there is coordination of actions in the form of interaction to allow an orderly revelation, so the speech fulfills this function, since the meanings of the expressions are based on reasons. Habermas refers to this vision as "the basis of the validity of meaning". The
speech is considered the basic unit of linguistic communication, in which each act is composed of one illocutionary or rhetorical force and a propositional content.

3. Related Work

Enterprise model allows communicating, documenting and understanding the organizations activity. Enterprise model have to accommodate different points of view: the individual, the organizational, and the views of various groups of actors grouped in organizational contexts, but at the same time the consistency of the whole model has be guaranteed, allowing to represent the organizational self awareness [11]. The primitive, the syntax and semantics of the business model should allow simple and immediate verification, from each of the organizational actors, from the reality of their continuing action, once the basis of representation must be developed in concrete activities, because this is the only truly verifiable and comprehensive basis which organizational stakeholders can use [12].

According to Adamides [13], modeling has always been in the core of processes management activities and methodologies, because process models have been used in improvement, re-engineering, certification and IT implementation initiatives. Therefore there has been considerable discussion about the characteristics and suitability of the different modeling formalisms. However, has been given little attention to the modeling process itself as a socio-cognitive process.

Rittgen [14] refers that modeling is a kind of conversational negotiation. The four above steps of organizational semiotics ladder were considered in his experience: syntactic, semantic, pragmatic, and social. Most activities at pragmatic level are associated with negotiation. An analysis of workflows at pragmatic level revealed a structure that goes beyond the simple identification of generic activities, so the negotiation process follows a certain pattern, consisting of an initial and rejection state, in a state where acceptance is favored, a state where rejection is favored, a sub-recursive state to negotiate a counter-proposal and a state of acceptance. Each of the states allows a certain set of activities that drives the pragmatic negotiations to different states [14].

According to Borghoff and Schlichter [15], the widespread use of personal computers and associated networks meant that these resources began to be used to work collaboratively, so the designations computer supported cooperative work (CSCW) and groupware were introduced. The groupware designation refers to the solutions and tools designed to support collaborative work in practice, where the role of individual members of groups is an important aspect in the development goupwere tools, because the roles help to structure the interactions between team members and to define the functionalities and access rights of the group. The roles define the social function of individuals in relation to group process, to group organization and relatively to other group members. The roles define rights and obligations in relation to group process. Groupware systems send notifications when something changes. This feature eases the self-awareness of the individual and the group itself and, moreover,
the actions that occur in competition. The notifications inform all users involved in a
group of changes made to a shared environment.

Collaborative modeling can enhance productivity and quality of modeling by
helping to construct agreement and a sense of model ownership among stakeholders.
In order to reach consensus and agreement, modelers need to commit themselves to
work as a team and abide by their collective knowledge, conventions and decisions.
Their communication strategy sets the goals and rules (explicitly or implicitly) for a
conversational dialog in which the modelers propose and argue about (negotiate) the
different positions raised. This communication may result in (dis)agreement with, and
acceptance/rejection of, the ideas proposed [16].

Despite process models are considered to have great potential for the sharing of
knowledge in organizations its potential usage is generally neglected in organizations,
mainly because are used by few people such as analysts, developers and managerial
staff, who use BPM systems to manage business processes [17]. As a result, process
participants or new employees, who need to know about organizational processes or
want to give feedback on business processes, are unaware of models as sources for
information on business processes. Some reasons that lead to this situation, derive from
several factors, such: in the repositories accessible for all stakeholders organizations,
such as knowledge management systems, models are usually neglected; the majority of
staff in organizations does not accept the use of models, as they often perceive models
as technical artifacts used by modelers and analysts; models are closely bound to the
modelers, who are in control of changes to them, thus making other staff bystanders in
process documentation and change, consequently, getting feedback for business process
models is costly and has to be done by modelers personally asking people for their
feedback.

These issues can be overcome with the use of groupware solutions, namely with the
use of groupware systems for collective sense-making, which implements collaborative
modeling with a component of negotiation that facilitates the structuring of arguments
and decisions regarding modeling choices [14].

In addition to the collaborative and negotiation features, these tools have to take into
account the main characteristics and features that are usually found in the tools for
business processes modeling, which can be defined as an automated system that
provides capabilities to build business process models [18].

Gonzalez [18] identifies a set of features necessary to collaborative tools for
modeling business processes and analyzes a set of commercial tools to check whether
these features identified are implemented or not. The requirements of collaborative
tools for modeling business processes can be classified according to the spatial-
temporal matrix of groupware [19], because the interaction can happen at the same
time (synchronous) or at different times (asynchronous) and the participants in
interaction can be in the same location or different locations. After reviewing the
available tools, three categories of business process modeling collaborative tools were
identified [18]: Web tools with modeling support, client/server local tools, and
export/import documents tools.

Gonzalez [18] analyzed 35 tools from the market for evaluating the collaborative
features considered most important, which include: Web Publishing: the tool contains
a module for Web publishing or for exporting to HTML, allowing the model
presentation without having to edit them; Model Viewer: the tool contains a module that allows the model displaying without editing possibility; Information Reports: The tool generates reports, including graphics or information about models; Version Control: this feature allows the comparison of different versions of the same model; User Profiles: the user control allows participants to do just the actions that allowed by their profile; comments and notes: these artifacts allow participants to include information about models asynchronously; Ability to disaggregate and aggregate: this feature allows the splitting of the model into parts, so that participants only work on their part accordingly; Other collaborative features not included in the analysis: notification to alert the participants that changes were made to the model during the asynchronous work and chat for discussion among participants. This study revealed that, in general, most of the tools analyzed provide collaborative features, but many of the features are not present unless, in some cases, all modules have to be purchased, or in other cases, some modules have to be purchased from other vendors.

4. Suggestion and Development

The background section consolidates the motivation behind this work: the need to develop a method and a supporting tool to update the business processes of organizations in a distributed and collaborative way. These method and tool could enable the emergence of new representations of business processes more closely aligned with the operational reality of organizations, based on a negotiation process involving discussion to lead to agreements.

The section of related work provided the guidelines for designing the collaborative updating method and for defining the supporting tool requirements.

To solve the problem of obsolescence of as-is business process models, we decided to build a collaborative method that provides the distribution of processes to stakeholders, allowing the individual proposal for changes, thus this also provides the basis for a participatory discussion extended to all stakeholders, which leads to a continuously update of business processes reducing the gap between the representation and the execution of business processes.

Figure 2 shows the generic activities in PROASIS and shows the negotiation pattern involved in its review and evaluation steps. The characteristics of PROASIS are:

(a) It is executed by people that exists in the operational dimension and share a common representation of business processes.

(b) The mechanisms that they can use in this process to declare misalignments are the annotations. The annotations are used to build updating proposals to the model in order to align it with the reality perceived by each organizational actor. These proposals aim to make the corrective maintenance of the business process model and can have two goals: to correct the model or to increase its detail.

(c) After making an annotation on a modeling element, a negotiation with the actors who eventually share the same context of action may exist. This negotiation/discussion will be made by all stakeholders of the annotated element in order to clarify the original purpose of the annotation. All actors involved in this review should declare the
agreement or disagreement with the annotation made to the model element, justifying it.

(d) After the review of the annotation, the annotation should be evaluated by the actors enabled to do so, having some degree of responsibility on the executed activities or on the organizational actors involved. If the evaluation of the annotation (and any reviews made to it) results in an approval, the changes requested in the annotation could be incorporated in the new version of the process model by the modeler.

(e) These reviews and evaluations made to annotations can improve organizational self awareness since all actors involved in the update context of a particular model or modeling element could collaboratively participate in the update process, through the analysis and discussion of the model or modeling element.

Fig. 2. Activities and negotiation pattern of PROASIS [1]

The set of modeling elements that can be annotated and the organizational actor roles that can be considered as standard annotators in PROASIS, are represented in figure 3.

The organizational roles presented can take on different roles on PROASIS depending on the particular modeling element annotated. Notice that an annotation is always created by individual initiative in a particular context, involving diverse actors in the later stages of reviewing and evaluation. This means that the updating context (PROASIS) captures the actors involved in the action context (operational level), consisting in a subset of actors of the operational model - people who participate in the reviewing and evaluation of the annotations.

To define a dynamic update process whose use is as comprehensive as possible it was necessary to consider the various levels of granularity that a business processes model can provide. These levels of detail derive from the contexts of the operational model (Process, Activity and Organizational Unit), and are considered to support the as-is business process model updating.

One of the goals in defining PROASIS was to approach as much as possible its collaborative updating process to the problem domain of business processes modeling. To achieve this, some options were taken: the annotation remain attached to the
annotated modeling elements; review and evaluations remain attached to the annotation made; two categories of annotations were defined (correction, detail augmentation and adaptation); two types of annotations were defined (textual or graphical, allowing actors to annotate the model through a draft model diagram containing the proposed corrections, thus restricting the universe of discourse because this diagram must comply with the notational language used for process modeling); two types of reviews: agreement or disagreement, both complemented with text; two types of evaluations: approval or disapproval, both complemented with text; creation and maintenance of model versioning linked to the annotations that lead to updates.

Fig. 3. Business process model [1]

To support PROASIS, the web-based groupware prototype tool MAPA was developed and two versions were created (first we created the v1 version, which later has evolved into v2 version).

MAPA v1 works at the activity level of detail. The main view of the version 1 of the tool used when operating at the activity level of detail (figure 4), provide to the activities executors, a view to APV (Activity Personal View) diagrams that aggregates information from the activities and its executing context (the documents used and produced, information systems used to support the activity, previous and subsequent activities, annotations, etc.).
Notice that although MAPA V2 tool allow modeling with BPMN 2.0 specification, the diagrams shown in the figure 5 and in the following figures were modeled by organizational actors involved in the processes without the care to fully meet this notation.

This version was designed to operate at the process level of detail. Although the MAPA v2 tool does not fully implement the activity detail level, it allows annotating activities and other modeling elements that exists in the process model (in BPMN), either individually or grouped.

Some of the main functionalities implemented in MAPA tool are [20]:

---

**Fig. 4.** MAPA v1 screenshot

**Fig. 5.** MAPA v2 screenshot
(1) Annotation editing functions: actors need support to make immediate annotations in the context where experiences occur. Therefore, an annotation creation, modification and deleting system was created to be used by organizational users; mapping annotations to modeling elements: is essential to know to what modeling elements corresponds each annotation;
(2) Different levels of granularity: it should be possible to annotate any modeling element (process, activity, role, resource, relation) in the process model as well as any attribute of each object;
(3) Selective distribution of diagrams and modeling elements: users only access information that concerns to them, depending on the role played (executor, process owner and organizational unit responsible);
(4) Access rights: to protect the annotations authors, different levels of access rights should be addressed. Only the author of an annotation must be able to delete or modify it;
(5) Ability to save the entire history of models and their annotations, and the corresponding reviews and evaluations;
(6) Notifications: all actors related to process are notified by e-mail when annotations, reviews, evaluations or updates are made.
(7) Diagramming capabilities: to allow annotator actors to make graphical annotations with proposed changes to models and to allow modeler actors to directly change the diagrams if the proposals for changing the model are approved.

5. Evaluation

Four case studies were set up to evaluate the present work (figure 6).

![Sequence of implementation of case studies](image)

Fig. 6. Sequence of implementation of case studies

The first case study was conducted at Social Security District Center (SSDC), with MAPA v1 (phase 1) where processes and activities were modeled from scratch with top down and bottom up modeling approaches at the activity level of detail.

The second case study was conducted at Huf Portuguesa, an automotive parts manufacturing company. In this case study the main idea was to model business processes starting from an existing outdated model. MAPA tool helped in the translation of the existing model to build a BPMN end to end business process model. When this model is ended, we can apply PROASIS to maintain processes updated.

The third case study was developed at Technology School of Castelo Branco. It intend to apply PROASIS with version 2 of MAPA tool to the Business Processes of
Academic Services modeled from scratch, using a top down modeling approach at the process level of detail. In this case study we modeled two business processes, involving six users.

The social security case study (phase 2), used MAPA v2 in two of the processes already modeled in phase 1 and in 17 new business processes. The modeling approach used was the same that were used in phase 1, but the level of detail used was the process level of detail. We finish modeling 2 processes from District interlocutors Team, 12 processes from Financial Management Team and 5 processes from Administration and Assets Team.

To illustrate the dynamics of interaction provided by the tool, we show some examples of annotations, and subsequent reviews and approvals made in the context of a business process of social security. Figure 7 show the initial diagram of “Procurement and Materials Management” business process, modeled in MAPA tool. This process shows the interaction between the Social Security District Center, the procurement and patrimony team (equipa de aprovisionamento e património, in Portuguese), the financial management team (equipa de gestão financeira, in Portuguese), the social security central services (serviços centrais, in Portuguese) and the suppliers (fornecedor, in Portuguese) necessary to manage the acquisition of services and equipments for the Social Security District Center.

![Fig. 7. First version of “Procurement and Materials Management” business process](image-url)

Figure 8 show the (textual) annotation made by Octávio Gil “After payment authorization by the management, the procurement team and heritage takes to gather copies of invoices to process and send the original to the team financial to ask for account supply”, and the corresponding reviews made by 2 colleagues that participate in the same business process that agreeded with the annotation made. In the same figure we can also see the evaluation (approval) made to the annotation by the responsible of the team Sara Soares.
Figure 9 shows a graphical annotation made in the scope of the same version of the “Procurement and Materials Management” business process by Alice Dias. We can also see the reviews and the evaluation made to this annotation (the team responsible approved the annotation with some comments to improve the process representation) that in addition to the textual description of figure 9, contains a graphic description shown in figure 10.
Figure 11 shows the new version of the “Procurement and Materials Management” business process, modeled in MAPA tool by the team responsible taking in account all the annotations and reviews approved.

Table 1 shows the summary of the results obtained globally in the two case studies developed where MAPA v2 was used to maintain the as-is business process model updated: Social Security and Technology School of Castelo Branco.

This table discards the results of Social Security phase 1 case study because this case used MAPA v1 and Huf Portuguesa because in this latter case study MAPA v2 was still
only used to translate the former business process model to a new business process model modeled with BPMN.

**Table 1. Summary of Case Studies Results**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PROASIS Cycle (2)</th>
<th>Summary of results (CDSSCB - phase 2 + ESTCB)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Modeling</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Processes</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of annotated processes</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of annotations made</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage of annotated processes</td>
<td>76.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of textual annotations</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage of textual annotations</td>
<td>61.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graphical annotations</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage of graphical annotations</td>
<td>38.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Annotation</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of reviews</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage of reviewed annotations</td>
<td>69.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reviews of type “I agree”</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reviews of type “I do not agree”</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Review</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of evaluations</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage of evaluated annotations</td>
<td>80.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avaliações of type “approval”</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Evaluation</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New process versions (by cycle)</td>
<td>16+2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage of updated processes (1st cycle)</td>
<td>76.2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From the 36 annotations made, 52.8% were of type “correction”, 22.2% of type “adaptation” and 25.0% were of type “detail”. These results are directly connected with the validation of first business process modeling versions that MAPA allowed.

Also relevant is the relatively high percentage of graphical annotations: 38.4%.

Interviews with organizational actors involved in the case studies were conducted in order to systematize the qualitative results.

From the responses to the interviews conducted to validate the results, 93% of organizational actors have made textual annotations and 40% used graphical annotations, we can see that all actors considered important to discuss the process updating and the widespread use of the MAPA tool to all processes of the organization where they work. 94% of organizational actors considered important the discussion possibility that the reviews allow. The organizational actors also expressed their opinion about the benefits that regular use of the MAPA tool could bring to organizations (figure 12).
Some empirical observations were extracted from each case study: in Social Security Phase 1 there was a great ease in the recognition of the process models within the MAPA tool mainly because the executers and leaders were involved in the initial modeling process; in Huf Portuguesa, the operation of the MAPA tool was initially tried with business processes modeled within the Department of Information Systems, but that has revealed to prove fruitless due to the non recognition of processes by their executors and leaders, but we found that MAPA tool can be used as a modeling tool; in Social Security Phase 2, organizational actors showed a greater easiness in interacting with the tool and a great acceptance in using graphical annotations at the expense of textual annotations because they were involved in the initial modeling stages, and we found that the assignment of the modeler role to the process owner provided a considerable improvement in updating processes.

6. Conclusions and Future Work

The results of case studies have demonstrated that the executers of activities, through their participation in PROASIS, established a basis for understanding the business process models and found a channel to express their own vision of the models. From the interviews conducted we found that 88% of the organizational actors involved have proposed updates to the models through annotations, and said they found it a proper way to formalize their proposals. So we can consider that the annotation an appropriate mechanism to express model updates and that the reviews and evaluations are appropriate to promote the negotiation necessary to make the annotations effective.

The annotators have demonstrated availability to make graphical annotations and the modelers have demonstrated availability to create new versions of model (25% of the organizational actors involved in the case studies made updates to the models and 25% of organizational actors who proposed updates to the models have made it
through graphical annotations). These actors see the possibility to actively model collaboratively the organization as important. MAPA has an important role in gathering the information needed to update the model, opening of communication channels that encourages the collection and sharing of knowledge about organizational activities, allowing actors to play the role of active modelers in a collaborative and distributed way, making them organizational modelers.

PROASIS is important in the growth of self awareness, providing explicit representations to the organizational actors that are left with a better sense of what they do and the surrounding context. PROASIS also increase group awareness around processes and activities, creating the history of annotations (and its negotiation/discussion) that culminate with the proper evolution of the modeled processes, aligning them with their implementation in practice.

Some of the concluding remarks that we can make about this work could lead to future work in this area. For instance, PROASIS could have an important role in helping the redesign of business processes in the BPM lifecycle, which is usually based on initial modeling techniques including interviews and meetings, and is triggered by management needs. Instead, PROASIS can run continuously in the background, being triggered asynchronously by the actors, and can significantly reduce the effort in redesigning and updating the as-is process model.

We also recognize the action level of detail as important to try to understand the mental mechanisms used by organizational actors to act in the context of PROASIS, so it is important to consider for future development, personal areas in which organizational actors can declare their actions as they see it in the context of their work.

Apart from the case studies presented, PROASIS and MAPA are being used autonomously in other organizations for the collaborative construction and updating of business processes; MAPA tool is being used at Viriato Theatre Company of Viseu, where nine business processes were modeled, some with multiple versions due to PROASIS; It is also being used at the University of Algarve, where a total of 44 business processes have been modeled, which are being annotated and reviewed by a group.
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Abstract. In most respects, there are implicit drawbacks concerning representation and interaction with data in relational-database applications. On the one hand, there is a lack of expressiveness and ease of use in the user interfaces that handle such data. On the other hand, there is an implicit need for interactive end-user visual tools to query data and avoid dependency on programming languages. The main aim of this work is to study the problem of database interaction and usability, comparing existing solutions and providing a new approach that overcomes existing problems. We propose a web-based tool that manipulates Data Warehouse schemas by using a visual language to represent the database structure and providing several visualization techniques that facilitate the interaction and creation of queries involving different levels of complexity. We based our research on an End-User Development approach that has been evaluated to obtain some initial usability indicators.
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1. Introduction

Over the last decade, database research has produced notable results concerning architectural and storage facilities. This has enabled database systems to deal with large volumes of information for different purposes. Nonetheless, this advance does not necessarily mean that the data can be quickly and easily accessed by end-users. In this sense, it is essential to take into consideration the logical data models, which are the basis for a successful modeling and management of information. The Relational Model [1] can be considered as one of the most commonly used. This model has been worldwide used and extended for the management of large volumes of tables and complex relationships. In general, to outweigh the use of the Relational Model, it is necessary to consider two different problems that claim a common solution: the management of data models and the effective construction of query-based applications that make easier the way end-users can obtain information from the data models.

The Data Warehouse (DW) [2], [3] was actually conceived as a solution for the management of large relational models, as it comprises a specialized data structure to easily access relevant business information and serve as a solution to improve decision-making processes. DW models are created using a different database modeling
technique that allows having a reduced number of tables, also producing data that are easier to understand and represent.

The collection of tables in a DW is called a schema. A typical schema consists of a fact table and several dimension tables that are related to the fact table. The fact table represents the business measures (numeric values), whereas the dimension tables contain dimensional attributes that describe the facts (textual descriptions). This type of structure is commonly known as a star schema, and it is based on the dimensional modeling. One of the most important characteristics of this type of model is its simplicity [4]. Users who utilize a star schema are benefiting from the simplicity of data that are easier to understand, navigate and query [5]. In addition, queries based on a star schema become simpler and facilitate the visual authoring in the query-building process.

All in all, there are also some implicit problems concerning the understanding of data models by end-users. Such difficulties are somehow related to the applications and tools being used to manage the data. Everyday more non-expert-in-query-language users deal with data tools to face daily problem-solving activities. In general, a trade-off between expressiveness and ease of use is mandatory in order for end-users to manage data and thus reduce the user’s cognitive load regarding the interaction with database systems. In other words, it is necessary to get the balance right between the richness of the visual languages and the implicit ease of use provided by the application functionality.

The aim of our work is to facilitate the process of query building to non-expert end-users in DW environments. To validate our approach, we have developed a tool called VISQUE (Visual Star schema QUery by Example) [6], [7], which aims at creating queries by example focused on Data Warehouses and more specifically on the star schema, allowing database users, not necessarily experts in SQL, to build queries in a visual and easy way, but featuring fewer expressive limitations than other similar tools.

We think that star-schema models are easier to represent in a visual manner, and also they seem to be more natural for end-user understanding. To this end, we have based on the End-User Development (EUD) paradigm [8] as a solution that provides a set of methods, techniques, and tools that allow users of software systems, which act as non-professional software developers, to create, modify, or extend in some way a software artifact.

Our research is focused on specific instances of EUD approach such as the Programming by Example [9], [10]. In Programming by Example (PBE), the application observes and gathers information while the user proves how to perform a task that is used by the system to automatically complete similar tasks later. A PBE system can make the programming process easier by providing a visual representation of the objects and avoiding the need to understand programmatic specifications, therefore inferring the user's intentions based on (mostly graphical) demonstrations. In consequence, our research is more specifically focused on the Query by Example paradigm (QBE) [11], which is an extension of PBE dealing with the creation of queries by using graphical demonstrations and visual elements.

More specifically, our research can be summarized in the following objectives:

1) Provide end-users, who do not have to be necessarily experts in query languages, with facilities for the construction of queries based on DW star-schema models.

2) Offer appropriate mechanisms for the visualization and interaction with star schemas, including a visual language that facilitates the interaction between end-users and the database.
3) Improve the expressiveness in the creation of visual queries by considering advanced operators (such as set-based and nested queries) that are commonly unsupported or unavailable in other existing approaches.

4) Reduce the number of steps required to build queries and provide adequate feedback to end-users based on the visualization of immediate real-time results and the multi-visualization of queries, as an effort to improve the interaction process and reduce the learning curve.

5) Design a query-based visual tool that has been evaluated with real users in order to have early usability clues for further improvement, carrying through a user-centered development approach.

These objectives imply a compelling challenge, as the proposed tool should be aimed at end-users with general knowledge on databases and related tools such as Microsoft Access or Excel, for instance, but not on Data Warehousing. Moreover, the users may have knowledge on SQL or just a basic level of it.

However, development issues have to be considered as well, taking into account usability features, allowing a high level of user satisfaction and reducing the learning burden at the same time [12].

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present previous work along with a study of some related tools in the field. Section 3 describes our approach in terms of the elements of the visual language and a worked use case. In Section 4, we present a comprehensive evaluation of the tool, discussing the most important results. Finally, Section 5 reports on the main conclusions and activities to be considered as future work.

2. Related Work

Over the last decades, several visual tools and languages using different interaction methods have been created to assist users in building queries for different domains [13]. In this sense, our aim was to study the most important works by means of a comparative evaluation to find common drawbacks and carry through an innovative solution for querying Data Warehouse schemas.

For a long time, QBE has been the inspiration for several visual query tools such as XQBE (XQuery By Example) [14], among others. Generally, example-based languages have been traditionally used to encourage users to build queries by specifying a visual example of them on a user interface. There are several example-based database query languages [15], which are principally based on a tabular representation of relations with boxes that are filled in by users, including constants and example elements (such as variables and field names). Also, there have been proposed several dynamic queries interfaces [16] allowing database users to obtain interactive control over the construction of different kinds of queries. Such approaches include many principles of direct manipulation that reduces the difficulties in programming [17], such as visual presentation of the query’s components, visual presentations of results, selection by pointing (versus typing), and immediate and continuous feedback, among others.

Typical example-based tools can be found in Microsoft Access [18] or SQL-Server Query Designer [19], which are specifically based on QBE and thus have limitations in the construction of complex queries visually such as set-based or nested ones.
By contrast, Hyperion Interacting Reporting tool [20] provides a manipulation metaphor based on drag & drop, which represents the database tables as boxes (a common feature in many query-building tools), and includes a selection area with fields and filters that allow to build more complex queries. However, this approach forces the user to select and relate the data model tables, increasing the level of skill required for end-users to create a query. There are other open-source tools like Eclipse Birt Project [21], which provides facilities for creating queries, but it also lacks of visual expressiveness and is not suitable for unskilled users, as it demands to manipulate SQL code manually.

A different approach is presented in Spago BI QbE Enterprise Scope [22], which proposes the creation of queries through a wizard that significantly reduces the expressiveness of query constructions. This tool provides an initial data model as a structure in which there is a clear distinction between measures and dimensions, but by contrast it lacks the visual richness and variety of (relational) query operations as well. Additionally, Tableau Desktop [23] is the commercial version of a research tool called Polaris [24], an application focused on Data Warehouse schemas. However, this tool utilizes a classification method for measures and dimensions based on the kind of the data related to the table field, implying that even relationship fields are displayed as measures being non-relevant for the query building.

Spotfire [25] is another related tool including a database exploration system based on interactive information visualization. It allows working with different types of data sources and displays default visualizations along with several objects that users can manipulate according to the data type of each field in order to adapt the visualization to their needs. However, users have to select and manipulate tables and fields when importing data from a database. On the other hand, the Active Query Builder tool [26] includes an environment to address a variety of complex queries visually. However, this tool utilizes the typical representation of tables as drag & drop boxes in which users have to deal with several complex concepts and relations, and they usually need to understand the model very well in order to extract valuable information.

In order to highlight potential shortcomings, we now analyze some well-known tools and applications considering their most important functionality related to usability issues. All those existing products have already been fully implemented, and therefore they can be tested and analyzed in detail. The competitive analysis is a HCI analysis technique that evaluates existing tools to see how acceptable they are in terms of the functionality and interaction techniques that they provide, in order to improve and optimize requirements for a new system [27].

The objective of the competitive analysis that we report here is to gather different issues provided by some common used tools, in order to identify usability design problems in the user interface. In our case, this analysis helped to provide ideas for the design of VISQUE, obtaining a list of successful guidelines and also those to be avoided. The idea was to assess the cognitive load and the sequence of steps that are typically required to build queries (specifically focused on Data Warehouses). To do this, we selected the following popular tools:

1. Microsoft Access- Query By Example
2. Hyperion Interactive Reporting
3. Spago BI QbE Enterprise Scope
4. Crystal Reports
5. Eclipse Birt Project
6. **Tableau Desktop**

In order to carry out the competitive analysis, we performed a typical sequence of steps for the DW query building on each of the above-mentioned tools. In short, brief descriptions of the interactive aspects reviewed are outlined:

- **Database table visualization method**: indicates the method used to visualize the data-model tables that are available to create a query. Drag & drop boxes are the most typical representations of database tables used. Moreover, the tree view is another typical mechanism to display database tables.

- **Table selection method**: implies the type of interaction used to select the tables involved in a query (i.e., tables included in the clause FROM in a SQL query).

- **Field selection method**: indicates the type of interaction used to select fields from the tables available for the creation of a query (i.e., fields that follow the clause SELECT in a SQL query).

- **Filter selection method**: represents the type of interaction used to select the filters that apply to a particular query (i.e., the logical conditions that are part of the clause WHERE in a SQL query).

- **Function selection method**: indicates the type of interaction used to apply an aggregation function, which will be applied to a particular field in the query (i.e., functions such as SUM, MAX, MIN, AVG, etc., in a SQL query).

- **Order selection method**: embodies the type of interaction used to apply specific sort criteria over any of the fields included in a query (i.e., fields that are part of the clause ORDER BY in a SQL query).

On the other hand, a couple of specific features were considered, as they are rare or difficult to find in most query-building applications. Such features have been taken into account in the design of VISQUE. Specifically, we have evaluated the following features:

- **Set-based operations**: this functionality refers to the ability to create set-based operations, such as union and intersection, in a visual way.

- **Nested queries**: refers to the ability to visually represent nested queries (SQL clauses IN and NOT IN).

Based on the competitive analysis conducted, we present a summary of the main problems found in the reviewed tools:

- In the selection of aggregation functions in fields, we found several problems. First, in many tools it is not obvious to find this functionality. In the case of Hyperion Interactive Reporting, the action is achieved by following a long sequence of steps, which does not facilitate the memorization by end-users. Finally, in several cases, the user is allowed to apply aggregation functions in fields where the data type is not supported, and therefore this does not help preventing errors. For example, it does not make any sense to apply an Average (AVG) aggregation function to a text field.

- In the selection of query filters, the main shortcoming found in most tools is the inability to suggest possible values existing in the database to create a filter on a field. As a result, the user needs to know or guess these values in advance.

- The Eclipse Birt Project tool does not provide a good visual SQL query abstraction. For example, when the user selects fields, these are automatically
added to an SQL sentence that is displayed. Users must add commas to separate the fields, so that it forces the user to directly manipulate the SQL code.

- The Crystal Reports tool forces the user to perform complicated tasks, such as set up the relationships between tables, so involving the user in the design of the Entity-Relationship database model. This is obviously a difficult task for non-expert users or those who are unfamiliar with the logical data model.

- The Spago BI tool presents some inconsistencies in the visualization of data schemas. It shows the same dimensions at different levels in the tree view representing the DW schema. This is not really necessary, and it might cause confusion when visualizing the data model.

- The Tableau Desktop tool shows all numeric fields as fact table measures, and the rest of non-numeric fields are displayed as dimensional attributes. Consequently, numeric fields belonging to dimension tables (serving as relationships to the fact table) are included as measures, when they are really not.

- Hyperion Interactive Reporting is the only tool providing a visual representation of set-based operations. However, none of the tools analyzed provides a way to visualize nested queries.

In general, all the mentioned approaches offer a great deal of features and capacities to manipulate data by experts, also increasing the final complexity and the level of expertise required for end-users to create queries.

As we will see in the next section, our approach seeks to overcome these common shortcomings, improving the deficiencies found in the analysis, and taking into account several critical interaction points for the creation of queries. To do that, our approach encourages the automatic representation and visualization of the star schema in order to avoid the selection of tables, and the explicit creation of relationships between tables of the DW data schema as a prelude to the query-building process. In addition, we propose a visual interaction mechanism, which clearly and uniquely identifies each of the elements of the DW data schema. Also, our aim is to reduce the steps required to apply aggregate functions (SUM, AVG, etc.) on the measures, noting that this kind of steps are typically carried out in the construction of queries for DW, as well as the need to restrict these functions only to numeric fields. Additionally, the tool proposes the construction of visual queries involving set-based operations and nested queries, which are visual features unavailable in most common tools, and particularly in those previously reviewed.

3. Our Approach

VISQUE is a web-based tool created through a user-centered development process. In addition to competitive analysis and later usability evaluation, by using paper prototyping [28] it was possible to obtain several versions of the tool appearance from early stages of the development (interaction analysis), simulating the behavior of the user interface, as an attempt to ensure usability and reduce some of the commented shortcomings appearing in other common tools. In this section, the main elements of the visual language will be addressed. Finally, a detailed use case will be presented, showing the creation of a complete query by using VISQUE.
3.1. Elements of the Visual Language

VISQUE includes several main graphical elements comprising the Web user interface at the front-end, namely: a) the visual-schema interactive component, b) the operation selection boxes, c) the results table, d) the set-based and nested queries operations, e) the query tabs, and f) the operation visualization.

a) Visual-schema interactive component

A star schema can be represented as a hierarchical structure. This way, the root node represents the fact table, and the subsequent levels correspond to the measures and dimensions. The tree view is a common graphical user interface model presenting a hierarchical view of information, and it has been used for many years in different types of applications.

It is essential to make a clear distinction between measures and dimensions as each of these concepts plays a different role. Figure 1 shows an example of the visual-schema interactive component with several descriptive icons and different colors. The fact table is represented as a yellow root node. Items related to the fact table (measures) are represented in green, and items related to dimensions in red color. When the user clicks on any measure, the node expands and displays a series of icons representing the operations that can be performed on this measure. In the case of dimensions, when expanding one of the nodes representing a dimension table, dimensional attributes are shown initially and then, when selecting a specific dimensional attribute, this expands a new level showing the operations that the user can perform on the dimensional attribute.

![Visual-schema interactive component](image1.png)

Fig. 1. Visual-schema interactive component

We have created four different icons representing field operations to build queries. Figure 2 depicts the field operators represented by icons that determine specific operations in our tool. The icon numbered as 1 represents a simple selection of fields (SELECT clause), icon 2 concerns the application of filters (WHERE clause). Icon 3 allows the grouping of rows (GROUP BY clause). Finally, icon 4 implies the order to arrange the final results (ORDER BY clause).

![Icons for field operations](image2.png)

Fig. 2. Icons for field operations
In short, this mechanism provides facilities to end-users in the selection of elements of a data schema, specifying a familiar interactive tree-view based mechanism, clearly differentiating between measures and dimensional attributes, and restricting the kind of operations that can be performed on each of these elements.

b) Operation selection boxes

When selecting a particular action over a field—either a measure or a dimensional attribute—the selection is registered in a specific operation selection box. The selected measures are displayed with a unique name. By contrast, in the case of dimensions, it is displayed the name of the dimension table, followed by a point and the name of the selected dimensional attribute.

![Fig. 3. Operation selection boxes](image)

In this case, Figure 3 depicts some user field selections. For instance, the dimensional attribute "date.year" refers to the dimension table "date", and "year" corresponds to the dimensional attribute, intending to avoid confusion in the case of having similar names in different dimensional attributes between the dimension tables.

c) Results table

![Fig. 4. a) Results table, b) Set-based/nested queries operations and c) Query tabs](image)

Each time a particular operation is applied; a SQL translator automatically processes the query and builds the SQL statement. Once the system has executed the query, it obtains the corresponding output and the results table is then updated with the data retrieved (see Figure 4.a above), showing also the number of rows affected.

d) Set-based and nested queries operations

VISQUE has the ability to tackle multiple queries, using operations that are commonly unusual in other visual query tools. Figure 4.b, shows icons numbered from 1 to 4 representing operations intended to build multiple queries. From left to right, icon one (1) represents the set-based union operation, icon two (2) represents the set-based intersection operation, and icons three (3) and four (4) represent nested queries operations (IN and NOT IN, respectively). These operations provide greater expressiveness and flexibility to build queries in the VISQUE environment, as we will see later.
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3.2. A Worked Use Case

We introduce a use case to briefly describe the process of building queries with VISQUE. To do so, let us introduce the sample database schema shown in Figure 5.

---

**Fig. 5.** Star schema to describe the use case including the fact table (FACT_RENTALS) and five dimension tables

The schema includes a fact table representing movie rentals (FACT_RENTAL) and five dimension tables that represent the films (FILM), the rental date (DATE), the stores in which they have been rented (STORE), the staff who rented each film (STAFF), and the customer (CUSTOMER) who rented each film. Each row in the fact table
(FACT_RENTAL) represents a quantity of rented films (count_rentals). The dimension tables are used to show different views of the measures.

According to the schema shown in Figure 5, let us suppose that the user wants to design a query to obtain the number of films rented in the first quarter of 2007 along with the ones rented during the second quarter of 2008. To do this, two separate queries can be created and linked one another by a union set-based operation. The query can be formally expressed as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
&\left( \prod \text{SUM(count_rentals)} \left( \text{DATE}_{	ext{quarter name}} \in \{ \text{FACT_RENTAL}, \text{FACT_Rental}_1, \text{DATE}_{	ext{quarter name}} \in \{ \text{FACT_RENTAL}_1, \text{FACT_Rental}_2 \} \} \right) \right) \\
\cup &\left( \prod \text{SUM(count_rentals)} \left( \text{DATE}_{	ext{quarter name}} \in \{ \text{FACT_RENTAL}_2, \text{FACT_Rental}_3 \} \right) \right)
\end{align*}
\]

Figure 6 shows the sequence of steps to create the first sub-query. Initially, it is necessary to select the field that matches the rented films (count_rentals), clicking on the corresponding element and expanding the options on that field. Then, the user has to click on the operation icon that indicates the simple selection of fields (1), which will be placed in the selection box on the right (2). By default, the tool applies the aggregation function "SUM" when facts are added as part of the selection of fields. However, the user can modify and include any other function by double-clicking the field name in the selection box. Afterward, the tool infers the query and builds a table displaying the query results (3). The results are automatically updated in real time, those being visible in the results box located at the lower right corner that, in this case, displays a single record corresponding to the total number of rented films (i.e., 16044).

To carry on with the example, the user can add dimensional attributes by which s/he can observe the facts. In this case, it is necessary to indicate in the query the specific quarter and year.
Both fields come from the table DATE, and they are obtained by using the same selection steps shown before. By default, the tool automatically adds the new selected fields to the grouping box, and therefore the data is grouped by quarter and year. Later on, the user has to indicate the filters to include the results for the first quarter and then the year “2007”.

In Figure 7, the necessary steps to implement these filters can be observed. To carry out this task, the user has to click on the quarter dimensional attribute in table DATE, and then select the icon for the filters (1), which immediately adds the field to the filter box and activates the selection of conditions and values for the filter, suggesting possible values that the user can choose from the dropdown list (2). In this case, the expression “= Q1” is selected. This action automatically updates the results table showing the number of rented films in quarter one, and the data grouped by quarter and year (3).

![Fig. 7. Establishment of conditions for filtering and grouping](image)

Finally, another filter related to the field "year" (in the same dimension table) must be applied, following similar steps as mentioned before for the quarter filter. In this case, the condition “= 2007” provides the first query results referring to the quantity of rented films in the first quarter of 2007. Throughout the process mentioned above, the user completes the first sub-query. Then, the user can create a second sub-query to take into account the rented films in the second quarter of 2008. To do this (see Figure 7), s/he can click on the icon representing the operation UNION (4), allowing the inclusion of a new sub-query (5). Later on, a similar query is built including different conditions and values for the filters (“quarter_name = Q2” and “year = 2008”), in order to establish a result table showing a single record with rented films in the second quarter of 2008. Finally, to see the results based on the union of the two queries together, it is only necessary to click on the icon depicting the magnifying glass that is located between the sub-query tabs one and two (6).

A visual representation of the composite query, as well as the final results, is shown in Figure 8.
For each sub-query, we can see visual elements that indicate the operations that were selected and, in turn, each icon showing the fields that were used, the function that was applied in the selection of facts, the conditions and values through applying information filtering, and the selected field for grouping. Additionally we can observe, at the bottom, an area showing the results, that is, the union between the two data sets representing the main query stated: the number of rented films in the first quarter of 2007 and the second quarter of 2008. The proposed visual language significantly facilitates the visualization of all elements for each query in set-based operations, and enables the possibility to easily construct multiple queries such as $Q_1 \cap Q_2 \cup Q_3 \cap ... Q_n$, for instance. This improves the user interaction and the representation of complex queries, which is fairly unusual in other query-by-example tools (as analyzed in Section 2).

In next section, we carry out an initial evaluation of the tool. To do this, a user evaluation is presented, in order to accomplish our objective related to usability.

4. User Evaluation

4.1. The Study

To carry on with our approach, we wanted to have an initial feeling about the general usability of the system in order to improve it further. To perform this task, we have conducted a user test with 12 real users. Specifically, most users were developers having knowledge on programming language: 4 users in PHP programming, 3 users in Java programming, and 1 user on Microsoft .NET platform. On the other hand, another 3 users had knowledge on project management, and the last user serves as manager in an IT department. In particular, there were 11 men and 1 woman aged between 24 and 37, all having general knowledge on databases and related tools, such as Microsoft Access or Excel, but not on Data Warehousing. In addition, only 5 out of 12 users had
some basic knowledge on SQL, whereas the rest of them did not have any knowledge on SQL.

The study was focused on the creation of 5 different queries by using VISQUE, representing a notable variety of set-based and nested operation for extracting reliable information from the study. Users were instructed on the tool for about 10 minutes before performing the test, showing them a quick overview of VISQUE, and explaining the purpose of the evaluation. In addition, the evaluator previously commented that the entire session would be recorded, and they could give impressions, questions or doubts along the evaluation. After the training, it was provided a new data model on which users built the selected queries, which consisted on a simple version of the model showing the numeric values they can measure, and the dimensions in which they could give different measure perspectives. After that, the evaluator left them alone until they finished building all the queries. By using the Retrospective Testing, [29] a usability testing technique that records the whole interaction between the end-user and the tool, all the interaction process was recorded on audio and video. This way, the execution of each task performed by the user was studied and analyzed in detail to extract further information about the interaction, so identifying important critical incidents and usual difficulties on selecting specific data collections. The aforementioned technique included the Thinking Aloud protocol [30], which allows analyzing user interaction during the study, with the purpose of obtaining information about their thoughts, feelings and opinions while interacting with VISQUE. This allows observing behavior patterns and/or phrases that may provide clues about the user satisfaction while interacting with our tool.

Once the interactive session with the tool was finished, users were requested to fill in a questionnaire based on the USE survey [31] but including some variations provided by the Purdue Usability Testing [32] and the Perceived Usefulness and Ease of Use [33] questionnaires. The questionnaire had 31 questions classified into the following four variables or dimensions:

1) «Usefulness» – 8 questions
2) «Ease of use» – 10 questions
3) «Ease of learning» – 6 questions
4) «Satisfaction» – 7 questions

Additionally, we included in the questionnaire a set of four open questions intended to have the user’s impressions in several aspects of the tool by including explicit issues such as positive/negative aspects, common usage in daily problem-solving activities and so on, as they help contribute to the user’s explicit opinion about VISQUE.

4.2. Results

In this subsection, we present the most relevant results. On the one hand, we introduce the main interactive session and Retrospective Testing outcomes. Also, we discuss the results obtained from the questionnaire including the study of the involved variables.
4.2.1 Interactive Session Results

As mentioned before, during the interactive session users were requested to build five queries having incremental levels of difficulty. The data model used for the study sessions was the movie rental use case presented in Section 3 – Figure 5. The queries were selected in order to maximize the expressiveness of the tool, and also to allow users to perform the tasks in different ways, including query constructions with set-based and nested operations. Although users were encouraged to perform the queries without any specific order, the queries were numbered as follows:

- Q1: Number of rentals of each film.
- Q2: Number of rentals of films released in 2006.
- Q3: Number of films rented in the past five years except in 2007.
- Q4: Name and last name of people who rented films with duration between 60 and 90 minutes.
- Q5: Number of films rented in the first quarter of 2006, the second quarter of 2008, and the third quarter of 2009.

Table 1 shows the time spent for users to build each query – i.e., minimal, maximal and average time, the standard deviation, as well as the total number of trial & errors for each query. This information was useful in order to corroborate the level of complexity of each query (effectiveness) and observe the queries in which users may have had specific problems. It is important to point out that the calculated time refers to the user’s query-building time (efficiency) and not to the query execution time.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Query</th>
<th>MIN Time</th>
<th>MAX Time</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>Std. Deviation</th>
<th>Trial &amp; Errors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Q1</td>
<td>0.5 min</td>
<td>2.0 min</td>
<td>0.8 min</td>
<td>0.4 min</td>
<td>0 times</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q2</td>
<td>0.5 min</td>
<td>2.5 min</td>
<td>1.1 min</td>
<td>0.6 min</td>
<td>4 times</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q3</td>
<td>1.9 min</td>
<td>5.0 min</td>
<td>2.8 min</td>
<td>1.0 min</td>
<td>9 times</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q4</td>
<td>1.2 min</td>
<td>7.0 min</td>
<td>3.6 min</td>
<td>1.8 min</td>
<td>7 times</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q5</td>
<td>2.0 min</td>
<td>8.0 min</td>
<td>4.0 min</td>
<td>1.4 min</td>
<td>6 times</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As presented in Table 1, Q1 can be considered as the simplest query. Users were able to quickly perform the query without major difficulties. Also, Q2 was relatively easy to perform by users, although it resulted a little bit more complex than the first one. Q3 is a bit more variable in terms of the time obtained, mainly because users decided to build it in two different ways, that is, the query can be constructed by using the NOT IN operator (nested-query) or by using filters. However, only half of the users (6 users) decided to use the former facility, whereas the rest of the users preferred the usage of filters. Additionally, Q4 also shows some variability in the construction time as the query could be performed by means of the intersection of two queries (INTERSECT operation), or by applying two different filters. Five users decided to conduct the query with the set-based intersection operation, and the rest (7 users) decided to do it by applying two filters. Finally, Q5 had the highest average construction time, as it required the union of three separate queries (UNION set-based operation), and all the users decided to apply the UNION operation anyway.
In a nutshell, the average time to carry out all the queries was 12 minutes and 30 seconds. The longest time to perform the tasks was 20 minutes and 40 seconds, whereas the shortest time was 6 minutes and 20 seconds. The standard deviation was 3 minutes and 45 seconds. In addition, a total of 6 users (the half of them) decided to utilize nested queries. We particularly noticed that 5 out of 6 users using nested queries in Q3 needed at least 1 trial-and-error attempt in order to accomplish the query. By contrast, only 3 out of 6 users needed 1 trial-and-error attempt to finalize the query when using filters. In consequence, we can say that users using only filters for Q3 were more effective. Similarly, regarding the query involving an intersection operation (Q4), 5 out of the 12 users tended to use this facility, and 4 out of those 5 needed at least 1 trial-and-error attempt to conclude the query. The rest of them (7 users) decided to apply filters, and only 2 of them required at least 1 trial-and-error attempt. Therefore, users applying filters in Q4 were also, in this case, more effective. Finally, the set-based union operation (in Q5) was carried out clearly by all users (12 in total), and 5 users needed at least 1 trial and error attempt to finish the query.

4.2.2 Questionnaire Results

As mentioned above, once the interactive session was finished, users were requested to fill in a satisfaction questionnaire consisting of 31 questions divided into four categories, namely: (a) «Utility», (b) «Ease of use», (c) «Ease of learning», and (d) «Satisfaction».

![Variable frequency](image)

**Fig. 9.** Mean for each of the four variables, error bars (± σ) and global mean for the four variables.

The users had to respond to each question in a scale ranging from 1 (completely disagree) to 10 (completely agree). Finally, each user was requested to answer four open questions about the general perception of VISQUE, in order to obtain and identify additional comments about strengths and weaknesses to improve the tool.

Initially, to measure the internal consistency of our questionnaire, we calculated the Cronbach’s alpha. This measure ranges between 0 and 1. The questionnaire used for this
study obtained a reliability value of 94.8% ($\alpha = 0.948$) for the 31 statement values included. Consequently, we can conclude that the questionnaire had an acceptable level of reliability (an acceptable reliability is considered from 80% onwards).

Next, we proceeded to calculate the mean for each rating provided by users for each question (grouped into the four variables commented before). Furthermore, the standard deviation was also calculated for each variable to determine the dispersion. Figure 9 shows a bar chart including the mean values of all user responses for each grouped variable, as well as an error bar corresponding to the dispersion ($\pm \sigma$) for each one.

The overall mean for all variables is 7.83, with a standard deviation of 1.40. The highest rated variable was «Ease of learning», obtaining an average of 8.65 with a standard deviation of 1.66. This implies that the visual representations are appreciated by users as they reduce the learning burden greatly. The variable related for «Ease of use» obtained an average of 7.76 with standard deviation of 0.77 (the lowest dispersion). Consecutively, «Satisfaction» obtained an average of 7.59 with a standard deviation of 1.55. Finally, «Utility» variable had an average of 7.33 with a standard deviation of 1.66, representing the lowest value among all the variables. The «Utility» value mostly depends on the user’s projection about the usage of the tool in (her/his) commonplace context, and so this value usually have a higher deviation. However, in general, the four variables were above 7.0, which is a good indicator for the VISQUE’s early usability measurement.

Moreover, we analyzed the correlation degree between all variables (multivariate correlation) by using the Pearson correlation coefficient. This way, we found out a positive correlation between «Ease of use» & «Satisfaction», «Utility» & «Satisfaction» and «Ease of use» & «Utility», having a Pearson coefficient of 0.884, 0.888 and 0.802 respectively. These values are near to 1, indicating a strong correlation. Additionally, we analyzed the correlation degree between those pairs of variables. To do this, we use the average ratings for each variable, comparing the values (one against the other), and calculating a linear regression. Consequently, we corroborated some degree of correlation between such variables.

As depicted in Figure 10, there is a linear relationship between satisfaction, utility and ease of use, which implies that utility and ease of use are probably two of the most important aspects that make users to perceive a high satisfaction. In addition, as shown in the correlation Figure 10.a, there are two clusters of points. The four rating points shown at the bottom of the line correspond to 4 users having knowledge on
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programming languages (PHP and Java) and basic knowledge on SQL. This indicates that these kinds of user are quite critical about the tool, mainly because of their technical programming and SQL knowledge, therefore their means are lower for this item. Also, Figure 10.b shows a correlation between «Utility» and «Satisfaction» indicating that the users felt more satisfied if the tool covers his/her expectations regarding the work carried in the study.

4.3. Discussion

The measures obtained from the user’s interaction with the tool reported interesting results about the user behavior and his/her impression about the application. Specifically, we took into account the following issues:

- Amount of time to build the five queries and the number of trial & errors.
- Audio and video recordings of the interactive sessions.

Regarding the construction of the five queries, simpler constructions were undertaken in a short time without major drawbacks. More complex queries required, in some cases, trial and error to be performed, and thus an extra time to be completed. However, an interesting result was the construction of queries using the UNION set-based operation, as all users tended to use this operation. Generally speaking, this indicates that the proposed visual language met the user's mental model, exploiting expressive facilities especially in the construction of set-based query operations, which is not common in other similar tools. As corroborated by the empirical results, this also denotes a good learning curve.

In addition, 5 users achieved the intersection operation, while the rest decided to use filters. Regarding nested-queries operations, the result is neutral because half of the users used this option and the rest of them used filters. However, according to the trial & error results, the usage of filters seemed more natural and easy in both cases, probably because users already knew how they worked from previous queries (Q2), and also because filter constructions might be closer to the user’s mental model than intersection ones. In any case, users were able to perform queries in a way or another, highlighting the expressiveness provided by the tool so that users can successfully build queries in different ways with an acceptable ease of use.

Additionally, the audio and video recorded in the interactive session reported valuable information for improving the tool, analyzing the user’s behavioral patterns in the construction of queries. For instance, despite the clear differentiation between measures (in green color) and dimensional attributes (in red color) in the VISQUE interface, we noticed that some users begun to include dimensional attributes firstly and, in consequence, they got empty results since all the information depends on measures. However, VISQUE can be improved in this sense, in order to guide users to select measures firstly. Also, video sessions allowed detecting some minor bugs to be considered in future improvements. However, the tool had an acceptable fault tolerance, giving feedback to the user when an error occurred.

The second phase of the study, related to the usability questionnaire, also provided interesting results about the user’s perception of the tool. Some correlations were detected between pairs of variables. Specifically, we found some level of relationship between «Ease of use» and «Satisfaction», and between «Utility» and «Satisfaction». 
Additionally, such relationships between variables were corroborated through a multivariate correlation analysis. According to this first study, used to measure and improve the tool in an iterative and incremental end-user-centered development process, we can affirm that most users found the tool, the visual mechanisms and the interaction method useful for the construction of queries. Also, the most highly rated aspects reported by users in the open questions were, to cite a few: the facility for extracting large amounts of data from a Data Warehouse, the intuitiveness provided, the implicit advantages in the usage of visual set-based operators, the interface look-and-feel and the short time took to understand it, the visual impact of the results in real time, and the expressiveness for building queries, among others.

5. Conclusion

Generally, databases can be considered as the main data source for most information systems. However, the usability of the data application and its user interface can be implicitly affected by data-model design. Consequently, it is necessary to consider aspects of data modeling and user interface design together in order to increase the overall usability [34]. Based on these arguments, the work reported in this paper is an attempt to facilitate database query on Data Warehouses, which are specific database structures helping reduce complex relationships in data modeling and simplify the user's mental model overall. Our work is mainly focused on end-users with some general knowledge on databases and related tools such as Microsoft Access or Excel, but not on Data Warehousing, and with little or inexistent knowledge on SQL.

By means of the competitive analysis carried out on related tools, we missed some features that are difficult to find in most query-building applications, such as an easy way to add aggregation functions, the suggestion of possible values when creating query filters, preventing users from setting relationships between tables, set-based operations, and nested queries, among others. To leverage those common problems that we have identified in existing systems, we have developed VISQUE, which provides more expressive advantages for query building on Data Warehouses, and more specifically on star schemas. Furthermore, we contribute with the following features: a visual language and automatic representation of DW model to avoid dealing with relationships and the data model; an interactive and intuitive mechanism to build queries overcoming the drawbacks previously commented, and the inclusion of set-based operations and nested queries.

Our work is mainly focused on a user-centered approach, so that the work is mainly presented on the basis of a user-centered engineering process, highlighting related aspects such as the VISQUE visual-query language, and the usability features provided. This is also one of the reasons why we have based on star-schema models as they are easier to represent in a visual manner and also they seem to be more natural for end-user understanding. In addition, our research is based on a EUD approach and, more specifically, in instances like PBE and QBE that facilitate the way end-users can manipulate database artifacts easily, avoiding the necessity to deal with programmatic specifications, and helping end-users to learn by example.
As for the future work, first, we will improve our tool further considering the results of the test achieved. We plan to improve on guiding the user to select measures in dimensional attributes, as we have identified this issue as a repetitive problem. Also, VISQUE is limited by the database model it can retrieve/interpret. By now, the tool is only capable of automatically recognizing star-schema models. However, we think that the language can be easily expanded to other DW schema models like the snowflake schema. Also, we consider as a promising future work to investigate on data-model usability in order to obtain new findings on how Data Warehouse structures can affect the overall usability in database applications, in order to envision an explicit user-centered development process focused on both data and data interfaces, and ensuring a tradeoff between expressiveness and ease of use [35] by providing specific analysis, design, implementation and evaluation activities at every step of the software engineering lifecycle.
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Abstract. A refactoring of application persistent objects affects not only the source code but the stored data as well. The change is usually processed in two steps: refactoring and data migration, which is ineffective and error prone. We provide a formal model for solution which is capable to migrate database according to a refactoring in the application code. The feasibility of the change and its data-secure processing is addressed as well.
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1. Introduction

The Evolution (change) of a software is a common issue during the software development. It occurs for many reasons in all phases of the software lifecycle. The evolution severity usually depends on the number of changes which have to be made and on the number of affected software components. Refactoring [8] is a very popular practice in object-oriented environments for evolving the source code and software architecture. Evolution of database schema and stored data is implemented separately from source code refactoring, although the change of application also affects the database. Object-relational mapping (ORM) frameworks can help with propagation of the evolution from an application to a database. However, these frameworks are usually neither capable of solving complex refactoring cases nor they migrate data properly as it will be shown in Sect. 2.

The problem of application and database evolution is discussed from a developer’s point of view and the formal model of application refactoring and its impact is shown in Sect. 3. A developer works with a model of a persistence layer, which can be transformed into a model of a database schema (or into a database schema directly). Changes of the application layer can be represented as a sequence of transformations. These transformations affect the structure of the application layer or the database schema. We show how these transformations can be used not only for a structural change, but for an automatic generation of a data migration script as well. Basic refactoring cases are introduced as well as the complex ones which are created as sequences of the basic ones. Capabilities of the proposed formal models are illustrated in the common refactoring issues in Sect. 4.
2. Refactoring in the Context of ORM

A software implemented by using an object-oriented language, which uses a relational database as a data storage, consists of four main components. There is the application itself, the database schema, stored data and the object-relational mapping. The software can be evolved by adding or removing entities, their properties or associations. These changes affects the database directly. Other kind of evolution is refactoring. Refactoring is a change made to the internal structure of software to make it easier to understand and cheaper to modify without changing its observable behavior [8]. The refactoring may affect not only the application but the database as well. The database has to evolve when the persistence layer of the application changes to fit the object-relational mapping used in the software. The common current solution is based on capabilities of object-relational mapping frameworks which are capable of creating a database schema according to the given source code or model. The process of evolution then proceeds as follows:

1. The code is refactored (usually by using the developer’s IDE).
2. The ORM framework generates a new database schema.
3. The data are migrated manually (if needed) from the old to the new database.

The last step is error-prone as it is processed manually and the error probability increases with the complexity of the refactoring. The evolution process requires cooperation of a developer and a database administrator or it requires the developer to have a knowledge of the database used in the software. The knowledge of the ORM is needed in both cases. Remarkable is the fact that the feasibility of data evolution has to be verified for each deployed software instance, because the data can differ. The data and information preservation is a crucial issue of database evolution. The next observation is that the evolution of the software is defined twice for one software - first for the application then for the database.

Example 1  Let us have only two classes $A$ and $B$ in the application which are not connected by an association and there are corresponding tables $\text{tab}_a$ and $\text{tab}_b$ in the database, which contain some data. We decide to merge $A$ with $B$ during the development. It means (on a structural level) that the result of the merging is a new class $A'$, which contains all properties of old $A$ and all properties of $B$ and $B$ is removed from the application. The database schema is generated by the ORM framework automatically and it contains only the table $\text{tab}_a''$. The data migration has to be created manually. The developer has to define the evolution twice. The mapping between the data in $\text{tab}_a$ and $\text{tab}_b$ (a cartesian product of data in both tables, equality of some columns etc.) has to be provided to merge the stored data correctly. Next the impact of this mapping on the database has to be verified: are there any data which can be lost during inlining and is this loss intentional?

We propose a better solution where the process of database evolution according to the code refactoring is more automatized. The solution is illustrated in Fig. 1. It is based on a change in the evolution process which assumes that the ORM does not change during the evolution:

1. The evolution of the whole software is defined independently of the application or the database.
2. The evolution is interpreted for the application and the database.
3. The evolution is executed.

The process can decrease mistakes in the evolution process, because there is only one source for the evolution and the evolution is automatically interpreted for the application (as a refactoring) and database (as schema and data migration). The existence of the set of all possible software evolutions \( E \) is based on a set of evolutionary transformations specific for an application and a database. Each transformation contains conditions of transformation feasibility, thus the feasibility of the evolution can be verified.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=0.7\textwidth]{evolution_process.png}
\caption{The evolution of data changes the system on all levels. The figure shows all components of the evolution process.}
\end{figure}

The set \( E \) is created with respect to the needs of a developer, therefore the evolutionary cases are similar to the refactoring cases. Nevertheless the refactoring itself does not provide enough information for the complex migration of database and data, therefore the inputs of some transformation in \( E \) are extended beyond normal refactoring inputs. We focus on refactorings (i.e. structural changes) in this paper, therefore some transformations are not mentioned in the paper (e.g. adding data).

\textit{Example 2} The situation from Example 1 can be solved more effectively when the \textit{mergeClasses} evolution is defined in \( E \). The \textit{mergeClasses} evolution is then automatically interpreted as merging of application classes (change of structure) and a merge of tables on database level (change of structure and migration of data). All information needed for software evolution is provided as the input of the \textit{mergeClasses} transformation - the inputs are: identifiers of both classes to be merged and the mapping between stored data, therefore the script for data migration can be generated. The structural feasibility is verified during the interpretation of the \textit{mergeClasses} evolution and the migration script contains conditions which verify the feasibility on the level of data. (The semantics of the evolution is defined formally later in the paper.)
3. Model of Software Evolution

Model-driven development (MDD) is a good approach to data evolution of various software components [19]. The software is represented by a set of models – concretely, an application model and a database model. The evolution and ORM is represented by a set of model-to-model transformations and the interpretation of transformations from $E$ is a model-to-model transformation again.

3.1. Software Model

The software consists of three important components (as seen in Fig. 1): an application (its persistence layer concretely), a database (consisting of a database schema and stored data) and an ORM, therefore we define a software as a triple consisting of an application and a database which are connected together by an ORM. The software has to be in a consistent state so its users can benefit from its usage. The software is in a consistent state if the application and the database are consistent and the database structure corresponds to the application structure according to the ORM, therefore the software is defined as:

$$ software(a, d, \rho) = \begin{cases} 
\text{consistentSoftware}(a, d, \rho) & \text{if } a \neq \bot \land d \neq \bot \\
\bot & \rho(a) = d 
\end{cases} $$

(1)

$$ a \in \text{Application}, \quad d \in \text{Database}, \quad \rho \in \text{ORM} $$

where the $\bot$ symbol denotes an inconsistent state of a software or its components.

Evolution of a software is a transformation from one consistent state to another one. These states are called generations of the software and the functions which change the state of the software are called transformations.

3.2. Application Model

An application is defined as a set of classes and it creates the context for all structures used in the software persistence layer. For the sake of brevity, we use regular expression as follows: the notation $X = A^*$ means $X$ is defined as a sequence of elements from $A$, $X = (A, B)$ means $X$ is a tuple of pairs from $A$ and $B$, $X = A|B$ means $X$ is either $A$ or $B$. 
The application is defined as follows:

**AppType** = APPSTRING | APPINTEGER | APPBOOLEAN

**InheritanceType** = SINGLETABLE

**Inheritance** = (Label; InheritanceType) ∪ \{OBJECT\}

**Property** = (Label, AppType, DefaultValue, Cardinality, Mandatory)

**Class** = (Label, Property*, Association*, Inheritance)

**Association** = (Label, Class, StartCardinality, EndCardinality)

**StartCardinality, EndCardinality** ∈ \(N_0 \cup \{\ast\}\)

**Application** = Class*

---

**Application type**  Application type (AppType) represents primitive types in the application. Programming languages usually provide types such as String, Integer, Boolean etc. The denotation of types begins with "APP-" prefix to distinguish them from database types. The type casting (i.e. changing type of a property from String to Integer) is not part of transformations defined in this paper, because we focus on structural changes and their impact on data in the first place. However, type casting can be easily integrated into described transformations.

**Inheritance**  The inheritance defines a parent-child relationship between classes. Multiple ancestors are not allowed and of course a class cannot be its own ancestor directly or indirectly. These restrictions are inspired by common programming languages as Java or C#. The InheritanceType determines how a inheritance hierarchy is mapped into a database. We consider only one common mappings of inheritance into a relational database for the sake of model abbreviation. We decide to represent an inheritance hierarchy of classes as a single table that has columns for all the fields of the various classes [9]. We assume there is only one type of inheritance type per class hierarchy. There can be several independent inheritance hierarchies in the model. The symbol OBJECT represents an universal parent for all classes.

**Property**  Property represents a feature of a class which is represented as a primitive type. A property can be mandatory, can have a default value and according to its cardinality it can represent a single value or a collection of values. The properties of non-primitive types are represented as associations.

**Class**  Class represents a basic structural unit in the application model. It has a unique name, one or more properties and it can be associated to other classes in the application.

**Association**  Association represents a connection between two classes. It has a unique name and the reference is represented by the label of referenced class. The class which owns the association is considered to be the starting class of an association, referenced class is considered to be the ending class of an association. The cardinalities define the multiplicities of both association ends.
3.3. Application Manipulation

The application model defines only the structure of an application’s data thus there are defined transformations for adding, altering and removing parts of the model (the set $A$).

Each transformation has a set of preconditions, which are in case of adding or altering very simple:

1. Name collisions have to be prevented when creating a class in the model or altering its name.
2. All references have to be updated when renaming a class.
3. The existence of the class being referenced has to be verified when creating or altering an association.

The only problem that can occur while deleting classes etc. from an application is that the class can be removed only when it is not associated with other classes. The list of possible transformations from $A$ are in Table 1. The list of altering operations is not complete as transformation for changing the obligation or cardinality of properties and associations are missing. It is because these transformations are not so important for complex refactoring.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of transformation</th>
<th>Defined transformations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Creation</td>
<td>newApplication: $\rightarrow$ Application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>addClass: $\text{Class} \times \text{Application} \rightarrow \text{Application}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>addProperty: $\text{Class} \times \text{Property} \times \text{Application} \rightarrow \text{Application}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>addAssociation: $\text{Class} \times \text{Association} \times \text{Application} \rightarrow \text{Application}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Modification</td>
<td>renameProperty: $\text{Class} \times \text{Property} \times \text{Label} \rightarrow \text{Application}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>renameAssociation: $\text{Class} \times \text{Association} \times \text{Label} \rightarrow \text{Application}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>renameClass: $\text{Class} \times \text{Label} \times \text{Application} \rightarrow \text{Application}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Deconstruction</td>
<td>removeProperty: $\text{Class} \times \text{Property} \times \text{Application} \rightarrow \text{Application}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>removeAssociation: $\text{Class} \times \text{Association} \times \text{Application} \rightarrow \text{Application}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>removeClass: $\text{Class} \times \text{Application} \rightarrow \text{Application}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inheritance manipulation</td>
<td>addParent: $\text{Class} \times \text{Inheritance} \times \text{Application} \rightarrow \text{Application}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>removeParent: $\text{Class} \times \text{Application} \rightarrow \text{Application}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>pushDown: $\text{Class} \times \text{Property} \times \text{Application} \rightarrow \text{Application}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>pullUp: $\text{Class} \times \text{Property} \times \text{Application} \rightarrow \text{Application}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.4. Database Model

A relational database consists of a database schema and data. Database schema defines the structure of the database and data represents stored instances in the software. A database
is defined as:

\[
\text{DbType} = \text{DBSTRING} \mid \text{DBINT} \mid \text{DBBOOLEAN}
\]

\[
\text{Constraint} = \text{NOTNULL} \mid \text{UNIQUE}
\]

\[
\text{PrimaryKey} = (\text{Label})
\]

\[
\text{Column} = (\text{Label}, \text{DbType}, \text{DefaultValue}, \text{Constraint}^*)
\]

\[
\text{ForeignKey} = (\text{Label}, \text{TableSchema}, \text{Constraint}^*)
\]

\[
\text{TableSchema} = (\text{Label}, \text{PrimaryKey}, \text{Column}^*, \text{ForeignKey}^*)
\]

**Data Types** Database data types DbType represent primitive types in the database. Databases usually provide types such as Varchar, Integer, Boolean etc. We define types for strings, numbers and boolean values which can be further extended according to a specification of a concrete database.

**Constraints** There are two types of constraints defined in the model. Both constraints are column constraints - the first constraint forces columns to have no non-empty elements, the second constraint requires there to be unique records in a column or foreign key.

**Primary key** A primary key is an unambiguous identifier of a record in a table. The primary key is always provided (automatically generated) by the associated sequence $s$ as a non-zero natural number. A new value of a key is obtained by calling the function $\text{next}(s)$. The generator of primary keys values is called Sequence and there is one sequence per database in the model (see (18)).

A primary key is always defined with constraints NOTNULL and UNIQUE.

**Column** A column defines data values and types which can be part of a table record.

**ForeignKey** A foreign key is a reference to another table’s primary key, it has a unique name and it can be constrained. The value of a foreign key is a non-zero natural number or $\emptyset$ if not constrained by NOTNULL.

**TableSchema** A table represents a basic concept of a database schema. It has a unique name, one or more columns and it can be related to other tables in the schema by foreign keys. Rows in the table represent stored data.

**Data** A database consists not only of a schema but also of data which are represented as rows in a table. A table row in our model consists of value pairs, which represent concrete values of a concrete column or key. Each row contains a reference to a table it belongs to and a primary key’s value, which uniquely identifies the row.

\[
\text{KeyPair} = (\text{PrimaryKey}, \text{Value})
\]

\[
\text{Pair} = (\text{Column}, \text{Value}) \mid (\text{ForeignKey}, \text{Value})
\]

\[
\text{TableData} = (\text{Table}, \text{KeyPair}, \text{Pairs}^*)
\]
Database The database is defined by its schema and data it contains. Last important item of a database is a generator of primary key values called Sequence.

\[
\text{Database} = (\text{TableSchema}^*, \text{TableData}^*, \text{Sequence})
\]  

(18)

3.5. Database Manipulation

A database consists of two parts - of a database schema, which defines the structure, and of stored data - hence the transformations from set \( D \) have to consider both parts. The transformation for manipulation of structure has similar conditions to the evolution of applications. The transformations for data manipulation are inspired by the SQL language. The basic transformations are in Table 2 and the operations for data manipulation are in Table 3. The set of transformations for database manipulation is limited in contrast to the SQL language. Only transformations necessary for data evolution on database level are introduced.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of transformation</th>
<th>Defined transformations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Database Creation</td>
<td>newDatabase: ( \rightarrow Database )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>addTable: ( \text{TableSchema} \times Database \rightarrow Database )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>addColumn: ( \text{TableSchema} \times \text{Column} \times Database \rightarrow Database )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>addForeignKey: ( \text{TableSchema} \times \text{ForeignKey} \times \text{Mapping} \times Database \rightarrow Database )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Database Modification</td>
<td>alterColumnName: ( \text{TableSchema} \times \text{Column} \times \text{Label} \times Database \rightarrow Database )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>alterForeignKeyName: ( \text{TableSchema} \times \text{ForeignKey} \times \text{Label} \times Database \rightarrow Database )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>alterTableName: ( \text{TableSchema} \times \text{Label} \times Database \rightarrow Database )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Database Destruction</td>
<td>dropColumn: ( \text{TableSchema} \times \text{Column} \times Database \rightarrow Database )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>dropForeignKey: ( \text{TableSchema} \times \text{ForeignKey} \times Database \rightarrow Database )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>dropTable: ( \text{TableSchema} \times Database \rightarrow Database )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copy Structure and Values</td>
<td>copyColumn: ( \text{TableSchema} \times \text{TableSchema} \times \text{Column} \times \text{Label} \times \text{Mapping} \times Database \rightarrow Database )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>copyTable: ( \text{TableSchema} \times \text{Label} \times Database \rightarrow Database )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data-secure Database Elements Removal</td>
<td>dropEmptyColumn: ( \text{TableSchema} \times \text{Column} \times Database \rightarrow Database )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>dropEmptyForeignKey: ( \text{TableSchema} \times \text{ForeignKey} \times Database \rightarrow Database )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>dropEmptyTable: ( \text{TableSchema} \times Database \rightarrow Database )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3. The table contains a set of transformations which serve for data manipulation. The detailed specification can be found in [16].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data Manipulation</th>
<th>Transformation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>selectOne: TableSchema × ID × Database → TableData</td>
<td>selectAll: TableSchema × Database → TableData*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>insertData: TableData × Database → Database</td>
<td>insertValue: TableData × Pair × Database → Database</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Copying Database Elements** The transformations for copying the structure and values of a column or table serve more as helpers for advanced evolution cases, where they are discussed in detail.

**Data-Safe Database Element Removal** The transformation that remove elements from the database can have fatal impact on the data preservation, therefore the set of transformations is extended by data safe transformations for removing database elements. These transformations are not part of the SQL standard, although they can be implemented as database functions. These transformations create a safe way to remove elements from the database as they drop empty structural elements only.

### 3.6. Mapping Between Stored Data

A relation between data from different TableDatas has to be known during execution of some transformations (e.g. moveProperty). The relation is defined as a mapping between TableDatas. The mapping is defined as follows:

\[
\text{mapping} : \text{TableData} \rightarrow \text{TableData} \star \cup \{\emptyset\} \tag{19}
\]

The mapping has a sequences of TableData in its range set, this allows to define one-to-many and many-to-many relations between data. The \(\emptyset\) represents a situation where there is no relation for a given element of the mapping’s range. A special case of mapping is an empty mapping denoted as \(m_e\), which is used when there are no TableData in the domain or the range is equal to \(\emptyset\) i.e. the transformation takes part on the structural level only. The set of all possible mappings is called \(\text{Mapping}\).

Each mapping has to fulfill constraints given by the structural definition of its range TableData. Concretely: uniqueness of column values:

\[
\forall m \in \text{Mapping}; x_1, x_2 \in \text{domain}(m); p_1 \in \text{pairs}(m(x_1)), p_2 \in \text{pairs}(m(x_2)) : \\
x_1 \neq x_2 \land \exists c \in \text{Column}; \text{UNIQUE} \in \text{constraints}(c) \land \\
c \in \text{pairs}(\text{columns}(\text{range}(m))) \implies p_1 \neq p_2 \tag{20}
\]

if the principle of uniqueness is violated then usage of such a mapping leads to an inconsistent database. Next constraint of mappings is the non-emptiness of columns constrained with NOTNULL constraint:

\[
\forall m \in \text{Mapping}; x \in \text{domain}(m) : \\
\exists c \in \text{Column}, \text{NOTNULL} \in \text{constraints}(c) \implies m(x) \neq \emptyset \tag{21}
\]
if this principle is violated then usage of such a mapping leads to an inconsistent database.

There can occur data loss, when the mapping is a partial function. Usage of such mapping has to be reconsidered before its usage, because it can result in a semantically inconsistent state of the database.

A mapping can be implemented as a nested query in the SQL command representing the transformation. Alternatively, a database view can be implemented to represent such a mapping.

3.7. Object Relational Mapping

ORM is the only fixed point in the software model we use. The mapping is similar to the Hibernate mapping \[13\], thus a lot of developers should be familiar with it. The main ideas are:

- classes are mapped to tables,
- single properties are mapped to a column or if the property is a collection then the property is mapped as a table,
- associations are mapped to foreign keys or to tables if the association represents a many-to-many relationship,
- primary keys are created automatically for each table,
- names used in application are mapped into the database schema (e.g. because of possible name collision of application classes and names of database schema elements).

3.8. Software Evolution

The evolution of the whole software is described from the developer’s point of view, therefore the transformations use the names and elements from application context. Elements have to be transformed into a database context - this is assured by the ORM. In the model we ignore the fact an element’s label has to be often transformed as well (e.g. because of collision between the label and label of a database internal table).

Three sets of transformations have to be defined to provide the capabilities described in Example 2: the set \( E \) of all possible software transformations:

\[
E = \{ e \mid e : ConsistentSoftware \rightarrow Software \} \tag{22}
\]

which is limited in this paper to a set of transformations for refactoring, creating and deleting model elements. The list of transformations and their definition is available online \[16\]. The fact that a transformation produces \( Software \) and not \( ConsistentSoftware \) supports composition of transformations. If a transformation (refactoring) is applicable on a software it produces consistent software. In contrast if the transformation is not applicable than the software is in the state \( \perp \) and no transformation can change it.

Next we define the set of application refactorings:

\[
A = \{ a \mid a : Application \rightarrow Application \} \tag{23}
\]

and the set of database evolutionary transformations

\[
D = \{ d \mid d : Database \rightarrow Database \} \tag{24}
\]
Evolution of the software is defined as an interpretation of the transformation for each component of the software:

\[ t(s) = \text{software}(\Psi(t, \text{application}(s)), \Phi(t, \text{database}(s)), \rho(s)) \]  
\[ s \in \text{ConsistentSoftware}, t \in E \]

where \( \Psi : E \times \text{Application} \to A \) interprets the software evolution cases to the code refactoring and \( \Phi : E \times \text{Database} \to D \) interprets to the evolutionary transformation of database. The ORM does not change during the evolution.

The advantage of interpretation is that the semantics of the evolution is defined only once by the \( E \)-transformation. This definition contains all necessary information for partial evolutions of all software components. This approach speeds up the work of software developers, because it automatize the process of database evolution.

### 3.9. Basic Evolutionary Transformations

The evolution of the whole software is based on the atomic transformations specific for each software part, which are defined in Sec. 3.3 and 3.5. This section introduces how those primitives can be used to manipulate the software elements.

The basic evolutionary transformations of the software are based on basic evolution of an application. These transformations have to respect the ORM, because properties and associations can be mapped as a column (foreign key respectively) as shown in the example of creating a new property:

\[
\Phi(newProperty(c, p), d) = \begin{cases} 
\text{addColumn}(\text{ORM}(c), \text{ORM}(p), d) & \text{if } \text{cardinality}(p) = 1 \\
\text{addForeignKey}(\text{ORM}(p), fk, m_e, \text{addTable}(\text{ORM}(p), d)) & \text{if } \text{cardinality}(p) > 1 \\
\text{where } fk = (\text{ORM}(c), \text{ORM}(C), \{\})
\end{cases}
\]  
\[ c \in \text{Class}, p \in \text{Property}, d \in \text{Database} \]

An example of both mappings is in Fig. 4.

A mapping between basic evolutionary transformations is provided in the short in Table 4. The detailed definitions are provided in [16]. The mapping can be implemented as a direct generation of SQL commands from the application transformations or an intermediate database model can be used. The second approach is suitable if there are multiple models affecting database i.e. a model of entities, which is interpreted as database schema and a model of business constraints, which is interpreted as a set of database triggers.

Each basic application transformation is mapped to a set of possible mappings on the database level according to the cardinality. The advanced transformations are explained in detail in Sect. 3.10. Some of the advanced transformations cannot be implemented as a set of simple data manipulations SQL scripts. Rather, advanced constructs such as PL/SQL procedures have to be used, especially when there is a mapping between instances. The
Fig. 2. Two possible variants how the newProperty transformation can be interpreted on the database level. The initial state is in Fig. (a), then a new property called Address is added. In case the Address property has cardinality equal to 1 then the result is in Fig. (b) otherwise the result is in Fig. (c).

Table 4. The mapping between evolution of the application and database transformations. The advanced transformations are explained in detail in Sect. 3.10.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application Transformation</th>
<th>Database Transformation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>newClass</td>
<td>addTable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>newProperty</td>
<td>if cardinality ≤ 1 then addColumn else addTable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>newAssociation</td>
<td>if cardinality ≤ 1 then addColumn else addTable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>renameProperty</td>
<td>if cardinality ≤ 1 then renameColumn else renameTable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>renameAssociation</td>
<td>if cardinality ≤ 1 then renameForeignKey else renameTable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>renameClass</td>
<td>renameTable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>removeProperty</td>
<td>if cardinality ≤ 1 then dropEmptyColumn else dropEmptyTable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>removeAssociation</td>
<td>if cardinality ≤ 1 then dropEmptyForeignKey else dropEmptyTable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>removeClass</td>
<td>dropEmptyTable</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
transformations for data-safe removal are used as default removing transformations, although the classic drop- transformations can be used. This should lead to the more careful usage of removing transformations.

3.10. Advanced Evolutionary Transformations

Advanced evolutionary transformations are based on the basic ones, they can be obtained as a concatenation of transformations. This means the complex transformations are limited in the same way as their basic components. All transformations from the set $E$ presented so far have the same input information for both an application and a database, whereas the advanced transformations usually need a mapping between stored data (instances) as their input.

Copy Property The $copyProperty$ creates a duplicate of a property in a given class. If the mapping is not provided the transformation creates only a structural copy of the property, otherwise it copies the values too. Therefore the $copyProperty$ transformation is the simplest way to manipulate the stored data.

$$copyProperty : Class \times Class \times Property \times Mapping \times ConsistentSoftware \rightarrow Software$$ (27)

The $copyProperty$ is the first transformation when an additional information has to be added to the usual code refactoring. It is because the $copyColumn$ transformation needs one more information to succeed - a mapping has to be provided between the source and the target table to assure data information consistency. The transformation is interpreted for both software components - in the application case a new property is added:

$$\Phi(copyProperty(c_s, c_t, p, m, s)) = newProperty(c_t, p, application(s))$$

if $c_s \neq c_t$ (28)

In the database case the copy of a column or table is created according the cardinality of the property and then the values are copied:

$$\Phi(copyProperty(c_s, c_t, p, m, d) =$$

$$\begin{cases} 
\text{copyColumn}(ORM(c_s), ORM(c_t), ORM(p), m, database(s)) \\
\text{if} \ \text{cardinality}(p) = 1 \\
\text{copyPropertyAsTable}(ORM(c_s), ORM(c_t), ORM(p), m, database(s)) \\
\text{if} \ \text{cardinality}(p) > 1
\end{cases}$$ (29)

Move Property The $moveProperty$ transformation is based on the $copyProperty$ transformation followed by the $removeProperty$ so its construction is easy. On the other hand, special attention has to be paid to the provided mapping of instances, because it can
cause loss of data. The ideal case is when the mapping is injective, then the transformation cannot cause loss of data.

\[moveProperty : \text{Class} \times \text{Class} \times \text{Property} \times \text{Mapping} \times \text{ConsistentSoftware} \rightarrow \text{Software}\]

\[moveProperty(c_s, c_t, p, m, s) = removeProperty(c_s, p, copyProperty(c_s, c_t, p, m, s))\]

**Inline and Split Class** Inline and split are two opposite transformations. First of them moves data from the source class into the target one and then deletes the source class. Second of them extracts a new class from an existing class. The inline transformations can be composed from already mentioned basic transformations:

\[inlineClass : \text{Class} \times \text{Class} \times \text{Mapping} \times \text{ConsistentSoftware} \rightarrow \text{Software}\]

\[inlineClass(c_1, c_2, m, s) = removeClass(c_2, moveProperties(c_1, c_2, m, s))\]

\[\text{if} \; \neg \text{isReferenced}(c_2, \text{application}(s))\]

\[\text{where} \; p \in \text{properties}(c_2),\]

\[moveProperties(c_1, c_2, m, s) =\]

\[\forall p \in \text{properties}(c_2) : moveProperty(c_1, c_2, p, m, s)\]

A special case of inlining is merge. The **mergeClass** transformation is used when two classes have the same structure and they should be merged into one.

\[mergeClasses : \text{Class} \times \text{Class} \times \text{Software} \rightarrow \text{Software}\]

The classes are represented as two tables containing different data - these data have to be merged into one table.

The split transformation has to be interpreted:

\[splitClass : \text{Class} \times \text{Label} \times \text{Property} \times \text{ConsistentSoftware} \rightarrow \text{Software}\]

\[\Psi(splitClass(c, l, p), a) = removeProperty(c, p, newProperty(c_n, p, addClass(c_n, a)))\]

\[c_n = \text{class}(l, \emptyset, \emptyset, \text{OBJECT})\]
The mapping is defined as identity in case of splitClass, therefore the rows in the new table have the same primary keys' values as in their source class.

3.11. Inheritance Manipulation

Inheritance is an important part of object-oriented world. The impact of change of this relationship to the database depends on the type of inheritance mapping similarly as in the case of moveProperty. The addParent transformation is described as example:

$$\Phi(\text{addParent}(c, ih, m, a)) = \text{addParent}(c, ih, a)$$

if $! \text{isReferenced}(c)$

The interpretation of the addParent transformation on the database level depends on the ORM. We use the single-table mapping in our model, therefore the result is a merge of tables:

$$\Phi(\text{addParent}(c, ih, m, s) = \text{dropTable}(ORM(c), h(c, ih, p, m, s)))$$

where $h : TableSchema \times Inheritance \times Mapping \times Software \rightarrow Database$

$h(c, ih, p, m, s) = \forall \ p \in \text{properties}(c) :$

$$\Phi(\text{moveProperty}(c, \text{class}(ih), p, m, s))$$

The inverse transformation removeParent uses the splitClass transformations (this is valid for the simplification when there is only one type of inheritance - SINGLETABLE). This
does not cover the case when the information from parent are not needed in its child, such a transformation has to be defined by a sequence of steps.

Next transformations connected with inheritance are pushDown and pullUp. Pull up moves a property from child to parent so the moveProperty can be used, the mapping of instances is based on the parent-child relationship. It means the column cannot be constrained with NOTNULL constraint if there are more siblings in the hierarchy. The pushDown transformation works in opposite direction, however it moves the property into all children of the parent class. The easiest situation is where there is no sibling in the hierarchy, otherwise we assume there are no stored data in the siblings. It is because the change of parent affects the instances of its children: When a property is moved only into one child, the information consistency is violated, therefore we forbid such transformation, because we cannot anticipate developer’s intents.

The next two inheritance-related transformations are extractParent and extractCommonParent which serve for extracting a parent class based on a given set of property from a class or from a couple of classes.

### 4. Example of Usage

The examples demonstrate how the transformations help with data evolution in real life example of software evolution. There are two classes in our software Person and LegalParty, both of them contain information about address (street, city and zip code) as shown in the Fig. 3 where the database tables are shown.

To improve the design of code a class representing Address has to be created. The Address class shall be associated with both original classes and shall receive the data already stored in the database.

**Fig. 3.** The initial state of the example used in the case study. There is a repetition of information structure in the Person and LegalParty class.

The first step is to extract two temporary classes representing addresses of a Person or of a LegalParty:

\[
s_1 = \text{splitClass}(\text{Person}, "\text{Address}_\text{tmp1}", \langle \text{street, city, zip}\rangle, \text{software})
\]

\[
s_2 = \text{splitClass}(\text{LegalParty}, "\text{Address}_\text{tmp2}", \langle \text{street, city, zip}\rangle, s_1)
\]
The splitClass transformation moves given properties into the new class, therefore there is no address information in Person or LegalPerson after these transformations. The temporary classes have to be connected with the origin classes by an association.

\[
s_3 = \text{newAssociation}(\text{Person}, \text{association}("address", "Address\_tmp1", 1, 1), \text{mapping}_1, s_2) \\

s_4 = \text{newAssociation}(\text{LegalParty}, \text{association}("address", "Address\_tmp2", *, 1), \text{mapping}_2, s_3)
\]

The mapping\(_1\) and mapping\(_2\) can be defined using the equality of primary keys values, because the temporary classes were extracted from the Person and LegalParty. Finally the temporary class are merged into one:

\[
s_5 = \text{mergeClasses}(\text{Address\_tmp1}, \text{Address\_tmp2}, "Address", s_4)
\]

The merge of classes is possible because the associations (and corresponding foreign keys) created in the previous step are not constrained. The change of the code continue by adding more addresses to the Person class:

\[
s_6 = \text{newAssociation}(\text{Person}, \text{association}("contactAddress", Address, 1, 1), m_e, s_5)
\]

The final result of the transformations is in the Fig. 4.

The example shows that the defined transformations are able to perform regular data evolutions. It shows that the usage of the transformations is sometimes not intuitive for the user (e.g. creating temporary classes before merging), therefore the next complex transformations have to be defined based on users’ experience reports. The examples show that the column constraints often decide the feasibility of a transformation.
5. Capabilities of Defined Transformations

It is obvious that the set of defined transformation is limited because of focus on data preservation or transformation concatenation. Nevertheless, defined transformations are strong enough to handle a lot of refactoring cases. To verify this we use refactoring cases based on the Eclipse foundation refactoring statistics [7] (choosing only the transformation influencing data) and on Fowler’s book [8]. Selected refactorings are:

1. **Rename** is the most used refactoring according to the Eclipse statistic and it is one of the basic refactoring cases introduced in Sec. 5.3.
2. **Move** refactoring is used in Eclipse to move properties from a class to another class within an inheritance hierarchy or to move classes between packages. In contrast, our model does not consider packages, However it is able to move property from one class to another according to the given mapping, which contains not only moves in hierarchy but a lot of other cases too.
3. **Extract Class** is an often used refactoring in Eclipse and it is mentioned in Fowler’s book as well. It is introduced as an example of advanced refactorings in Sec. 5.10 as the `splitClass` transformation together with its opposite transformation `mergeClasses`.
4. **Move field** from Fowler’s book is introduced as `moveProperty` in Sec. 5.3.
5. **Replace Data Value with Object** is a refactoring case which is not mentioned among the evolutionary transformations. However it can be composed from already defined transformations:

\[
replaceDataWithObject(sourceClass, property, newObject, software) = removeProperty(sourceClass, property, newAssociation(sourceClass, association(label(sourceClass), newObject, 1, 1), mapping, copyProperty(sourceClass, newObject, property, mapping, software))
\]

(47)

where the mapping represents the relation between the new object and the original one - for each instance of the new object there is one instance of the original one.

The transformations proposed in this paper are able to implement all data refactorings supported by the Eclipse IDE. There are some refactorings from Fowler which are not considered in the proposal: replacing array with object, changing unidirectional association to bidirectional (and reverse) and operations which replace types with polymorphism. However, the proposal solves the most used refactorings.

6. Related Work

Research of data and database evolution is not limited to the relational ones only, there is also work in the areas of object databases and XML databases. This work provides solutions specific to concrete types of databases using various ranges of solutions - domain specific languages [14], extensions of existing standards or MDD [13] or formal specification [22]. These solutions are inspiring, however, the domain of the ORM has its specific issues, so a solution from another domain has to be adapted carefully.
Informal definitions The taxonomy of relational database evolution based on the entity-relationship model is proposed in [20]. The evolution is described as a change in the entity-relationship model and a change in a relational database. The semantics change patterns in context of a conceptual schema are described in [25], although its impact on a database schema or data is not described. The main cases of data evolution are defined in both publications. The description is informal. An extensive set of possible database refactorings is provided in [3], where both schema and data evolution is discussed. The refactorings are intended to be used by database administrators, thus it assumes database-first approach to evolution, whereas this proposal is application-first.

Formal frameworks A general formal framework for database evolution is defined in [17]. The framework is based on a set of basic graph transformations which are then extended to transformations of the entity-relationship model. The framework and the defined transformations can be implemented in our proposal too. The contribution of the formal framework is a definition of equivalent structures in relational database schemas. Our proposal is aimed to be used in the domain of object-oriented languages, where a class model is more common than entity-relationship model.

The formal definition of MDD approach to database schema evolution is proposed in [2], where changes of a database conceptual schema are interpreted on both a physical schema and data. In contrast our proposal is aimed to solve the problem of code refactoring and its impact on relational database, next we propose more complex transformations (such as copyProperty or inheritance-related transformations) and examine the impact of platform specific constructs (such as foreign keys or constraints) on the evolution.

A categorical framework for the migration of object-oriented systems is proposed in [21]. This framework defines the refactoring of objects, data and methods, which are the main objectives of the framework. The impact of the object change on a relational database is not considered in the paper as it is aimed at object-oriented systems only.

Forward Round-Trip Engineering in Data Evolution A round-trip approach for data evolution was described in [23], which was implemented in the SELF language. This approach proposed a forward-oriented evolution on all application levels in the software application. In contrast with our framework, the round-trip approach does not care about stored data, because it is focused only on transformations for creating, updating and deleting elements of a model.

A meta-model based approach to data evolution is proposed in [1] where a very similar solution for data evolution is proposed, which is based on an extended UML meta-model. The solution provides similar capabilities of change of application and database as does our proposal. In contrast our work is created with the ORM domain in mind and therefore we extended the application meta-model with constructs typical of this domain.

ORM Frameworks There are many object-relational mapping frameworks available for developers, and some of them provide tools for database migration. Hibernate [13] is one of the most popular ORM frameworks in the Java community which is capable of creating a new table or adding a new column according to a change in the application. Active Record [11] is an ORM framework in the Ruby on Rails environment. Since its first version it has contained support for database evolution according to the create-update-delete principle, in the form of so-called migrations [11] which can be extended by adding
user SQL commands. Entity Framework [18] is Microsoft’s ORM solution for the .NET platform. Its capabilities of data evolution support are similar to those of Active Record. Neither of the frameworks is capable of automatization of complex refactoring cases.

Tools for Database Evolution The MeDEA project [5] offers a tool for evolution of both database schema and stored data based on model-driven approach. The project DB-MAIN [12] provides a MDD approach to data evolution on all the levels of software we do. The project DB-MAIN is well documented formally. The PRISM is a research project for data management under schema evolution [5]. In contrast with our proposal, and with MeDEA, it extends the SQL command set by so-called schema modification operators which implements the schema evolution. A very promising solution is Liquibase [24], a tool for database refactoring and evolution. It is capable of migrating both database schema and stored data. The evolution is described by an XML document which can be interpreted on various databases.

The difference between these frameworks and our proposal is that each has a different focus. All mentioned projects are aimed to be used by database administrators; whereas our focus is on entities evolution, which is then propagated to a database with an emphasis on automatization. Our goal is to hide the entire database level from our users.

The project IMIS [4] follows the same idea of applying MDD into evolution of a whole software, but does not provide a formal model or an overview of capabilities (defined transformations).

7. Conclusion

We discuss the impact of application refactoring on relational database schema and stored data. We introduce basic transformations of application and database, next show how the complex refactorings can be constructed based on basic refactorings. The transformations presented are capable of solving the main refactoring cases. Theirs construction assures structural-safe change of application and data-safe migration of database schema and data.

The proposal is based on the idea of MDD which is implemented by a set of models and transformation rules. This allows to simulate the behavior of an evolution in the platform independent environment.

The main contribution is the new point of view on the application refactoring. The application code and relational database co-evolution can improve the capabilities of IDEs and speed up the work of developers. Next contributions are definitions of impact of advanced refactoring cases on relational database and stored data. We show that the automatic co-refactoring is possible not only in case of basic changes of an application, but even complex refactorings can be processed automatically for the applications’ code and database.

Someone can be afraid about applicability in complex scenarios, whether the proposal can really save time in real world scenarios. But due to the fact that hand-crafting of mappings is not necessary in most of the interesting cases (usually an existing association is used as the mapping function), the model proposed has advantages over hand-made migration scripts.
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Abstract. In this paper, we propose a user-centric software architecture for managing Ubiquitous Health Monitoring Data (UHMD) generated from wearable sensors in a Ubiquitous Health Monitoring System (UHMS), and examine how these data can be used within privacy-preserving distributed statistical analysis. Two are the main goals of our approach. First, to enhance the privacy of patients. Second, to decongest the Health Monitoring Center (HMC) from the enormous amount of biomedical data generated by the users’ wearable sensors. In our solution personal software agents are used to receive and manage the personal medical data of their owners. Moreover, the personal agents can support privacy-preserving distributed statistical analysis of the health data. To this end, we present a cryptographic protocol based on secure multi-party computations that accept as input current or archived values of users’ wearable sensors. We describe a prototype implementation that performs a statistical analysis on a community of independent personal agents. Finally, experiments with up to several hundred agents confirm the viability and the effectiveness of our approach.
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1. Introduction

The requirement to provide health care to special groups of people who have the need of continuous health monitoring is an integral part of today’s society. Moreover, the number of people who need such health monitoring services is increasing. An important reason for this is the aging of the populations, which constitutes a social and economical challenge especially for the developed countries [1]. Related researches which have been carried out both in the European Union [2] and the United States [3] indicate that the number of people over the age of 65 is increasing. A similar increase is expected to take place throughout the developed world. Many elderly people suffer from chronic diseases that require health care and frequent visits to hospitals. For people of this category, it is important to continuously monitor the state of their health. Effective monitoring of the health state can improve the quality of the patients’ life or even save their life, while simultaneously reducing the cost of health care [4, 5].

* Preliminary parts of this work were presented at the 4rd International Conference on PErvasive Technologies Related to Assistive Environments (PETRA 2011) and the 8th International Conference on Trust, Privacy & Security in Digital Business (TrustBus 2011).
The rapid development of the wearable sensors technology led to the appearance and the implementation of prototype Ubiquitous Health Monitoring Systems (UHMS’s) [4–6]. Moreover, there is a plethora of researches in the area of ambient assistive living services [7–9] and controlled access to ubiquitous hospital information [10]. The objective of a UHMS is to provide continuous health monitoring, both at home and outdoors. People need to have their health condition under control not only when at home, but wherever they are. One of the main features of a UHMS is to automatically generate alerts to notify the family or the patient’s doctor about a possible health emergency so they should rush to their help to him. Examples of the data used for the detection of a possible health incident, as they are reported in [11], are: heart rate, blood pressure, galvanic skin response, skin temperature, heat flux, subject motion, speed and the covered distance.

Although ubiquitous computing is an opportunity for improving the health sector; however, for ubiquitous health monitoring technology to become feasible, a number of challenges are facing its presence [12]. These challenges are related to the deployment of this technology [13] and to issues such as resource constraints, user mobility, cost, heterogeneity of devices, scalability, security and privacy. While in [14] the author believes that challenges associated to sensor technology features also exist, such as Quality of Service (QoS), low power consumption and security of the wireless devices.

Privacy is an important issue of UHMS and health-related applications in general, since health data are sensitive personal data of patients. Privacy-related legislation like the European Data Protection Directive [15] and the HIPAA (Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act) [16] explicitly define the rules for protecting the privacy of patients. The so far general architecture of a UHMS requires that all personal medical data (such as those reported above) which are produced by the patients’ wearable sensors are collected and stored in a central service, specifically at the Health Monitoring Center (HMC) [4, 5]. The HMC is responsible not only for the collection and storage, but also for the control of these critical personal data. However, this technique runs significant risks for the security of the actual data, for the privacy of the monitored people, and, moreover, has an enormous computational and storage cost for the HMC. The distributed architecture that we propose in this work can offer the required scalability to handle large or even huge amounts of personal data.

At the same time, statistics of personal health data can be of high value for medical purposes. For example, the use of statistical methods is an integral part of medical research. A medical statistic may comprise a wide variety of data types, the most common of which are based on vital records (birth, death, marriage), morbidity (incidence of disease in a population) and mortality (the number of people who die of a certain disease in relation with the total number of people). Additional personal data items may needed for other well-known statistical computations, like the demographic distribution of a disease based on geographic, ethnic, and gender criteria, the socioeconomic status and education of health care professionals, and the costs of health care services.

In this work, we deal with the privacy-enhanced management of ubiquitous health monitoring data. Moreover, we describe how this data can be used within privacy-preserving distributed statistical analysis. Regarding the first deal, we suggest the decentralization of the collection of medical data at the users’ side. This is achieved by the use of personal agents that will be continuously online and collect the medical data of their owners. In addition to the data that are obtained by wearable sensors, the agents may also
have other data, such as demographic elements about the patient and further information about his health records, as well. The additional data can be used to support filtering of the results within distributed computations. Apart from the management of the personal data, the patient agent’s automatically monitors the different changes in medical data with a dedicated health component. As soon as the health component detects aberrations in the raw health data, it informs the HMC by giving it access to the user’s data so as to decide itself for the danger of the situation. In our approach, the usage of the agents does not block the remote monitoring of the patient’s health by an authorized doctor; it only ensures the controlled, user-aware, access to these sensitive data.

For the statistical analysis, we propose a cryptographic protocol based on secure multi-party computations that accept as input current or archived values of users’ wearable sensors. This distributed computation is performed by a community of the patients’ personal software agents. We design an algorithm for the distributed computation, present a prototype implementation of the proposed solution, and obtain experimental results that confirm the viability and the effectiveness of our approach.

Main Advantages of Our Solution

The personal data management approach proposed in this work achieves a number of advantages in comparison with the existing architecture of a UHMS, and simultaneously enhances the privacy of the patients in such a system. The main advantages are:

– Only controlled access to the health data is provided. Every data access is logged by keeping who retrieved which data items and when this happened.
– The whole history of medical data, including the raw sensors’ data, can be kept in the agent, whereas this might not be possible on the HMC for practical reasons. At the same time, decongestion of the HMC from the large amount of data, is achieved. This can make the computational requirements of the central servers more tolerable.
– Less risk of massive theft of personal data since they are distributed at the users’ side.
– Option for usability of these data by authorized third independent services or for performing distributed computations.

On the other hand, important advantages of our statistical analysis approach in comparison to traditional statistical analysis techniques are:

– Utilizing valuable, sensitive, up-to-date personal data while ensuring privacy.
– Simplifying the process and significantly reducing the time and cost for conducting a statistical analysis.

A prerequisite for our approach is that each patient must have a personal software agent at his disposal and permanent access to the Internet. The computational requirements for the personal agent can be fulfilled with commodity hardware and hence its cost is not high. Thus, it is plausible to assume that patients with a UHMS can afford the extra cost for such an agent.

Our Contributions

– We present a user-centric software architecture for managing UHMD generated from wearable sensors in a UHMS, that allows controlled access to the health data, decongests the HMC, and enhances the privacy of users.
We propose the usage of personal software agents for the management of biomedical data at the user side.
We implement a prototype of the agents for this work.
We present a privacy-preserving cryptographic protocol for distributed statistical analysis of the health data within agent communities.
We validate our approach with a set of experiments on generated biomedical data in a community of real software agents.

Outline. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe related work. In Section 3, we introduce the management architecture of our privacy-enhanced UHMS. In Section 4, we propose a system for performing privacy-preserving distributed statistical analysis on ubiquitous health data. Finally, conclusions of this work are given in Section 5.

2. Related Work

Personal data of users are commonly stored in central databases at the service provider’s side. In this way, the users have essentially no control over the use of their personal data. The idea that individuals should own their personal information themselves and decide how this information is used, is discussed in [17]. A point made in [18] is that, although considering personal data the owner’s private property is a very appealing idea, it would be rather difficult to practically apply it and legally enforce it. The argument that personal data would be safer at the user’s side is also examined in [19].

To address privacy concerns, different kinds of frameworks that are related to personal data have recently been proposed. In particular, privacy sensitive management of personal data in ubiquitous computing is discussed in [20], and storing personal data in an individual’s mobile device is examined in [21]. Of particular importance for the management of health data in this work is Polis [22], a framework for managing personal data at the owner’s side. Polis offers privacy-enhanced management of personal data based on the principle that each individual has absolute control on his personal data, which remain permanently at the side of their owner and only there. Each user of Polis is a unique entity which is represented by a corresponding Polis agent. The Polis agents constitute the backbone of the Polis architecture; they are used to manage the personal data of an entity and provide controlled access at the entity’s data. The service providers request personal data items of users from their personal agents. The agents provide the requested data if there is a corresponding policy and/or license agreement. In this work, we extend Polis agents with additional features and adapt the decentralized, agent-based approach of Polis for the management of the patients’ personal data. Some work related to Polis has been done within the DISCREET project where a rich but also complicated framework for privacy protection has been proposed [23]. This framework is built on the principle that personal data is kept inside a “Discreet Box”, located at the service provider’s side. An agent-based solution to address usability issues related to P3P (Platform for Privacy Preferences Project) is presented in [24]. General surveys on privacy enhancing technologies are given in [25, 26].

In the second and main part of this work, we present a solution for distributed privacy-preserving statistical analysis of personal health data. Our approach is based on secure
multi-party computations (MPCs). The general model of a MPC was firstly proposed by Yao [27] and later was followed by many others [28, 29]. In general, a MPC problem concerns the calculation of a function with inputs from many parties, where the input of each participant is not disclosed to anyone. The only information that should be disclosed is the output of the computation. The general solution for MPC presented in [27] is powerful but commonly leads to impractical implementations.

A secure two-party computation (S2C) for the calculation of statistics from two separate data sets is presented in [30]. Each data set is owned by a company and is not disclosed during the computation. Similar results are shown in [31], this time focusing on linear regression and classification and without using cryptographic techniques. Some indicative works from the related field of privacy-preserving data mining are [32–34]. A major difference of our work from the above is that in our approach every participant is in control of his health data and that the distributed computation is performed by the community of the personal software agents. Using software agents as building blocks for software systems is an established practice; see for example [35] and for a recent survey [36].

Another approach for statistics on personal data is anonymization, i.e., the sanitization of a data collection by removing identifying information. The data anonymization approach and some of its limitations are discussed for example in [37–39]. Data anonymization applies to data collections in central databases and is not directly comparable to our decentralized approach. Finally, an example of an efficient privacy-preserving distributed computation is given in [40], where personal agents of doctors execute a distributed protocol to identify the nearest doctor to an emergency. The focus of the present work is on privacy-preserving distributed statistical analysis using a massive number of participants.

3. Privacy-Enhanced Management of UHMD

In this section, we describe the proposed architecture for privacy-enhanced management of UHMD and show how it fulfills the goal of protecting the personal data and enhancing the privacy of patients.

3.1. Management Architecture

An overview of the proposed architecture for a UHMS is presented in Figure 1. The emphasis of the description is on the part of personal agents. The biomedical data that are produced by the patients’ wearable sensors are wirelessly collected through a local wireless network in the patient’s body into a personal mobile device, such as a smart phone. Afterwards, the measured biomedical data are transmitted via multiple complementary wireless networks (GPRS, 3G, Wi-Fi), through the Internet, towards the patient’s personal agent. The personal agents that are used for this task are the Polis agents and have been suitably modified for this purpose. The features which have been added to the Polis agents so as to be used in a UHMS are:

1. Ability to collect dynamic personal data, such as the biomedical data of the patients’ wearable sensors.
2. Ability to control the values of the biomedical data for the detection of some indicative cases of emergency.
A snapshot of a patients’ personal agent is shown in Figure 2. On the other hand, the patients’ personal agents are self-organized into an appropriate virtual network topology that can provide easy organization and identification of the agents. This network topology can be used as a tool to conduct privacy-preserving distributed computations.

Our architecture can support an intelligent health component which can make a first check of the health data in real time. We provide an overview of the functionality of such a component; a real implementation of such a tool is outside of the scope of this work. The health component of the personal agent checks automatically the incoming vital signs with the purpose to address for further thorough check in HMC if there are indications of an emergency (see Figure 3). An example of rules/decisions that a health component can apply in order to decide about an emergency can be found in [7]. If necessary, the HMC can be consulted by the personal doctor of the patient. The personal doctors are shown as “Doctors” in Figure 1. Depending on the situation, the HMC can coordinate the immediate medical service at the closest or most appropriate local medical facility using the best available transportation service (e.g.: ambulance). Finally, an additional responsibility of the HMC is to inform the family of the patient about his condition so that they could rush to provide their help.

3.2. Benefits of the Architecture

The idea of a decentralized architecture for storage and control of the patients’ medical data into their personal agents, as it has already been mentioned provides the advantage of enhanced control on the user’s personal data. Moreover, this decentralized approach can also contribute to improved data security, since invaders find large collections of personal data much more inviting than an individual’s personal data [19]. The decentralized approach grants to the patient the right to control the disclosure of his health data and mitigates its feeling of being under permanent surveillance. In addition to enhancing privacy,
Fig. 2. A snapshot of UHMS personal agent. On the top, network configuration parameters of the agent can be seen. In the middle, the latest health data received by the agent are shown. Finally, at the bottom, logging information about the operation of the agents is presented.

Fig. 3. A system flowchart of the biomedical information.

the decongestion of HMC from the huge amount of data, including raw sensors’ data, that would be accepted if the patients sent their data directly to it, is achieved. Even in the case that the data would be collected at the HMC, these would be much less in volume than
those that would actually be produced by the sensors, thus the analysis would not be as effective as the one that would be made by the agents themselves by having the complete data. With the proposed health data management approach of this work, the HMC has now to handle only those cases which may be at a certain risk.

Of course, the decentralized architecture holds challenges and issues too. The managing of a personal agent is by definition a critical task, prone to errors and omissions by the user. However, it is possible to mitigate these risks by standardizing or even automating the corresponding procedures of the agent. Furthermore, there are issues about the agent’s security; a production-ready agent should satisfy high security levels. We believe that this is a viable task, since the agent has a precise, well-defined functionality and can be operated behind firewalls on a user-controlled computing platform. Also, another issue is what will happen if temporarily the patient’s agent has no network connectivity (offline). In this case, the patient’s data which are collected by his mobile device could be kept there and later be transmitted to the personal agent as soon as the failure is restored. Moreover, during a failure of the personal agent, health data could also be transmitted directly to the HMC for storage and control. Measures such as the above can ensure fault-tolerance against possible agent failures.

It is noteworthy that storing health data at the patients’ side does not exclude the possibility to access the data from a central database as long as the database is entitled to do so. As shown in [22], the personal agents of Polis can be interconnected with mainstream database servers to provide transparent access to the personal data fields. The basic idea is that personal data fields in the central database do not contain the actual data; instead, a ticket represented by an appropriate data object is used to retrieve the data value on the fly. With this approach, which has been tested with an Oracle database server, a query submitted to the database may transparently retrieve – on the fly – personal data items from the associated personal software agents and present the personal data within the recordset (the answer of the database) of the query. An example query and the corresponding recordset are given in Figure 4. The data fields TimeStamp, BodyTemperature and HeartPulses are personal data fields and their content are – transparently for the database user – dynamically retrieved from the corresponding personal agents.

```sql
SQL> Select IDPatient, TimeStamp, BodyTemperature, HeartPulses From CurrentBiomedicalData
   Where IDPatient Between 142120 And 142180;
```

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IDPatient</th>
<th>TimeStamp</th>
<th>BodyTemperature</th>
<th>HeartPulses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>142127</td>
<td>1295895093</td>
<td>36.68</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>142138</td>
<td>1295895115</td>
<td>36.98</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>142153</td>
<td>1295895041</td>
<td>36.23</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>142176</td>
<td>1295895101</td>
<td>37.01</td>
<td>97</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 4. SQL access to remote health data.
The choice to store the patient’s data in an agent enables the possibility to utilize these data for the common wealth. The Nearest Doctor Problem (NDP) [40] is mentioned as a typical example. The NDP is a privacy-preserving protocol, which uses a network of the doctors’ agents aiming to find the nearest doctor in case of an emergency, by using dynamic data such as their location. In our case, the data of the patients could be used for a similar distributed computation. Such an example is the monitoring progress/spread of a pandemic in a region. Data such as the location and the body temperature of the patients would be required for this example. Another example is a medical statistical research on the biomedical data of the wearable sensors as well as on the medical records of patients. In the following section we use our distributed data management approach for a distributed statistical analysis application.

4. Privacy-Preserving Statistical Analysis on UHMD

In this section, we present a method for statistical analysis of ubiquitous health monitoring data (UHMD). For the statistical analysis we propose a privacy-preserving distributed computation that is collaboratively executed by the participating personal software agents. We first define the kind of privacy that is achieved and then proceed with the description of the distributed computation.

4.1. Privacy-Preserving Computation

There are two distinct problems that arise in the setting of privacy-preserving statistics/data mining [41]:

(a) The first is to decide which functions can be safely computed, where safety means that the privacy of individuals is preserved if the result of the computation is disclosed. We will assume that the outcomes of the statistics computations do not violate the privacy of the participating patients and will not further consider this problem in this work.

(b) The second is how, meaning with which algorithms and protocols, to compute the results while minimizing the damage to privacy. For example, it is always possible to pool all of the data in one place and run the computation algorithm on the pooled data. However, this is exactly what we don’t want to do (hospitals are not allowed to hand their raw data out, security agencies cannot afford the risk, and governments risk citizen outcry if they do). The focus of our work is on this problem.

Thus, the question we will address is how to achieve privacy of type (b), that is, how to compute the statistic results without pooling the data, and in a way that reveals nothing but the final results of the distributed computation.

4.2. Architecture of the Distributed Computation

Our solution is build on top of the privacy-enhanced UHMS presented earlier in this work. An overview of the architecture of the statistical analysis system including the extra components that are required for a distributed statistical analysis computation, i.e., the Network Community of Personal Agents and the Statistical Analysis Service (SAS), is shown in Figure 5.
The personal agents are organized into a virtual topology, which may be a simple ring topology or a more involved topology for time-critical computations. On the other hand, the SAS is a server that initiates the distributed computation on the users’ medical data and collects the aggregate results. Each researcher who wishes to carry out a statistical research and is entitled to do so, can submit his task to the SAS.

![Network Community of Personal Agents](image)

**Fig. 5.** The architecture for performing privacy-preserving statistical analysis.

### 4.3. The Main Steps of the Distributed Computation

The main steps of the distributed computation that we propose for the statistics calculation are:

- Initially, the researcher submits the request to conduct a specific statistical analysis to the SAS.
- The SAS accepts the request after verifying the credentials of the researcher.
- The SAS picks one of the personal agents to serve as the root-node for the particular computation and submits the request to it.
- The root-node coordinates a distributed computation that calculates the specified statistical function.
- At the end of the distributed computation, the SAS and the researcher will only learn aggregate results of the computation without any additional information of the personal data of individual participants.

### 4.4. The Secure Distributed Protocol

In this section, we present the main idea of the cryptographic protocol that is used in the statistical computations. The protocol is secure in the Honest-But-Curious (HBC) model (see Section 4.7), where the users’ agents participating in the computation follow the protocol steps but may also try to extract additional information. During the calculation the actual users’ personal data are not disclosed in any stage of the process but only the
aggregate results are revealed at the end. An instance of a statistical computation problem consists of:

- **N patients** $P_1, P_2, \ldots, P_N$ and their personal data.
- **N personal software agents**: The agents of all patients that will participate in the distributed privacy-preserving computation.
  - **Input**: The type of the statistical function and its parameters. In addition, selectivity constraints for the data set may also be specified. Note that more than one statistical functions on the same dataset can be calculated with a single computation.
  - **Output**: The necessary aggregate values (e.g. $w_x$, $u_x$, $z_{xy}$ and $n$, which are defined later) that are needed to calculate the given statistical function.

Consider the following statistical computation instance: Computing the average of the female patients’ age in a city. First, we assume that the results of the specific query are not considered a threat against the users’ privacy, that is, privacy type (a) of Section 4.1 is preserved. Then, given the computation instance, the SAS chooses a node from the network of the users’ agents as the root-node for the particular computation. The SAS sends the type of the requested computation and its parameters to the root-node. The parameters of the computation, i.e., the female gender and the city name, are used to filter the data set. Each personal agent, decides privately to provide data or not to the statistical research.

A simple topology for the personal agents is a virtual ring topology that contains all agents as nodes (Figure 6.b). For time-critical computations, more complex topologies like a virtual tree can be used (Figure 6.a). The tree topology for example has been used in [40]. At the end of the execution, the root-node collects the results of the calculation as an encrypted message and sends it to the SAS. The message is encrypted with the public key of the SAS, which is assumed to be known to all nodes. In this way, the protocol ensures $k$-anonymity (see Definition 3), where $k = N$ and $N$ is the number of all the nodes in the network.

![Fig. 6. Possible network topologies.](image-url)
Cryptographic Tools. The Paillier cryptosystem [42] is a probabilistic asymmetric cryptographic algorithm for public key cryptography. The security of Paillier is implied by the Decisional Composite Residuosity Assumption (DCRA). In our cryptographic protocol, we use the additive homomorphic encryption property of the Paillier cryptosystem for calculating aggregate data in a privacy-preserving way.

Definition 1 (Homomorphic Encryption). Homomorphic encryption [43, 44] is a form of encryption where one can perform a specific algebraic operation on the plaintext by performing a (possibly different) algebraic operation on the ciphertext. Particularly, an encryption algorithm $E$ is homomorphic if given $E(x_1)$ and $E(x_2)$, one can obtain $E(x_1 \circ x_2)$ without decrypting $x_1, x_2$, for some operation $\circ$.

The additive homomorphic encryption property of the Paillier cryptosystem means that multiplication of encrypted values corresponds to addition of decrypted ones, that is,

$$E(x_1) \cdot E(x_2) = g^{x_1 \cdot r_1 n_p} \cdot g^{x_2 \cdot n_p} = g^{[x_1 + x_2 \mod n_p] \cdot (r_1 r_2)^n_p \mod n_p^2} = E([x_1 + x_2 \mod n_p]),$$

where

- $x_1$ and $x_2$ are two plain messages such that $x_1, x_2 \in \mathbb{Z}_{n_p},$
- $(n_p, g)$ is the Paillier public key,
- $r_1$ and $r_2$ are two random numbers such that $r_1, r_2 \in \mathbb{Z}_{n_p}^*$, and
- $E(m) = g^m r_n p \mod n_p^2$ is the encryption of message $m$.

The Paillier cryptosystem is a very popular additively homomorphic cryptosystem. It should be noted, however, that within our proposed distributed computation any other cryptosystem that supports the additive homomorphic property could also be used in place of the Paillier cryptosystem. For example the Benaloh cryptosystem [45] could be used within our solution. Moreover, it would also be possible to use the ElGamal cryptosystem [46], that supports multiplicative homomorphic property, provided that the computations are adapted accordingly. For example in this case one would have to transform the integer $x$ to the group element $z^x$, for a fixed generator $z$, before encrypting with ElGamal. Thus, the transformation of multiplicative homomorphic property becomes $E(z^x) \cdot E(z^y) = E(z^{x+y})$.

4.5. The Computations

In this section, we use our approach to calculate representative statistical functions with a distributed computation. Wherever it is necessary, the expression of the statistical function is brought to a form that is appropriate for the distributed computation.

Arithmetic Mean. The arithmetic mean of a variable $X$ (with sample space $\{x_1, \ldots, x_n\}$) is given by the following equation:

$$\bar{x} = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} x_i$$
We use the additive homomorphic property of Paillier encryption to calculate the value of the terms \( u_x = \sum_{i=1}^{n} x_i \) and \( n \). The calculation is privacy-preserving; no single \( x_i \) is disclosed. Once the SAS learns the values of the terms \( u_x \) and \( n \), it can compute the arithmetic mean. More precisely, using the homomorphic property of Paillier, the two terms \( u_x \) and \( n \) can be transformed into the following form:

\[
E_{pk}(u_x) = \prod_{i=1}^{n} E_{pk}(x_i) \quad \text{and} \quad E_{pk}(n) = \prod_{i=1}^{n} E_{pk}(1),
\]

where the \( E_{pk} \) indicates that the message is encrypted with the current public key of SAS for the specific statistical analysis. Each agent \( i \) that participates in the statistical analysis, prepares its own encryptions \( E_{pk}(x_i) \) and \( E_{pk}(1) \). These encrypted messages are used to calculate the above two global products. Agents that do not participate in the statistical computation (because for example they do not satisfy some selection criterion) multiply each of the above two products with an independent encryption of zero \( E_{pk}(0) \).

**Frequency Distribution.** The frequency distribution is a tabulation of the values that one or more variables take in a sample. Each entry in the table contains the frequency or count of the occurrences of values within a particular group or interval; in this way, the table summarizes the distribution of values in the sample. The graphical representation of the frequency distribution is the well known histogram. Figure 7 shows how the frequency distribution would become by using ciphertext as counters in each range, where each ciphertext is given by the following equation:

\[
E_{pk}(n_v) = \prod_{i=1}^{n} E_{pk}(m), \quad \text{where} \quad m = \begin{cases} 
1, & x \in [x_{v-1}, x_v) \\
0, & x \notin [x_{v-1}, x_v)
\end{cases}
\]

![Fig. 7. Representation of a frequency distribution.](image)

**Linear Correlation Coefficient.** The linear correlation coefficient \( corr(X, Y) \) of two random variables \( X \) and \( Y \) is a measure of the strength and the direction of a linear relationship between two variables and is defined as:

\[
corr(X, Y) = \frac{n \sum_{i=1}^{n} x_i y_i - \sum_{i=1}^{n} x_i \sum_{i=1}^{n} y_i}{\sqrt{n \sum_{i=1}^{n} x_i^2 - \left( \sum_{i=1}^{n} x_i \right)^2} \sqrt{n \sum_{i=1}^{n} y_i^2 - \left( \sum_{i=1}^{n} y_i \right)^2}}
\]
The unknown terms that are required to calculate the linear correlation coefficient with the help of the homomorphic property of Paillier are

\[ w_x = \sum_{i=1}^{n} x_i^2, \quad u_x = \sum_{i=1}^{n} x_i, \quad w_y = \sum_{i=1}^{n} y_i^2, \quad u_y = \sum_{i=1}^{n} y_i, \quad z_{xy} = \sum_{i=1}^{n} x_i y_i \]

and \( n \), by taking the following form:

\[
E_{\text{pk}}(w_x) = \prod_{i=1}^{n} E_{\text{pk}}(x_i^2), \quad E_{\text{pk}}(u_x) = \prod_{i=1}^{n} E_{\text{pk}}(x_i), \\
E_{\text{pk}}(w_y) = \prod_{i=1}^{n} E_{\text{pk}}(y_i^2), \quad E_{\text{pk}}(u_y) = \prod_{i=1}^{n} E_{\text{pk}}(y_i), \\
E_{\text{pk}}(z_{xy}) = \prod_{i=1}^{n} E_{\text{pk}}(x_i y_i) \quad \text{and} \quad E_{\text{pk}}(n) = \prod_{i=1}^{n} E_{\text{pk}}(1)
\]

**Variance.** The variance \( \text{var}(X) \) of a variable \( X \) is used as a measure of how far a set of numbers are spread out from each other. The unknown terms that are required to calculate the equation of variance with the help of the homomorphic property of Paillier are \( w_x, u_x \) and \( n \). These terms can be calculated as shown earlier in the computations of the arithmetic mean and the linear correlation coefficient.

**Covariance.** The covariance \( \text{cov}(X, Y) \) of two random variables \( X \) and \( Y \) is a measure of the strength of the correlation between the two variables. The unknown terms that are required to calculate the equation of covariance with the help of the homomorphic property of Paillier are \( u_x, u_y, z_{xy} \) and \( n \).

**Linear Regression.** The linear regression of a dependent variable \( Y \) of the regressors \( X \) is given by the equation \( y = a + bx \), where \( a \) and \( b \) are parameters. The unknown terms that are required to calculate the parameters of line \( y \) with the help of the homomorphic property of Paillier are \( w_x, u_x, u_y, z_{xy} \) and \( n \).

From the analysis of the above statistical functions, we conclude that apart from the frequency distribution, all other function can be simultaneously calculated by computing once the required aggregate terms. Moreover, it is clear that the proposed solution can also be used to calculate other statistical functions, such as the polynomial regression and so on. We discuss such issues in the next section.

### 4.6. Computations with Homomorphic Cryptosystems

In our algorithm, we exploit the additive homomorphic property of Paillier to calculate additive aggregations which are then used to compute the values of statistical functions. We note that the same method can be used for multiplication-based aggregation if a cryptosystem supporting the multiplicative homomorphic property is used in place of Paillier. For example, the ElGamal and the RSA cryptosystems support multiplicative homomorphic encryption. Moreover, there are recent results on “somewhat” homomorphic cryptosystems, i.e., cryptosystems which support a limited number of homomorphic operations including both additive and multiplicative operations. More importantly, during the last
years fully homomorphic cryptosystems supporting any number of additions and multiplications have been published, starting with the seminal work of Gentry [44]. Until now, fully homomorphic cryptosystems are not efficient enough to be used in practical applications like ours, though one could probably use somewhat homomorphic cryptosystems for some appropriate functions. A discussion of the efficiency and the practical relevance of current fully homomorphic and somewhat homomorphic cryptosystems [47].

4.7. The Protocol’s Security

In this section, we show that the proposed protocol of a distributed statistical analysis in a UHMS does not violate the privacy of participants. The security holds for the model of Honest-But-Curious (HBC) users.

Definition 2 (Honest-But-Curious). An honest-but-curious party (adversary) [48] follows the prescribed computation protocol properly, but may keep intermediate computation results, e.g. messages exchanged, and try to deduce additional information from them other than the protocol result.

In the cryptographic protocol described above, the information exchanged by agents is encrypted with the Paillier cryptosystem [42], which is known to offer Semantic Security [49], that is, it is infeasible for a computationally bounded adversary to derive significant information about a message (plaintext) when given only its ciphertext and the corresponding public encryption key. Consequently, assuming honest-but-curious parties and that users’ agents do not collude with the SAS party outside of the protocol, our approach is semantically secure. In Section 4.8, we show that the case where some user agents collude with the SAS outside of the protocol can be handled with a threshold decryption model.

From the above, we conclude that the computation with the homomorphic encryptions does not leak personal information of participating individuals (privacy type (b) in Section 4.1). As noted earlier, the (decrypted) outcomes of the statistic computation are also assumed to preserve privacy of type (a). We can now discuss the privacy guarantee of the whole approach. A common criterion for privacy protection is $k$-anonymity, which requires that data of the outcome cannot be associated with any particular patient.

Definition 3 ($k$-anonymity). A simple definition of $k$-anonymity [50] in the context of this work is that no less than $k$ individual users can be associated with a particular personal data value.

The proposed solution offers $k$-anonymity in the sense that the result computed at the end of the protocol cannot be attributed to any of the $N$ participated agents, i.e., $k = N$ even if the list of participating users is known (assuming no background information on specific users is available). In summary, the key security features of our protocol are:

- Each agent that receives a message from the previous node cannot obtain information about the contents of the message, because the ciphertexts are encrypted with the Paillier cryptosystem.
- Each node alters the ciphertexts of the computation. Even the nodes that do not participate in the statistical function multiply the ciphertexts with an encryption of number
“0”, which is the neutral element of the additive homomorphic property of Paillier. Thus, the ciphertext is modified at every node, even if the corresponding node does not give any input to the computation.

- At the end of the protocol, only the variables that are needed for a particular statistical function are revealed. As a result, no individual can be associated with the value that he had used in the computation. Consequently, the proposed protocol preserves \( k \)-anonymity for \( k = N \), where \( N \) is the number of all agents in the network.

Another criterion for evaluating privacy protection is the concept of differential privacy. Loosely speaking, the aim of differential privacy is to ensure that the ability of an adversary to inflict harm (or good, for that matter) – of any sort, to any set of people – should be essentially the same, independent of whether any individual opts in to, opts out of, the dataset [51, 52]. The formal definition of differential privacy follows.

**Definition 4** (\( \epsilon \)-Differential privacy [52]). A randomized function \( K \) gives \( \epsilon \)-differential privacy if for all data sets \( D_1 \) and \( D_2 \) differing on at most one element, and all \( S \subseteq \text{Range}(K) \), the following holds:

\[
Pr[K(D_1) \in S] \leq \exp(\epsilon) \times Pr[K(D_2) \in S]
\]

The probability is taken is over the coin tosses of \( K \).

If privacy of type (a) (Section 4.1) is preserved, for example, no queries or sequences of queries addressing a very small number of individuals are permitted etc., then it is plausible to assume that our approach achieves a satisfactory level of differential privacy. Note that the outcomes of the statistical computations are sums or aggregate results computed from a large number of sensor measurements and demographic values of a large population. One may also consider of adding Laplace noise [53] to the statistical results in order to further enhance the differential privacy criterion, even though there is some recent criticism of such an approach [54].

4.8. Security Discussion

In this section, we identify some representative threats against our application and discuss how they are or can be addressed within our approach. The threats concern either the correctness of the aggregated results or the privacy of the involved participants.

- Incorrect sensor measurements. This case refers to the case where one or more sensors generate erroneous data of values large enough to significantly influence the aggregate result. Such incidents could disrupt a statistical analysis and would be difficult to be noticed in the statistical results. However, such incorrect measurements could be detected by the intelligent health component or some dedicated filter of the patient’s agent and excluded from the current statistical analysis. This solution is acceptable in the HBC model. Moreover, even for the case where such incorrect measurements could be maliciously submitted in order to skew the statistical result, we could use more advance techniques of the area of electronic voting [55]. In this case, each node would have to run a zero-knowledge proof with its predecessor/s with purpose to verify that the measurements are within an acceptable range.
Dedicated queries with purpose to reveal personal biomedical data of a particular patient. One query or a set of queries may be chosen and submitted to target specific patients, by using background information on the set of participating individuals. Such dedicated queries may cause leakage of personal data of the selected patients. As noted earlier, such an attack is a threat against privacy of type (a) and the participants have to be protected with respect to such attacks. The problem is well known in the area of statistical databases [56] and it is not something new. A possible solution could be to use a second authority which will check if there are enough patients who cover the query’s criteria before the SAS performs the specific statistical analysis.

Collusion among some patients and the SAS. In this case, the SAS will try to collaborate with at least two patients (in the simple ring topology) with purpose to reveal the private values of a patient. These two patients have to be the predecessor and the successor of the particular patient. More specifically, the colluding predecessor creates neutral ciphertexts and forwards them to the intermediate node. This node would then encrypt its private values and forward the result to its colluding successor (according to the topology). The successor would then immediately return the values to the SAS which now gets to decrypt these private values. Such malicious behaviors can be effectively handled by deploying threshold decryption model [57] for the decryption of the encrypted values. Threshold decryption model requires a number of designated parties exceeding an appropriate threshold to cooperate for the decryption to be possible.

4.9. Experimental Results

To evaluate our solution, we developed a prototype that carries out distributed statistical analysis on medical data. The application is implemented in Java and for the cryptographic primitives the Bouncycastle [58] library is used. The personal agents of the Polis platform [22] are used as the personal data management agents of the patients. For this approach, the Polis agents were suitably modified so as to be able to manage both health records and health data that would actually be collected through a secure communication channel by the patients’ wearable sensors. The community of the personal agents is organized as a Peer-to-Peer network. At this stage of development of the prototype, the backbone of the topology is a virtual ring topology. The ring offers a simple and reliable solution for the interconnection of the agents. For time-critical calculations of statistics a more involved topology like a virtual tree should be used.

The personal agents use production-ready cryptographic libraries and employ 1024 bits RSA X.509 certificates. The communication between agents is performed over secure sockets (SSL/TLS) with both client and server authentication. Below we describe an experiment of a distributed statistical analysis with 6 agents and the SAS. The requested statistic is:

- The arithmetic mean of the current body temperature of patients who are aged between 55 and 65 years old and their gender is female.

For the needs of the experiment, each agent generates random values for the age, the gender, and the current body temperature. We assume that the selectivity of the query criteria is high enough to preserve privacy of type (a). Then, in brief, the statistical computation works as follows. Initially, the SAS randomly chooses a node from the agents’
network, in this case agent ‘Patient2’, as the root-node, and forwards the description of
the statistical computation to it. The values of each agent which are related to the com-
putation are shown in Table 1. The last two columns show the aggregate values that are
encrypted after the corresponding agent applies its values to the results. Since the homo-
morphic property of Paillier applies to integers, decimal values like the body temperature
have also to be represented with integers. In our example, the temperature is rounded to a
number with at most two decimal digits and then multiplied by 100 to become an integer.

### Table 1. Example of computation, where the agents in gray rows did not take part in computation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agent</th>
<th>Curr. Temp.</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>( E_{pk}(u_x) = \prod_{i=1}^{n} E_{pk}(x_i) )</th>
<th>( E_{pk}(n) = \prod_{i=1}^{n} E_{pk}(1) )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Patient2</td>
<td>36.68 °C</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>( E(0) )</td>
<td>( E(0) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient3</td>
<td>36.50 °C</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>( E(3650) )</td>
<td>( E(1) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient4</td>
<td>37.70 °C</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>( E(7420) )</td>
<td>( E(2) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient5</td>
<td>38.10 °C</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>( E(11230) )</td>
<td>( E(3) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient6</td>
<td>37.12 °C</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>( E(11230) )</td>
<td>( E(3) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient1</td>
<td>36.20 °C</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>( E(14850) )</td>
<td>( E(4) )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

At the end of the computation, the agent ‘Patient2’ as the root-node collects the results
and sends them back to the SAS. Finally, the SAS decrypts the results and finds that the
average of the question which was submitted is \( 37.125 °C \). A snapshot of the application
during the execution of the experiment is shown in Figure 8.

We also performed a set of large-scale experiments with up to 300 agents. More pre-
cisely, we evaluated the efficiency of our solution with a series of experiments on a gradu-
ally increasing number of up to 300 agents. For this experiment, a network of 30 com-
puter workstations with Intel Core 2 Quad Q8300 CPU’s at 2.5 GHz, 2 GB RAM and a
100 Mbps network, were used. The workstations were running a 32-bit operating system
and the agents were executed in 32-bit Java virtual machines. Each computer was shared
by at most 10 agents, to ensure an even workload distribution and avoid single overloaded
workstations; an overloaded workstation would become a bottleneck that could signifi-
cantly delay the execution of the whole protocol.

The running times of our experiments are shown in Figure 9. In this figure, we present
the execution times for the computation of the arithmetic mean, the variance and the fre-
cquency distribution (for 10 subintervals) functions. As expected, the execution times de-
pend practically linearly on the number of agents which take part in the computation and
on the number of encryptions and multiplications in every statistical function. The overall
running time is more than satisfactory for batch execution of statistical computations. In
case of large numbers of statistical computations, the rate of computations can be sub-
stantially improved by using a pipeline of independent computations. For cases where the
run-time of the computations is important, the distributed computation can be executed
on a virtual tree or some other – low depth – topology, instead of the ring topology. In this
case one would expect, and we actually have such preliminary measurements albeit within
a different context [40], that the total running time will depend only logarithmically on
the total number of nodes.
Finally, the execution times of the computations could be significantly reduced by simply using 64-bit Java virtual machines for running the experiments. This change would greatly improve the execution times especially of the heavy encryption operations which involve BigInteger\textsuperscript{3} variables. In a comparable, independent, experiment we noticed an almost four-times improvement of the execution times when 64-bit Java was used in place of 32-bit Java. The use of the 64-bit virtual machine seems to effectively exploit the bigger registers of the AMD64 architecture for the cryptographic operations.

5. Conclusions

The tendency of the society towards increasing numbers of elderly people and generally people who need continuous health monitoring makes the need of Ubiquitous Health Monitoring Systems (UHMS) imperative. At the same time the concerns of the public about privacy are also rising. In this work, we presented a software architecture for privacy-enhanced UHMS and proposed the use of the ubiquitous health data that are obtained by the wearable sensors in a UHMS for carrying out statistical researches. The proposed architecture allows the patients to have enhanced control over their personal data, so as not to have the feeling of being continuously under surveillance. The enhanced control on their personal data was achieved by using personal software agents for the management of the patients’ personal data. Putting personal agents in charge of personal health data can open the way for the definition and implementation of new services which utilize

\textsuperscript{3} BigInteger is an immutable arbitrary-precision integer.
personal data to contribute to public well being, while at the same ensuring the privacy of the involved individuals.

In this direction, we designed an algorithm for the distributed computation and, based on this algorithm and cryptographic primitives, we presented a solution for privacy-preserving statistical analysis on ubiquitous health data. The protection of privacy is achieved by using cryptographic techniques and performing a distributed computation within a network of patients’ personal agents. We described how representative statistical functions can be executed distributedly by using the proposed cryptographic protocol. Finally, we developed a prototype implementation and performed an experimental evaluation that confirmed the viability and the efficiency of our approach.

Overall, our work demonstrates the feasibility of decentralized, scalable, privacy-enhanced management of Ubiquitous Health Monitoring Data (UHMD), and, most importantly, presents how privacy-preserving statistical analysis can be efficiently performed on such an architecture.
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Abstract. In this work we introduce the design and internal workings of the Iris decentralized messaging framework. Iris takes a midway approach between the two prevalent messaging middleware models: the centralized one represented by the AMQP family and the socket queuing one represented by ZeroMQ; by turning towards peer-to-peer overlays as the internal transport for message distribution and delivery. A novel concept is introduced, whereby a distributed service is composed not of individual application instances, but rather clusters of instances responsible for the same sub-service. Supporting this new model, a collection of higher level messaging patterns have been identified and successfully implemented: broadcast, request/reply, publish/subscribe and tunnel. This conceptual model and supporting primitives allow a much simpler way to specify, design and implement distributed, cloud based services. Furthermore, the proposed system achieves a significant switching speed, which – given its decentralized nature – can be scaled better than existing messaging frameworks, whilst incurring zero configuration costs.
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1. Introduction

A message-oriented middleware (MOM) is either a hardware or software infrastructure component, with the sole purpose of removing the complexity of communication from a distributed system, allowing individual network components to focus on their specific tasks [2].

The core concept behind MOMs is based on the observation that classical, stream-based communication introduces a very tight coupling between network components, requiring significant efforts to develop and maintain distributed systems. Instead, in MOM based systems the unit of communication is a message, an undividable, self-contained block of data propagating from sender to recipient(s). As the transferred data is self-contained, the network can evolve dynamically without costly protocol setups and teardowns.

The second core concept is the middleware part, whereby all distributed clients are in contact only with the MOM, but not each other. The most important implication is that the middleware is responsible for transferring application messages from origin to destination, whilst clients remain ignorant of the routing complexity. This decoupling grants the whole system both simplicity and greater flexibility in terms of scalability and environmental heterogeneity [8].
The last (optional) concept in MOMs are message queues, which provide further de-coupling by allowing applications to communicate asynchronously [23], not requiring the communicating peer to be accessible at the time of messaging. However, for distributed systems targeted by this paper (i.e. dynamically scaling back-end services), persistent messaging is not a requirement.

Due to the significant popularity of cloud computing [3], messaging middlewares gained an even bigger role in distributed system infrastructures. Whilst previously internal back-end systems could have used arbitrary network topologies, with the advent of clouds, system designers are forced to think in more general – and many times, less reliable – solutions. Messaging middlewares provide the extra simplification of distributed systems to keep focus on the problem and prevent it from shifting towards cloud communication.

Even though the operational environment of cloud providers, as well as operational requirements of cloud services are drastically different from pre-cloud ones, the same underlying messaging models are continued to be used. We argue, that although these models are perfectly feasible, not taking advantage of cloud specifics leads to suboptimal distributed systems. Essentially, cloud platforms encourage the load-based elastic evolution of hosted services, where deployed applications must be ready to scale at a short notice. This is the weakness of current messaging models, as they were not designed with constant scaling in mind. To prepare for such scenarios, all non-scaling concepts need to be eliminated: location and cardinality.

This paper presents a MOM model, design and algorithms that significantly simplify the development of distributed back-end services. Firstly, a novel networking abstraction is introduced, whereby the smallest unit of composition in a distributed system is a cluster of instances, opposed to individual instances in previous literature. Secondly, four core communication patterns are defined, which are essential for back-end services and are also fully compatible with the clustered compositional model: request/reply, broadcast, tunnel and publish/subscribe. Finally, the feasibility of the model and messaging schemes are demonstrated through peer-to-peer networks, fully developing a P2P overlay supporting the required operations, and at the same time requiring zero configuration and maintenance. The P2P related challenges of decentralized bootstrapping and peer-to-peer security have already been covered in two previous papers [21,22], the present one focusing solely on decentralized routing.

The paper starts out by presenting the existing solutions, continuing with the core communication patterns and reliability guarantees identified as essential for back-end services. Afterwards, the implementing models, algorithms and optimizations are presented. Finally, the proposed solution is validated through a series of benchmarks, confirming the model’s feasibility.

2. State of the art

Historically, hard requirements were placed on these messaging middlewares: the guarantee of data security and integrity in any operational environment; the guarantee that no messages are lost in the face of any network, software or hardware failure; yet to still achieve a significant switching throughput.
The most prevalent technology to have met these criteria is the Advanced Message Queuing Protocol (AMQP) [24,14], with RabbitMQ\(^3\) being one of the leading implementations of the specs. However, the reliability guarantees AMQP undertook blew up the protocol complexity enormously, leading to centralized solutions that are hard to scale [10].

iMatix took a new approach to messaging – diverging from AMQP – by removing the concept of message brokers and instead, placed the message queues directly into the client processes with their ZeroMQ library\(^4\), coining the term “sockets on steroids”, arguing that all messaging should happen at the endpoints [11,19]. The main issue with iMatix’s approach is that they reintroduced the tight coupling that MOMs originally set out to remove, and although ZMQ provides higher level communication primitives, these are bound to socket level, forcing the user of the library to define and implement the needed network topology. This works well in static environments, but with the prevalence of clouds (massive distributions and massive failures), the administrative overhead of a custom, user-managed topology becomes a significant cost [18].

A different initiative is the Data Distribution Service for Real-Time Systems (DDS) a standardized MOM specification [15,17], with RTI Connext DDS\(^5\) being one of the most advanced implementation of it [12]. As its name suggests, the primary goal of DDS is modeling complex data flows through which data can be disseminated to interested parties in a large network of nodes. This is achieved using a publish/subscribe model, where the physicality of the network is hidden from participating nodes and all addressing is done through so called topics. Although very powerful, the publish/subscribe abstraction models only information flows, but does not cater for other messaging patterns – such as request/reply or load balancing – which are essential for implementing back-end services.

A final MOM needed mentioning is the eXtensible Messaging and Presence Protocol (XMPP), an IETF standardized protocol\(^6\) focusing on data exchanges relating to instant messaging, presence management and social collaboration. It can be considered a generalized routing protocol for XML data. However, its goals are very different from the back-end service ones targeted here.

3. Proposed abstractions

To retain as much flexibility as possible, our messaging model assumes only a bare-bone cloud environment. Such a cloud service-model is commonly called Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), and provides the consumer with the capability to provision fundamental computing resources (e.g. processing, storage, network, etc.) and run arbitrary software on them [13].

3.1. Distribution model and unit of composition

Originally, back-end services used vertical distribution: the logically distinguishable parts of a complex service were split into individual component applications, each hosted either together, or separately based on their resource consumption.

\(^3\)http://www.rabbitmq.com/
\(^4\)http://zeromq.org/
\(^6\)http://xmpp.org/xmpp-protocols/rfc/
This solution has however quickly shown its weaknesses to failures, as well as its limitations under high load. System designers hence extended the vertical model with the concept of horizontal distribution: multiple instances of the same service components are run simultaneously on different machines with tasks distributed between them according to some load metric.

Whilst theoretically sound, the extended model incurs significant administrative costs, since each entity must be able to contact its own servicing components and load-balance between them. The addition or removal of instances further complicates overall component logic and maintenance.

We introduce the high level abstractions required to retain the simplicity of the vertical distribution, whilst obtaining the flexibility of the horizontal distribution. This is done by turning towards peer-to-peer networks as the base communication model (Fig. 1).

![Fig. 1. The vertical model is the theoretical target, whilst the horizontal one is the operational goal. The paper presents a solution based on the last model, achieving the best of both worlds.](image)

State of the art distribution models consider an application instance (e.g. web-server, database, etc) the smallest unit. We argue that this is the most significant design flaw responsible for the increased complexity of distributed systems: distributed communication is too complex to keep track of individual instances.

We propose a novel abstraction, where the cluster is at the lowest level: a group of applications responsible for the same sub-task of the service (e.g. collection of databases). At any point in time there can be any number of instances belonging to the same cluster (including zero); it is all the same from the consumer’s point of view: a reply either arrives or it does not.

These clusters can then be assembled into a service, where any component can query another cluster for some sub-service, without having to know neither where, nor how many instances can handle its requests. Such a service is considered the unit of security [22].

Finally, multiple such services can be composed into a federation or a cloud, crossing security boundaries and allowing inter-service communication (shortly expanded in the future works section).
3.2. Communication patterns

In order to support the proposed distribution and composition model, four communication patterns have been identified: request/reply, broadcast, tunnel and publish/subscribe (Fig. 2). These are refinements over author’s previously identified ones in [20].

![Core messaging patterns to support the model. The first three accomplish standard back-end communication, whilst the last one enables more specialized operations.](image)

The first pattern is the request/reply, a natural communication pattern for the target use-case of interconnected services: a consumer sends a request to a sub-service, which responds with a reply. The proposed model adds a twist, which is a direct consequence of the cluster being the smallest unit of composition: whenever a request is made, the target is not a single entity, but rather the cluster of entities serving the same purpose. It is the responsibility of a messaging middleware implementing this model to make sure that an appropriate node gets the request, taking load balancing into consideration too. The consumer should be aware of neither the serving cluster’s size, nor individual component’s whereabouts, but the name/type of the cluster alone (e.g. ‘databases’) must be enough to process the request.

The second pattern is the broadcast, a supporting scheme besides the request/reply. The difference between the two is, that whilst a request is delivered to a single member of the cluster, a broadcast is forwarded to all of the participants. This is the only way to contact every instance within a group. But since there is no concept of member count, there is no possibility for individual responses, as the recipient would never know how many replies to wait for. Hence broadcasting is an asynchronous, one-way operation.

The third pattern is the tunnel, which itself is another supporting scheme of the cluster communication. Its goal is to solve the challenge of stream communication and/or stateful protocols, where an operation consists of multiple data exchanges (e.g. a database transaction). A tunnel establishes a communication stream between a client and a member of a cluster, with ordered and throttled message delivery, persisting until either side closes the connection.

The messaging patterns enumerated above solve most of the communication requirements of a back-end service. The last scheme, the publish/subscribe, is a very specialized one, as it allows breaking cluster boundaries. The underlying concept is well known in the literature [5]. Any instance within the network may subscribe to a topic (any number of
them), effectively forming temporary clusters. Any node in the network can then publish events to these clusters the same way as broadcast does.

### 3.3. Reliability guarantees

The reliability guarantees of a distributed messaging model are the assurances it can always satisfy about message delivery in the presence of software, system or network failures. From this point of view, the proposed model takes a significantly more modest standpoint compared to previous messaging models (e.g. AMQP family). Most of such requirements cannot be handled at the messaging level, and trials usually result in complexity explosions [10]. This paper instead focuses on the robustness of the messaging layer, providing only those guarantees that are essential and natural to the respective level of abstraction.

The request/reply pattern has two possible points of failure. The first scenario of them is that the request is lost during transit or that there are no available instances to respond. This is impossible to circumvent in a loosely coupled environment, since any hardware failure will result in message loss. The second scenario is when the request is successfully serviced, but the reply is the one lost. The reason this problem is impossible to solve at the messaging layer is twofold. Per the Two Generals’ Paradox [1], both of the endpoints of a request/reply exchange can never be sure of the operation’s success, hence a reply cannot be cached for resending. Secondly, without the guarantee of idempotence, neither can the request be cached for automatic resending. This means, that transit failures can be detected at the messaging layer (through timeout mechanisms for example), but their handling must be delegated up to the application layer.

The broadcast and publish/subscribe schemes are sensitive to network partitioning, where some of the addressed instances receive a message, but not all of them (possibly even none). Although unfortunate, this issue persists in any distributed environment, and can be solved solely using a central tracker. We argue, that reliance on such guarantees is a fundamental design flaw in most distributed systems, and as such, the proposed communication model makes no attempt to provide it at the messaging layer. Of course, a high-level client application can easily implement such behavior on top of the core schemes with the exact guarantees needed (bearing the necessary sacrifices).

Finally, opposed to the previous patterns, the tunnel is a high reliability messaging primitive. It provides the very same guarantees that a transport layer TCP connection does: as long as the connection is alive, the messages are guaranteed to be delivered eventually and in the same order as sent. Besides ordering, the data flow is also throttled to prevent overloading the recipient.

### 4. Overlay network

The Iris overlay adopts a fully decentralized peer-to-peer model, where – given the one messaging node per host constraint – each participant has equal responsibilities. To achieve the desired messaging patterns, it builds application clusters based on the multi-cast trees formed by Scribe [7], which in turn are based on the routing paths of Pastry [16].
4.1. Foundations: Pastry and Scribe

Pastry is a generic, efficient, scalable, fault resilient, and self-organizing peer-to-peer substrate [6], forming a highly robust distributed hash table (DHT). The goal of the Pastry DHT is that, given a message and an associated routing key, to deliver the message to that specific network participant, whose node identifier is numerically closest to the key itself.

To achieve this, each participating node is assigned a unique, uniform random node id, taken from a circular, 128-bit identifier space. Each node is then considered responsible for the slice of the id space circularly the closest to it. Furthermore, each node maintains a local routing state: Leaf-set (numerically closest peers), Routing table (peers with matching prefixes of 1...N digits) and Neighborhood (physically closest peers).

Given the above routing state information, at each routing step a node checks the common prefix (length $l$) of the message’s routing key with its own node id, and then selects a node from its routing table which shares at least $l + 1$ digits with the message. If such a node is not present within the routing table, the leaf-set is consulted and the numerically closest peer receives the message. If according to the leaf-set, the current node is the closest, the message is delivered upstream for higher level processing (Fig. 3).

Of course, Pastry achieves self-organization by dynamically maintaining the routing state within each node, these synchronizing between each other whenever a churn event is detected (a node joins or leaves). For such fine grained details about the protocol we refer the reader to the original paper [16].

![Fig. 3. Pastry routing algorithm and example. A message with the routing key d46a1c is forwarded from node 65a1fc towards its destination. The message is prefix routed, decreasing the distance from its destination exponentially in each step. At the very last step no longer matching prefix is found, so the leaf-set is consulted and the message delivered to its final destination.](image)

Pastry was originally conceived for internet-scale networks. However, in our proposed messaging scenario we assume that a service is running in its entirety within one data center, due to which two modifications were made. Firstly, the concepts of proximity and associated neighborhood set were removed, since within a single cloud the latency/bandwidth differences between links are not significant enough to warrant the complexity. Secondly, with the reduced node count of back-end services – in the range of hundreds – an ID space of 128-bits leaves the routing tables mostly empty. It should thus

---

7 It will be the responsibility of a federation to span data centers.
be reduced as much as possible, while keeping the probability of a random ID collision insignificant. According to the birthday paradox [9], a 40-bit ID space \( S \) for 10K nodes \( N \) results in a collision probability \( p(N, S) \) of \( 4.5483 \times 10^{-5} \).

\[
p(N, S) = 1 - e^{-N^2/(2S)}
\]

Scribe is a decentralized, scalable application-level multicast infrastructure, built on top of the Pastry overlay [7]. The goal of Scribe is to allow nodes to create groups, which can then be joined/subscribed by any peer within the network. Messages sent to these groups are delivered to all members.

To achieve this, whenever a node wishes to create a new group, the name of the group is mapped to a Pastry identifier, after which Scribe uses Pastry to route a create message to the node responsible for that specific ID, which implicitly assigns the group to the specific node. This node will assume responsibility for it, becoming the group’s rendez-vous point (Fig. 4a).

After group creation, any participant of the Scribe network can become a member of the group by routing a join message towards the group’s rendez-vous point. Opposed to the create message, the join is not forwarded blindly between nodes, but instead each node along the path to the group owner maintains a local subscription list, and if the current node is already part of the group, then the new node will be attached to it. If the traversed node is not a member of the group, it will create a new local subscription, terminate the arrived join, and initiate a new join itself. This procedure will create a tree structure for every group, rooted at the rendez-vous point (Fig. 4b).

Given the freshly built subscription tree, whenever a message is to be disseminated to the group members, it is first routed to the group’s rendez-vous point, which will initiate
a distribution along the edges of the tree, from parent to child, each internal node of the

tree in its turn also forwarding the message to its children (Fig. 4c & 4d).

Since Scribe was conceived for public peer-to-peer networks, it contains an underly-
ing credential system to limit group membership and communication to authorized enti-
ties only. The proposed system uses a different authentication mechanism [22], whereby
a successful connection already pertains the granting of full privileges. Removing the
credential sub-system makes group creation redundant, since group joining will already
entail all the necessary steps. Due to the same reason, during content distribution, the mes-
sages do not necessarily have to reach the root node before dissemination can begin: any
subscriber receiving such a message can immediately begin distributing to both children
and parent, saving valuable network hops.

4.2. Iris overlay

Iris is a decentralized, application-scope, group communication platform, built on top of
modified Scribe and Pastry protocols. The goal of Iris is to implement a batch of high
level messaging primitives to simplify the distributed communication among nodes in a
back-end service.

Cluster formation and teardown As defined in section 3.1, the cluster is the smallest
unit of composition in the Iris platform. Whenever an application wishes to communicate
through Iris, it must first become a member of a cluster. Hence the first step in the life of
an Iris application is joining – possibly by creating – such a cluster.

Cluster formation and membership management are based on the Scribe multi-cast
groups. Whenever an application requests to join a cluster with a given name, Iris maps
that cluster name to a Scribe group name by prepending a tag to it. The goal of the tag
is to differentiate between other types of Scribe groups. After tagging the name, a Scribe
join is initiated, turning the node a member of the requested group, implicitly creating the
group if non-existent.

When the application finishes using the Iris network, it issues a close request, leaving
the joined cluster. After the same cluster to group mapping, a Scribe leave is initiated,
removing the application from the group subscription tree. If a node’s local subscriptions
all terminate, the node itself leaves the group, cascading until either a live member remains
or the whole group is torn down.

Messaging primitives The simplest communication pattern is the cluster broadcast,
specifically because Scribe already provides it out of the box. When an application broad-
casts a message to a cluster, Iris first resolves the Scribe group name of the cluster, after
which it delegates message distribution to the Scribe protocol according to its multi-cast
subscription tree (Fig. 4c & 4d).

Request/replies are a little more tricky. The core concept is the same as with broad-
cast: Iris resolves the Scribe group name and issues a Scribe delivery. But opposed to the
previous scenario, the message must be delivered to a single recipient. To achieve this,
the message is routed towards the group rendez-vous point, but after entering the multi-
cast tree it is not simply distributed to all sub-trees, but rather at every group member, a
decision is made. Each member maintains the load balancing state of itself and all local
subtrees. An outstanding request is either delivered to a locally available cluster member, or routed on a single path to a subtree (details at the end of the section). When the request is finally delivered to a node and processed, the reply is routed back to the sender using the Pastry DHT directly.

The tunnel primitive is assembled through a combination of the previous request/reply pattern and direct usage of the Pastry network. When a tunneling request is made to a member of a cluster, that request is delivered the same way as a normal request. However, upon arrival, the remote side replies with its own Pastry address. At this point both parties have obtained each other’s Pastry identifier and can communicate directly through the DHT. The tunnel is assembled using the same concepts as a TCP stream: each side is assigned a tunnel id (incremental throughout the lifetime of the node) and each packet assigned a sequence id. With these two information, any packet can be reliably delivered to the correct tunnel endpoint in the correct order. To prevent overloading a peer, each tunnel has a throttling mechanism, whereby each packet requires an acknowledgment from the remote side, allowing only a limited number of un-acked packages to be sent.

The last pattern, the publish/subscribe, is based on the same exact principle as the broadcast. The difference is that topic names are mapped to a separate set of Scribe groups than clusters by using a different prepended tag. This ensures that cluster and topic names will never collide with each other. Additionally, opposed to clusters, applications have to manually subscribe to topics, but can be subscribed to an unlimited number of them.

**Split clustering** Although the Scribe multi-cast trees supporting the Iris clusters are decentralized, since all inbound messages target the root of the tree for distribution, this root node can become a significant bottleneck.

Iris circumvents this issue by introducing split clustering. Instead of relying on a single Scribe multi-cast tree, every cluster and topic internally uses a number of Scribe groups simultaneously (simply adding a second tag to the name). Whenever a message enters the system, a sub-cluster is chosen using round-robin for delivery, ensuring that consecutive messages take different paths (Fig. 5).

![Fig. 5. A single Iris cluster split into multiple Scribe groups. On the left, the Pastry DHT can be seen with the green circles being part of an Iris group. On the right, these same few nodes can form a number of different Scribe multi-cast trees, each time with a different group rendez-vous point. Note, additional intermediary nodes may be part of these trees, but were not displayed to prevent clutter.](image-url)
Load balancing  As mentioned in the previous section, using the request/reply scheme, the framework is expected to load balance messages between all possible destinations that could handle them. In order to see how this might be accomplished, it is important to observe the internal state of the system, more specifically, that of an Iris cluster.

An Iris cluster – implemented by a Scribe group – is a rooted multi-cast tree, where each node within the tree has knowledge only about its direct children and parent. This conceptual separation, that some neighboring nodes are children and one is the parent, is essential for maintaining the tree structure, but irrelevant otherwise. Thus, from a load balancing standpoint, each node can be considered the root of a tree, where each child is a subtree of the original cluster (Fig. 6). This abstraction permits a uniform balancing algorithm for all nodes, without needing specialized logic for different parts of a tree.

With the above abstraction, the load balancing mechanism boils down to a greedy algorithm, where each node, upon receiving a request, decides whether to deliver it to a locally attached client application, or route it down to one of its local subtrees (except the one from which the message originates).

The logic which decides on the exact subtree to forward a request to is based on the dynamic weighed round-robin algorithm. The core concept of the round-robin algorithm is to issue every request to a different entity; but since these entities – subtrees in the current scenario – are wildly heterogeneous, specific weights are assigned to each, ensuring that the number of requests are proportional to the total available computing capacity of the subtree. Additionally, the capacities of each subtree can vary over time due to new nodes arriving, old ones leaving, or simply by experiencing an unrelated load on certain members. To cater for these dynamic scenarios, the nodes periodically exchange capacity information between neighbors, ensuring that each node has a local estimate of the capabilities of each of its neighboring subtrees.

Although this mechanism is very robust, it suffers from two weaknesses. Firstly, requests are passed on each link in both directions due to the greedy decision making. But each request matched by another – flowing in the opposite direction – could have been avoided in the first place. A theoretical solution would be a predictive algorithm, but in the presence of sporadic bursts, such an algorithm causes massive congestions. Furthermore, the effect of this weakness is only visible if the transfer of the data is more expensive that it’s processing.
The other weakness is in the capacity estimation, which at the moment is based on the number of requests processed at the present load since the last periodic capacity exchange. If the time required to process a request comes close to or goes over this cycle, the load balancer will become random. Still, given the use case of back-end services, this should occur rarely and only during serious system overloads.

5. Preliminary evaluation

To analyze the performance of the suggested Iris overlay, a prototype\(^8\) was implemented in the Go programming language and benchmarks executed in two different environments:

- For computational performance measurements, a single machine with dual Intel Xeon E5-2687W processors and 64GB of memory was used, with all messaging passing running through localhost.
- For scalability measurement, a small physical cluster of 12 machines, each containing two dual code AMD Opteron 275 processors and 4GB system memory was used, with all messaging passing through a 1 Gigabit network.

5.1. Request/reply performance and scalability

The computational broadcast benchmarks were run by starting 4 Iris nodes on the Xeon machine, with one client application attached to each. The clients formed two clusters, two in each. Furthermore, each client was a simple echo service (i.e. responds with the request itself).

To measure the performance, each cluster started issuing requests of a given size to the other, loading the system until saturation. At that point the load was kept up for 30 seconds and the throughput measured. Afterwards the system stepped to the next message size and repeated the procedure. The results were plotted on Fig. 7.

Fig. 7. Request/reply performance evaluation. Blue designates the requests served by the whole system while the red the payload bandwidth.

\(^8\) Publicly available at [http://iris.karalabe.com](http://iris.karalabe.com)
As seen from the above chart, the system reaches a remarkable switching capacity, capping at around 50 thousand requests per second (100 thousand messages counting the replies). Looking at the bandwidth, the useful data throughput caps at over 900MB/s. It is important to emphasize that this performance is achieved with 128-bit AES encryption included between nodes [22].

For the scalability benchmark the same echo service model was used, but each machine ran a single client application and one Iris node. This benchmark was ran for systems of gradually increasing sizes from 2 to 12 hosts, and the same metrics collected.

Fig. 8. Globally served requests.

The scalability results look very promising, with additional nodes linearly increasing the overall system throughput (Fig. 8): two nodes have capped at around 12 thousand requests per second and each additional pair increased this by 6K, reaching 46 thousand requests (92 thousand messages) for the full 12 nodes.

Fig. 9. Globally useful bandwidth (request + reply).

Looking at the data-rate chart (Fig. 9), the most interesting part is the bandwidth cap, which for 12 nodes is at around 2.1Gbits/sec. Since each node had a 1 Gigabit network connection, the theoretical maximum throughput is 6Gbits/sec. This means that – ignoring system messages and headers – each data packet traversed an average 2.85 network hops.
This hop count is not caused by the overlay network, but rather the inferior load balancer currently implemented.

5.2. Broadcast performance and scalability

To benchmark the broadcast operation, the same environmental setup was used as in the request tests: a number of clients form the Iris network, half joining one cluster and the other half another. The clients then started broadcasting all of the members of the opposite group.

As previously, the performance benchmarks were ran on the Xeon machine and the scalability benchmarks on the AMD cluster, plotting the delivered message and payload data-rates on Fig. 10 and Figs. 11, 12 respectively.

![Fig. 10. Broadcast performance evaluation. Blue designates the delivered broadcasts by the whole system while the red the payload bandwidth. Note, these are twice as many as initiated since each has two recipients.](image)

An important observation is a regression in both maximal request throughput as well as bandwidth cap. The system was able to deliver 80 thousand messages only (20% lower than using requests), and has also peaked at approx. 475MB/s throughput (down from 900MB/s).

We consider two explanations probable: since the network is very small – consisting of only 4 nodes – requests almost always get delivered to the right place, but broadcasts need to traverse the Scribe multi-cast tree. One additional hop per broadcast would be enough to halve the maximal data-rate. Another possible explanations is within the implementation details of the broadcast, namely that the handling of broadcast messages has higher memory costs both size and operation wise. Since the single machine is saturated already, extra memory allocations and copies could have an adverse effect on performance.

Looking at the scalability charts (Fig. 11), the most pleasant thing to notice, is that the total message switching capacity of the system is the same as in the request/reply benchmarks. This leads to the presumption that the above noticed regression may be a benchmark anomaly and not a real issue. Still, further experiments are needed to confirm one or the other.
### 5.3. Tunnel performance and scalability

The tunnel benchmarks use the same environmental setup: a number of clients form the Iris network, out of which half join one cluster and the other half the other. Each node will then establish a tunnel into the opposite cluster and will stream messages.

It must be noted however, that this benchmark is not accurate. The problem is that these tunnels will not be distributed evenly between the nodes forming the two clusters, and because of that, overloaded nodes will produce significant delays. This could be avoided with more sophisticated benchmarks, but that would require a production quality overlay implementation.
As previously, the performance benchmarks were executed on the Xeon machine (Fig. 13). Skipping the wobbly effect caused by the aforementioned anomaly, we can observe a staggering throughput regression compared to previous messaging patterns. The highest rate achieved was 36–40 thousand messages per second, half of previous speeds.

The cause however lies within the implementation of the tunnel: to achieve ordered and throttled delivery, all messages need to be acked, which in effect matches each data packet with a system packet. The result is, that for 40K data message, the system passes 80K messages in total. This means, that for small messages, a tunnel is limited by the system noise.

![Fig. 13. Tunnel performance evaluation. The blue line is the total number of messages transferred through tunnels whilst the red is the useful payload bandwidth.](image)

Looking at larger messages, we can see this issue alleviated a bit, with only 30% performance loss compared to the asynchronous message patterns, capping at around 500MB/s compared to the requests’ 762MB/s.

The message throughput plot on the scalability charts (Fig. 14) presents both good and bad news. The good is, that – as expected – the tunnel primitive too scales linearly with the number of added nodes. The bad however, that the benchmark anomaly is getting worse with each added node.

Plotting the scalability data throughput (Fig. 15) tells a similar story to the performance benchmarks, that tunnels suffer a 36% performance loss compared to the requests, with the total useful bandwidth reaching 1.6Gbits/sec for 12 nodes compared to 2.2Gbits/sec.

The moral of the tunnel benchmarks is that the current ack-ing implementation has a serious hit on total system performance. The proposed exploration points are prioritized system messages, the splitting of larger messages into smaller manageable chunks to prevent clogging up network links and even a completely new tunnel implementation based on Iris requests and lower level direct TCP links.

The final scheme, the publish/subscribe has the exact same implementation internally as the broadcasts (from the message passing point of view) and hence are expected to perform identically. Due to space limitations, these have not been separately plotted and analyzed.
6. Conclusions

This paper presented the design of the Iris decentralized group communication infrastructure based on the Scribe multicast protocol and the Pastry distributed hash table. The proposed overlay introduced a novel concept where clusters of nodes are considered the unit of composition, supporting four communication primitives: request/reply, broadcast, tunnel and publish/subscribe. These, combined with the framework’s zero configuration nature, result in a significantly simplified approach to implementing decentralized back-end services.

To support the design, a preliminary evaluation was executed using a prototype implementation. Through the obtained results we conclude, that the Iris decentralization model looks very promising, reaching a simplicity yet scalability beyond previous messaging attempts. A further case study has also been carried out, assembling a decentralized ray-tracer using the Iris system. Due to space limitations, this experiment can be found as supplementary material on the Iris project’s website\(^9\).

The model presented in the paper supports a single decentralized, back-end service. It is important to emphasize that these distributed systems can be composed to create an even larger ecosystem of intercommunicating services. Depending on the desired goal, these

ecosystems can be achieved using two models. Tightly coupled services could be federated across data centers for availability and location considerations using direct links between services and having gateway nodes relay messages between them. Or more loosely coupled ones could be assembled into a cloud of services using a super-peer architecture [4], creating a Platform-as-a-Service middleware. Each of these models, however, poses significant new challenges and thus are the next steps in the Iris research project.
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Abstract. The paper presents a novel agile approach to large scale design of enterprise data warehouses based on a Data Vault model. An original, simple and direct algorithm is defined for the incremental design of physical Data Vault type enterprise data warehouses, using source data meta-model and rules, and used in developing a prototype case tool for Data Vault design. This approach solves primary requirements for a system of record, that is, preservation of all source information, and fully addresses flexibility and scalability expectations. Our approach benefits from Data Vault dependencies minimizations and rapid loads opportunities enabling greatly simplified ETL transformations in a way not possible with traditional (i.e. non data vault based) data warehouse designs. The approach is illustrated using a realistic example from the healthcare domain.
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1. Introduction

In this section we delineate the scope of the work, introduce baseline terminology, present selected requirements for design automation of a Data Vault (DV) type data warehouse, and explain the organization of this paper. The scope of the work is the design of DV based Enterprise Data Warehouse (EDW) / Data Mart (DM) content. The paper does not addresses storage and distribution opportunities i.e. recent advances such as (Hadop, NoSQL, etc.).

Data warehouse (DW) is a subject oriented, nonvolatile, integrated, time variant collection of data in support of management’s decisions [1]. A DW may be used to support permanent systems of records and information management (compliance and improved data governance). Data marts are small data warehouses that contain only a subset of the EDW [2]. The data mart provides the platform for Online Analytical Processing (OLAP) analysis. Therefore, OLAP is a natural extension of the data
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The results from OLAP analysis can be presented visually, which enables improved comprehension [3]. The data mart is a part of data storage, but usually contains summarized data [4]. The Extract, Transform, Load (ETL) process involves fetching data from transactional systems, cleaning the data, transforming data into appropriate formats and loading the result to a warehouse [5]. In the ETL process, data from data sources is extracted by extraction routines. Data are then propagated to the Data Staging area where they are transformed and cleaned before being loaded to the data warehouse [6], [7]. An Important element of the DW is metadata, including definitions and rules for creating data [8]. Metadata play an important role in data warehousing. Before a data warehouse can be accessed efficiently, it is necessary to understand what data is available in the warehouse and where the data is located [2].

The design of data warehouses is a difficult task. There are several problems designers have to tackle. First of all, they have to come up with semantic reconciliation of the information lying in the sources and the production of an enterprise model for the data warehouse [2]. Data warehouses can be distinguished by the type of architecture. Bill Inmon [9], [1], [10] proposed the CIF (Corporate Information Factory) as an integrated data warehouse, i.e. database in the third normal form (3NF), from which multidimensional data marts are to be derived. The second option is bus architecture, defined by Ralph Kimball [11], [12], [13] where a data warehouse is just a collection of data marts with conformant dimensions. Data Warehousing 2.0 (DW 2.0) is a second-generation attempt to define a standard Data Warehouse architecture. One of the advantages introduced in DW 2.0 is its ability to support changes of data over time [10].

Data modeling techniques for the data warehouse differ from the modeling techniques used for operational systems and for data marts. This is due to the unique set of requirements, variables and constraints related to the modern data warehouse layer. Some of these include the need for an integrated, non-volatile, time-variant, subject oriented, auditable, agile, and complete store of data. To address these needs several new modeling approaches have been introduced within the Data Warehouse/Business Intelligence industry. Among these are Data Vault modeling and Anchor Modeling [14].

The Data Vault approach is introduced by Daniel Linstedt [15], [16], [17], to solve the problems of flexibility and performance, enabling maintenance of a permanent system of records [18]. Data Vault (DV) model is recognized by the modeling style using Hub, Link and Satellite entities. In terms of entity relationship data models, a Hub entity holds identities, typically business keys (or their combinations), Link entities are representation of foreign key references (typically used to represent transactions between two or more business components i.e. Hubs). A Satellite entity shows context information i.e. attributes of a Hub or a Link. We can split out satellites by: rate of change, type of data and source system. [19]. See the example of a Data Vault in figure 1. The main difference from traditional ER data modeling style is in representing attributes, namely Hub/Link entities which have relationship/identify Satellite entities (representing traditional attributes in time).

Anchor Modeling is a database modeling technique built on the premise that the environment surrounding a data warehouse is in a constant state of change, and furthermore that a large change on the outside of the model should result in only a
small change on the inside of the model [20], [21]. The goal of using the anchor modeling technique is to "achieve a highly decomposed implementation that can efficiently handle growth of the data warehouse without having to redo any previous work" [21], mimicking the ideas of isolated semantic temporal data put forth in DW 2.0 architecture [22].

Data Vault and Anchor models are characterized by strong normalized data and insensitivity to changes in the business environment, and adapted to frequent changes, as well as the modeling of small parts of the data model, without the need for redesign.

Sixth Normal Form (6NF) is a term used in relational database theory by Christopher Date to describe databases which decompose relational variables to irreducible elements. While this form may be unimportant for non-temporal data, it is certainly important when maintaining data containing temporal variables of a point-in-time or interval nature [22], [23]. In [23], Chris Date points out several shortcomings when attempting to model fully temporalized data using standard Fifth Normal Form (5NF) principles and introduces Sixth Normal Form (6NF) as "A relvar (table) R is in 6NF if and only if R satisfies no nontrivial join dependencies at all, in which case R is said to be irreducible" [23].

The Data Vault model, in the extreme case where a satellite table consists of one attribute, becomes a 6NF design.

According to [16], [24], a Data Vault makes most sense in the case of distributed data sources. To ensure traceability of data, the Data Vault is not transforming data from different sources before they are loaded into the warehouse, thus enabling permanent system of records (i.e. Data Vault). This differs from the CIF where data are consolidated up front.

Fig. 1. An example of mapping a relational to the data vault physical model

A system theoretic block diagram representation, figure 2 from [25], shows explicit separation of data warehouse data into permanent original data (DW staging or to put it more precisely, a Data Vault) and derived data in data marts. The DB mimics
system’s state at the last updated moment in time while DW tracks the system’s state over time.

![Fig. 2. DW State history (Data Vault) and DW Reporting Area]

Methodologies of data warehouse design, such as ([1], [13], [26], [27], [19]) are not fully formalized. Based on the starting point to be used in determining the DW content, the following four classes of approaches to DW design can be recognized:

1. Data-driven (or supply-driven) [9], [28], [29], [30], [31] is based on an analysis of the data, the database schema and the identification of available data.

2. Demand-driven (also user-requirements driven) [11], [28], [30], [31] starts with the determination of requests for information from the user, but mapping that to available data remains a problem.

3. Goal-driven [32], [33], [30] is based on a business strategy i.e. begins with an analysis of key business processes, but according [28], [34] is a subset of Demand-driven approach.

4. The Hybrid approach combines user requirements with analysis of management and operational data. It distinguishes the interleaved and sequential access. For sequential access, the data-driven and demand-driven paradigms are applied independently of each other, one after the other, while in the interleaved hybrid approach both paradigms are applied in parallel [34].

This work is part of a larger research program, the DW21 dealing with the next generation DW design technology [35] where Data Vault is a baseline approach to DW design and most of the requirements are derived from a developer’s standpoint as shown in figure 3.

One practical problem for organizations building data warehouses using different methodological approaches is that the process of designing a data warehouse including a process of identifying and/or generating measures and dimensions (or Hub, Link and Satellite concepts in case of Data Vault approach) is not sufficiently automated.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: section 2 reviews work on data warehouse design automation, section 3 presents our approach to physical Data Vault design, section 4 illustrates related Physical Data Vault (PDV) design tool we developed to automate prototyping and implementation of data vaults based data warehouses, section 5 illustrates the use of the tool on a real example for distributed data base sources, and section 6 outlines future work.

### 2. A Review of Data Warehouse Design Automation

The starting point for review is selection of relevant works in the field of design automation for DW content (to narrow the scope somewhat, we did not emphasize a large body of work dealing primarily with ETL). Our choices are based on perceived contributions to the theory and practice of design, confirmed by the number of citations (at www.harzing.com).

A semiautomatic sequential hybrid approach of conceptual modeling of a data warehouse that starts with E/R model is proposed in [36]. After the analysis and design of the conceptual/logical model, the identification of facts is followed by semi-automatic creation of attribute trees in accordance with the requirements. The next step is to identify the dimensions, measures and aggregate functions after which logical and physical schema of data warehouse is performed. Improvement of the procedure is given in a textbook form in the [26].

The Hybrid approach in designing multidimensional database warehouse on the basis of transactional normalized systems is proposed in [37]. In this approach an ER diagram is transformed into a Structured Entity Relationship Models (SERM) diagram.

Phipps and Davis [38] start with a data-driven approach, and later uses the demand-driven approach (sequential hybrid approach). The initial scheme is obtained using a multidimensional E/R model. This paper proposes an algorithm for obtaining a conceptual scheme of transactional schemas. The algorithm uses the numeric fields and relationships between entities as the basis for the creation of Multidimensional E/R schemes. The algorithm is applied to each data model where data can be divided into numeric, date/time, and text data types. In addition, this approach can be used to evaluate candidates for the conceptual schema using custom queries.

Peralta (et al.) [39] represents a step forward in the automation of data warehouse based on the rules applying existing knowledge in the data warehouse design. The
proposed rules are built into the design strategy that is run in accordance with the requirements and data extraction based on the transactional database schema. The framework consists of: rules, guidelines for the design based on non-functional requirements, the mapping scheme of the original database to a conceptual scheme, and a number of schema transformations. This approach allows the use of existing design techniques, with improved productivity.

Romero and Abello [40] propose a semi-automatic method for recognizing business multidimensional concepts from domain ontology representing different and potentially heterogeneous data. With the use of ontologies and tools it can search for multi-dimensional patterns. Simulations of real cases to verify the algorithm are performed as well as theoretical analysis of the algorithm. This approach is able to integrate data from heterogeneous sources that describe their domains through ontologies. One of the most promising areas where the method can be applied is the semantic Web, which contributes to the extraction and integration of external data from the Web.

Zepeda (et al) [41] introduces a semi-automatic process to build a DW based on MDA (Model Driven Architecture). It starts by collecting and consolidating user requirements. Other steps include recognizing structural information from the original database schema supported by an automation technique. This approach uses a tool to guide designers toward effective solutions in line with customer requirements. Nazri (et al) [42] is based on a model of data source and proposes a semi-automatic tool that uses lexical ontology as the knowledge base. Once you identify the facts and dimensions, the generation of a multidimensional model is made with minimal involvement of a user. The method is illustrated using a semantic lexicon WorldNet as knowledge domain, to identify measures and dimensions.

Zekri (et al) [43] introduces a semi-automatic approach for the design of multidimensional diagrams. Conceptual Data Model (CDM) is first translated into the multivariate pattern, and then refined with user requirements. Both steps use graphs as a formalism for the representation of the data model for decision making.

Design automation is not an easy process because, in addition to the identification of the original database schema, it attempts to formalize the requirements of end users. However, certain steps must be performed manually, for example, the identification of business keys and measures. Table 1 provides a comparative overview of the various approaches, including a new one based on the Data Vault. Note that the public domain literature concerning the design of Data Vault systems [15], [16], [24], [44], [45], [46] does not elaborate on actual design process automation.

Our direct approach to automatic generation of Data Vault physical models is based on metadata schemas of structured data sources (transactional databases) taking into account some semi-structured and unstructured sources. In addition, compared to the alternatives (Table 1), our direct approach to the physical design automation of data warehouse is achieved through the use of rules. It should be noted that majority of listed approaches are academic and that only Golfarelli [26] has a long tradition of industrial use which is also a characteristic of the Data Vault approach itself [15], [16], [44]. A direct physical design for data warehouses is practical only in the case of a data vault type of data warehouses and is made possible by separating storage of identities (permanent keys) from evolving relationships and characteristics (attributes).
Table 1. Comparison of data warehouse design approaches

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>Generating Conceptual DW model</th>
<th>Generating Physical DW model</th>
<th>Data Source Data Vault</th>
<th>Data Source Structured</th>
<th>Data Source Semi-structured</th>
<th>Using Rules</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[36]</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[37]</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[38]</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[39]</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[40]</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[41]</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[42]</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direct Physical DV</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

An important contribution of our approach is the realization of a possibility to directly derive Data Vault schema from source RDBMS schemas. The direct approach to physical Data Vault design is now possible thanks to the feature of the Data Vault models i.e. the separation of unchangeable identities of entities in real systems (Hubs) from time variant relationships (Links) and the characteristics of such entities and relationship (Satellites).

There are many approaches to modeling and/or generating ETL process and code for example [45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51 and 52]. In Muñoz [51] an approach to the automatic code generation of ETL processes is given. The modeling of ETL processes used MDA (Model Driven Architecture) with the formal definition of a set of QVT (Query, View, Transformation) transformation. The problem of defining ETL activities and securing their formal conceptual representation is given in Simitsis and Vassiliadis [48]. The proposed conceptual model provides custom attributes for monitoring and appropriate ETL activities in the early stages of project data warehouse, and flexibility, extensibility and reuse patterns for ETL activities. Jovanovic (et al) [53] presents a tool GEM that from a given set of business requirements and data source descriptions semi-automatically produces multidimensional and ETL conceptual designs. In addition, many commercial ETL design tools exists [54, 55, 56, 57, etc.]. Nevertheless none of the before mentioned approaches and tools consider the ETL process in a Data Vault based data warehouse context that is for a second generation of data warehousing models.

Sources listed in Table 1 above mainly represent academic contributions. Of interest to practitioners and to our research are also several additional sources illustrating the development and/or use of tools to automate the design of data warehouses.

Golfarelli (et al) [58] presented the prototype CASE tool WAND. This tool assists the designer in structuring a data mart, carries out conceptual design in a semi-automatic fashion, allows for a core workload to be defined on the conceptual scheme and carries out logical design to produce the data mart scheme.
QBX is a CASE tool for data mart design resulting from a close collaboration between academy and industry. It supports designers during conceptual design, logical design, and deployment of ROLAP data marts in the form of star/snowflake schemata, and it can also be used by business users to interactively explore project-related knowledge at different levels of abstraction. [59].

BIReady’s Model-driven Data Warehouse generation engine [60] is one extension of CA Erwin tool that allegedly uses best practices and a stable architecture so that one can easily manage and evolve data warehouse. BIReady is able to generate a Data Warehouse automatically from a business model. BIReady even generates the ETL and loads data. BIReady builds data architectures from the ground up based on best-practices. For example, the Corporate Information Factory (CIF) pattern by Bill Inmon, the father of Data Warehousing, and Dan Linstedt’s Data Vault modelling approach. Even BIReady’s datamarts are real Kimball Star-schemas.

The Birst [61] tool automatically compiles a logical dimensional model into a star schema design and then generates and maintains fact and dimension tables. Logical measures are automatically analyzed for calculation grain, while logical dimensions are analyzed for levels requiring persistence. This tool generates and manages all key relationships, including surrogate keys where necessary and provides data connectivity and extract options for a wide variety of databases, both flat and structured files. The Birst also supports scheduled data extraction from all major relational database management systems, including Oracle, DB2, SQLServer, MySQL, Sybase, and PostgreSQL.

Quipu [62] is an open source data warehouse generation system that creates data warehouses and supports Data Vault architectures. Quipu automates the data warehouse data model design and generates the ETL load code to fill the data warehouse from source systems. With Quipu you can simply and quickly generate and implement a source driven Data Vault, often referred to as source or raw Data Vault. Additional business value can be achieved by implementing a business Data Vault, where source data is combined in a Data Vault implementation of a single business model. Quipu supports both Data Vault architectures. Quipu's repository holds all relevant metadata of the source data elements and generates a data warehouse model based on the Data Vault modeling methodology. Quipu provides the functions to build a Data Vault data warehouse quickly and reliably. Quipu fills the gap in the tool sets available today to implement the data warehouse architecture by generating, maintaining and populating (database) structures and code to capture changes in data, both transactional and reference [62]. According to a white paper available on [62], functionality to assist the construction of Data Marts is not yet available in the Version 1.1 release of Quipu.

Pentaho Data Integration (PDI, also called Kettle) [46] is the component of Pentaho responsible for the ETL processes. Though ETL tools are most frequently used in data warehouses environments, PDI can also be used for other purposes: migrating data between applications or databases, exporting data from databases to flat files, parallel loading of data into databases, data cleansing, integrating applications. PDI can be used as a standalone application, or it can be used as part of the larger Pentaho Suite. As an ETL tool, it is the most popular open source tool available. Moreover, the transformation capabilities of PDI allow you to manipulate data with very few
limitations [46]. The ETL process is fully automated, but data vault and data mart processes are not part of the framework [63].

Table 2 summarizes information about relevant tools.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of DW tool</th>
<th>Physical DW model</th>
<th>Data Vault design</th>
<th>Generate ETL code</th>
<th>Data Mart design</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WAND</td>
<td>Academic</td>
<td>Automatic</td>
<td>Not supported</td>
<td>Automatic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QBX</td>
<td>Academic</td>
<td>Automatic</td>
<td>Not supported</td>
<td>Automatic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quipu</td>
<td>Open source</td>
<td>Automatic</td>
<td>Automatic</td>
<td>Manual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pentaho Kettle</td>
<td>Open source</td>
<td>Manual</td>
<td>Manual</td>
<td>Automatic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIReady</td>
<td>Commercial</td>
<td>Automatic</td>
<td>Manual</td>
<td>Automatic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Birst</td>
<td>Commercial</td>
<td>Automatic</td>
<td>Not supported</td>
<td>Automatic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direct PDV</td>
<td>Prototype</td>
<td>Automatic</td>
<td>Automatic</td>
<td>Automatic</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The advantage of our approach is the availability of a graphical view of the physical diagrams for Data Vaults and data marts during the design process. Furthermore, except for WAND and QBX, these tools do not present formalized and publically available information in detail.

3. Direct Physical Data Vault Design

The aim of physical design is to assist in implementing a DW on a selected database management platform. In the process of storing data, ones take large amounts of data from variety of sources: ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning) systems, relational databases, Excel files, DBF files, TXT and XML files or data from the Web. The data in databases are called structured as they are defined with the data schemas. Information contained in file systems is considered unstructured and exists in two basic forms: as textual and as non-textual. Existing technology allows for easy loading of textual data in the staging database or data warehouse, which is not the case with non-textual. Some textual data (documents) can be structured and are known as semi-structured.
We propose a direct approach to the design of physical Data Vault data warehouses based on the historical preservation of the original data. An important methodological contribution of our approach is that conceptually, at the metadata level, data sources (DS) of all types are presented with relational model schema equivalents. The relational model is treated as the common factor for Data Vault implementation and all the source data and therefore all types of sources (structured and some semi-structured) are the first to be abstracted via meta-model into relational model equivalents. The term direct approach means that an approach directly leads to Data Vault models based on a physical model of sources in a relational form. The approach is facilitated by the fact that, no matter how many sources of operational data are drawn from, it is the aim of each information system to integrate basic information of wider significance and establish control using only one or few primary database(s) that include most of the data (and these databases, in most cases, reside in relational database engines). On the other hand, theoretical analysis [64] considers relational data models as general models, in which all data can be represented and so reduced. This work covers only the first stage from Figure 5 of the full scope of our research on Data Vault approach automation. The phases of initial Data Vault design automation (for the first stage) are shown in Figure 6.
The direct approach to Physical Data Vault (PDV) design automation of a data warehouse presented in this paper includes the use of rules for data warehouse design. To understand the detailed rules we first outline a general algorithm for recognition of Hub, Link and Satellite relations based on mapped original data (equivalent relational model tables). In a nutshell the algorithm consists of the following:

I- For each source:
   a) For each Table: the user confirms Hubs by selecting a Business Key
   b) For each Table, if not already selected as a Hub, create Link
   c) For each Table:
      i. for each FK create Link
   d) for each non-key attribute: create Satellite

II- For each Hub (PK)
   a) For each source
      i. For each Table (search for matching PK): if found, create Link (to Hub ad II; this only illustrate possible integration).

The effect of the algorithm is to create a Link for each FK (except for tables whose PK are completely composed of FKs as all such tables will became Links in step I- b- if not confirmed Hubs in step I- a). The proof of completeness of the algorithm follows from the assumption that, no matter the source, every table must have a PK, and the fact that tables are originally valid i.e. have been made from real data so that no
contradictions in terms of circular dependencies on other tables could prevent their formation.

1. Every PK is either composed (partially or fully) from the PKs from other tables or is a separate PK (possibly, but rarely, composed of several fields concatenated or not. See [19]).
2. Tables with separate PKs are designated as Hubs
3. Tables with fully composed PKs are designated as Links.
4. Remove all Links tables whose PK are not used as FK
5. Remove all Hubs tables whose PK are not part of any PK in any remaining table
6. Represent all remaining FK references with separate Links tables (each of those Links will now have two FK references); this is a crucial step separating mutually dependent tables
7. Represent what is left, treating it as a directed graph expressing FK references (as precedence relations) in a matrix form
   a. Nodes are tables (including Links created in step 6),
   b. Branches are FK references whose direction follows the FK reference i.e. branches are pointing to tables whose PK is referenced by each FK. The result is a connected directed graph.
8. We can fully reduce the matrix using Warshall's algorithm following precedence relations (as adjacencies) on a connected directed acyclic graph (in a finite number of steps) where the number of steps determines the length of the longest precedence chain.
9. The key for a proof that the above procedure finishes is that the graph obtained by carving initial, i.e. root, Hubs and Links must be acyclic (proof by contradiction)
   a. If the precedence (FK path) forms a cycle the table has a PK that depends on itself but this contradicts the initial requirement that tables can exist in extension, meaning that records in the tables exist i.e. not only can be formed with complete PK in the time of schema creation but also effectively populated in the time of record

Next figure shows how introduction of Links breaks cycle in ER models.
3.1. Conceptualization of Metadata – Phase 1

The main phase is the Conceptualization of Metadata (general Physical Data Vault structure) resulting in a physical data model that can be used in designing individual Data Vault data warehouses.

The first two steps of this stage assume building a model of the metadata (Figure 8) and of the modeling rules (Figure 9). When making the meta model and rules we distinguish between part of the model that is independent of the data source (source-independent design) and part of the model, which depends on the source (source-specific design). The independent part refers to the metadata tables and rules, and the dependent part involves procedures related to different data sources. The purpose and a method of how to update the metadata table are shown in Table 3.

The RuleTypes table contains information about the types of policies, such as rules for different data sources, rules for identifying Hub, Link and Satellite tables and rules for creating Hub, Link and Satellite tables. The Rules Table contains information about the rules for a particular type of rules and actions to be performed when a certain condition is satisfied. Rules in column Rules allow easier execution of commands that are stored in the column RuleAction. The following example is given to show the SQL (Structured Query Language) rule to describe a set of constraints that are applied to identify candidate Hub based on the value of the column BusinessKey.

\[
\text{UPDATE TableColumns SET TableColumns.HubCandidate = 1 WHERE TableColumns.BusinessKey = 1}
\]

The third step in this phase is generating code to create a staging database and creating tables and stored procedures from the model (Figure 8 and 9). From this presentation of the physical model we can generate a script to create a table in the staging database and insert initial data into tables StructureType and SourceType. The fourth step is to insert data into the rules table and basic codebook (reference data).

After the first stage and creation of the tables and appropriate procedures conditions are created for the development of an application that allows one to automate the design of the physical model of Data Vault data warehouse, with minimal user interaction. Second, third and fourth phase of Figure 6 needs to be done for each specific system.
Fig. 8. Physical metadata model

Fig. 9. Model of Rules
### Table 3. Purpose of the generated tables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table</th>
<th>Purpose</th>
<th>Insert method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>StructureType</td>
<td>Codebook data: structured (ST), semi-structured (SS) or unstructured (US)</td>
<td>From model, example: INSERT INTO StructureType (StrTypeID, StrName) VALUES ('ST', 'Structured')</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SourceType</td>
<td>Data sources codebook (example: MS SQL Server, Oracle, xls, XML, txt, etc.)</td>
<td>From model, example: INSERT INTO SourceType (SourceTypeID, StrTypeID, SourceTypeName) VALUES (1, 'ST', 'MS SQL Server')</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DataSource</td>
<td>Data source that will be used by data warehouse</td>
<td>Automatically after identification all data sources through the user interface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tables</td>
<td>Table from operational data</td>
<td>Automatically after identification all data sources through the user interface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SemiStructures</td>
<td>Semi-structured data source (xls, XML, etc.)</td>
<td>Semi-automatic, after importing and structuring (if possible) in the staging database</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UnStructures</td>
<td>Unstructured data source (txt, etc.)</td>
<td>Semi-automatic, after textual analysis and importing and structuring in the staging DB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TableColumns</td>
<td>Columns of data tables from databases and other sources that can be structured</td>
<td>Automatically, except BusinessKey fields that will be selected through the user interface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RuleTypes</td>
<td>Types of rules for creating a data warehouse</td>
<td>From model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rules</td>
<td>Contain rules and appropriate action if condition is satisfied</td>
<td>From model</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 3.2. Identification of Data Sources – Phase 2

This phase is applied to each individual DW (further development of CASE tools will take into account experiences with the prototype). The first step involves the identification of specific applications and systems (databases, structured and unstructured data sources) for data warehouse by a user selecting specific data sources (through the user interface). The second step in this phase is to insert data into table data sources based on the selected data source.
The third step defines rules for inserting metadata for structured, semi-structured and unstructured data sources into a staging database. The rules defined in the model are stored in a table Rules. For identification of the rules, it is necessary to find data type (ST, SS, US) from all sources of data based on input parameters. These parameters will be obtained through the mechanism of the cursor through tables from data sources. The cursor is introduced as a set of records which is attached to the pointer at current row. Commands in SQL statements include moving the cursor to work with the current row. If it is semi-structured data sources, in the absence of a clear structure, their operational data need to be imported into the staging database. Semi-structured data such as Excel files can be imported into a database using ETL processes [13].

Import metadata in the staging database will be prepared using a stored procedure as indicated in the model `sp_InsertSemiStrInStage` (with appropriate parameter). In case of unstructured data sources, it is necessary to first identify their metadata. Unstructured data can be placed into the database in the traditional way by using the files metadata, the path to the file or URL, and attributes and links between files placed in the database. The newer method of storing unstructured data in the database is known as text analytics. It is the process of converting unstructured documents into...
structured documents by analysis of the structure of the text in the document [65]. Text analytics is the process of enabling a computer to extract meaning from text and is performed as a series of iterative process prior to loading into the database [66]. Some of the procedures are simple editing, stop-word removal, replacement of synonym or concatenation, homographic resolution, thematic clustering, external glossary/taxonomy overlay, stemming, alternate spelling resolution, foreign language accommodation, search direct and indirect support. A description of each of the procedures is given in [67].

The fourth step in this phase is to fill the tables Tables, SemiStructures, UnStructures, TableColumns and information about the tables and their columns on transactional databases. This step will be automatically generated from the procedure for importing data by using data from the target system schema repository containing the tables, columns, indexes, constraints and relationships for each specific system for database management. Inserting metadata into the table TableColumns looks more complex due to the large number of metadata and a number of columns. A similar approach is taken with other structured data sources that import metadata into tables and TableColumns. Tables will be prepared using a stored procedure as indicated in the model `sp_InsertIDSTablesColumns`. Based on data sources, this procedure will be transmitted as a parameter for a specific structured data source (MS SQL Server, Oracle, IBM DB2 and others), on the basis of the rules in the table of rules.

In a nutshell, the algorithm for this phase consists of the following:

1. Loop over data sources (incrementally or in sets of DBs as sources): Select data source and Insert metadata in table `DataSources`
2. For each row in table `DataSources`: find structure type, source type and rules
   a) For each structured type:
      i. Insert metadata in `Tables`
      ii. For each row in table `Tables`: insert metadata in table `TableColumns`
   b) For each semistructured type:
      i. Extract and load data in database StageDW
      ii. Insert metadata in table `SemiStructures`
      iii. For each row in table `SemiStructures`: insert metadata in `TableColumns`
   c) For each unstructured type:
      i. Text analytics process
      ii. Extract and load data in database StageDW
      iii. Insert metadata in table `UnStructures`
      iv. For each row in table `UnStructures`: insert metadata in `TableColumns`

Identification of PDV types (Hubs, Links, Satellites) for each DW is initially reduced to the identification of a business key until the Hub, Link and Satellite are automatically generated. On the model in Figure 8, the meaning of the columns in the tables `StructureType`, `SourceType`, `DataSource`, `Tables`, `SemiStructures`, `UnStructures`
clear, only the structure and purpose of the specific TableColumn column (Table 4) will be explained.

This table should contain metadata from databases, semi-structured metadata and unstructured data sources that can be appropriately structured. Our approach provides the automatic loading of metadata from all TableColumn structured data sources and partly from some unstructured and semi-structured data sources. In addition to the data that will be filled on the basis of a database schema, this table will contain a column indicator that will give us information as to whether it is a business key, surrogate key, or if the table Hub, Link or Satellite candidate.

**Table 4.** TableColumn Table structure

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Column</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Load automatic</th>
<th>Load through UI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ColumnID</td>
<td>int</td>
<td>Primary key</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TableID</td>
<td>int</td>
<td>Table ID</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SemiStrID</td>
<td>int</td>
<td>ID from semistructured data source</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UnStrID</td>
<td>int</td>
<td>ID from unstructured data source</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DataSourceName</td>
<td>varchar</td>
<td>Data source name</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TableOrStrName</td>
<td>varchar</td>
<td>Table name or semi/un struct. file name</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ColumnSysId</td>
<td>integer</td>
<td>Sys column ID</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ColumnName</td>
<td>varchar</td>
<td>Column name</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ColumnType</td>
<td>varchar</td>
<td>Data type</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ColumnPK</td>
<td>bit</td>
<td>PK column?</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ColumnFK</td>
<td>bit</td>
<td>FK column?</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nullable</td>
<td>bit</td>
<td>Nullable column?</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IfFK_PKTable</td>
<td>varchar</td>
<td>Table name on PK side (if column FK)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IfFK_PKColumn</td>
<td>varchar</td>
<td>Column name on PK side (if column FK)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BusinessKey</td>
<td>bit</td>
<td>Business key column?</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SurrogateKey</td>
<td>bit</td>
<td>Is column Surrogate for corresponding Business key?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HubCandidate</td>
<td>bit</td>
<td>Hub candidate?</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LinkCandidate</td>
<td>bit</td>
<td>Link candidate?</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SatCandidate</td>
<td>bit</td>
<td>Satellite candidate?</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This phase involves the following steps:

1. **Identification of business key through a user interface.** Through the appropriate user interface, based on the data, the user should check the business keys. Based on the business key, the column with the appropriate BusinessKey value (0 or 1) will be filled. Filling in this section can be automatically based on rules stored in the table Rules,
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according to [15], [16], [24], [44], and based on BusinessKey the column SurrogateKey will be filled.

2. **Identification of hubs.** The Hub entity table contains a single list of business keys. These are the keys that organizations use in their daily operations, such as customer number, code of the employee, account number, and so on [15]. According to [15], [16], [24], Hub candidates can be identified using the filled BusinessKey and SurrogateKey on the basis of rules for identifying hubs which are found in the tables RuleTypes and Rules.

3. **Identification of links.** Link is the physical representation of references, foreign keys and many-to-many relationships in third normal form [15]. Links can be identified using the procedure `sp_FindLinkCandidate` (which is an integral part of the model and that is called from the table Rules and RuleTypes) that includes the following steps:
   a) Find many-to-many table
   b) Set to true LinkCandidate field in many-to-many table
   c) Set 1 value in the column LinkCandidate for tables that have a foreign key

4. **Identification of satellites.** The Satellite entity contains context data of hub and contains attributes that are not primary or foreign keys [15]. Satellites are identified on the rules in tables RuleTypes and Rules, according to [15], [16], [24], [46].

---

**3.4. Initial Declaration of PDV Structure- Phase 4**

The last phase in the process of automation of the physical design of a data warehouse is the initial declaration of the PDV structure. This phase include following steps:

1. **Generate and execute the script to create a hub table.** When we have the business key, appropriate tables can be identified (by setting the value 1 in column HubCandidate). It is possible to generate a script to create a hub table in a Data Vault, based on the rules in the Rules table. This step provides the following:
   a) Forming a cursor to go through the TableColumns Where HubCandidate=1
   b) Retrieve data from a table and assign variables
   c) In each iteration, use dynamic SQL to supplement sql_statement
   d) Perform an sql_statement, creating a hub table

2. **Generate and execute the script to create the link table.** The link table is used to represent relationships or transactions between two or more business components (two or more hubs). We identified the appropriate link tables containing value 1 in column
LinkCandidate which enables the generation script to automatically generate a link table, based on the rules in the Rules table. It is possible to generate a script to create a link table in a data warehouse, based on the rules in Table Rules. This step involves:

a) Forming a cursor to go through the table TableColumns Where LinkCandidate=1
b) Retrieve data from a table and assign variable
c) In each iteration, use dynamic SQL to supplement sql_statement
d) Performing an sql_statement, creating a link table

3. Generate and execute script to create the satellite table. Satellite entity shows how context hub data. Satellite table created for each hub table will contain non-key attributes in a transactional database. We identified the appropriate Satellite tables by setting the value 1 in column SatCandidate which enables the generation script to automatically generate the satellite table based on the rules in the Rules table. In this case, one table is generated for each hub table (or link table, if the transaction has only a link table). This step involves:

a) Forming a cursor to go through the table TableColumns Where SatCandidate=1
b) Retrieve data from a table and assign variable
c) In each iteration, use dynamic SQL to supplement sql_statement
d) Performing an sql_statement, thus creating satellite tables

If the source of simple unstructured data, (Excel or TXT file), the data on clients who are not in a transactional database (or other contact information, information about market position, business data, etc.), then an additional Satellite table will be created that will include data from Excel or TXT file.

Procedures described in the fourth phase make it possible to automatically create a complete data warehouse based on Data Vault concepts. Among meta-requirements for any design approach and its automation at least the following four are obvious: performance, scalability, flexibility and agility. In order to fully appreciate potential of our PDV approach one have to first realize what DV as such (comparing to traditional alternatives namely normalized EDW and dimensional Data Marts) contributes to satisfying such meta-requirements. The DV separation of Identities and Links from attributes (Satellites) by design creates a scale-free network [17] and thus greatly reduces stress of incremental expansion (scalability) this supports expansion of scope. The structural changes are also additions (no deletes) so flexibility of designs is assured. The DV by design foster higher levels of performance by (decoupling dependencies and) allowing parallel data loads all the time from all source systems. By requiring input without any irreversible data alterations (ELT as opposed to ETL) from a data source into a raw data vault (as a permanent fully auditable system of records) Linstedt suggest typical loading speed of 100K rows per minute is normal (as a benchmark). Nature of the DV model preserves scalability and flexibility as well as performance of the data vault designs weather manual or automated.

4. Physical Data Vault Design Tool

The goal of this section is to present the prototype CASE tool the authors have implemented to support their methodology. The PDV (Physical Data Vault) design tool
assists the designer in structuring a data vault, carries out physical design in a semi-automatic fashion, and allows for a core workload to be defined on the physical scheme.

The tool was developed using Larman’s [68] method. Specifications of requirements can be presented as verbal descriptions of the model and use cases. Verbal Description: Need to make an application that will provide support to the process of designing a data warehouse. The data warehouse should provide an analysis of data from structured data sources and simple unstructured and semi-structured (xls, txt). Structured data should not be loaded in a separate staging database, but directly loaded into the data warehouse. Semi-structured data has to be further structured in the staging database and then loaded into the data warehouse. Unstructured data has to go through the process of textual analysis, and then loaded into staging database for some structuring, and then loaded into the data warehouse. The Figure 12 shows the observed use-cases for the PDV tool.

Fig. 12. Use-case diagram and Sequence diagram for the use-case select Business Keys

In the analysis phase, the behavior of software systems is determined by using system sequence diagram. For each use-case and for each scenario, a sequence diagram was created. The example in Figure 12 shows the sequence diagram for the use case Select Business Keys. Sequence diagram for use-case Identification of business keys, baseline scenario:
1. Designer sends business keys to system
2. The system returns the information based on business keys and identified Hub tables
3. Designer call the system to identify the Link tables
4. The system returns the information of identified Link table
5. Designer calls the system to identify the Sat tables
6. The system returns the information of identified Satellite tables

The architectural design includes the design of application logic, the user interface and the internal metadata model database. The tool is built in three layer architecture with the database layer, the user interface and business logic layer. The staging
database was designed on the basis of the physical model shown in Figures 8 and 9. We used the Database management system Microsoft SQL Server 2008 R2. Designing the user interface included designing Windows forms. Some examples of the forms are given in the next section. The tool is implemented using Microsoft Visual Studio.NET environment using the C# programming language. The Microsoft's .NET Framework was selected as it has a consistent programming model for building diverse applications [69].

5. Experimental verification of research results based on a prototype application

Experimental verification of research results was done in the area of health insurance using a prototype tool PDV for a data vault data warehouse design.

Health Insurance Fund annually enters into contracts with pharmacies to issue prescription drugs to insured patients. Prescription drugs are prescribed in health institution (family doctor’s office or hospital). Every fifteen or thirty days (depending on the contract), the pharmacy sends to Fund an invoice for drugs issued on prescriptions. Invoice consists of a header and items. The header contains the name of pharmacy, the date of the invoice, the total amount and the number of receipts. Items invoices contain information about drug, quantity and amount, and patient’s information. Invoices are to be submitted electronically. Health insurance Fund distributes databases in offices in each of several regions. The number of records in the table invoice items annually reaches several millions. To reduce the load on the transactional system, view reports (which often changes the format and appearance), to meet the requirements of users (in terms of reports with different grouping and diagrams), it was decided to implement a data warehouse and business intelligence system. When choosing a data warehouse architecture, the Data Vault approach was chosen (emphasizing the need to leave a trail from where and when the information...
originated from the databases). Moreover, a Data Vault is designed to model data that can be easily changed following rapid changes in the business environment.

After the first stage (initialized data warehouse and staging databases) associated procedures based on the model are derived from the second stage, the selection of data sources.

![Diagram](image.png)

**Fig. 14.** Physical model of transactional database PrescriptionDrugs

After the selection of data sources, the user starts uploading the metadata of selected data sources into the staging database. Part of the physical model of transactional database PrescriptionDrugs is given in figure 14.

In the following form (Fig. 15), users simultaneously (on three DataGridView controls) see selected data sources, data source tables and columns. The third DataGridView enables the checking of business keys. On the basis of the business keys
and corresponding rules for Hub tables, the system identifies a Hub table. After that, based on the hub tables and rules, the system identifies link tables. At the end of this phase, system identifies Satellite tables. After clicking the Next button, a form opens to declare a PDV structure as shown in the figure 16.

![Form for identification PDV types](image)

**Fig. 15.** Form for identification PDV types
This form allows for manual modification of the proposed Hub, Link and Satellite table. After manual modifications, the designer starts the process of creating Hub, Link and Satellite tables that are just being identified. This step completes the process of creating a data warehouse based on the Data Vault concept. The next button is clicked to enable visualization of Data Vault data warehouse structure. The created Data Vault Physical model is shown in figure 17. According [15], in the tables can be generate a surrogate key - optional component, possibly smart key or sequential number, if the composite primary key might cause performance problems.

In our trials and experiments with the use of the PDV design tool (as it was evolving as a prototype itself) it was easy to create a complete data warehouses based on Data Vault concepts. In addition, the tool excelled when used to develop prototypes of data warehouses. In fact, only when a tangible DW prototype was completed, users become more interested in participating and frequently stated new requirements. Automating design for a data warehouse significantly accelerated the development of a robust system by allowing prototyping in the early stages of contact with customers, and customers were more interested in providing information.
6. Conclusion

This paper presents the basic algorithm for the initial physical design stage of the Data Vault types of enterprise data warehouses i.e. integrated data warehouses as systems of records not open to end user reporting. The approach is based on the incremental expansion of data warehouse adding new data sources in sets or one at a time. The algorithm utilizes metadata model and rules for the design starting with existing
(mainly) transactional data sources. Relations between entities in transactional systems and rules for the development of a data warehouse based on Data Vault concept are crucial for physical design automation of a data warehouse model. The conceptualization of metadata presented a physical model that can be used in the design of individual data warehouses, and this became the basis for development of a tool. The most important contribution of this paper is realization of Data Vault schema directly from RDBMS schemas. Such a direct approach was possible thanks to the feature of the Data Vault models i.e. separation of unchangeable identities of entities in real systems (Hubs) from time variant relationships among such entities (represented by Links) and the characteristics of such entities and their relationships (represented by Satellites). Traditional approaches to integration used pruning of data from the source and other forms of derivation i.e. consolidation that requires much intervention by experts (due to creative and semantically rich transformations). Data Vaults provide the unique ability to integrate data incrementally by adding links (of 'same as' type essentially 1:1 mappings) between initial and added hubs, while preserving all data in satellites, links and hubs without any reconstructions and deletes (guaranteeing preservation of information necessary for an enterprise size system of records). The subject of ongoing research is detailed specifications of dynamic expansion of Hub, Link (and their Satellite tables) and their additional linking for possible cases of merging Data Vault schemes in operation. Within the achieved scope, work in progress is focused on code generation for the initial loading of the created Data Vault enterprise data warehouses, as well as code generation for the Data Vault updating with new values and/or updates of the code to update (all without slowing down the original system).

The PDV approach is based on available relational schema and this satisfies meta-requirements stated earlier. Loading a schema and transforming it following preprogrammed rules certainly supports design performance, scalability and agility (user intervention is minimal but necessary, and is mainly focused on recognizing major permanent business keys). We claim that any indirect DV design driven by a conceptual or a logical data model (derived from the existing data sources) even when supported by some automation, is less flexible than direct PDV. Furthermore, it increases a danger of losing data from the source, potentially invalidating the central DV EDW purpose - to maintain a system of unaltered records.

Future work relate to the remaining three stages of Figure 5. First is the automation of the ETL process from data sources to feed a Data Vault. The Data Vault type data warehouse is a solution for integrating, storing and protecting data. However, it is not intended, nor suitable, for intensive queries or reports. That is why the data warehouse architecture with a Data Vault layer (persistent system of records with full history of changes) also contains a data mart layer using the star schemas for reporting data access [46]. According to [70] the dimensions of the star schema result from the Hub and Satellite tables, and the fact tables from a Satellite and Link tables. The next item of research is addressing the output area (data marts) with the following steps: Create a model of DMs and DMs materialization code and create metadata for Analytics Tracking (Dashboards/Scorecards) and standard reporting.

The process of designing an enterprise data warehouse based on the Data Vault model can be formalized, generalized and to some extent based on the automated
physical model for structured, semi-structured and simple unstructured data sources, including transactional database. Our direct approach integrates elements of the physical design of enterprise data warehouses based on a data vault model as a system of records. This paper also illustrated the development of a tool for automation of design for data vault based enterprise data warehouses. The tool has been implemented and used on a real case in the field of healthcare and medical insurance and provided satisfactory results.

The paper and the approach presented so far do not address design of data marts, data virtualization, data warehouse schema evolution, master data management, mappings to NoSql data stores or hybrid databases, nor fully elaborates on ELT/ETL transformation automatization as those issues are part of a larger ongoing research program.
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Abstract. Computer systems and networks suffer due to rapid increase of attacks, and in order to keep them safe from malicious activities or policy violations, there is need for effective security monitoring systems, such as Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS). Many researchers concentrate their efforts on this area using different approaches to build reliable intrusion detection systems. Flow-based intrusion detection systems are one of these approaches that rely on aggregated flow statistics of network traffic. Their main advantages are host independence and usability on high speed networks, since the metrics may be collected by network device hardware or standalone probes. In this paper, an intrusion detection system using two neural network stages based on flow-data is proposed for detecting and classifying attacks in network traffic. The first stage detects significant changes in the traffic that could be a potential attack, while the second stage defines if there is a known attack and in that case classifies the type of attack. The first stage is crucial for selecting time windows where attacks, known or unknown, are more probable. Two different neural network structures have been used, multilayer and radial basis function networks, with the objective to compare performance, memory consumption and the time required for network training. The experimental results demonstrate that the designed models are promising in terms of accuracy and computational time, with low probability of false alarms.
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1. Introduction

With the rapid growth of the Internet and due to increase in number of attacks, computer security has become a crucial issue for computer systems. Intrusion Detection
Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS) technology is an effective approach in dealing with the problems of network security.

Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS) have become increasingly important in recent years to reveal the growing number of attacks. They need to be able to adapt to the rise in the amount of traffic as well as the increase in line speed [1]. However, researchers assess the payload-based IDSs processing capability to lie between 100 Mbps and 200 Mbps when commodity hardware is used [2, 3], and close to 1 Gbps when dedicated hardware is employed [4, 5]. Well-known systems like Snort [6] and Bro [7] exhibit high resource consumption when confronted with the overwhelming amount of data found in high-speed networks [8]. In addition, the spread of encrypted protocols poses a new challenge to payload-based systems. In addition to that, the constant increase in network traffic and the fast introduction of high speed (tens of Gbps) network equipment [9] make it hard to preserve traditional packet based intrusion detection systems. Such systems rely on deep packet inspection, which does not scale well.

Having this in mind, flow-based approaches seem to be a promising candidate for research in the area of IDS. A flow is defined as a unidirectional stream of packets that share common characteristics, such as source and destination addresses, ports and protocol type. Additionally a flow includes aggregated information about the number of packets and bytes belonging to the stream, as well as its duration. Flows data are often used for network monitoring, allowing us to obtain a real time overview of the network traffic. Common tools for this purpose are Nfsen [10] and Flowscan [11], while the de facto standard technology in this field is Cisco NetFlow, particularly its versions 5 and 9 [12], [13]. This technology is now becoming a formal standard through the work of the IETF IPFIX working group [14].

Network flows are monitored by specialized accounting modules usually placed in network routers. These modules are responsible for calculating flow statistics and exporting these statistics (flow-data) to external collectors. Flow-based IDSs analyze these flows data to detect anomaly and alarm possible attacks. Compared to traditional IDSs based on deep packet inspection, flow-based IDSs have to handle a considerably lower amount of data. Another important motivation for using flow-data in our research lays in the fact that flow-data is easily collected from network routers (several network nodes or just one central router) using standard protocols (such as Cisco NetFlow, Juniper Jflow, IETF IPFIX), without need to install additional software and collect data from every single computer on the network.

Therefore we have developed our approach by focusing on network flows. Approaches that rely on aggregated traffic metrics, such as flow-based approaches, show better scalability and therefore seem to be more promising.

In general, the techniques for Intrusion Detection (ID) fall into two major categories depending on the modeling methods used: misuse detection and anomaly detection. Misuse detection compares the usage patterns with known techniques of compromising computer security. Although misuse detection is effective against known intrusion types, it cannot detect new attacks that were not predefined. Anomaly detection, on the other hand, approaches the problem by attempting to find deviations from the established patterns of usage. Anomaly detection may be able to detect new attacks. However, it may also have a significant number of false alarms because the normal behavior varies widely and obtaining complete description of normal behaviors is often
difficult. Architecturally, an intrusion detection system can be categorized into three types: host based IDS, network based IDS and hybrid IDS [15], [16]. A host based intrusion detection system uses the audit trails of the operating system as a primary data source. Network based intrusion detection systems, on the other hand, use network traffic information as their main data source. Hybrid intrusion detection systems use both methods [17].

In recent years, Neural Networks (NN) have been successfully used in the context of network intrusion detection. They have been extensively used in discriminating normal behavior from abnormal behavior in a variety of contexts. Neural networks have become a very useful technique to reduce information overload and improve decision making by extracting and refining useful information through a process of searching for patterns from the extensive collected data. Classification is a very common neural network task. In classification (section 3), we need to examine the features of newly presented objects and try to assign it to one of the predefined sets of classes. Supervised learning methods are applied to solve classification problems. Multilayer Feedforward NN (MLNN), and radial basis function (RBF) are representative supervised learning methods that can be applied to classification problems.

In this paper, flow-based anomaly IDS is implemented using two neural network stages. In many previous studies [18],[8],[19] the implemented system is a neural network based on DARPA [20] or KDD [21] dataset with the capability of detecting normal or abnormal traffic. In our study the existence of attacks and the attack type is classified by using extracted data from the labeled DARPA dataset. The restriction for the extracted data was that it should be limited to the type of data that can also be extracted from the router NetFlow data. This labeled data in the following text will be named labeled NetFlow dataset or simply NetFlow dataset, and the training procedure for neural networks is based on it.

This paper is organized as follows, section 2 present an overview of some of the previous works, section 3 provides a brief introduction about classification methods, section 4 explains the proposed system and feature selection, section 5 evaluates the proposed system, and section 6 discusses the experimental results followed by conclusions and future work plans.

2. **Previous Work**

Due to the increase in network speed, flow-based techniques attracted the interest of researchers, especially in analysis of high-speed networks. Day to day increase in network usage and load, have clearly pointed out that scalability is a growing problem. In this context, flow based solutions to monitor and, moreover, to detect intrusions help to solve the problem. They achieve, indeed, *data and processing time reduction*, opening the way to high-speed detection on large infrastructures. Gao and Chen [22] designed and developed a flow-based intrusion detection system. Karasaridis et al. [23], Shahrestani et al. [24] and Livadas et al. [25] proposed a concept for the detection of botnets in network flows. Sperotto et al. [1] provided a comprehensive survey on current research in the domain of flow-based network intrusion detection. A
sound evaluation of a neural network based IDS requires high-quality training and testing datasets. The de facto standard is still the DARPA dataset created by Lippmann et al. [26]. Despite its severe weaknesses and the critique published by McHugh [25], it is still used. The KDD-99 [21] dataset can be regarded as another popular dataset. All these datasets were prepared for deep packet inspection and preprocessing was necessary to prepare flows. Sperotto et al. [28] created the first labelled flow based dataset intended for evaluating and training flow based network intrusion detection systems.


3. Detection and Classification Methods

Neural Networks (NNs) have recently attracted more attention compared to other techniques due to their strong discrimination and generalization abilities, when utilized for classification purposes [37], especially in the case of large amounts of data. An increasing amount of research in the last few years has investigated the application of Neural Networks to intrusion detection. If properly designed and implemented, Neural Networks have the potential to address many of the problems encountered by rule-based approaches. Neural Networks were specifically proposed to learn the typical characteristics of system’s users and identify statistically significant variations from their established behavior. In order to apply this approach to Intrusion Detection, several steps have been taken:

Learning of Neural network: introducing data representing attacks and normal network flow to the Neural Networks to adjust the coefficients of these Networks automatically during the training phase. In other words, it will be necessary to collect data representing normal and abnormal behavior to train the Neural Networks.

Testing: after training has been accomplished, a certain number of performance tests with real network traffic and attacks have been conducted [38]. Instead of processing sequentially, Neural Network based models simultaneously explore several hypotheses through the use of several computational interconnected elements
(neurons); this parallel processing may imply time savings in malicious traffic analysis [39]. In our study and based on prior research, two different neural network methods have been used for our intrusion detection system: Multilayer Feedforward neural network (MLFF), and Radial Basis Function Network (RBFN), [40]. NetFlow data has been used for training of these neural networks, while in many previous studies [18], [8], [19]; the implemented system is a neural network with the use of other features from the DARPA dataset that don’t exist in NetFlow data [20].

3.1. **Multilayer Feedforward NN**

A multilayer feedforward NN is a structure that maps sets of input data onto a set of appropriate outputs. An MLFF consists of multiple layers of nodes in a directed graph, with each layer fully connected to the next one as shown in Figure 1. Except for the input nodes, each node is a neuron (or processing element) with a nonlinear activation function. MLFF utilizes a supervised learning technique called backpropagation for training the network [41], [42] and has the ability to classify data that is not linearly separable [43].

The training algorithm rule repetitively calculates an error function for each input and backpropagates the error from one layer to the previous one. The weights for a particular node \( w_{ij} \) are adjusted in direct proportion to the error in the units to which it is connected.

The error function for pattern \( p \) is defined as to be proportional to the square of the difference of desired output \( d_{pj} \) (\( j \)-th node) and actual output \( y_{pj} \) for all nodes in output layer \( (j=1,\ldots,n) \). The backpropagation algorithm implements weight changes that follow the path of steepest descent on a surface in weight space. The height of any point on this surface is equal to the error measure \( E_p \). This can be presented by showing that the derivative of the error measure with respect to the fact that each weight is proportional to the weight change dictated by the delta rule, with a negative constant of proportionality, i.e.,

\[
\Delta w_{ij} = -\eta \frac{\partial E_p}{\partial w_{ij}}
\]

(1)

The most used training algorithm is back propagation algorithm gradient descent (GDA) with the disadvantage of slow training. In other hand Levenberg-Marquardt [44], [45] is one of the accurate algorithms and faster than GDA, but consumes more memory space.
3.2. Radial Basis Function Network

The radial basis function network (RBFN) [46],[40] has the architecture of the instar-outstar model (Figure 2) and uses the hybrid unsupervised and supervised learning scheme, unsupervised learning in the input layer and supervised learning in the output layer.

The purpose of the RBFN is to pave the input space with overlapping receptive fields. For an input vector \( x \) lying somewhere in the input space, the receptive fields with centres close to it will be appreciably activated. The output of the RBFN is then the weighted sum of the activations of these receptive fields. The RBFN is designed to perform input-output mapping trained by examples, pairs of inputs and outputs \((x, y)\). The hidden nodes in the RBFN have normalized Gaussian activation function.

\[
    z_q = g_q(x) = \frac{R_q(x)}{\sum_k R_k(x)} = \frac{\exp\left(-\frac{|x-m_q|^2}{2\sigma_q^2}\right)}{\sum_k \exp\left(-\frac{|x-m_k|^2}{2\sigma_k^2}\right)}
\]

(2)

where \( x \) is the input vector and \( z_q \) output of hidden layer, \( m_q \) and \( \sigma_q \) are the mean (an \( m \)-dimensional vector) and variance of the \( q \)-th Gaussian function in hidden layer.
The output of the RBFN is simply the weighted sum of the hidden node output:

\[ y_i = f_i \left( \sum_{q=1}^{l} w_{iq} z_q + \theta_i \right) \]  

where \( f_i(.) \) is the output activation function, generally linear function, and \( \theta_i \) is the threshold value.

The weights in the output layer can be updated simply by using the delta learning rule (supervised learning). The unsupervised part of the learning involves the determination of the receptive field centres \( m_q \) and widths \( \sigma_q \), \( q = 1, 2 \ldots l \). The proper centres \( m_q \) can be found by unsupervised learning rules such as the vector quantization approach, competitive learning rules, or simply the Kohonen learning rule. Another learning rule for the RBFN with node-growing capability is based on the orthogonal least squares learning algorithm [47]. This procedure chooses the centres of radial basis functions one by one in a rational way until an adequate network has been constructed, or maximal number of nodes is reached.

The RBFN offers a viable alternative to the two-layer neural network in many applications of signal processing, decision making algorithms, pattern recognition, control, and function approximation. It has been shown that the RBFN can fit an arbitrary function with just one hidden layer [48], but they cannot quite achieve the accuracy of the back-propagation network. Although, RBFN can be trained several orders of magnitude faster than the back-propagation network, and this is a very important advantage in real or semi real time applications.
4. The Proposed NN Based Two Stages System

Our proposed system for intrusion detection and classification (Figure 3) consists of the following five main modules:

- Flow collector module.
- Feature preparation module.
- Anomaly detection module (NN stage one).
- Detection and classification module (NN stage two).
- Alert module.

NetFlow enabled routers are considered as external devices which permanently monitor network traffic, account statistics, and export flow-data to our system according to Cisco NetFlow [12], [13] or similar protocols.

![Implemented two stages NN based system](image)

**Fig. 3.** Implemented two stages NN based system

4.1. Flow Collector Module

The operation of this module is to collect flow-data exported from one or several exporters. The received data need to be recognized by protocol and version (for instance NetFlow version 5 or 9, J-flow or IPFIX) and transform into an internal format. These data are constantly being sent to the Feature preparation module.

4.2. Feature Preparation Module

The Feature preparation module receives and processes flow-data sent from the Flow collection module. The main function is to prepare the features that are important for anomaly intrusion detection and classification modules. The features are combined in two groups: 7-tuples and 12-tuples that are passed to stage one and stage two detection
modules respectively. Section 4.2.1 gives a more detailed explanation of the stage one features and section 4.2.2 demonstrate the added features for stage two modules. The selected features for both stages are suitable only for the selected attack in our study, and many other attacks have deviations of these features. Preprocessing must be done on all selected features before passing them to the detection modules; this phase involves normalizing all features by mapping all the different values for each feature to [0, 1] range.

4.3. Stage one Features

In stage one there are features that have most influence on the decision whether a traffic flow is normal or abnormal (an attack). It can also have the role to warn the network administrators that there is unusual traffic. A more detailed description of the vector of features is as following:

Average Flow Size: it provides a useful hint for anomalous events, such as port scan, and it is typically very small in order to increase the efficiency of attacks.

Average Packet Size: another factor is the size of each packet in the flow; low average size can be a sign of anomaly. For example, in TCP flooding attacks, packets of 120 bytes are typically sent.

Average Packet Number: one of the main features of DoS attacks is the source IP spoofing, which makes the task of tracing the attacker’s true source very difficult. A side effect is the generation of flows with a small number of packets, i.e. about 3 packets per flow. This differs from normal traffic that usually involves a higher number of packets per flow.

Number of different flows to the same Destination IP: This feature counts the number of flows to the same destination IP address. A high number of flows could mean a flood attack or a port scan attack.

Number of flows to different Destination Ports: also it has influence on detecting attacks. An abnormally large number of different destination ports means that the system is probably under attack (port scan attack).

Land: this feature is responsible for checking whether there is a land attack in the network or not. (i.e. SrcIP=DestIP, SrcPort=DestPort)

SYN - SYN/ACK: this feature was used by many researchers [49] to detect DoS Attack, by comparing the numbers of SYN and SYN/ACK packets that a host receives and returns respectively. Under normal conditions, the two numbers should be balanced since every SYN packet is answered by a SYN/ACK packet. Consequently, a high number of unanswered SYN packet is an indication of ongoing SYN flood.

4.4. Stage Two features

In addition to the stage one feature there are five additional features that can significantly improve both the detection rate and the classification of the type of attack. Warnings and alerts to network administrators are created from this stage. The classification done by the system can be verified by inspecting complete corresponding
flows when new types of attacks appear or when the network administrator wants to verify the classification done by stage 2. The additional five features are:

Number of flows from the same source IP: attacker can send for example ICMP ping packets to every possible address within a subset and wait to see which machine respond.

Number of flows from different source IP: IP spoofing is widely used by attackers to attack the networks. A high number of different IP addresses to the same destination address within a short period of time is a strong sign for attack (DoS/ DDoS attack).

Number of flows to the same Destination Port: in some cases the attacker sends GET request to some ports only (ex. Port 80) to crash the server.

Number of flows from different source Port: As IP spoofing is generated by DDoS attack; ports can also be changed during an attack at random.

Protocol type (TCP, UDP, and ICMP): knowing the protocol type in combination to the all previous features can help to determine the type of attack.

All added features have an important role in improving detection and classification of attacks. In order to have a full picture of what’s going on in the network, a full history of the source address, used ports, and protocol type should be considered in many cases.

4.5. Anomaly Detection Module (Stage one NN1)

Anomalies in our system are defined as unusual activities in the network. The purpose of this module is to find out such activities using a small number of features extracted from NetFlow raw data. For the neural network that used in stage one the algorithm below is a simplified general description of the detection process.

```
Algorithm: Anomaly detection module
Loop
Read 7-tuple inputs from the feature preparation module.
Feed parameters to the NN1
If the data is “normal”, then
Assign “01” to the output of the NN1 as normal traffic
Else
Assign “10” to the output of NN as anomaly activity.
Call stage two Procedure.
End Loop
```

The number of input nodes of the NN1 corresponds to the number of the selected features of the NetFlow dataset for the first stage (7 Features). The implemented NN1 includes one input layer, one hidden layer and an output layer of 2 nodes (01 as normal traffic, and 10 as anomaly traffic). The number of nodes in the hidden layers has been
determined based on the back propagation (BP) computation process and the process of trial and error.

4.6. Attack Detection and Classification Module (Stage two NN2)

In our work, neural networks were used for attack classification. It was crucial to successfully train the network with reliable data gained from classified attacks and then to test the trained network. The result from the network is classified into one of five possible categories. Table 1 maps these categories to the actual outputs from Neural Network module NN2.

Table 1. Neural Network Classified Categories

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>NN2 outputs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>DoS/ DDoS Attack</td>
<td>10000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Port Scan Attack</td>
<td>01000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Land Attack</td>
<td>00100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Other/unknown Attack</td>
<td>00010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>00001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The number of input nodes to the NN2 corresponds to the number of the selected features from NetFlow dataset for the second stage NN2 (12 Features). The implemented neural network includes one input layer, one hidden layer and an output layer of 5 nodes (Table 1 contains the descriptions of the outputs). The numbers of nodes in the hidden layers has been determined based on the back propagation (BP) computation process and the process of trial and error. Table 2 describes the detection and classification procedure.

Table 2. Detection and Classification Procedure

```
Stage two Procedure

Begin
Read corresponding 12/tuple inputs for NN2
If the data is “normal”, then
Assign “00001” to the output of NN2
Else
Assign appropriate attack category to the NN2 outputs according to Table 1.
End
```
4.7. Alert Module

This is the final stage of the proposed system. This stage involves identifying the events that occurred. It also presents status of the observed network to the administrator and creates alarms when appropriate.

5. Experimental Results

The experiments were performed in MATLAB, using neural network toolbox which implements several training algorithms including Resilient Backpropagation, Radial Basis Function net, and Levenberg-Marquardt.

Considering the fact that the previous works commonly use DARPA dataset as a trusted labeled dataset for intrusion detection research, we built our NetFlow dataset as a subset of DARPA dataset. Since DARPA dataset is in form of TCP dump data, therefore we created flows from the raw DARPA dataset using a modified version of softflowd [50]. In our dataset, a flow closely follows the NetFlow v5 definition and has the following form:

\[ F = \{ IP_{src}, IP_{dst}, P_{src}, P_{dst}, P_{ckts}, Octs, Flags, Protel, T_{start}, T_{end} \} \]

It represents the unidirectional communication from the source IP addresses IPsrc and port number Psrc to the destination IP address IPdst and port number Pdst, using protocol type Protel. The Pckts and Octs give the total number of packets and octets transferred during this communication. The field Flags is related to the TCP header flags which are computed as a binary OR of TCP flags in all packets of the flow. The start and end time of the flow are given by Tstart and Tend respectively, in millisecond resolution. The extracted flows are labeled according to the log file of DARPA dataset and used to prepare all selected features, which used to train NN1 and NN2.

In the experimental stages we have used different number of iterations and hidden layers to determine the level of training. This test has been done to find out when the neural network was trained properly to detect attacks. This test has also provided the background for choosing the number of hidden layers and iterations for the training of the neural network for the last experiments.

The experiments show that Levenberg-Marquardt is the best training algorithm because it takes less time, low number of epochs and has good performance and high accuracy. The Detection Rate (DR) and False Positive rate (FP) have been calculated for different scenarios. The considered scenarios in our experiments are as follows:

1. Anomaly Detection Phase: This case includes detection of attacks by deciding whether flows are normal or abnormal. The training and testing have been performed with seven selected features. One input layer, one hidden layer, and one output layer have been used in NN1 module.

The experiments have three phases: a training phase, a validation phase and a testing phase. All experiments in this stage were done with 96852 records of attack traffic, and 48556 of normal traffic. 21816 records were used for testing the neural network and it contains 14527 records of attack traffic, and 7289 records of normal
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Traffic. Table 3 and Figure 4 show the performance of anomaly detection module. Detection rate and false positive rate has been calculated according to the following formulas:

\[
Detection \ Rate = \frac{\text{number of detected attacks}}{\text{total number of attacks}} \times 100[\%] \quad (4)
\]

\[
False \ positive \ Rate = \frac{\text{number of normal classified as attacks}}{\text{total number of normal traffic}} \times 100[\%] \quad (5)
\]

Table 3. The Results of Anomaly Detection phase

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Training Algorithm</th>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Training dataset (101806)</th>
<th>Validation Data (21816)</th>
<th>Testing set (21816)</th>
<th>Hidden Layer</th>
<th>Number of detected attacks (14527)</th>
<th>Number of detected traffic as normal (7289)</th>
<th>Detection Rate</th>
<th>False positive Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Resilient Backpropagation</td>
<td>Test 1</td>
<td>101806</td>
<td>21816</td>
<td>21816</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>13468</td>
<td>6757</td>
<td>92.7%</td>
<td>3.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Levenberg-Marquardt</td>
<td>Test 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>13684</td>
<td>6866</td>
<td>94.2%</td>
<td>3.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radial Basis Function</td>
<td>Test 3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>13234</td>
<td>6640</td>
<td>91.1%</td>
<td>5.1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 4. Performance of the anomaly detection module (stage 1)

2. Detection and Classification Phase: This scenario includes detection of packets and their classification as normal with a larger number of inputs, or one of the four
main attack types (DoS/DDoS, Port Scan, Land attack, or other/unknown attack). 12
selected features were used for training and testing the neural network. One input
layer, one hidden layer, and output layer. All experiments in this stage have been done
with 96852 records of attack traffic, and 48556 of normal traffic. 21816 records were
used for testing the neural network and it contains 14527 records of attack traffic, and
7289 records of normal traffic. Table 4 and Figure 5 show the performance of the
detection and classification module. Detection rate and false positive rate was also
calculated. During the testing phase, the classification rate of each attack types was
calculated according to the following formula:

\[
\text{Classification Rate} = \frac{\text{number classified attacks}}{\text{total number of attack type}} \times 100\% 
\]

The best result of the classification module during the test phase is shown in table 5.

### Table 4. Results of detection and classification module

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Training Algorithm</th>
<th>Resilient Backpropagation Test 1</th>
<th>Levenberg-Marquardt Test2</th>
<th>Radial Basis Function Net Test 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Training dataset</td>
<td>96852</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Validation Data</td>
<td>21816</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Testing set</td>
<td>21816</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hidden Layer</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of detected attacks(14527)</td>
<td>14439</td>
<td>14443</td>
<td>13858</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of detected traffic as normal(7289)</td>
<td>7145</td>
<td>7246</td>
<td>6953</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detection Rate</td>
<td>99.4%</td>
<td>99.42%</td>
<td>95.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>False positive Rate</td>
<td>0.3%</td>
<td>0.32%</td>
<td>2.6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 5. Classification results of Stage 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attack name</th>
<th>Total number of attacks</th>
<th>Number of classified attacks</th>
<th>Classification rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DoS</td>
<td>4490</td>
<td>4490</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Port scan</td>
<td>9929</td>
<td>9919</td>
<td>99.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Land</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>78%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6. Discussion of Results

Two stages of Anomaly detection systems using neural networks and based on NetFlow dataset have been proposed and tested. Three different training algorithms (Resilient Backpropagation, Radial Basis Function net, and Levenberg-Marquardt) were used for training of both neural network stages. Anomaly detection stage (NN1) was trained until the best validation performance 0.0405 was met at epoch 113 as shown in Figure 4. The results in Table 3 show that the detection rate is 94.2% with false positive of 5.8%. Results from detection and classification stage (NN2), show significantly larger improvement of prediction accuracy than the Anomaly detection phase. Figure 5 shows that, the best validation performance 0.0022 was met at epoch 93. Table 4 shows that the detection rate is relatively high at 99.42% for MLP, and 95.4% for RBF detection algorithm. The false alarms were as low as 0.58% in MLP neural network and 4.6% in RBF neural network. Table 5 shows that, 100% of DoS attack, 99.9% of port scan attack, 100% of land attack, and 78% of unknown attack were detected and classified correctly by using stage two neural networks. The analysis of both stages results shows that, MLP with Levenberg-Marquardt is found to be fast compared to Resilient Backpropagation, has low memory consumption compared to Radial Basis Function, and has a lower false alarm rates.

6.1. Comparison of Results

In this section, we compare our results with the other researcher’s results available in the literature. Vallipuram and Robert [31] used backpropagation neural network based on KDD’99 dataset, the detection rate was 86% with high false alarm rate at 14%.
Mukkamalaa [51] used backpropagation neural networks with the use of DARPA dataset, and the detection rate was 97.04% and false alarm rate of 2.06%. Dima, Roman, and Leon [35] used both MLP and RBF neural network with KDD’99 as a dataset, their results was 93.2% for RBF, and 92.2% for MLP with 7.2% as false alarm. Muna Mohammad [29] used MLP AND Fuzzy-clustering algorithm with the use of DARPA dataset, the detection rate was 99.9% and low false alarm rate 0.1%. Rodrigo Braga [30] used unsupervised neural network with flow dataset and the results for detection rate was 99.11% with false alarm rate of 0.99%. Govindarajan and Chandrasekaran [53] used neural based hybrid classification methods and they used flow dataset, their results were 96.67% for abnormal traffic, and 96.54% for normal traffic. Prasanta, Bhattacharyya, Borah and Jugal [54] used both supervised and unsupervised neural network with the use of flow dataset and KDD’99 dataset, the detection rate were 99.1% for flow dataset and 92.26% for KDD’99 dataset with false rate of 0.9%.

In our research with two neural network stages based on extracted NetFlow dataset, we have achieved the detection rate at 99.4% for MLP, and 94.6% for RBF neural network with low false alarm rate at 0.6%. Figure 6 shows that our proposed system is greatly competitive and performs significantly better Detection Rate (DR). From Table 6, we observe and conclude that our system with two neural network stages based on flow dataset and the use of a small number of extracted features can effectively and efficiently detect and classify both known and unknown attacks. The obtained false alarm rate is low compared to other methods that use different techniques and different datasets.

![Fig. 6. Detection Rate on Different Datasets for IDSs](image-url)
### Table 6. Comparison of Intrusion Detection Systems Using NN.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Research</th>
<th>NN type</th>
<th>Dataset used</th>
<th>Detection Rate (%)</th>
<th>False Alarm Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vallipuram and Robert, 2004</td>
<td>Backpropagation</td>
<td>KDD-99</td>
<td>86% for normal traffic</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[51] Mukkamala S., 2005</td>
<td>Backpropagation</td>
<td>DARPA</td>
<td>97.04%</td>
<td>2.06%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dima, Roman and Leon, 2006</td>
<td>MLP and RBF</td>
<td>KDD-99</td>
<td>93.2% using RBF and 92.2% using MLP</td>
<td>8.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[52] Sammany M, 2007</td>
<td>2 hidden layers MLP</td>
<td>DARPA</td>
<td>96.65%</td>
<td>3.35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muna Mhammad T. Jawhar, 2009</td>
<td>MLP and Fuzzy C-Mean (FCM) clustering algorithms</td>
<td>DARPA</td>
<td>99.9%</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rodrigo Braga, 2010</td>
<td>SOM</td>
<td>Open flow dataset</td>
<td>99.11%</td>
<td>0.99%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laheeb Mohamad Ibrahim, 2010</td>
<td>Distributed Time-Delay Neural Network</td>
<td>KDD-99</td>
<td>97.24%</td>
<td>2.76%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[53] Govindarajan, Chandrasekaran, 2011</td>
<td>hybrid classification methods</td>
<td>Flow dataset</td>
<td>96.67% for abnormal traffic, and 96.54% for normal traffic</td>
<td>3.33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[54] Prasanta Gogoi, Bhattacharyya, Borah and Jugal Kalita, 2013</td>
<td>Supervised and unsupervised neural network</td>
<td>Packet Level and Flow Level dataset, KDD-99</td>
<td>99.1% for packet/flow level data, and 92.26% for KDD</td>
<td>0.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Our proposed IDSs</td>
<td>Two stage neural network</td>
<td>NetFlow dataset</td>
<td>94.2% for stage one NN, and 99.4% for stage two NN</td>
<td>0.6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
7. Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper we presented flow based intrusion detection and classification method using two neural networks for separate tasks. One neural network detects traffic anomalies that can be attacks and the other one classifies attacks if they exist. This system can easily be extended, configured, and/or modified by replacing some features or adding new features for new types of attacks.

The training of the NNs modules requires a very large amount of NetFlow data with known types of attacks and considerable time to ensure that the results from the NNs are accurate. The changes in patterns of usage of the network should not be undetected, but at the same time, these changes are isolated to NN1. Appearance of new patterns of attack affects only classification in NN2, which is the main reason to have two stage neural networks instead of one. Consequently, the events that require retraining for the two networks are completely independent. Experiments with different NNs were crucial to define the NN which yields the best classification and training speed results for both NN stages.

The experimental results of the proposed method prove that the use of NetFlow dataset and extracting only features that significantly contribute to intrusion detection gives promising results. The obtained detection rate (94.2% for anomaly detection at stage one, and 99.4% for classification at stage two) is remarkably good compared to other approaches, which use larger training sets [20]. These results are comparable to the best researches that are based on a similar approach using the same type of training dataset (Table 6).

The multilayer Feedforward neural network has a better classification ability compared to RBFN, but memory and time consumption is 3-5 times greater. Otherwise, RBFN has a simple architecture and hybrid learning algorithm which leads to less time/memory consumption and it is better for working in real-time and for retraining with new data.

Our future research will be directed towards developing a more accurate model that can be used in real-time for detecting and classifying anomaly with minimum features and less time for training.
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Abstract. Ontology construction of a certain domain is an important step in applying the Semantic web. A number of software tools adapted for building domain ontologies of most wide-spread natural languages are available, but accomplishing that for any given natural language presents a challenge. Here we propose a semi-automatic procedure to create ontologies for different natural languages. Our approach utilizes various software tools available on the Internet most notably DODDLE-OWL - a domain ontology development tool implemented for English and Japanese languages. By using this tool, WordNet, Protégé and XSLT transformations, we propose a general procedure to construct domain ontology for any natural language.
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1. Introduction

Semantic Web has lately been a popular and prolific field of research with numerous scientific papers published on the topic so far. Ontology is an important component of the Semantic Web and a lot of papers about applying ontology in specific fields have been published (see [27, 28]). Ontologies are closely connected to Natural Language Processing (NLP) - a field of artificial intelligence, computer science and linguistics. As such, NLP is related to the area of human–computer interaction. Ontologies provide an explicit and formal way for data interpretation, integration and sharing, helping to understand natural (human) language. Understanding of natural language is not an aim per se, but it is useful in different fields, such as: Information Extraction (IE), Machine Translation (MT), Question Answering (QA), etc. (Fig. 1.). Because of that the production of software tools to support ontology and Semantic web has accelerated. A number of these tools are free and available on the Internet (see: [2, 5, 13]).

Unfortunately, most of them are made to work with only a small set of widely used languages such as: English, Spanish, French etc. Some natural languages are not represented in these tools and it is a challenge to create domain ontologies for text written in these languages.
Our idea is to combine different accessible software tools for the purpose of semi-
automatic construction of Natural Language Ontologies (NLOs) from specific domains. This approach aims to be general and applicable for any natural language. The proposed approach is very ambitious because the problem NLO construction is very general and difficult. Understandably, certain adaptations and constraints are necessary depending on the features of the natural language in question. The domain of applying ontology is important too. Usually, we should make text classification before ontology construction. A good methodology for text classification is proposed in [14].

2. Related work

The problem of NLO construction became apparent immediately after ontologies appeared in computer sciences and it is still present today. This problem is considered in some books (for example, [3], [21]) and in many articles ([15], [29], [8], [30]). In [15], an automatic ontology building method is proposed. The authors described a system which starts from small ontology kernel and constructs the ontology by automatically understanding the text. This system is implemented in the project named Hasti and applied to Persian (Farsi) texts. Paper [8] contains a project description where ontologies are part of the reasoning process used for information management and for the presentation of information. Both accessing and presenting information are mediated via natural language. In [1], an automatic construction of ontology from Arabic texts is proposed, by using statistical techniques to extract elements of ontology. In this work initialization of the ontology is started manually and it is difficult to describe it as a fully automatic process. An approach to converting hierarchical classifications (whose nodes are assigned natural language labels) into lightweight ontologies is proposed in [11]. In paper [12] a model of a Conversational Recommendation Agent (CoRA) is described. It is a domain-specific dialogue system, which implements an ontology-based Natural Language Processing system for shopping situations. The problem of content determination in natural language generation (NLG) is considered in [16]. The authors try to answer the question "What is an A?" where A is a that building ontologies for different natural languages is currently a challenging problem. In recent years, CNL (Controlled Natural Language) has received much attention with regard to ontology ([20], [5]). CNLs, as subsets of natural languages, can eliminate ambiguity of natural language.
languages and successfully apply in ontology construction. Introducing CNLs, authors impose restrictions on used natural languages.

By developing the area of ontology construction, a lot of new problems are raised. The growing number of ontologies available in different natural languages leads to an interoperability problem. This problem is considered in [9] and a new architecture for a multilingual ontology matching service is proposed. A Framework for merging the heterogeneous ontologies based on WordNet is described in [4]. In fact, a new methodology for merging the different ontologies is introduced. Casual users often use large database. For these purposes it convenient to use Natural Language Interfaces (NLIs) (often referred as closed-domain Question Answering (QA) systems). In [6] system FREyA (Natural Language Interfaces to ontologies) is presented.

3. Semi-automatic creation of NLO

Even though automatic creation of domain NLO has been attempted (see [15]), it is still a difficult task in general. It is particularly challenging to do so for the texts written in different natural languages and related to some domain. In this case the domain ontology structure depends in some aspects on human users. Because of that, it is convenient to provide refined semi-automatic software tool for building NLOs. Those kind of tools are available on the Web ([24], [5]) and one of them is DODDLE-OWL (see: [18] and [26]). DODDLE-OWL is an interactive domain ontology development environment created for Japanese and English language. We adopted this environment for any natural language (that has a dictionary on WordNet) by applying translation of original text into English text and transforming the obtained English ontology. Since DODDLE-OWL is an essential tool in our approach, we are going to describe it in more detail.

3.1. DODDLE-OWL Overview

DODDLE-OWL (a Domain Ontology rapiD DeveLopment Environment - OWL extension) is a domain ontology development tool for the Semantic Web. It is written in Java language. According to [7], “DODDLE-OWL reuses existing ontologies such as WordNet and EDR as general ontologies to construct taxonomic relationships (defined as classes) and other relationships (defined as properties and their domains and ranges) for concepts”. An initial concept hierarchy is constructed as a (is-a) hierarchy of terms. Here, it is assumed that there are one or more domain specific documents and that the user can select important terms needed to construct domain ontology. DODDLE-OWL has the following six main modules: Ontology Selection Module, Input Module, Construction Module, Refinement Module, Visualization Module, and Translation Module. We assume that there are one or more domain specific documents, and we also assume that the user can select important terms needed to construct domain ontology (Fig. 2, see [18] and [26]).

First, as an input to DODDLE-OWL, the user selects several concepts in Input Module. In Construction Module, DODDLE-OWL generates the basis of the ontology, an initial concept hierarchy and set of concept pairs, by referring to appropriate
reference ontologies and documents. In Refinement Module the initial ontology, generated by Construction Module, is refined by the user through interactive support by DODDLE-OWL. The ontology constructed by DODDLE-OWL can be exported with the representation of OWL. Finally, Visualization Module (MR3) (described in [18]) is connected with DODDLE-OWL and works with a graphical editor ([26]).

Fig. 2. Overview of DODDLE-OWL.

3.2. Construction of domain NLO for different languages

In order to construct the NLO for different languages, text document from any natural language is translated to English language. English ontology is built by using DODDLE-OWL. In DODDLE-OWL the following steps are executed:

1. In the Ontology Selection Module, user selects reference ontologies on WordNet, EDR (general vocabulary dictionary or technical terminology dictionary), and existing OWL ontologies in the ontology selection as shown in Fig. 3.

2. In the Input Document Selection Module, user selects domain specific documents described in English. In this step, some words in the documents are extracted. During the same phase, user can select a part of speech (POS) for extraction of words from the documents. For example, if noun or verb words are extracted, checkbox "Noun" or "Verb" should be checked as shown in Fig. 3.

3. In the Input Term Selection Module, a list of extracted terms is formed. This list includes (for more details see [3] and [14]): compound words, part of speech (POS), Term Frequency (TF of term t in document d is defined as the number of times that t occurs in d), Inverse Document Frequency (IDF estimate the rarity of a term in the whole document collection - if a term occurs in all the documents of the collection, its
IDF is zero) and TF-IDF in the documents (TF-IDF is weight of a term - the product of its TF weight and its IDF weight). Domain specific documents contain many significant compound words. Therefore, accurate extraction of compound words is necessary to construct domain ontologies. At this step, while considering part of speech (POS), TF, and so on, the user selects input terms which are significant terms for the domain. For certain domains, important terms do not occur in the documents. In such case, the Input Term Selection Module has a function, allowing the manual addition of important terms as input terms by the user. In order to prevent the leakage of the selection of input terms from the documents, the Input Term Selection Module maintains the relationships between the extracted terms and the terms in the documents as shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Typical usage of DODDLE-OWL

4. In the Input Concept Selection Module, the user identifies the word sense of input terms in order to map those terms to the concepts in the reference ontologies selected with the Ontology Selection Module. A particular single term may have many word senses. Therefore, there may be many concepts corresponding to a word. The Input Concept Selection Module has a function enabling automatic word disambiguation. This function shows the list of concepts, ordered by some criteria, corresponding to the selected input term. Input term not corresponding to the labels of concepts in the reference ontologies is marked as undefined. The input terms are also undefined if the concept exists, but there are no appropriate concepts in the reference ontologies. The user defines the undefined terms manually in the refinement module, as shown in Figure 3.
5. The Hierarchy Construction Module automatically generates the basis of ontology, an initial concept hierarchy (by referring to reference ontologies) and documents. An initial concept hierarchy is constructed as a taxonomic relationship.

6. DODDLE-OWL uses MR3: Meta-Model Management based on RDFs Revision Reflection [18] as the Visualization Module. Figure 4. shows the product of MR3 as RDFs description and graphical representation. Finally, through the translation module, we can export the constructed domain ontology described in RDFs. For example, a portion of the obtained English Ontology OWL code is presented in the following document (1):

```xml
<rdf:Description rdf:about="use">
    <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="activity"/>
    <rdfs:comment xml:lang="en">the act of using; "he warned against the use of narcotic drugs"; "skilled (1) in the utilization of computers"</rdfs:comment>
    <rdfs:label xml:lang="en">use</rdfs:label>
    <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#Class"/>
</rdf:Description>
```

Fig. 4. Products of MR3

7. To build ontology represented by OWL, we use Protégé editor ([23]). Protégé has plugin to enhance ontology development, such as the OWL plugin (see: [10]). We use this possibility to get the OWL document. For example, the document (1) is transformed in the following text.

```xml
<owl:Class rdf:ID="use">
    <rdfs:label xml:lang="en">use</rdfs:label>
    <rdfs:comment xml:lang="en">the act of using; "he warned against the ...</rdfs:comment>
    <rdfs:subClassOf>
        <owl:Class rdf:ID="activity"/>
    </rdfs:subClassOf>
</owl:Class>
```
The similar ontology graph for the related English words could be generated as in Fig. 4. by using Protégé editor.

8. Very important step in localization process is translation of the ontology recognized in a source language into target language by using XSLT. We are looking for all tags `<rdfs:label>`, `<owl:Class>` (this includes `rdf:ID` and `rdf:about`) and `<rdfs:subClassOf>` (this includes attributes `rdf:about` and `rdf:resource`) and duplicates them. XSLT Translation script is included in this paper and also publically available online.

```xml
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<xsl:stylesheet version="1.0"
  xmlns:xsl="http://www.w3.org/1999/XSL/Transform"
  xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#"
  xmlns:rdfs="http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#"
  xmlns:owl="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#">
  <xsl:output method="xml" indent="yes"/>
  <xsl:variable name="dict" select="document('dictionary.xml')/*"/>
  <xsl:variable name="sourceLanguage" select="$dict/@from"/>
  <xsl:variable name="targetLanguage" select="$dict/@to"/>

  <xsl:template match="@* | node()
    <xsl:copy
        <xsl:choose
          <xsl:when test=".=rdfs:label">
            <xsl:apply-templates select="rdfs:label"/>
          </xsl:when>
          <xsl:when test=".=rdfs:subClassOf">
            <xsl:apply-templates select="rdfs:subClassOf"/>
          </xsl:when>
          <xsl:otherwise>
            <xsl:apply-templates select="@* | node()"/>
          </xsl:otherwise>
        </xsl:choose>
    </xsl:copy>
  </xsl:template>

  <xsl:template match="rdfs:label">
    <xsl:variable name="word" select="."/>
  </xsl:template>
</xsl:stylesheet>
```

1 https://github.com/nikolamilenkovic/doddle-owl-rdf-translator
For example, if the input document includes these tags:

```xml
<owl:Class rdf:ID="use">
  <rdfs:label xml:lang="en">use</rdfs:label>
  <rdfs:comment xml:lang="en">the act of using; "he warned against the ...</rdfs:comment>
  <rdfs:subClassOf>
    <owl:Class rdf:ID="activity"/>
  </rdfs:subClassOf>
</owl:Class>
```

and the target language is Serbian-Cyrillic, we will get document like this one:

```xml
<owl:Class rdf:ID="користити">
  <rdfs:label xml:lang="sr">користити</rdfs:label>
  <rdfs:comment xml:lang="en">the act of using; "he warned against the ...</rdfs:comment>
  <rdfs:subClassOf>
    <owl:Class rdf:ID="активност"/>
  </rdfs:subClassOf>
</owl:Class>
```

After that, we can generate an ontology graph for related Serbian words from a specified text (Fig. 5.).

![Ontology graph for related Serbian words](image)

**Fig. 5.** Ontology graph for related Serbian words

The whole process could be graphically described as in Fig. 6.
3.3. Creating dictionary for the translation process

By applying DODDLE-OWL, after finishing step 4, the project is completed and saved. When the project is saved, a file named “InputWordSet” is automatically created. This file contains all English words selected from Input Term Info Table. This file consequently contains all relevant words for the target ontology. These words should be translated into corresponding words in the target language. Here we utilize MyMemory online translation service [19]. MyMemory is the world's largest Translation Memory (TM). It has been created collecting TMs from the European Union, United Nations and aligning the best domain-specific multilingual websites.

MyMemory's translation service is accessible over the Internet via their translation API. We wrote WordTranslator\(^2\) console application in .NET Framework 4.5 which utilizes their translation API. Performing translation of a single word is done by calling WordTranslator with the following arguments: word to be translated, language of the provided word and the desired language for the translation. Program outputs a single translated word. This greatly simplifies the translation process, since the complexity of

---

\(^2\) https://github.com/nikolamilenkovic/word-translator
natural language translation is reduced to a single console command execution. (If some words are not translated, then we use Google translator or any available tool for translation.) Since WordTranslator translates a single word at a time, we also created a script\(^3\) which automatically iterates over each word in the input word list and translates each word individually. Script is written in Batch shell scripting language and its source code is:

```
@ECHO OFF & SetLocal EnableExtensions EnableDelayedExpansion
:: Input file name
SET in=%1
:: Input language (for example: en)
SET inLang=%2
:: Output language (for example: ar)
SET outLang=%3
:: Output file name (for example: dictionary.xml)
SET out=%4
:: Check if output file exists
IF EXIST %out% (ECHO %out% already exists! Deleting...
               DEL %out%
               ECHO Deleted!)
ECHO <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> >> %out%
ECHO <dictionary from="%inLang%" to="%outLang%"/> >> %out%
FOR /F "tokens=*" %%l in (%in%) do call :TRANSLATE %%l
ECHO </dictionary> >> %out%
GOTO :EOF
:: ----------------- PROCEDURE TRANSLATE ------------------------
:TRANSLATE
SET inputWord=%1
FOR /F "delims=" %%a in ('WordTranslator.exe --word %inputWord% --
inputLanguage %inLang% --outputLanguage %outLang%') DO SET
outputWord=%%a
```

\(^3\) https://gist.github.com/nikolamilenkovic/9169523
WordTranslator can be used for any combination of input/output languages. Since we are starting with English ontologies, all our input words will be in English, and output in the target language. In the Batch script we use outputs generated by WordTranslator to construct dictionary used by XSLT transformation. Format of the dictionary as follows (mapping English to Serbian words):

```xml
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<dictionary from="en" to="sr">
  <word name="activity">активност</word>
  <word name="abstraction">апстракција</word>
  <word name="group">група</word>
  <word name="creative_activity">креативна_активност</word>
  <word name="sun">сунце</word>
</dictionary>
```

After building the English OWL representation of our text in step 5, we transform this document into Serbian OWL representation by using XSLT transformer. For this purpose we use an XML editor. There are several available XML editors (see: [17] and [22]). For example, by using Oxygen XML Editor [10], we get the workspace organized as in Fig. 7.

![Fig. 7. XSLT transformer applied to Oxygen XML Editor](image)
4. Examples

In this section we present two examples of applying our procedure for Arabic and French. We started with the following Arabic text:

 nắngبناط الفعّاء للفحة. البدء هو البكاء للطفلة. النزول هو الإصابة في الظافر

The above Arabic text is translated into English as follows:

"Programming is a beautiful art. Programming is a course in the Faculty of Mathematics. Programming is a discipline very effective and it is learned in many colleges in the world. Now we can use a lot of new programming languages and make many different programs."

After applying the DODDLE-OWL, the obtained document is used by Protégé editor to get the ontology for the above-mentioned English text. The obtained ontology document is very long and here we present only a part of this document that is related to the notions: “discipline” and “course”:

```xml
<owl:Class rdf:about="discipline">
  <rdfs:subClassOf>
    <owl:Class rdf:about="activity"/>
  </rdfs:subClassOf>
  <rdfs:label xml:lang="en">discipline</rdfs:label>
  <rdfs:comment xml:lang="en">training to improve strength or self-control</rdfs:comment>
</owl:Class>

<owl:Class rdf:about="course">
  <rdfs:subClassOf>
    <owl:Class rdf:about="activity"/>
  </rdfs:subClassOf>
  <rdfs:label xml:lang="en">course</rdfs:label>
  <rdfs:comment xml:lang="en">a line or route along which something travels or moves; "the hurricane demolished houses in its path"; "the track of an animal"; "the course of the river"</rdfs:comment>
</owl:Class>
```

By using the Protégé editor, we can generate ontology graph for related English words from specified text (Fig. 8.).
**Fig. 8.** Ontology graph for English words

A part of XSLT transformation for this text has the form as in Fig. 9.

**Fig. 9.** XSLT transformer applied Arabian text

A corresponding piece of the obtained ontology for the previous Arabic text (the entire document is too long and will therefore not be presented in its entirety) looks like the following one:

```xml
<owl:Class rdf:about="#طابضنالا"/>
```
By applying the Protégé editor to the obtained document, we can generate an ontology graph for related Arabic word from a specified text (Fig.10.). From this graph we can see the relations between concepts in given text.

Fig. 10. Ontology graph for Arabic words

The second example is related to French language. For the following text:

Un thésaurus est constitué d’un ensemble organisé de termes, choisis pour leur capacité à faciliter la description d’un domaine et à harmoniser la communication et le traitement de l’information. Les termes d’un thésaurus sont reliés entre eux par des relations sémantiques (hiérarchique, équivalence, etc.).

A fraction the OWL document is below:

```xml
<owl:Class rdf:about="description">
  <rdfs:subClassOf/>
  <owl:Class rdf:about="#طاشن"/>
  <rdfs:subClassOf>
    <rdfs:label xml:lang="ar">الانضباط</rdfs:label>
    <rdfs:comment xml:lang="en">training to improve strength or self-control</rdfs:comment>
  </owl:Class>
  <owl:Class rdf:about="#ررقملا_ررقملا">
    <rdfs:label xml:lang="ar">المقرر التعليمي</rdfs:label>
    <rdfs:comment xml:lang="en">a line or route along which something travels or moves; "the hurricane demolished houses in its path"; "the track of an animal"; "the course of the river"</rdfs:comment>
  </owl:Class>
</owl:Class>
```
By applying the Protégé editor, as in previous example, we get an ontology graph for an English text (Fig. 11.).

![Ontology graph for English words](image)

**Fig. 11.** Ontology graph for English words

By using the XSLT transformer (Fig. 12.), we generate a corresponding OWL document for French language.

```xml
<owl:Class rdf:about="#description">
  <rdfs:subClassOf>
    <owl:Class rdf:about="#connaissance"/>
  </rdfs:subClassOf>
  <rdfs:label xml:lang="fr">description</rdfs:label>
  <rdfs:comment xml:lang="en">sort or variety; "every description of book was there"</rdfs:comment>
</owl:Class>
```
Fig. 12. Generating ontology for French language by applying XSLT transformer

The corresponding ontology graph is presented in Fig. 13.

Fig. 13. Ontology graph for French words

Consider another more complex example. Let us have the following French text:
L'informatique est le domaine d'activité scientifique, technique et industriel concernant le traitement automatique de l'information via l'exécution de programmes informatiques par des machines : des systèmes embarqués, des ordinateurs, des robots, des automates, etc.

Ces champs d'application peuvent être séparés en deux branches, l'une, de nature théorique, qui concerne la définition de concepts et modèles, et l'autre, de nature pratique, qui s'intéresse aux techniques concrètes d'implantation et de mise en œuvre sur le terrain. Certains domaines de l'informatique peuvent être très abstraits, comme la complexité algorithmique, et d'autres peuvent être plus proches d'un public profane. Ainsi, la théorie des langages demeure un domaine davantage accessible aux professionnels formés (description des ordinateurs et méthodes de programmation), tandis que les métiers liés aux interfaces homme-machine sont accessibles à un plus large public.

Le terme « informatique » résulte de la combinaison des trois premières syllabes du terme « information » et des deux dernières syllabes du terme « automatique » ; il désigne à l'origine l'ensemble des activités liées à la conception et à l'emploi des ordinateurs pour traiter des informations. Dans le vocabulaire universitaire américain, il désigne surtout l'informatique théorique : un ensemble de sciences formelles qui ont pour objet d'étude la notion d'information et des procédés de traitement automatique de celle-ci, l'algorithmique. Par extension, la mise en application de méthodes informatiques peut concerner des problématiques annexes telles que le traitement du信号, la calculabilité ou la théorie de l'information.

After applying our method, the following ontology graph is obtained (we omit intermediate ontology graph for English words and parts of XSLT transformer):

![Ontology graph for French words](image)

Fig. 14. Ontology graph for French words
5. Discussion

The strong point of our approach is its generality, i.e. the possibility to apply it in same way for any natural language. Our starting goal was to create automatic method for building domain ontologies related to any natural language. Moreover, we conceive that it is not possible to do in this moment. So, we include expert in generating of ontology and make a semi-automatic approach. Participating of an expert (in selection some words) is probably the weakest point of our method. Also, the problems could appear during translation of some text into English language. A lot of new questions arise. For example, let we have a text in the natural language NL1 (denote it with t.NL1) and translate this text into natural language NL2 (denote it with t.NL2). After applying of our method to t.NL1 and t.NL2 will we get same ontology graph, at least will we get similar ontology graph. Special problem is how to measure the similarity of graphs. These problems could be subject of further research.

6. Conclusion and future work

Ontologies are very important in different scientific fields such as: knowledge engineering and representation, information retrieval and extraction, knowledge management, agent systems, and so on. We can say that ontologies represent the backbone of the semantic web. The possibility to create ontology for any natural language gives us an opportunity to work with information that can be processed by both humans and computers in a natural way which is, unfortunately, still difficult to do that automatically. However, semi-automatic implementation of this process, including a human expert, is possible. We described our approach for discovering taxonomic conceptual relations from text facility ontology by using open source software tool DODDLE-OWL. The main challenge we faced is that this software is available only for Japanese and English languages. To address that, we proposed the procedure where DODDLE-OWL is used as an auxiliary tool to build an ontology from the given text for any natural language (referred in our paper as target language). For this approach the other auxiliary tools are necessary as well as an existing WordNet database for the target language, Protégé semantic web editor and Oxygen XML Editor. The main contribution of this paper is the integration of different software tools, which gives new quality and provides the building of ontologies for different natural languages. We plan to perform further analysis of the results and compare the obtained ontology trees using different natural languages with the same input text. We will try to improve the proposed approach by integrating additional software tools and making certain steps simpler.
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Abstract. Design patterns are a proven way to build flexible software architectures. But the selection of an appropriate design pattern is a difficult task in practice, particularly for less experienced developers. In this paper, a question-based design pattern advisement approach will be proposed. This approach primarily assists developers in identifying and selecting the most suitable design pattern for a given problem. We will also propose certain extensions to the existing Object-Oriented Design Ontology (ODOL). In addition to the advisement procedure, a new design pattern advisement ontology will be defined. We have also developed a tool that supports the proposed ontology and question-based advisement (OQBA) approach. The conducted controlled experiment and two surveys have shown that the proposed approach is beneficial to all software developers, especially to those who have less experience with design patterns.
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1. Introduction

One of the basic characteristics of any engineering discipline is that new systems are built and developed from existing, already proven reusable elements using well known approaches and best practices. Reuse has become an essential and important strategy - also in the area of software and information systems development. The reuse of concrete assets and software elements such as functions, classes and components has already been well established and continues to be practiced on a daily basis. Attention should also be placed to reuse at higher levels of abstraction i.e. to software patterns. A pattern is a form of knowledge for capturing a recurring successful practice [1]. Design patterns capture the best practices for solving recurring software design problems. They explicitly capture knowledge that experienced developers understand implicitly and facilitate training and knowledge transfer to new developers [2]. A survey conducted by the Microsoft Patterns and Practice Group [3] indicated a low adoption of design patterns among practitioners: respondents estimated that no more than half of the developers and architects in their organization use software patterns. Therefore, bridging the gap between expert design pattern communities and the typical design pattern user is critical for achieving the full benefits of design patterns [4].
In [5] we can find an observation that it might be difficult to find a suitable design pattern even in a catalogue such as the GoF (Gang Of Four) Design Pattern Catalogue – with no more than 24 patterns. Several hundred software patterns have already been published. The Pattern Almanac [6] published in 2000, provided a list of over 700 previously published patterns organized into 70 categories. Since then the number of software patterns and catalogues has increased significantly. Consequently, software developers have been experiencing more and more problems identifying appropriate catalogues and finding patterns that match their design problems. Useful patterns might easily be overlooked. That is why a manual identification and application of patterns is not efficient enough. For the efficient identification and selection of suitable design patterns, automated support is of critical importance.

There were some efforts within the research community to automate the application of design patterns [7,8,9]. Mainly these efforts were focused on code generation and the identification of design patterns in existing designs and/or source code and less on the selection of suitable design patterns. Although it is not reasonable to believe that the responsibility for selecting design patterns will be completely delegated to tools, they could provide at least some advice for design pattern(s), which may be potentially useful in a given situation. In order to be able to develop and provide efficient automated tools, we need an adequate design pattern description approach. An appropriate knowledge representation technique should be computer-readable, based on standard technologies, extendable and relatively simple for developers to work with. Consequently, the main focus and aim of this work is twofold:

- To define a means for capturing information and knowledge on design patterns in a form that would enable a computer to process and use it in a more intelligent way whilst also keeping it readable for humans.
- To provide assistance for software developers searching for an appropriate design pattern for a given design problem.

The main idea of the proposed question-based approach originates from our undergraduate course on software design patterns. Our students are taught how to identify suitable design patterns and/or choose the most appropriate one when they are unsure about two or more design patterns (e.g. whether to use the Adapter or Façade pattern). In order to select the most appropriate design pattern some questions -- such as those presented in Table 1 -- have proven to be helpful.

**Table 1.** Sample "recipe" on how to differentiate the applicability of two design patterns

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Could the necessary functionality be found in the existing classes?</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do we need a simpler interface for existing classes?</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is there a predefined interface that a class under development must be compliant with?</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Are class objects expected to demonstrate polymorphic behaviour?</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Probably</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do we want to change the way of how existing functionalities are used?</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Possible solution</td>
<td>Facade</td>
<td>Adapter</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 1 shows the holistic view of the proposed Ontology and Question-Based Advisement (OQBA) approach. An ontology-based technique is used to represent knowledge on design patterns, catalogues, pattern containers and pairs of questions/answers used for reasoning regarding a suitable pattern for a particular design problem. This design-pattern expert knowledge, gathered in the Ontology-Based Design Pattern Repository, is then used for guiding the question/answer interaction with the developer in order to identify and propose a suitable design pattern, as well as to verify its applicability for a given situation.

Fig. 1. The holistic view of the proposed OQBA approach

The approach presented in this paper is focused on object-oriented design patterns. To show the benefits, we experimented with the GoF design patterns catalogue, since even catalogues with few patterns proved to be problematic when identifying the most suitable pattern[5]. At the moment we cannot claim the approach to be general to all software patterns. However, it is our belief that a primary idea of question-based advisement approach could eventually be used also for other software patterns. However for that it would be necessary to formalize additional concepts and relationships that are specific to other software patterns groups.

This paper is organized as follows: An overview of related work and research is given in the second section. The third section discusses problems related to design pattern descriptions and presents our extensions to an existing ODOL ontology (Object-Oriented Design Ontology). It also introduces a new ontology named DPAO (Design Pattern Advisement Ontology). Section four gives a general description of the proposed question-based approach and presents algorithms for assessing the usability of patterns. In addition, the advisement procedure as it is implemented in the DPEX (Design Pattern Expert) tool is introduced. The description of the conducted surveys and experiment with their results are given in the fifth section. Finally, some concluding remarks and directions for future work will be presented.
2. Related Work

Kung et al. [4] presented a five-step methodology for constructing an expert system that suggests design patterns to solve a design problem. The focus is on the collection and analysis of knowledge on patterns in order to formulate questions, threshold values and rules to be used by an expert shell. A prototype of the Rule-Based tool (for a subset of GoF patterns) was developed. It selects the design pattern through dialogue with the software designer to narrow down the choices. A preliminary evaluation of the proposed methodology was done on a group of ten students. The focus of the experiment was not on evaluating the efficiency of a tool in finding a solution for a given problem situation. Rather it was aimed at proving that, with a known design pattern, a tool would lead the user to a suitable suggestion or solution. Therefore, the focus was on verifying that a tool would confirm the suitability of a particular design pattern. Our approach is different: we want to suggest which design pattern might be useful in given context.

Gomes et al. [10] introduced similar approach that is based on Case-Based Reasoning (CBR) and lexical database WordNet [10]. The approach is based on the idea that a system can learn to select and to apply design patterns if it can store and reuse knowledge on pattern usage experience. An application of a specific pattern to a specific software design is represented in the form of a design pattern application (DPA) case. A DPA case describes a specific situation where a software design pattern was applied to a class diagram. Our approach does not require a developer to prepare a model first. The information needed to identify a suitable solution is gathered using a guided dialogue, where a developer provides information on problem characteristics by choosing items from the lists of available answers.

Birukuo et al. [11] proposed a multi-agent system that supports collaboration between developers in order to choose the suitable design pattern for a given problem. Suggestions are made using experiences from a group of developers who were previously faced with a similar problem. The problem for which an appropriate pattern is searched for is described using a “bag of words” approach as a sequence of terms. Having a vector that maps these terms to a vocabulary of all terms, a search for patterns can be initiated at all agent nodes. The approach assumes that the developers will provide a textual description of the problem. Their work could be seen as a complementary approach to ours – in the case that our approach would not result in a suitable recommendation, a term vector could be automatically formed and used as an input to their system.

Ontologies have already been successfully used to describe design patterns within the scope of the "Web of Patterns" (WoP) project [8]. The main goals of the WoP project were (1) to define an ontology with which object-oriented models could be described, (2) to describe design patterns, anti-patterns and refactorings and (3) to develop tools based on this ontology which would be useful for software engineers. The main focus of the project was on finding pattern instances in Java projects as well as on refactoring and anti-patterns. The project is not directly related to our work. However, one of the artifacts of the WoP project is the Object Oriented Software Design Ontology (ODOL), which contains a set of concepts and relationships used in all of the more important object-oriented (OO) languages. ODOL includes basic OO concepts
like classes and methods, OO design concepts and high-level concepts like design patterns, pattern categories, aggregations etc. ODOL (available at [12]) is an open ontology so it is possible to extend it with concepts that are currently not present in the ontology. During our research we extended already existing ontology ODOL with proposing capabilities as described later in paper. It was extended with additional concepts and a new ontology that was needed to provide an infrastructure for the application of the question-based approach.

3. Using Ontology for Describing Knowledge of Design Patterns

3.1. Towards a More Suitable Design Pattern Description

In order to develop a tool that would assist and advise the developer on the most appropriate design patterns, or a combination of patterns, for a given design problem, knowledge and experiences on design patterns should be gathered and described. Since 1994, when design patterns were introduced, many different approaches have been used to document them. In general there are three main categories of descriptions: (1) informal representations, (2) semiformal representations based on graphical notations such as UML, and (3) various formal representations which also include notations using semantic web technologies. Design patterns are traditionally described using natural language and published in printed catalogues [5]. These documents are loosely structured in a canonical form which consists of a series of fields: name, intent, applicability, structure, participants, consequences, implementation etc. Because of its loose structure, this kind of representation is less suitable for knowledge management and sharing [13]. Informal representations based on a canonical form do not enable the desired and necessary level of design pattern identification and application. For this we need more structured representation forms. This has led some researchers to devise more formal presentations, mainly by using existing mechanisms of UML or by extending UML specifications [14,15]). Design patterns are usually described using class diagrams and interaction diagrams – primarily parameterized communication diagrams. The main drawback of these approaches is an over-reliance on visual specifications with UML diagrams and limited support for the behavioural aspects of design patterns [16]. They are efficient for a basic understanding of patterns since they cover their structural elements. But they do not provide information and knowledge on high level aspects such as intent, usability and consequences. The introduction of automated support requires a formal approach to design pattern description.

3.2. How Can Ontologies and Semantic Web Technologies Help?

The semantic web enables knowledge to be expressed in a way that enables machine processing and its use in web environments by both intelligent agents and human users.
It is considered to provide an efficient way to present data, information and knowledge on the internet or in the scope of a global interconnected database. Since many semantic web technologies have reached high community consolidation and have become W3C standards (including RDF - Resource Description Framework and OWL - Ontology Web Language) it can also be considered as a long-term platform for intelligent services based on a common knowledge base [18].

One of the enabling approaches used in the semantic web is metadata. It is supported with the concept of ontologies and has a foundation in W3C standards. Ontology describes the subject domain using the notions of concepts, instances, attributes, relations and axioms. Concepts are typically organized into taxonomies through which inheritance mechanisms can be used in an ontology. Ontologies build on description languages such as RDF(S) and OWL, and add semantics to the model representation. Their formal, explicit and shared nature makes them an ideal object repository for catalogues.

With the presented facts we also justify our decision to use ontologies as well as other semantic web technologies to provide a basis not only for a design pattern description but also for providing additional information, relations and rules, needed to define and implement the OQBA approach:

- Ontology-based design pattern descriptions are computer readable and therefore suitable for automated (computer) processing.
- If design pattern descriptions are provided in the form of ontological definitions, they can be presented in textual or graphical form as well as transformed to presentation forms customized for developers (developer friendly representation).
- Ontology and related technologies are well established, recognized and also extendable, whereas the semantic web is becoming an enabling factor for better knowledge management and the management of a high volume of data that still has to be inter- and cross-linked.
- Ontologies enable the establishing and revising of a knowledge base on design patterns based on common, accepted standards and technologies.
- Navigation based on relationships between patterns helps with a better understanding of a pattern space [19]; consequently ontology-based descriptions are ideal because navigation-based relationship investigation capabilities are inherent to ontologies and semantic web technologies.
- Ontologies enable the exchangeability of design pattern descriptions and are extendable.
- Several knowledge sources can easily be integrated using relatively simple transformations.
- The knowledge base can be distributed (on the web or in closed networks).
- Third-party ontology (OWL)-enabled tools are available, which can extend the use of an ontology-enabled knowledge base.
- The behaviour of developed system can be improved simply by changing the ontology and/or data without changing the system itself.
- Even generic search engines can be impacted to retrieve more reasonable results by using ontology-rich data.

These were the main reasons to use the results of the WoP project and ODOL ontology as a starting point for defining a novel approach and tools that are based on
ontologies and other semantic web technologies. Alongside the definition of the question-based advisement approach we have developed a new ontology, called DPAO (Design Pattern Advisement Ontology) that represents the foundation for the proposed question-based approach.

The WoP project was oriented toward design pattern instance identification and not on the selection of suitable design patterns. Consequently, ODOL ontology does not provide and/or enable one to capture all the information needed to introduce and apply the OQBA approach. We needed additional information that would direct and guide the advisement procedure as well as the process of verification so that the selected design pattern actually represents a reasonable solution for a given problem. That is why we extended the ODOL ontology with additional concepts that would enable the efficient grouping of design patterns. In addition, we developed a new ontology, named DPAO, which provides the infrastructure for two main aspects of the advisement:

- Advisement on an appropriate design pattern for a given problem situation: Developers are faced with a problem for which they presume that the solution in the form of pattern already exists, but they have no idea which pattern it is or which pattern group or catalogue they should look at.
- Advisement on the applicability of a particular design pattern for a given problem situation: Developers believe they know which are suitable design patterns within a given context, however they would like to verify their choice and/or evaluate the suitability of the identified design pattern(s).

3.3. Extending ODOL with New Concepts and Relations - Pattern Container, Related, Alternative and Composed Patterns

The existing ODOL ontology has two concepts for identifying and classifying design patterns: Pattern and PatternCatalog. This two-level hierarchy becomes insufficient when the number of design patterns stored in the catalogue starts to rise. PatternCatalog can only include Patterns, not other PatternCatalogs. For these reasons we have defined a new concept: PatternContainer. As the name suggests, it should serve as a container for patterns and/or other pattern containers. PatternContainer provides a means to group an arbitrary set of patterns based on selected aspects. In addition, the same design pattern can be an element of many different groups/categories. Even more: design patterns can be related to each other while being part of different containers/catalogues. As can be seen in Figure 2, PatternContainer becomes the main class for pattern grouping. In Figure 2, the original ODOL concepts are shown as shadowed and/or written in italics whereas new concepts are in bold. The existing PatternCatalog concept then becomes just a type of PatternContainer. In order to provide efficient advisement some additional concepts were added to ODOL. They enable us to connect an existing design pattern with possible related patterns such as:

- Alternative design pattern that could represent a reasonable alternative to a particular pattern – e.g. Façade to Adapter, Visitor to Observer, Decorator to Adapter, Builder to Abstract factory.
− Related design pattern as a pattern for which it is very likely to be used in combination with a selected pattern, e.g. Chain of Responsibility together with Composite, Memento together with Command, Abstract Factory implemented with Singleton, Composite processed with Iterator.
− Composite pattern that provides higher granularity of interrelated patterns, e.g. the MVC (Model-View-Controller) pattern is a combination of patterns and incorporates Composite, Observer and Strategy.

Fig. 2. Extensions (in bold) of the ODOL ontology

With these extensions, the descriptions of GoF design patterns in ODOL ontology can be updated, for instance, with definitions for the three GoF pattern categories, namely: creational, structural and behavioural patterns. Existing definitions of GoF patterns could then be expanded with categories as well as information on related and alternative patterns. ODOL ontology has been extended with a few additional relations that are of crucial importance for efficient automation and support in the process of suitable design pattern identification and selection.

3.4. Design Pattern Advisement Ontology (DPAO)

In addition to the knowledge on patterns, a precondition for successfully advising on patterns is the tool. It should be able to ask the right questions and according to the answers lead the dialogue with a developer until enough certainty is reached to propose a certain design pattern. We need an ontology that provides the basis for: (1) the selection of appropriate patterns and (2) the verification of candidates that are appropriate for a particular design problem. The developed DPAO ontology meets both goals.

Figure 3 shows the concepts that cover the aspect of selecting the most appropriate design pattern for a given design problem in a particular context. AdviceArea class represents a set of matrices (AdviceMatrix) which are connected in a graph. The advice process starts with the initial matrix. The initial matrix typically holds the knowledge necessary to make decisions about general context whereas latter matrices can also hold some context-specific knowledge. AdviceMatrix is three-dimensional
structure and is constructed from questions, answers and pattern/pattern container candidates. A candidate is modeled with the class AdviceMatrixNode and can be a terminal one (AdviceMatrixLeafNode leading to particular Pattern or PatternContainer) or a link to another AdviceMatrix (AdviceMatrixNodeMatrix). The matrix content is modelled as AdviceMatrixCell, holding in CellAssessment the weight value of how relevant a candidate can be if a particular answer for a given question is selected. Since assessments can be given by more than one expert, assessments are grouped into AssessmentSets. Expert knowledge can be gathered using simple in-house developed tools. Weights, questions, answers and their relations to patterns and pattern containers are freely inserted by experts. For example data and meaning during the dialogues please see section 4.1.

![Diagram of DPAO ontology](https://example.com/diagram.png)

**Fig. 3.** Concepts in DPAO ontology enabling the selection of relevant design pattern(s)

The second aspect, supported by the new approach, is to verify the relevance or possibility to use a pattern in a known problem situation. In this case the developer has already selected a solution (pattern) to be used and would just like to verify if the provided pattern is relevant or there are more relevant patterns. This aspect is covered by the ontology concepts depicted in Figure 4.
Fig. 4. Concepts in the DPAO ontology enabling relevance verification of a particular design pattern

Obviously, the DPAO ontology enables us to connect some question-answer pairs to a candidate, i.e. pattern or pattern container. Most of the introduced concepts in Figure 4 are known from prior figures. Questionary is attached via Question instances to a particular candidate. The weight of the question is modelled with the questionWeightValue held as a numeric value in QuestionAssessment, and respectively in the answerWeightValue attribute in AnswerAssessment for every possible answer to the question. The details of expert-inserted weights in terms of meaning and usage is described in details in section 4.1. Experts use user-friendly tool for inserting questions, answers and weights, as well possibility to review and alter already existing data in the ontology.

4. The Advisement Procedure

Utilizing knowledge on design patterns as well as a set of question/answers pairs that indicate the applicability of design patterns, we can apply the advisement procedure. In general the question-based advisement procedure consists of five phases:

- **Phase 1: Reducing a set of possible solutions to a subset of pattern containers**
  Using knowledge in the Ontology-Based Design Pattern Repository, especially advice matrices, and based on user’s answers, the overall intention of applying a design pattern should be revealed, e.g. is it related to a specific development phase, technology, domain or any other criteria used to form pattern containers in the repository. The procedure is directed by initial matrices and corresponding question/answer pairs, using algorithms and the usability function presented in chapters 4.1 to 4.3. As a result we get a set of containers that might include a suitable solution.

- **Phase 2: Identifying the most suitable pattern container**
  An additional narrowing down is necessary in order to identify the atomic container with concrete design pattern candidates. The selection of an appropriate container is also based on advice matrices and algorithms, presented in the sections that follow. As a result, we get a single pattern container. e.g. - after the GoF container is
selected in the first phase, in the second phase we would identify one of the GoF pattern containers, namely behavioural, creational or structural patterns.

- **Phase 3: Selecting the most suitable pattern in a given design pattern container**
  In this phase, we identify the most appropriate design pattern within the container found in the previous phase. To achieve this we select questions that are common to as many patterns in the container as possible. For this we use groups of questions and answers for relevant patterns. The result is advice based on the most relevant design pattern and eventually related alternative solutions (design patterns).

- **Phase 4: Verification of the proposed design pattern**
  In this phase, the verification is done to see if any of alternative patterns can be equally or even more relevant. At this stage all questions and trade-offs, connected with a selected pattern, are taken into consideration especially those that can identify negative effects. The same is done for eventual alternative patterns. If the alternative pattern demonstrates less negative consequences it is applied instead of the initially proposed design pattern. The aim of this phase is also to eliminate possible mistakes, caused if a developer misunderstands a question in the advisement procedures.

- **Phase 5: Identifying related design patterns**
  We want to identify design patterns that might be useful in combination with the already selected pattern. A list of all design patterns that are related to the selected verified design pattern is constructed first. These patterns are then evaluated using the same procedure as applied in phase 4. Thus, composite design patterns can also be identified and applied.

### 4.1. Calculating the Pattern / Pattern Container Usability

Our aim is to identify and suggest the most appropriate design pattern that could be used by a user in the situation described. For this purpose the usability $u(P)$ of each design pattern container $P$ (in phases 1 and 2) or design pattern $P$ (in phase 3) is calculated as:

$$ u(P) = \frac{\sum_{q_i \in Q^A} w_q(P,q_i) \cdot w_k(P,q_i,k)}{\sum_{q_i \in Q^A} w_q(P,q_i)} $$

where

- $P$ is a design pattern or pattern container (category),
- $w_q(P,q_i)$ is the weight of a question $q_i$ regarding the given $P$
- $w_k(P,q_i,k)$ is the weight of the obtained answer $k$ for the question $q_i$ regarding the given $P$
- $Q^A$ is the set of already answered questions

As we can see from the (Eq. 1), the same function is used to determine the usability of a design pattern or a pattern container. This is possible because the same mechanism of questions/answers matrices are used throughout the advisement process.
In the following text, we will use the term “design pattern” to explain the algorithm; please note that the same procedure is also used to identify and select the pattern containers.

The usability \( u(P) \) of each design pattern \( P \) is 0 when no question has been answered. After a user answers a question \( q_i \), the usability \( u(P) \) of each pattern \( P \) changes regarding the values of the weight for this question \( (w_w(P,q_i)) \) and weight for the given answer \( (w_d(P,q_i,k)) \); the weights are pre-determined by experts. A gain for a pattern \( P \), obtained by answering the question \( q_i \) with answer \( k \) is calculated as:

\[
\text{gain}(P,q_i,k) = \frac{w_w(P,q_i) \cdot w_d(P,q_i,k)}{\sum_{q_i \in \Omega} w_w(P,q_i)}
\]  

(2)

To clarify this concept, let us consider the following example: there are three possible patterns \( P_1 \), \( P_2 \), and \( P_3 \), from which we want to select the most appropriate one. From the advisement matrix the question \( q_n \) is chosen as the first question to be asked with the weight value \( w_w(P,q_n)=0.3 \). There are two possible answers (\( k=1 \) or \( k=2 \)) available for the question \( q_n \) with the following weight values:

- When choosing the first answer \( k=1 \), the weights are \( w_d(P_1,q_n,1)=-0.3 \), \( w_d(P_2,q_n,1)=0.0 \), \( w_d(P_3,q_n,1)=0.8 \).
- When choosing the second answer \( k=2 \), the weights are \( w_d(P_1,q_n,2)=0.5 \), \( w_d(P_2,q_n,2)=0.7 \), \( w_d(P_3,q_n,2)=0.0 \).

Let us now presume that the user chooses the second answer (\( k=2 \)). Using (Eq. 2) the gains for patterns \( P_1 \) through \( P_3 \) are the following (note that no questions have been answered yet): gain\((P_1,q_n,2)=0.5 \), gain\((P_2,q_n,2)=0.7 \), gain\((P_3,q_n,2)=0.0 \).

For the chosen question \( q_n \) and the given answer \( k=2 \), the pattern \( P_2 \) gains the most and is temporarily (after answering only one question \( q_n \)) considered to be the most appropriate design pattern. Naturally, the design pattern having the highest usability score \( u(P) \) (Eq. 1) is ultimately selected after obtaining enough answers to the given questions.

The weight values for questions range from 0 to 1, meaning:
- If the weight value for a question is 0, the answer will have no effect on the selection of design patterns (unimportant question),
- If the weight value for a question is 1, the answer will have the maximum effect on the selection of the design pattern (the most important question), and
- Weights between 0 and 1 determine the importance of the question – the higher the weight value, the more important the question.

The weight values for the answers also range from -1 to 1, meaning:
- If the weight value of an answer is less than zero, choosing this answer will include some penalty for a design pattern,
- If the weight value of the answer is 0, choosing this answer will not change the usability of the design pattern, and if the weight value of the answer is greater than zero, choosing this answer will add something to the usability of the design pattern.
### 4.2. Dynamic Question Selection

Since the weights for questions and answers are pre-determined by experts, the order of choosing questions and/or assessment matrices is determined by the selected strategy and goals of the advisement process. If we want to identify and suggest an appropriate design pattern as soon as possible (with a minimum number of questions), a question should be chosen that maximizes the difference in usability functions for the most appropriate design pattern \( P_{\text{first}} \) and the second most appropriate design pattern \( P_{\text{second}} \). This can be determined by calculating specific gains for each of the patterns and all the remaining (unanswered) questions. As, naturally, we do not know which answer will be given by a user, we have decided to use the min-max algorithm, well known from game playing, for selecting the next question; it has been implemented in the prototype tool, used to obtain the results in the experiment performed (see section 5). The algorithm is presented in Figure 5.

```plaintext
findTheMostRelevantQuestion(Matrix m)
1  create a list L of all unasked questions
2       from a matrix m
3  if notEmpty(L)
4    foreach design pattern \( P_i \)
5      foreach question \( q \) in list L
6       calculate gain\( (P_i,q,k) \) for each possible ans. \( k \)
7       according to (Eq. 2)
8      determine minimal gain\( (P_i,q,k) \)
9      determine maximal of all minimal gains
10     select question \( q \) where the minimal
11       gain\( (P_i,q,k) \) is maximal
12 else
13  find next matrix or solution
```

**Fig. 5.** OQBA pseudo code algorithm for choosing the most relevant question

### 4.3. The Basic Design Pattern Selection Algorithm

The proposed ontology and question-based design pattern advisement approach is based on the proposition that the developers can adequately describe their specific situations following an interactive question/answer session. From their answers, enough information should be obtained to automatically identify and suggest appropriate design patterns. Based on the set of already answered questions, a level of usability is calculated that determines the appropriateness of each specific design pattern or pattern container. This set of answered questions is also used in combination with the remaining questions to determine the next most relevant question, until the usability of the most appropriate design pattern is dominant over all the other patterns. The overall algorithm that can be used for both the solicitation of pattern containers (phases 1 and 2) and for the selection of design patterns (phase 3) is presented in
Figure 6. The process of identifying appropriate candidate solutions (pattern containers or design patterns) is presented. The integral part of the algorithm (line 5) is also the procedure for finding the most relevant question described above.

QBA algorithm(AdviceArea aa)
1 for a given AdviceArea aa
2 ma = getMatrix(aa)
3 Qa = {} ; set of already answered questions
4 do
5 q = findMostRelevantQuestion(aa)
6 a = getAnswer(q)
7 Qa = Qa + q
8 foreach pattern P in aa
9 calculate u(P) using (Eq. 1)
10 calculate remaining gain(P) using (Eq. 2)
11 ;the remaining gain is the sum of max possible
12 ;gains of all the remaining questions until
13 ;remaining gain (P) < u(Pfirst)−u(Psecond)
14 ;if the dominant pattern cannot be changed
15 ;with the remaining questions
16 if isContainer(Pfirst)
17 ma=nextMatrix(Pfirst)
18 else
19 displaySolution(Pfirst)

Fig. 6. OQBA pseudo code algorithm for choosing the most appropriate pattern container/design pattern

5. Concept Verification: The Experiment

In order to evaluate the efficiency of the proposed OQBA approach, a controlled experiment was designed and conducted. Two surveys were also taken – one before and one after the experiment. This section presents methodology, results and discussion on results.

5.1. Experiment Introduction and Methodology

The experiment was aimed at confirming or rejecting the following propositions:
− (P1) The OQBA approach contributes to more successful design pattern identification in comparison to manual identification.
− (P2) Less experienced developers benefit the most from using the OQBA approach in identifying the appropriate design patterns.

The experiment was carried out in four phases: in the first phase, participants had to answer a few questions concerning their development background and level of
expertise (see Table 2). In the second phase, they were given the opportunity to solve a set of design problems manually, without the DPEX tool (but they were allowed to use other instruments such as books and established search facilities). In the third phase, the DPEX tool was provided to help them solve the same design problems. The fourth phase was aimed at gathering participants’ opinions and reflections on the tool. For this purpose a post-experiment survey was conducted.

Two groups of developers were involved in the experiment. The basic profile of the participants and differences between groups are summarized in Table 2. The results of this self-assessment on GoF patterns knowledge is given in the last row in Table 2.

Table 2. Group profiles – used in experiment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group no.</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>II</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No. of participants (profile)</td>
<td>10 (software engineers / developers)</td>
<td>11 (students)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formal training in GoF design patterns</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>All – one year ago</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active in production software development</td>
<td>less than 3 years: 0 3-6 years: 5 7-9 years: 3 10 years or more: 2</td>
<td>less than 3 years: 4 3-6 years: 6 7-9 years: 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How often they use design patterns</td>
<td>Never: 2  Rarely: 7  Often: 1</td>
<td>Never: 3  Rarely: 7  Often: 1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Each participant was given the descriptions for nineteen problem situations in which a particular GoF design pattern might represent a suitable solution. The participants were asked to propose the most appropriate design pattern to solve each of the given design problems. Design problems were chosen to represent real-life situations, not academic ones.

When preparing problem descriptions we intentionally selected problem situations with higher complexity and as we will describe later, some were even too complex. We wanted to evaluate the approach for situations that are similar to those that developers are faced with during their daily work.

Using the tool, they needed on average 40 minutes to complete all 19 tasks whereas an average completion time without the tool was 65 minutes (55 minutes for the fastest participant, 80 minutes for the slowest). Undoubtedly this difference is not caused by the tool, but due to the fact that they were familiar with the problems since they had been solving them in the previous stage of the experiment.
5.2. Results of The Experiment

We can observe that using DPEX tool, on average developers in the first group identified the appropriate design pattern in 58% of all cases. The approach and tool helped achieve more than 50 percent more correct solutions to design problems (40% without the tool).

Fig. 7. Efficiency and improvement factors on solving problems with and without the DPEX tool – Group 1 and Group 2

Using the paired t-test we determined that for Group I the difference between the number of correct solutions found with and without the DPEX tool is statistically significant ($P = 0.000706$). The results of the post-experiment survey have shown that only one of the participants found the use of the tool to be less efficient than searching for an appropriate solution without the tool.

Only in four cases did the developer not accept and agree with the solution advised by the tool. In general the tool increased the efficiency of less experienced developers, and also of experts. The information on standard deviation for successfully solved problems with and without the tool confirms that by using the tool, less experienced developers manage to achieve results that are closer to those demonstrated by experts (Figure 7). After all, this was one of our main goals: to bridge the gap between the pattern expert community and the typical pattern user.

The use of the tool also resulted in improvements in the second experimental student group. The average improvement factor was 1.33. A paired t-test for Group 2 confirmed that there is a significant difference between the results achieved with and without the tool ($P=0.001575$).

The post-experiment survey showed that three developers believed it was easier to search for a solution using a tool, while four participants were convinced that it was easier to work without the tool. Four developers found the tool easy to use and beneficial to them.

The efficiency of both groups have improved significantly using the DPEX tool (group 1 by factor 1.63 and group 2 by factor 1.33). We can observe that the
improvement factor for Group 1 is surprisingly higher. The discussion of the results follows in next section.

5.3. Discussion and Future Work

As shown by the experiment, most developers were able to solve more design problems by using DPEX tool. This shows that our approach assure better achievements regarding design pattern use. Let us discuss the propositions.

- **P1:** The OQBA approach contributes to a more successful design pattern identification in comparison to manual identification. P1 was confirmed since results confirmed that the use of tool and implemented approach improved the achievements of developers. We can detect the improvements in both groups.
- **P2:** Less experienced developers benefit the most from using the OQBA approach in identifying the appropriate design patterns. Proposition is not confirmed with the experiment. Group I average improvement factor is 1.63, while average improvement factor for Group II is 1.33.

It is a surprise that improvement factor is higher in Group I (experts). The reason might be in experiences, that professional developers have in terms of understanding questions and giving appropriate answers. However, interesting observation could be identified while comparing standard deviations for both groups. Decreased standard deviation show that the design pattern selection efficiency is becoming more equal using the DPEX tool. Less-experienced developers are obviously becoming more similar to experienced developers.

Additional analysis will be necessary (pre and post-experiment survey, log files) in order to improve the advisement on selecting a suitable pattern. It is also our aim to upgrade the approach with learning capabilities to ask personalized questions.

As future work, we plan to develop a holistic methodology for design pattern selection including automatic question forming based on the analysis of paths (recorded in logs) taken by developers interacting with the system during the question-answer session. We also plan to develop/use ontology based reasoning and techniques in order to automatically create relevant questions and answers based on information, concepts and relationships stored in the ontology. Nevertheless, the proposed Ontology and Question Based Design Patterns Advisement Approach might contribute to our common goal: to bridge the identified gap between pattern experts and the typical pattern user from the software community. For that purpose we also plan to join initiatives such as [23] aimed at resolving this challenge by networking, sharing ideas and joining resources.

6. Conclusion

The potential of using patterns has not yet been fully realized. Many challenges and issues still remain to be solved. Finding a suitable design pattern for a given situation obviously represents a great challenge for a typical developer. Tools assisting in this
process have become of the utmost importance [11]. There are some facilities and approaches based on pattern review, browsing and full-text search. They might be helpful for the pattern expert community, but not for less-experienced developers, who are unaware as to which patterns exist in their work domains. The novel ontology and question-based approach presented in this paper was aimed at improving the use of design patterns. The proposed OQBA approach and corresponding DPEX tool assist software developers in choosing design patterns suitable for a given problem. The main contributions of the conducted research were:

- Definition of the Question and Ontology-Based Design Pattern Advisement approach.
- Extension of existing ODOL ontology with concepts needed to capture additional knowledge on patterns.
- Definition of the DPAO ontology that is used to provide knowledge for applying the OQBA approach.

Using the defined ontological concepts, information and knowledge on design patterns could be shared and automatically analyzed. We also provided the semantic based description of GoF patterns not available in the WoP project. The DPEX tool was developed and a controlled experiment was conducted. The main aim of the experiment was to explore if the DPEX tool-enabled and OQBA approach for selecting an appropriate pattern would do better than a manual selection. The results of the controlled experiment show that the developers were essentially able to solve more problem cases when the tool was available. The proposed approach also provided promising results with regard to the use of design patterns in the community of less-experienced developers.

Introducing the concepts and technologies of the semantic web into the field of design-pattern research creates new possibilities for making design patterns more approachable to software engineers. One could envisage a global knowledge database on design patterns, which would be specified using the ODOL ontology and other derived ontologies, such as DPAO ontology. This knowledge base could then be accessible through some form of a service-oriented architecture and available to various software development tools. This would allow the integration of facilities of a global knowledge base into Web-based knowledge platform on design patterns as defined in [4]. At the time of publishing the results we are extending and improving both approach and tools. Because of the platforms ability to insert new knowledge easily we are also introducing it to new fields, which include selecting design patterns in other domains (e.g. Service Oriented Architecture) or as a helper in expert systems for selecting resources (e.g. e-services).
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Abstract. Data reduction techniques improve the efficiency of k-Nearest Neighbour classification on large datasets since they accelerate the classification process and reduce storage requirements for the training data. IB2 is an effective prototype selection data reduction technique. It selects some items from the initial training dataset and uses them as representatives (prototypes). Contrary to many other techniques, IB2 is a very fast, one-pass method that builds its reduced (condensing) set in an incremental manner. New training data can update the condensing set without the need of the “old” removed items. This paper proposes a variation of IB2, that generates new prototypes instead of selecting them. The variation is called AIB2 and attempts to improve the efficiency of IB2 by positioning the prototypes in the center of the data areas they represent. The empirical experimental study conducted in the present work as well as the Wilcoxon signed ranks test show that AIB2 performs better than IB2.
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1. Introduction

The k-Nearest Neighbour (k-NN) algorithm is an effective lazy classifier [12]. For each new, unclassified item $x$, it searches in the available training database and retrieves the $k$ nearest items (neighbours) to $x$ according to a distance metric (e.g., Euclidean distance). Then, $x$ is assigned to the class where most of the retrieved $k$ nearest neighbours belong to. The $k$-NN classifier has some properties that make it a popular classifier: (i) it is considered to be an accurate classifier, (ii) it has many applications, (iii) it is very easy to implement, (iv) it is analytically tractable, and, (v) for $k = 1$ and unlimited items the error rate is asymptotically never worse than twice the minimum possible, which is the Bayes rate [11].

On the other hand, the $k$-NN classifier has two main drawbacks. The first one is the high computational cost involved. Since all distances between an unclassified item and the available training data must be estimated, the computational cost is high, and thus, classification is a time consuming process. In cases of very large datasets, using the $k$-NN classifier may be prohibitive. The second drawback is the high storage requirements for the training set. Contrary to the eager classifiers that can discard the training data after the construction of the classification model, the $k$-NN classifier needs all training data available for accessing when a new item has to be classified. These two weaknesses render the $k$-NN classifier inefficient for large datasets.
Multi-attribute indexes [30] can efficiently accelerate the nearest neighbours search and speed-up the \( k \)-NN classifier. However, storage requirements increase, since in addition to the training data, the index must be stored, too. Moreover, indexes can be applied only on datasets with moderate dimensionality (e.g., 2-10). In higher dimensions, the phenomenon of the dimensionality curse makes even sequential scans more effective than indexes [34], thus, it is essential to first apply a dimensionality reduction technique.

Many Data Reduction Techniques (DRTs) have been proposed to address both weaknesses. DRTs are distinguished into prototype selection [18] and prototype abstraction [32] algorithms. Prototype selection algorithms select items from the training set, whereas, prototype abstraction algorithms generate prototypes by summarizing similar training items. Prototype selection algorithms are also divided into two categories. They can be either condensing or editing algorithms. Prototype abstraction and condensing algorithms have the same motivation. They aim to build a small representative set, usually called condensing set, of the initial training data. Usage of a condensing set has the benefits of low computational cost and storage requirements and at the same time keeps classification accuracy at high levels. On the other hand, editing algorithms aim to improve accuracy rather than achieve high reduction rates. To do this, they improve the quality of the training set by removing outliers, noisy and mislabelled items as well as by smoothing the decision boundaries between classes.

Although editing has a completely different goal than prototype abstraction and condensing, it can be used to improve their efficiency by increasing their reduction rates and/or accuracy levels. More specifically, the reduction rates of many prototype abstraction and condensing algorithms highly depend on the level of noise in the training set. Actually, the higher the level of noise in the training set, the lower the reduction rates achieved. Consequently, effective data reduction implies removal of noise from the data, i.e., application of an editing algorithm beforehand [13, 24]. Note that some condensing algorithms integrate the idea of editing. These algorithms are called Hybrid [18].

A great number of DRTs have been proposed and are available in the literature. Also, many the state-of-the-art surveys have been published since 2000. Prototype abstraction and prototype selection algorithms are recently reviewed in [18, 32]. Moreover, the particular papers present interesting taxonomies and experimental results. Other well-known surveys can be found in [9, 21, 23, 25].

IB2 belongs to the popular family of Instance-Based Learning (IBL) algorithms [3, 4]. IB2 is an one-pass incremental condensing algorithm. Actually, it is based on the earliest and well known condensing algorithm, CNN-rule [22]. Contrary to CNN-rule and many other state-of-the-art DRTs, IB2 can build its condensing set in an incremental manner. It can take into consideration new training items after the construction of the condensing set and without needing the old removed items. Hence, it can be used in dynamic/streaming environments [1] where new training data is gradually available. In addition, the incremental nature of IB2 allows its execution on training sets that cannot fit into main memory.

1. In the literature [18, 32], DRTs can be incremental or decremental depending on the way they build their condensing set. An incremental technique begins with an empty condensing set and adds items to it, whereas a decremental technique uses all training data as the initial condensing set and then removes items. In this paper, the use of term incremental refers to the ability of the DRT to update an already constructed condensing set.
In this paper, we attempt to improve the performance of IB2 by considering the idea of prototype abstraction. Our contribution is the development and evaluation of a prototype abstraction version of IB2 that we call Abstraction IB2 (AIB2). The proposed prototype abstraction algorithm retains all the properties of IB2, but it is faster and achieves higher reduction rates and improved accuracy.

CNN-rule and IB2 are presented in Section 2. Section 3 describes in detail the proposed AIB2 algorithm. Section 4 presents an experimental study where $k$-NN is applied on the original training sets and the corresponding condensed sets built by CNN, IB2 and AIB2 on nine datasets. The experimental study is complemented by the statistical comparison of the three DRTs through the Wilcoxon signed ranks test [14]. Section 5 concludes the paper.

2. CNN-rule and IB2

The Condensing Nearest Neighbour (CNN) rule [22] is the earliest and also a reference condensing algorithm. CNN-rule (and many other DRTs) builds its condensing set based on the following simple idea. Items that lie in the “internal” data area of a class (i.e., far from class decision boundaries) are useless during the classification process. Thus, they can be removed without loss of accuracy. By adopting this idea, CNN-rule tries to place into the condensing set only the items that lie in the close-class-border data areas. These are the only essential items for the classification process. Figure 1 depicts this strategy. The idea is that the $k$-NN classifier will be able to have similar accuracy using either the training set (Figure 1(a)) or the condensing set (Figure 1(b)). However, a scan of the condensing set involves much lower computational cost than that of the training set.

CNN-rule tries to keep the close-class-border items as follows (see Algorithm 1). Initially, a random item from the training set ($TS$) is moved to the condensing set ($CS$) (line 2). Then, CNN-rule applies the single nearest neighbour rule and classifies the items of $TS$ by scanning the items of $CS$ (line 6). If an item is misclassified, it is moved from $TS$ to $CS$ (lines 7–11). The algorithm continues until there are no moves from $TS$ to $CS$ during a complete scan of $TS$ (lines 3,4,10,13). This ensures that the content of $TS$ is
Algorithm 1 CNN-rule

Input: \( TS \)
Output: \( CS \)

1: \( CS \leftarrow \emptyset \)
2: pick a random item of \( TS \) and move it to \( CS \)
3: repeat
4: \( stop \leftarrow TRUE \)
5: for each \( x \in TS \) do
6: \( NN \leftarrow \text{Nearest Neighbour of } x \text{ in } CS \)
7: if \( NN_{\text{class}} \neq x_{\text{class}} \) then
8: \( CS \leftarrow CS \cup \{x\} \)
9: \( TS \leftarrow TS - \{x\} \)
10: \( stop \leftarrow FALSE \)
11: end if
12: end for
13: until \( stop == TRUE \) \{no move during a pass of \( TS \)\}
14: discard \( TS \)
15: return \( CS \)

correctly classified by the content of \( CS \). The remaining content of \( TS \) is discarded (line 14) to save space.

CNN-rule considers that misclassified items are probably close to decision boundaries and so they must be included in the condensing set. An advantage is that it is a non-parametric approach. It determines the number of the prototypes automatically, without user-defined parameters. A drawback is that the resulting condensing set depends on the order in which class labels of items enter the condensing set. Therefore, CNN-rule builds a different condensing set by examining the same training data in a different order.

Furthermore, CNN-rule cannot handle new training data, i.e., is non-incremental. The algorithm involves multiple passes over the data and it cannot use training data available at a later time to update its condensing set. To construct an updated condensing set, CNN-rule needs the complete training set (new and old data), thus, the training items that do not enter the original condensing set should be retained. In addition, CNN-rule requires that all training items are memory resident.

Although IB2 is based on CNN-rule, it is faster and incremental. Therefore, it can handle new training data or datasets that cannot fit into memory. Actually, IB2 is an one-pass version of CNN-rule (see Algorithm 2) and works as follows. When a new item \( x \) of the training set (\( TS \)) arrives (line 3), it is classified by the single nearest neighbour rule by scanning the contents of the current condensing set (\( CS \)) (line 4). If \( x \) is wrongly classified, it is placed in \( CS \) (lines 5-7). Then, \( x \) is discarded since it has been examined (line 8).

Similarly to CNN-rule, IB2 is non-parametric and its condensing set depends on the order of training items. Contrary to CNN-rule, there is no guarantee that the condensing set built by IB2 can correctly classify all examined training data. IB2 is very fast because it is a one pass algorithm. Training data segments can update an existing condensing set in a simple manner and without considering the “old” (removed) data that had been used for the construction of the condensing set. Each new training item can be examined, be
Algorithm 2 IB2

Input: TS
Output: CS

1:    CS ← ∅
2:    pick a random item of TS and move it to CS
3:    for each x ∈ TS do
4:        NN ← Nearest Neighbour of x in CS
5:        if NNclass ≠ xclass then
6:            CS ← CS ∪ {x}
7:        end if
8:        TS ← TS − {x}
9:    end for
10:   return CS

placed or not in the condensing set, and then, removed. Additionally, IB2 can handle new class labels. All these properties render IB2 an appropriate condensing algorithm for dynamic/streaming environments where new training data may be gradually available or for training databases that cannot fit into the device’s memory.

Although many DRTs have been proposed during the past decades, here, we present only CNN-rule and IB2 because they are ancestors of the proposed algorithm. There are many other condensing algorithms that either extend the CNN-rule or are based on the same idea, i.e., the removal of the non-close-border data. Some of the these algorithms are the Reduced Nearest Neighbour (RNN) rule [20], the Selective Nearest Neighbour (SNN) rule [29], the Modified CNN rule [15], the Generalized CNN rule [10], the Fast CNN algorithms [6, 7], Tomek’s CNN rule [31], the Patterns with Ordered Projection (POP) algorithm [2, 28], the recently proposed Template Reduction for k-NN (TR_kNN) [16], the Prototype Selection by Clustering (PSC) algorithm [26, 27] and of course the IB2 algorithm [3, 4].

3. The proposed AIB2 algorithm

The proposed Abstraction IB2 (AIB2) algorithm is a prototype abstraction version of IB2. Therefore, AIB2 is a non-parametric, fast, one-pass prototype abstraction algorithm. It is also appropriate for dynamic/streaming environments and can handle new class labels. Like IB2, it can be applied on very large datasets that cannot fit into main memory or on devices with limited main memory (e.g., sensor networks), without transferring data to a server over a network for processing. The latter is usually costly and time-consuming. Certainly, like IB2, AIB2 does not take into account the phenomenon of concept drift [33] that may exist in data streams. IBL-DS [8] is based on the idea of IBL family of algorithms that can effectively deal with this phenomenon.

The main difference between AIB2 and IB2 is the following. The items that are correctly classified by the 1-NN rule are not ignored. They contribute to the construction of the condensing set by updating their nearest prototype. The main idea behind AIB2 is that prototypes should be at the center of the data area they represent. To achieve this, AIB2 adopts the concept of prototype weight. Each prototype has a weight value as an extra
Algorithm 3 AIB2

Input: $TS$
Output: $CS$

1: $CS ← ∅$
2: pick a random item $y$ of $TS$ and move it to $CS$
3: $y_{weight} ← 1$
4: for each $x ∈ TS$ do
5: $NN ←$ Nearest Neighbour of $x$ in $CS$
6: if $NN_{class} ≠ x_{class}$ then
7: $x_{weight} ← 1$
8: $CS ← CS ∪ \{x\}$
9: else
10: for each attribute $attr(i)$ do
11: $NN_{attr(i)} ← \frac{NN_{attr(i)} × NN_{weight} + x_{attr(i)}}{NN_{weight} + 1}$
12: end for
13: $NN_{weight} ← NN_{weight} + 1$
14: end if
15: $TS ← TS − \{x\}$
16: end for
17: return $CS$

attribute that denotes the number of training items it represents. The weight values are used for updating the prototype attributes in the multidimensional space.

AIB2 is presented in Algorithm 3. Initially, the condensing set ($CS$) is populated by a random item of the training set ($TS$) whose weight is initialized to 1 (lines 2–3). For each item $x$ of $TS$, AIB2 searches in $CS$ and retrieves its nearest prototype $NN$ (line 5). If $x$ is misclassified, it is placed in $CS$ and its weight is initialized to one (lines 6–8). If $x$ is correctly classified, $NN$’s attributes are updated by taking into consideration its current weight and the attributes of $x$. Effectively, $NN$ “moves” towards $x$ in the multidimensional space (lines 10–12). Finally, the weight of $NN$ is increased by 1 (line 13) and $x$ is removed (line 15).

Figures 2 and 3 illustrate two-dimensional examples of AIB2 execution. Suppose that the current condensing set includes three prototypes, two of class circle and one of class square (Figure 2(a) and Figure 3(a)). Suppose that a new square item, $a$, arrives (Figure 2(b)). AIB2 should decide whether $a$ will enter the condensing set or it will be used to update an existing prototype. Since $a$ is closer to a prototype of a different class, $a$ enters the condensing set and its weight value is initialized to one (Figure 2(c)). In contrast, suppose that the new item $a$ is a circle item (Figure 3(b)). Since $a$ is closer to $P$, which is a prototype of the same class, $a$ updates $P$. Therefore $P$ moves towards $a$ and its weight is increased by one (Figure 3(c)). In our example, the updated $P$ lies in between the original $P$ and $a$ because the weight of $P$ was 1).

By updating the prototypes, AIB2 ensures that each prototype lies near the center of the data area it represents. Notice that the weight of a prototype practically denotes the population of the original items that it represents. Thus, although each time a new training item arrives and is assigned to an existing prototype, it causes the prototype to “move” towards the new item, the larger the weight of the prototype is, the smaller the “move”
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is towards the new training item. Like IB2, AIB2 prototypes depend on the order of the training items. It is possible that over time and because of a non-uniform arrival of training data items, an AIB2 prototype will gradually move far away from some of the original training items that it represents. Still, AIB2 prototypes with large weights will move very slowly towards the new training data items. This is also a problem with IB2 that contrary to CNN-rule cannot guarantee correct classification of all examined training data.

The idea is that a condensing set built by AIB2 will contain better prototypes compared to the condensing set built by IB2 and will achieve higher classification accuracy. In addition, we expect that updating the prototypes will reduce the number of items that enter the condensing set (lines 6–8), and thus, AIB2 will achieve higher reduction rates and lower preprocessing cost compared to IB2.

4. Performance Evaluation

4.1. Experimental setup

The three presented DRTs were evaluated using eight datasets distributed by the KEEL repository\(^2\) [5] and summarized in Table 1. Seven datasets (all except KDD) were used

\(^2\)http://sci2s.ugr.es/keel/datasets.php
without applying data normalization. Datasets MGT, SI and TXR are distributed sorted on the class label. This affects all examined DRTs because their performance depends on the order of data in the training set. Therefore, we randomized the items of these datasets. The three algorithm implementations were written in C and Euclidean distance was the distance metric used.

Table 1. Datasets description

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Attributes</th>
<th>Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Letter Recognition (LR)</td>
<td>20000</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magic Gamma Telescope (MGT)</td>
<td>19020</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pen-Digits (PD)</td>
<td>10992</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sat Image (SI)</td>
<td>6435</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shuttle (SH)</td>
<td>58000</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texture (TXR)</td>
<td>5500</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phoneme (PH)</td>
<td>5404</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KddCup (KDD)</td>
<td>141481</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The KDD dataset includes 494,020 items and 41 attributes. However, huge amounts of data are duplicates and some attributes are unnecessary (three nominal and two fixed-value attributes). We removed all duplicates and the five unnecessary attributes. Consequently, the transformed KDD dataset includes 141,481 items and 36 attributes. It is worth mentioning that duplicates are useless especially for $k$-NN classification with $k = 1$. They do not influence the accuracy and negatively affect the computational cost. Although, for $k > 1$, duplicates may influence the accuracy, they should be removed, especially when fast execution of classification is required. In addition, the value ranges of the KDD dataset attributes vary extremely. Therefore, we normalized all attributes to the interval $[0, 1]$ as follows. Assume that the dataset includes $n$ items and an attribute $e$ should be normalized to $[0, 1]$. The normalized attribute value of the $i$-th item, $i = 1, \ldots, n$ is:

$$\text{norm}(e_i) = \frac{e_i - E_{\text{min}}}{E_{\text{max}} - E_{\text{min}}}$$

where $E_{\text{min}}$ and $E_{\text{max}}$ are the minimum and maximum values for attribute $e$, respectively. Finally, we randomized the dataset.

We did not include more DRTs in our experimentation because our purpose was to focus on incremental and non-parametric DRTs. Of course, CNN-rule is non-incremental, but it is considered a reference DRT and is being used in many papers for comparison purposes. In addition, CNN-rule is the ancestor of IB2 and AIB2 and it makes sense to use it in our experiments.

DRTs were evaluated by estimating three measurements: (i) classification accuracy, (ii) reduction rate, and (iii) preprocessing cost in terms of distance computations. Accuracy measurements were estimated by executing the $k$-NN classifier with $k = 1$ over the condensing set built by each DRT. For each dataset and DRT, we report the average values of these measurements obtained via five-fold cross-validation. With the exception of the KDD dataset, we used the five already constructed pairs of training and testing
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sets distributed by the KEEL repository. For the transformed KDD dataset, we created the appropriate for cross-validation training/testing pairs. Of course, all measurements were estimated after the arrival of all training items.

The original form of the MGT dataset contains high levels of noise. Noisy items are misleading for the three DRTs and negatively affect reduction rates and the corresponding accuracies. Thus, we tried to build a noise-free version of the MGT dataset. To achieve this, we ran an editing algorithm before the execution of the DRTs. In particular, we coded in C the Edited Nearest Neighbour (ENN) rule [36], which is the reference editing algorithm. ENN-rule removes noisy items by using the following rule: a training item is removed if its class label does not agree with the majority of its $k$ nearest neighbours in the initial training set. Consequently, ENN-rule needs to compute all distances among the training items, i.e., $N(N-1)/2$ distances, where $N$ is the number of the training items. By applying ENN-rule (with $k = 3$, see [19, 25, 35]) on each training portion of each fold, we built an extra dataset that we call MGT-ENN. Of course, the testing portions were not edited by the ENN-rule. We tested the three DRTs on both forms of the MGT dataset.

4.2. Comparisons
The results of our experimental study are presented in Table 2. Each column lists the results related to a classifier. Best measurements are in bold. The preprocessing cost measurements are in million distance computations. For reference, Table 2 presents the accuracy measurements obtained by the conventional 1-NN classifier on the original training set under the label Conv-1-NN.

We should clarify that the reduction rates of MGT-ENN do not take into account the items removed by editing. They concern the size of the condensing set in relation to that of the edited set. Note that ENN-rule considered as noise 20.08% of MGT items on average. Therefore, the training portions of MGT-ENN include 20.08% fewer items than MGT on average.

Although the three DRTs did not reach the accuracy levels of Conv-1-NN, they were very close to them. With the exception of LR, SI and TXR, CNN-rule was more accurate than IB2 and AIB2. However, it required much higher preprocessing cost and it achieved lower reduction rates than IB2 and AIB2.

As we anticipated, the proposed algorithm performed better than IB2 in most datasets and in terms of all comparison criteria. KDD is the only dataset where IB2 seems to be better than AIB2. In the LR, SI and TXR datasets, AIB2 was more accurate than CNN-rule. Although we expected even better performance, we believe that the improvements achieved by AIB2 are noteworthy.

Moreover, as we expected, ENN-rule improved the efficiency of the classification process on MGT data. Accuracies and reduction rates achieved by the three DRTs on MGT-ENN (edited data) are higher than the corresponding measurements for MGT (non edited data).

4.3. Non-parametric statistical test
In this subsection, we provide the results of a Wilcoxon signed ranks test [14]. We ran the test four times: once on the nine measurements of each comparison criterion (classification accuracy (ACC), reduction rate (RR), preprocessing cost (PC)), and once on the nine
Table 2. DRTs Comparison in terms of Accuracy (Acc(%)), Reduction Rate (RR(\%)) and Preprocessing Cost (PC(M))

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Conv-1-NN</th>
<th>CNN-rule</th>
<th>IB2</th>
<th>AIB2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LR</td>
<td>Acc: 95.83</td>
<td>92.84</td>
<td>91.98</td>
<td>94.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RR: -</td>
<td>83.54</td>
<td>85.66</td>
<td>88.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PC: -</td>
<td>163.03</td>
<td>23.37</td>
<td>20.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MGT</td>
<td>Acc: 78.14</td>
<td>74.54</td>
<td>71.97</td>
<td>73.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RR: -</td>
<td>60.08</td>
<td>70.60</td>
<td>71.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PC: -</td>
<td>281.49</td>
<td>34.61</td>
<td>33.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MGT-ENN</td>
<td>Acc: 80.44</td>
<td>79.26</td>
<td>78.01</td>
<td>78.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RR: -</td>
<td>87.62</td>
<td>90.07</td>
<td>91.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PC: -</td>
<td>68.61</td>
<td>8.48</td>
<td>7.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PD</td>
<td>Acc: 99.35</td>
<td>98.68</td>
<td>98.04</td>
<td>98.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RR: -</td>
<td>95.36</td>
<td>96.23</td>
<td>97.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PC: -</td>
<td>11.75</td>
<td>1.78</td>
<td>1.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SI</td>
<td>Acc: 90.60</td>
<td>88.21</td>
<td>86.87</td>
<td>89.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RR: -</td>
<td>80.22</td>
<td>84.62</td>
<td>86.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PC: -</td>
<td>17.99</td>
<td>2.22</td>
<td>1.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SH</td>
<td>Acc: 99.82</td>
<td>99.76</td>
<td>99.73</td>
<td>99.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RR: -</td>
<td>99.37</td>
<td>99.44</td>
<td>99.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PC: -</td>
<td>45.30</td>
<td>8.26</td>
<td>7.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TXR</td>
<td>Acc: 99.02</td>
<td>97.16</td>
<td>96.35</td>
<td>97.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RR: -</td>
<td>91.90</td>
<td>93.33</td>
<td>94.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PC: -</td>
<td>5.65</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PH</td>
<td>Acc: 90.10</td>
<td>87.82</td>
<td>85.57</td>
<td>84.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RR: -</td>
<td>76.04</td>
<td>80.85</td>
<td>81.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PC: -</td>
<td>13.45</td>
<td>1.96</td>
<td>1.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KDD</td>
<td>Acc: 99.71</td>
<td>99.66</td>
<td>99.48</td>
<td>99.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RR: -</td>
<td>99.12</td>
<td>99.26</td>
<td>99.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PC: -</td>
<td>384.90</td>
<td>55.58</td>
<td>58.78</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

measurements of an extra criterion that estimates the overall classification performance of an algorithm. Our criterion adopts the idea presented in the statistical comparisons in [17, 18]. More specifically, the overall classification performance measurements were computed by averaging the normalized (to the range $[0, 1]$) measurements of the three criteria. Note that since the higher the preprocessing cost, the lower the classification performance, we used $1 - \text{normalized}(PC)$ as the preprocessing cost. The overall classification performance criterion combines the three criteria by considering all of them as having the same significance.

Table 3 illustrates the results of the Wilcoxon test. The columns with label “W/L” count the number of wins and loses, respectively. The columns with label “Wilcoxon” list the Wilcoxon significance level. When that value is lower than 0.05, one can safely claim that the difference between the compared algorithms is statistically significant. We observe that this is true in most cases. In terms of accuracy, CNN-rule has more wins than AIB2 and AIB2 has more wins than IB2. However, there is no statistical difference between the corresponding algorithms. In addition, AIB2 is statistically better than both CNN-rule and IB2 in terms of reduction rate, and AIB2 is statistically better than CNN-
rule in terms of preprocessing cost. On the other hand, although it is clear that AIB2 is faster than IB2, this is not statistically supported (note that we have adopted the strict threshold $W_{ilc.} = 0.05$). Finally, we observe that AIB2 is statistically better than the other algorithms in terms of the overall classification performance.

Concerning CNN-rule and IB2 (last table row), we observe that IB2 is statistically better than CNN-rule in terms of reduction rate and preprocessing cost. In contrast, CNN-rule is statistically better than IB2 in terms of accuracy.

### Table 3. Results of Wilcoxon signed ranks test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>ACC</th>
<th>RR</th>
<th>PC</th>
<th>Overall performance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>W/L Wilcoxon</td>
<td>W/L Wilcoxon</td>
<td>W/L Wilcoxon</td>
<td>W/L Wilcoxon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIB2 vs CNN</td>
<td>3/6 0.767</td>
<td>9/0 0.008</td>
<td>9/0 0.008</td>
<td>9/0 0.008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIB2 vs IB2</td>
<td>6/3 0.066</td>
<td>8/1 0.015</td>
<td>8/1 0.086</td>
<td>7/2 0.028</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IB2 vs CNN</td>
<td>0/9 0.008</td>
<td>9/0 0.008</td>
<td>9/0 0.008</td>
<td>9/0 0.008</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 5. Conclusions

Data reduction is an important research issue in the context of $k$-NN classification. This paper proposed the AIB2 algorithm, an abstraction DRT that is based on the well-known condensing IB2 algorithm. The main concept behind AIB2 is that each generated prototype should be near to the center of the data area it represents. Like IB2 and contrary to CNN-rule and many other DRTs, AIB2 is an incremental DRT. This property renders AIB2 appropriate for dynamic domains where new training data is gradually available and for datasets that cannot fit into main memory.

The experimental results illustrate that AIB2 can achieve higher reduction rates and classification accuracy and lower preprocessing cost than IB2. In addition, AIB2 is preferable to CNN-rule when preprocessing cost and/or reduction rates are more critical criteria than accuracy and, of course, when an incremental DRT is required. The improvement offered by AIB2 was statistically confirmed by the Wilcoxon signed ranks test.
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Abstract. Many software engineering activities entail dealing with legacy information systems. When these systems become too costly to maintain, or when new technologies need to be incorporated, they need to be replaced or somehow reengineered. This can be done with significantly reduced amount of effort and cost if the conceptual models of these systems are available. Reverse engineering is the process of analyzing a subject system to create representations of the system at a higher level of abstraction. Relational databases are a common source of reverse engineering. Starting from a physical database schema, that is recorded into relational database schema data repository, the conceptual database schema or logical database schema could be extracted. The extraction process may be seen as a chain of model-to-model transformations that trace model elements from a model at the lower level of abstraction to a model at the higher level of abstraction, achieved through meta-modeling. In the paper we present generic and standard database constraint meta-models, focusing on multi-relational database constraints captured in a legacy database. These meta-models are aimed at support of model transformations to create conceptual models, as a useful source for the system reengineering process.
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1. Introduction

The evolution in organization procedures and objectives over the time significantly reduces the effectiveness of an information system implemented to fulfill organizational information requirements. Coupled with the technological development it becomes the major cause for a legacy information system replacement or any form of its reengineering. A new system can be redeveloped from scratch, but in that case the knowledge captured in the legacy system is lost. Legacy system replacement or reengineering can be done with significantly reduced amount of effort and cost if the conceptual models are reconstructed from them. Reverse engineering is the process of analyzing a subject system to create models of the system at a higher level of
abstraction. It encompasses a broad set of methods and tools related to understanding and modifying information systems. Relational databases are at the core of most company information systems, hosting critical information for the day to day operation of the company. The knowledge captured in them can serve as an important resource in a legacy information system modernization project and they are a common source of reverse engineering processes. Starting from a physical database schema, that is recorded into the relational database schema data repository, the conceptual database schema or logical database schema may be extracted. All of these database schemas represent models at different levels of abstraction. An extraction process may be seen as a chain of model-to-model (M2M) transformations that trace model elements from a model at the lower level of abstraction to a model at the higher level of abstraction.

Models are widely used in engineering disciplines. In the model-driven approach to software engineering (MDSE) the idea of abstracting implementation details by focusing on models as first class entities is promoted in [30]. Models are used to specify, simulate, test, verify and generate code for the application to be built [9]. Each model is expressed by the concepts of a modeling language that is specified by means of a meta-model. A meta-model defines a set of valid models [5]. An M2M transformation is based on meta-models that are conformed by the source and target models of the transformation. These meta-models are said to be in support of M2M transformation.

In a forward engineering process, designers start with a high-level model, abstracting from all kinds of platform issues. Through a chain of M2M transformations, ending up with a model-to-text (M2T) transformation, the initial platform independent model transforms iteratively to a series of models with less degree of platform independency, introducing more and more platform specific extensions. Conversely, in a reverse engineering process, the abstraction level of models and degree of platform independency are increasing throughout the chain of transformations.

Here we present a part of our research efforts focused on meta-models relating to databases that we call database meta-models. These meta-models are in support of database M2M transformations. In [28] we proposed the classification of database meta-models as follows: i) data model (dm) meta-models; ii) generic database schema meta-models; iii) standard physical database schema meta-models; and iv) vendor-specific physical database schema meta-models.

In [29] we have proposed a meta-model of relational database schema concerning inclusion dependency (IND) constraints. Both meta-model of the relational database schema and meta-model of the Universal Relational Schema (URS) are presented there. In the context of forward engineering, these meta-models enable the platform independent specification of a broad class of INDs and the development of M2M and M2T transformations. The meta-model of INDs is important in the context of database and information system reverse engineering, too. A discovery of inclusion dependencies has attracted a lot of research interests together with methods for discovery of INDs. A formal specification of discovered INDs by means of proposed IND meta-model provides a better support of the automated reengineering and improvement of legacy databases.

Here we shift focus on M2M transformation of a physical database schema to a logical relational database schema. Therefore, we present one generic and one standard physical database schema meta-model. Generic database schema meta-models are based on theoretical foundations of a data model as it is, for example, relational data model. The relational data model is the focus of a continuous standardization process, and
therefore we have extracted the standard physical database schema meta-models according to the specific SQL standard. We have developed a meta-model of relational database schema (RDSMM), which can be classified as a generic database schema meta-model. Also, we developed a meta-model of a standard physical database schema (SPMM). We selected these meta-models, because they are in support of database model transformations that capture logical database schemas based on RDSMM from legacy databases based on SPMM. In this way, the extraction and conceptualization of a database schema from a legacy database is provided. Then, it can be analyzed, restructured or improved and it becomes the input of a forward engineering process to get a modernized database schema.

To specify and manage RDSMM and SPMM, we used the Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF) [16]. Both of these two meta-models are complex, and here we focus on their parts aimed at specifying multi-relational constraints, and particularly INDs. An overview of a complete meta-model of the relational database schema may be found in [28]. It comprises several modeling concepts, like: Attribute Constraint, Relation Scheme, Universal Relational Schema (URS) and Relational Database Schema.

Apart from Introduction and Conclusion the paper has five sections. Section 2 is devoted to the recall of basic notions. A generic database schema meta-model is presented in Section 3. A standard physical database schema meta-model is explained in Section 4. In Section 5 we present a case study of an M2M transformation. Related work is presented in Section 6.

2. Relational Database Schema

In this section, we briefly recall some basic notions of the relational data model used in the text to assist the reader in easier following the rest of the paper. They are borrowed from many sources, as well as [13] and [15], and are slightly adapted to the needs of our research.

Let $R$ be a finite set of attributes. For each attribute $A \in R$, the set of all its possible values is called the domain of $A$. The domain associated with an attribute $A$ is denoted by $\text{Dom}(A)$, and the set of possible values of attribute $A$ ($A$-values) is denoted by $\text{dom}(A)$ [25]. A domain constraint restricts allowed values within a certain domain. A tuple $t$ over $R = \{A_1, ..., A_m\}$ is a sequence of values $(a_1, ..., a_m)$ where: $\forall i \in \{1, ..., m\}, a_i \in \text{dom}(A_i)$. A relation over $R$, denoted with $r(R)$, is a set of tuples over $R$.

A universal relational schema (URS) is a pair $(R, UC)$, where $R$ is a set that contains all the attributes of the Universe of Discourse (UoD) with associated domain constraints, and $UC$ is a set of URS constraints that comprises a set of functional dependencies and non-trivial inclusion dependencies. $R$ is called universal attribute set (UAS). A universal relation $u(RAS)$ is a relation over the UAS. A functional dependency (FD) is a relationship that exists when each $X$-value uniquely determines a $Y$-value. Formally, given a set of attributes $R$, a functional dependency between attribute sets $X$ and $Y$ is represented as $X \rightarrow Y$, which specifies that $Y$ is functionally dependent on $X$. A non-trivial inclusion dependency is a statement of the form $[X] \subseteq [Y]$, where $X$ and $Y$ are non-empty sequences of attributes from UAS. The cardinalities of $X$ and $Y$ have to be equal (unlike the cardinalities of attribute sets $X$ and $Y$ in FD), and the corresponding sequence elements from $X$ and $Y$ have to be domain compatible (again,
Unlike FD. A universal relation \( u \) is said to satisfy the non-trivial inclusion dependency if for each tuple \( t \in u \) exists at least one tuple \( s \in u \) such that \( t[X] = s[Y] \), where \( t[X] \) represents the projection of tuple \( t \) on \( X \). There are different database design approaches ([15], [25]). One of them is based on the URS assumption. Using the set of FDs, the URS is decomposed into a set of relation schemes, resulting in a relational database schema.

Formally, a relational database schema is a pair \((S, I)\), where \( S \) is a finite set of relation schemes and \( I \) a finite set of multiple relational constraints. A relation scheme is a named pair \( N(R, C) \) where \( N \) is the name of relation scheme, \( R \) is a finite set of attributes (from UAS) and \( C \) a finite set of relational constraints. \( C \) contains attribute value constraints alongside with null constraints, tuple check constraints, uniqueness constraints and key constraints. A set of multiple relational constraints \( I \), contains extended tuple constraints (an example can be seen in [28]) and inclusion dependencies. Here we give only the definition of inclusion dependency.

Let \( N(R_i, C_i) \) and \( N(R_j, C_j) \) be two relation schemes, where \( N_i \) and \( N_j \) are their names, \( R_i \) and \( R_j \), their corresponding sets of attributes, and \( C_i \) and \( C_j \), their corresponding sets of relation scheme constraints. An inclusion dependency (IND) is a statement of the form \( N_i[LHS] \subseteq N_j[RHS] \), where \( LHS \) and \( RHS \) are non-empty sequences of attributes from \( R_i \) and \( R_j \), respectively. Having the inclusion operator \((\subseteq)\) orientated from the left to right we say that relation scheme \( N_i \) is on the left-hand side of the IND, while the relation scheme \( N_j \) is on its right-hand side. We use the indexes \( l \) and \( r \), and the names of attribute sequences \( LHS \) and \( RHS \), in order to indicate the left and right hand side of the IND, respectively. To define a validation rule of the IND we use the following notation: (i) the relation \( r(N_i) \) is a set of tuples \( u(R_i) \) (or just \( u \)) satisfying all constraints from the constraint set \( C_i \); (ii) \( X \)-value is a projection of a tuple \( u \) on the set of attributes \( X \); and (iii) according to the aforementioned orientation of the inclusion operator, \( r(N_i) \) is called the referencing relation, while \( r(N_j) \) is called the referenced relation. Informally, a database satisfies the inclusion dependency if the set of \( LHS \)-values in the referencing relation \( r(N_i) \) is a subset of the set of \( RHS \)-values in the referenced relation \( r(N_j) \).

There are two basic kinds of INDs: key-based INDs and non-key-based INDs. An IND is said to be key-based if the \( RHS \) is a key of the relation scheme \( N_j \). Otherwise, it is a non-key-based. More often a key-based IND is called referential integrity constraint (RIC). A non-key-based IND with a \( LHS \) that is a key of the relation scheme \( N_i \), where a \( RIC \) \( R_i[N_j[RHS]] \subseteq N_i[LHS] \) is specified at the same time, is called inverse referential integrity constraint (IRIC). The detailed explanation of these constraints may be found in [4].

In Fig. 1, a simplified part of a University database is given. The database satisfies inclusion dependencies:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Ind1: } & \text{Course}[	ext{DepID}] \subseteq \text{Department}[	ext{DepID}] \\
\text{Ind2: } & \text{Department}[	ext{DepID}] \subseteq \text{Course}[	ext{DepID}] \\
\text{Ind3: } & \text{Employed}_\text{At}[	ext{EID}] \subseteq \text{Employee}[	ext{EID}] \\
\text{Ind4: } & \text{Employee}[	ext{EID}] \subseteq \text{Employed}_\text{At}[	ext{EID}] \\
\text{Ind5: } & \text{Employed}_\text{At}[	ext{DepID}] \subseteq \text{Department}[	ext{DepID}] \\
\text{Ind6: } & \text{Taught}_\text{By}[	ext{DepID} + \text{CID}] \subseteq \text{Course}[	ext{DepID} + \text{CID}] \\
\text{Ind7: } & \text{Employee}[	ext{SupervisorId}] \subseteq \text{Employee}[	ext{EID}] \\
\text{Ind8: } & \text{Taught}_\text{By}[	ext{EID} + \text{DepID}] \subseteq \sigma_{\text{Position} = \text{"Prof." or Position = \text{"Ass."}} \text{Employee}[	ext{EID} + \text{DepID}].
\end{align*}
\]

Employed \_ \_ \_ \_ Employee[	ext{EID} + \text{DepID}].
Ind1, Ind3, Ind5, Ind6 and Ind7 are the RICs since DepID, EID, DepID, DepID + CID and EID on the RHS of INDs are the keys of relation schemes Department, Employee, Department, Course and Employee, respectively. Ind1, Ind3, Ind5 and Ind7 are unary RICs, since the cardinality of the attribute sequence is 1, while Ind6 is a binary RIC since the cardinality of the attribute sequence is 2. Generally, if the cardinality of attribute sequence is $n$, an IND is said to be $n$-ary. Ind7 from the relational database schema is the consequence of a non-trivial IND from URS: $\text{[SupervisorId]} \subseteq \{\text{EID}\}$, while other RICs are the consequence of the decomposition of URS. Ind2 and Ind4 are the IRICs since: i) there are specified RICs Ind1 and Ind3, respectively; and ii) DepID and EID on the LHS of Ind2 and Ind4 are the keys of relation schemes Department and Employee, respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Employee</th>
<th>Department</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EID</td>
<td>FName</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>003</td>
<td>Iva</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>007</td>
<td>Aca</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>009</td>
<td>Ina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>010</td>
<td>Mila</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Employed_At</th>
<th>Course</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EID</td>
<td>DepID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>003</td>
<td>D1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>007</td>
<td>D1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>007</td>
<td>D3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>009</td>
<td>D2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>010</td>
<td>D1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Taught_By</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EID</td>
<td>DepID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>003</td>
<td>D1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>007</td>
<td>D1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>007</td>
<td>D3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>009</td>
<td>D2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1. A part of University database

IND Ind8 requires further explanation. This type of IND is called extended IND [28] due to the fact that at least on the one side of the IND there is the natural join of two or more relation schemes. In our example, the RHS of the IND contains the natural join of two relation schemes Employed_At $\bowtie$ Employee. Ind8 is also an example of selective (conditional) IND ([8], [17], [28]). An IND is said to be selective if there is a selection condition at least on the one side of the IND. The semantics of constraint Ind8 is that a course can be taught only by an employee that is employed at the department that contains the course, and that the employee must be either professor or assistant. Therefore, a database with a relation Taught_by that would contain one of the tuples: (003, D3, 001, 1) or (010, D1, 002, 2) would not obey the constraint Ind8 and would not be formally consistent. The first tuple insertion would fail due to the fact that employee with $\text{EID} = 003$ is not employed at department D3, and the second due to the fact that employee with $\text{EID} = 010$ has the position of PR, and is neither a professor nor an assistant.
Integrity has always been an important issue for database design and implementation. Its importance grows with increasing demands regarding the quality and reliability of data. Integrity constraint specifications are translated into constraint enforcing mechanisms provided by the Database Management System (DBMS) used to implement a database. Most of the commercial DBMSs offer efficient declarative support for the domain constraints, null value constraints, uniqueness constraints and RICs (by means of foreign key constraints). On the contrary, non-key-based INDs are completely disregarded by actual RDBMSs, obliging the users to manage them via custom procedures or triggers. That is the reason why these kinds of constraints are ignored by database designers in a way that they do not recognize, specify and implement them. In the paper we present two meta-models of relational database constraints: the Generic Constraint Meta-Model (GCMM) and the Standard Constraint Meta-Model (SCMM). In that way two abstract syntaxes of two modeling languages are defined to enable database schema specification. That is a prerequisite for the development of M2M transformations that would enable automated transformation of a physical database schema extracted from a database to a relational database schema based on theoretical foundations of the relational data model. These specifications may be transformed into declarative scripts, procedures or triggers for integrity constraint enforcement supported by a DBMS. These transformations are M2T transformations. In the following section the fundamental GCMM concepts are presented.

3. **Fundamental Generic Constraint Meta-Modeling Concepts**

There are two approaches to perform relational database design: top-down (design by analysis) and bottom-up (design by synthesis). Top-down design methodology involves conceptual schema design (e.g., using Entity-Relational data model) followed by its mapping into relational database schema that can be improved in the subsequent analysis process. Bottom-up approach presupposes that the set of UoD attributes and functional dependencies among them have been given as a URS. Several algorithms may be used to decompose URS into a relational database schema. Our meta-model comprises modeling concepts to specify both: URS and relational database schema. Our main motive to design a meta-model of URS was to support the database design approaches based on the URS assumption and appliance of a synthesis algorithm to generate relational database schema starting with a URS. In our ongoing research we develop M2M transformations of legacy relational database schema into URS. We use our IIS*Studio development environment (presented in [3] and [22]) aimed at relational database schema generation and integration, to reengineer relational database schema and to further generate application prototype.

Fundamental GCMM concepts are presented in Fig. 2. *Project* concept encompasses **URS** concept and **RelationDBSchema** concept.
The Constraint is an abstract concept that has two properties: Deferrability and InitiallyDefer. Deferrability is aimed to specify whether or not constraint checking can be deferred until the end of the transaction. InitiallyDefer is used to specify the default
checking behavior for constraints that are deferrable. The Constraint is specialized as: URS constraint (abstract concept URSCon), relation scheme constraint (abstract concept RelationCon) or multi relation constraint (abstract concept ManyRelationCon). There are three types of URS constraints: domain, functional dependency and non-trivial inclusion dependency. A detailed description of URS constraint meta-model may be found in [29]. Relation scheme constraints are specialized as: attribute value constraints (AttValCon), uniqueness constraints (UniqueCon), key constraints (KeyCon) and check constraints (CheckCon). Inclusion dependencies (InclusionDependency) and extended tuple constraint concept (ExTupleCon) specialize ManyRelationCon concept. Hereinafter we give a detailed description of inclusion dependency meta-model.

3.1. Inclusion Dependency Meta-Model

The InclusionDependency modeling concept is abstract and it generalizes concepts for modeling several kinds of INDs listed in Section 2. As can be seen in Fig. 3, InclusionDependency is first specialized with ReferentialIntegrityCon and NonKeyBased IND. The first is a concrete modeling concept aimed at modeling RICs. The second concept is abstract and is further specialized with concrete modeling concepts: InverseReferentialIntegrityCon and NonInverseReferentialIntegrityCon aimed at modeling IRICs and other INDs (that are neither RIC nor IRIC), respectively. Each of these three concrete concepts is further specialized with concrete concepts aimed at modeling: extended RICs, extended IRICs and others extended INDs. The InclusionDependency modeling concept has two properties: SelectionCon_L and SelectionCon_R that are used to specify selection conditions on the left or right side of IND. These properties are optional and if at least one of them is specified that implies that the modeled constraint is selective (conditional) IND. The third property ReferencingType is used to specify whether the referencing is default, partial or full, for n-ary INDs. For unary INDs there are no differences between these referencing types.

The relation schemes specified in an IND may have two roles: referencing, if it is on the LHS of the IND and referenced, if it is on the RHS of the IND. In Fig. 3, roles are modeled with concrete concepts RoleReferenced and RoleReferencing. For the referenced role, critical database operations that may violate the IND constraint are deletes and updates, and for the referencing role, critical operations are inserts and updates. The RoleReferenced and RoleReferencing concepts contain properties aimed at specifying the actions that would take place to preserve database from violation of an IND constraint in case when a critical operation occurs.

For an IND it has to be specified at least one relation scheme in each of the roles. If an IND is an extended RIC, than at least one more relation scheme must be specified as the referencing role of the IND. In the case of extended IRICs at least one more relation scheme must be specified as the referenced role of IND. For other extended INDs at least one more relation schema has to be specified as the referencing or as the referenced role of the IND.

For each IND, the attribute sequences on the LHS and RHS of the IND must be specified. In particular, for a RIC on the RHS is specified a key of a referenced relation scheme and for an IRIC on the LHS is specified a key of a referencing relation scheme, instead of an arbitrary attribute sequence.
OCL Invariants to Improve Constraint Meta-Model Semantics

A meta-model defines the modeling language, i.e. the constructs that can be used to make a model and, consequently, defines a set of valid models [5]. Meta-models presented in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 comprise a lot of knowledge about the real system (relational database schema) that would be modeled by means of it. But, it is still not enough. In order to improve the semantics of our meta-model we use Object Constraint Language (OCL) to specify constraints concerning modeling concepts that can not be expressed solely by means of UML class diagram concepts. Here we present some OCL constraint examples.

In Fig. 4, an OCL invariant is presented that enables checking if the sequence of attributes on the LHS of a RIC belongs to the set of attributes of the relation scheme that is specified as the referencing in the RIC. In addition, it checks if the key specified at the RHS of a RIC is a key of the relation scheme specified as referenced in the RIC.

A similar OCL invariant for the extended RIC can be seen in Fig. 5. The difference is in the fact that attributes for attribute sequence must belong to at least one of the relation schemes specified as referencing in the RIC.

In addition to checking of conformance between attribute sets and specified relation schemes, in Fig. 6 is presented an OCL invariant that checks if the appropriate RIC is specified for an IRIC.
Fig. 4. OCL invariant for RIC attribute checking

Fig. 5. OCL invariant for extended RIC attributes checking

Fig. 6. OCL invariant for the RIC – IRIC pair existence checking

4. Fundamental Standard Constraint Meta-Model Concepts

The relational data model is a superior logical data model and the acceptance of RDBMSs is widespread, too. Structured Query Language (SQL) is currently available in most commercial and open-source RDBMSs. It is also the focus of a continuous standardization process, resulting in SQL standards (the current revision is: SQL:2011, ISO/IEC 9075:2011). RDBMS products more or less comply with an SQL standard. Here we propose a standard physical database schema meta-model (Fig. 7). Instead of attribute and relation scheme concepts from GCMM, in SCMM there are column (Column) and table (Table) concepts, respectively. The Constraint abstract concept has the same properties, as the corresponding concept in GCMM. There are four concepts to specialize the Constraint concept: check constraint (CheckCon), primary key constraint (PrimaryKeyCon), uniqueness constraint (UniqueCon) and foreign key constraint (ForeignKey). The UniqueCon and PrimaryKeyCon concepts indirectly specialize the Constraint concept, via their generalization (PKeyUnique). A detailed description of SCMM, alongside with appropriate OCL invariants may be found in [3].
In the next section an illustration of an M2M transformation is presented. The transformation is based on SCMM and GCMM.

Fig. 7. Fundamental SCMM concepts
5. Case Study – Model-To-Model Transformation

To specify and manage presented meta-models we used the Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF), Eclipse Juno 4.2.1. and OCL 3.2.1. After specifying the meta-model, a fully functional Eclipse editor can be generated for it. The editor guides a database schema specification process and ensures the conformance of the database schema with the proposed meta-model. By means of such an editor, we have specified a relational database scheme of the University database whose part is presented in Section 2. In Fig. 8, the conceptual database schema of the University database is visually represented by means of a UML class diagram to facilitate better understanding of database constructs and relationships between them. The relational database schema University contains the set of relation schemes: Employee, University, Department, WorkSite, Course, EmployedAt and Taught_By, accompanied with the set of multi-relational constraints. The detailed specification of the aforementioned relational database schema may be found in [28].

![Fig. 8. The conceptual database schema of University database](image)

A part of University_PDBS database schema modeled by means of the Eclipse editor generated from presented SCMM is shown in Fig. 9 (a). In this example it is captured from database repository.

In Fig. 9 (b) a part of the University_SDBS is presented. It is the output of the University_PDBS2University_SDBS model-to-model transformation that is based on SCMM and GCMM. The transformation will transform a vendor specific physical database schema that conforms to the SQL standard database schema, into generic, relational database schema. The Atlas Transformation Language (ATL) is used to implement University_PDBS2University_SDBS transformation.

In Fig. 10 (a), ATL rules for mapping the ForeignKey concept onto ReferentialIntegrity Con are presented. Rules for mapping the ForeignKey concept onto the NonInvReferentialIntegrityCon concept are shown in Fig. 10 (b).
6. Related Work

Meta-modeling is widely spread area of research. OMG's Model-Driven Architecture (MDA) [26] currently is the most mature formulation of the MDSE paradigm. It refers to a high-level description of an application as a Platform Independent Model (PIM) and a more concrete implementation-oriented description as a Platform Specific Model (PSM) [26]. The OMG’s Meta Object Facility (MOF) defines the metadata architecture that lies at the heart of MDA [24]. MOF is used to define semantics and structure of
generic meta-models or domain specific ones. There are numerous references covering MOF based meta-models.

In the paper [14], Eessaar explained why it is advantageous to create meta-model of a data model. He demonstrated that a meta-model could be used in order to find similarities and differences between other data models. Polo, Garcia-Rodriguez and Piattini in [27] propose a very simplified relational and object-oriented meta-model. A similar, simplified RDBMS meta-model is presented in [32], by Wang, Shen and Chen. Vara et al. in [31] presented Oracle 10g meta-model that can be classified as vendor-specific physical database schema meta-model. Lano and Kolahdouz-Rahimi in [20] and [21] propose a rather simplified relational database model not discerning standard and vendor specific constructs. SQL standard meta-models can be found in Calero et al. [11] and del Castillo et al. [12]. The importance of generic models is emphasized by Atzeni, Gianforme and Cappellari in [1] and [2]. Cabot and Teniente in [10] and Cabot et al. in [9] present an OCL meta-model and a case study where they used a simplified UML class meta-model, that can be classified as a generic database schema meta-model. The paper of Gogolla et al. [18] is interesting in another context: it presents the intensional and extensional ER/relation meta-models. The relational database schema meta-models that we presented in this paper are intensional meta-models. Our future research has to consider extensional database meta-models, too.

Most of the presented database meta-models can be classified as standard physical database schema meta-models or vendor-specific physical database schema meta-models. On the contrary, our relational database schema meta-model is generic database schema meta-model and it comprises a broader set of concepts with more properties than the aforementioned database meta-models. Such a meta-model will enable the creation of semantically rich models of relational database schemas. Such models can be further transformed through the chain of M2M and M2T transformations, ending up with automatically generated executable program code for the implementation of all specified database constraints.

There is one more issue that is important in the context of results presented in this paper. Inclusion dependency discovery has attracted a lot of research interests from the communities of database design, machine learning and knowledge discovery. Bauckmann, Leser, and Naumann in [6], Koeller and Rundensteiner in [19] and De Marchi, Lopes and Petit in [23] propose different techniques to discover INDs. In recent years, some studies to extend traditional inclusion dependencies have been made, like Bravo, Fan and Ma in [8] and Fan in [17]. The methods for conditional IND discovery are suggested, too. Bi and Shan in [7] notify new interest in dependencies to extend traditional dependencies, such as conditional functional dependencies and conditional inclusion dependencies. They state that data dependencies play an important role in data repair, too. Once discovered, INDs would be properly specified by means of a meta-model that is semantically rich enough. We have developed our meta-models keeping that in mind.

7. Conclusion

Some kinds of relational database constraints are well-known and can be implemented by the declarative DBMS mechanisms, like the key constraint and the referential
integrity constraint. However, some kinds of constraints are not recognized by contemporary DBMSs and have to be implemented through the procedural mechanisms. Very often these kinds of constraints are ignored by database designers in a way that they do not recognize, specify and implement them. The striking examples are some kinds of inclusion dependency (IND) constraints, like: inverse referential integrity constraint, conditional IND and extended IND. In the paper we present a part of our research efforts focused on meta-models relating to databases. We developed a generic meta-model of relational database schema and a standard physical database schema meta-model. Here we deal with their parts concerning multi-relational constraints: inclusion dependencies in the generic meta-model and foreign key constraint in the standard meta-model. We consider all kinds of constraints as important to be specified and implemented. In the context of forward engineering, the proposed generic database meta-model will enable platform independent specification of a broad class of INDs and development of further M2M and M2T transformations ending up with executable program code. On the other side, a meta-model of INDs is important in the context of database and information system reengineering, too. Considering growing interest in IND discovery in legacy databases, we plan to integrate these results with our IIS*Studio development environment. That would enable the reconstruction of a relational database schema and its improvement through the mechanisms implemented in IIS*Studio.
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Abstract. In this paper we present an approach for reusing agent-based reasoning
capabilities by making them available for invocation as Web services. In this way,
we provide the missing link between the highly interoperable Web services and the
autonomicity and intelligence of agent-based systems, so that the latter can be seam-
lessly integrated into the knowledge-rich Semantic Web environment without being
compromised by isolated communication platforms and languages or restricted to
only one or just few reasoning formalisms. We have achieved this by extending
the EMERALD framework for agent based reasoning with a Web service interface.
Our approach is exemplified by the development of an online system for intelligent
brokering of apartment rentals. The broker intelligence is captured as a defeasible
knowledge base, while its problem solving process involves the invocation of third
party defeasible reasoning Web services included into the EMERALD framework.

Keywords: Web service, reasoning, software agent, UML.

1. Introduction

The Web was originally envisioned as a platform for information dissemination to human
consumers. The next generation of Web systems shifted its interest to make that informa-
tion available for machine consumption by realizing that Web data can be reused for vari-
ous problem solving purposes. This idea was put into practice through the development
of the Semantic Web [2] that promotes the enrichment of Web content with meaningful
semantic metadata.

In parallel with the progress of the Semantic Web, the field of distributed systems has
seen a progress by the proposal of a new approach known as service oriented architec-
ture. By promoting the new ideas of interoperability and integration, the adoption of this
approach enabled the development of significantly more complex distributed applications
by integration of various existing or new heterogeneous components.

Rapidly, this idea was embraced by the Web community resulting in the adoption of
the service oriented architecture as a method for developing more complex Web-based
applications using the Web services concepts, standards and technologies. Naturally, the
areas of the Semantic Web and Web services converged to the new concept of Semantic
Web services. They can be broadly understood either as Web services whose description
is enhanced with semantic metadata to allow automated discovery and composition,
or as Web services capable of providing declarative semantics in the form of reasoning
methods, beyond the operational semantics of procedural invocation.
Software agents are defined as computer systems situated in an environment that are able to achieve their objectives by: (i) acting autonomously, i.e. by deciding themselves what to do, and (ii) being sociable, i.e. by interacting with other software or human agents \[33\]. If we place software agents into the Web environment then we can easily regard them as a potential incarnation of the Semantic Web vision. According to this view, the Semantic Web is regarded as a Web of semantic services that are provided and consumed by software agents over the Web protocols.

We already have service provisioning agents that act similarly with Web services being able to provide reasoning services \[18\] or negotiation services \[9\]. However, we have noticed that there are both conceptual and technological “missing links” between software agents and Web services in the context of the Semantic Web. From the conceptual point of view, services lack autonomy and they are rather passive components that behave reactively by waiting to be invoked by client software. They also lack social abilities, as well as the ability to adapt and evolve. On the other hand agents have interesting features regarding autonomy, sociability and adaptivity. From the technological point of view, multi-agent systems are developed using specialized packages and deployed on distributed multi-agent platforms. Those platforms are providing appropriate middleware services required for running distributed multi-agent systems \[7\]. Moreover, while available for invocation within the agent platform, agent services are not immediately available for invocation over the Web. In this paper we propose a system that integrates and updates existing software tools to enable the invocation of agent reasoning services over the Web. In particular we highlight the problems, as well as our solution details of the integration process of a defeasible reasoning service into a coherent system for supporting a realistic e-commerce scenario in the domain of brokering apartment rental.

Our work contributes to bridging gap between software agents and Web services in the context of the Semantic Web. Using our approach, a Web application can reuse a set of declarative rules that capture valuable knowledge about the various constraints, requirements and particularities of the problem domain. The knowledge can be represented using one of the available rule-based knowledge representation formalisms. Using our extension, Web applications can exploit this knowledge by invoking appropriate reasoning services over the Web protocols on specific sets of facts that capture the particular instance of the problem in hand.

The main contributions reported in this paper can be summarized as follows:

(i) The extension of EMERALD multi-agent knowledge-based framework \[17\] to enable the exposure of agent-based reasoning services as Web services.

(ii) The development of a prototype system supporting a realistic scenario for intelligent brokering of apartment rentals. The broker intelligence is captured as a defeasible knowledge base, while its problem solving process involves the invocation of third party defeasible reasoning Web services included into the EMERALD framework. The prototype provides a Web-based user interface, incorporates a rule-based knowledge base about user preferences and invokes external Web services for reasoning. This prototype is intended as a proof-of-concept for checking the viability of our proposed approach.

Note that, although in our experimental system we used the particular DR Reasoner included into the EMERALD framework \[16\] and the scenario involves an e-commerce
brokering activity for apartments rental, the presented approach is general and customizable so it can be also applied (i) to other types of reasoners, as well as (ii) to other application domains.

The paper is structured as follows. In section 2 we give an overview of background results and software tools that we have utilized to develop our prototype system and we also provide a review of related works. Section 3 introduces our method for exposing agent-based reasoners incorporated into EMERALD as Web services. The method was used for the development of the DR Web Service for defeasible reasoning. In section 4 we present our use case and we outline the design and implementation of an intelligent broker for the domain of apartment rental. Section 5 presents the details of our experiment carried out with the prototype system. The last section presents our conclusions and identifies a number of paths for continuing this research.

2. Background and Related Works

In this section we provide a brief overview of software platforms and components used in our proposed system, as well as an outlook to the results and related works from the literature.
2.1. Background

EMERALD [17], see Fig. 1, is a multi-agent knowledge-based framework, based on the Semantic Web and FIPA standards [10], that enables reusability and interoperability of behavior between agents. It is built on Jade [4], a reliable and widely used framework. EMERALD supported so far the implementation of various applications, like brokering and agent negotiations. It provides a generic, reusable agent prototype for knowledge-customizable agents (KC-Agents), consisted of an agent model (KC Model), a directory service (AYPS - Advanced Yellow Pages Service) and external Java methods (Basic Java Library). Hence, EMERALD supports service provisioning by allowing agent service descriptions to be published onto the “yellow pages” service - known as Directory Facilitator (DF) in FIPA and Jade. Whenever a consumer agent decides to outsource a certain function, it can search the AYPS for an appropriate service that meets its specific requirements. AYPS actually provides a service retrieval ability, which groups and sorts the registered (advertised) services according, among others, to their domain and their synonyms, allowing (requesting) agents to make complex queries and receive the best available service. Yet since trust has been recognized as a key issue in Semantic Web Multi-agent Systems, EMERALD adopts a variety of reputation mechanisms, both decentralized and centralized [26].

Another important issue in this framework is reasoning interoperability. Agents do not necessarily share a common rule or logic formalism, thus, it is vital for them to find a way to exchange their position arguments seamlessly. To this end, EMERALD proposes the use of Reasoners [18], which are actually agents that offer reasoning services to the rest of the agent community. This approach does not rely on translation between rule formalisms, but on exchanging the results of the reasoning process of the rule base over the input data. The receiving agent uses an external reasoning service to grasp the semantics of the rule base, namely the set of entailments of the knowledge base. Thus, although Reasoners are built as agents, actually they act more like Web services.

Currently, EMERALD implements a number of Reasoners that offer reasoning services in two major reasoning paradigms: deductive rules and defeasible logic. Deductive reasoning is based on classical logic arguments, where conclusions are proved to be valid, when the premises of the argument (i.e. rule conditions) are true. Defeasible reasoning [23], on the other hand, constitutes a non-monotonic rule-based approach for efficient reasoning with incomplete and inconsistent information, which is useful in many applications, such as security policies, business rules, e-contracting, personalization, brokering and agent negotiations.

Among these Reasoners available in EMERALD, DR-Reasoner based on DR-DEVICE [3] has an exceptional interest. It is based on defeasible logic (DL), a nonmonotonic logic which is capable of modeling the way intelligent agents, like humans, draw reasonable conclusions from inconclusive information. Knowledge in DL is represented in the form of facts and rules. Facts are indisputable statements, represented either in form of states of affairs or actions that have been performed. On the other hand, rules describe the relationship between premises and conclusion. Three types of rules are available strict rules, defeasible rules and defeaters. Strict rules \((A_1, \ldots, A_n \rightarrow B)\) are rules in the classical sense: whenever the premises are indisputable then so is the conclusion. Thus, they can be used for definitional clauses. Defeasible rules \((A_1, \ldots, A_n \Rightarrow B)\) are rules that can be defeated by contrary evidence. Defeaters \((A \rightsquigarrow p)\), finally, are used to prevent
conclusions, not to support them which is actually the main concept in DL. This logic
does not support contradictory conclusions, instead seeks to resolve conflicts.

Hence, in cases where there is some support for concluding $A$ but there is also support
for concluding $\neg A$, namely where there are conflicting (mutually exclusive) literals, no
conclusion can be derived unless one of them has priority over the other. This priority
is expressed through a superiority relation among rules which defines priorities among
them; namely where one rule may override the conclusion of another rule. For example,
suppose that there is a conflict set $\{\{c(x), c(d)\mid x \neq d\}$; it is consisted of two compet-
ing rules $r_1 (r_1 : a(X) \Rightarrow c(X))$ and $r_2 (r_2 : b(X) \Rightarrow c(X))$, where $r_2$ could be
superior ($r_2 > r_1$). To this end, DR Reasoner in order to exploit the DL’s capabilities
uses, as already mentioned, the DR-DEVICE inference system. DR-DEVICE is capable
of reasoning about RDF metadata over multiple Web sources using defeasible logic rules.
More specifically, DR-DEVICE accepts as input the address of a defeasible logic rule
base, written in DR-RuleML language, an extension of the OORuleML syntax. The rule
base contains the rules and one or more RDF documents that contain the facts for the rule
program, while the final conclusions are exported as an RDF document. Furthermore,
DR-DEVICE supports all defeasible logic features, like rule types, rule superiorities etc.,
applies two types of negation (strong, negation-as-failure) and conflicting (mutually ex-
clusive) literals. DR-DEVICE is based on a CLIPS-based implementation of deductive
rules. The core of the system consists of a translation of defeasible knowledge into a
set of deductive rules, including derived and aggregate attributes. The implementation is
declarative as it interprets the not operator using Well-Founded Semantics \[11\].

An important aspect of our approach was the integration of multi-agent technolo-
gies with Web services. Authors of \[25\] provide a good overview of such possibilities
with a special focus on interoperability between FIPA (Foundation for Intelligent Phys-
ical agents) and Web services. Among them, a useful tool for our own work is the Jade
Web service Integration Gateway – WSIG (see \[4\], chapter 10). It allows the provision of
Jade agent services as Web services. In particular, services provided by Reasoner agents
available in EMERALD framework can be exposed as Web services. This allows the con-
venient incorporation of reasoning functions into complex Semantic Web applications.

2.2. Related Works

Concerning interoperability, Rule Responder \[5\] is quite similar to EMERALD. It builds
a service-oriented methodology and a rule-based middleware for interchanging rules in
virtual organizations. It demonstrates the interoperation of distributed platform-specific
rule execution environments, with Reaction RuleML as a platform-independent rule inter-
change format. It has a similar view of reasoning service for agents and usage of RuleML
but it is not based on FIPA specifications. EMERALD supports multiple rule formalisms
via trusted third-party reasoning services rather than a single rule interchange language.
In EMERALD, Reasoners instead of interchanging rule bases using a specific rule lan-
guage, they have a simpler, but more general interface, that requires just the URL or the
file path of the rulebase, in the form of Java Strings. This information is exchanged via
ACL messages either from a requesting agent to a rule engine or from the rule engine to
the requesting agent. Hence, it is up to the requesting agent to provide the appropriate
files, by taking each time into consideration the rule engines’ specifications. For instance,
an agent who wants to use the DR-DEVICE rule engine has to provide valid RuleML
files. To this end, whenever a Reasoner receives a new valid request, it launches a new instance of the associated reasoning engine that performs inference. Reasoners actually act like proxies, allowing other agents to contact with the appropriate rule engines with low computational and time cost. Otherwise, each single agent should have had hard-coded rule engines for every rule or logic formalism, which is infeasible. Moreover, EMERALD provides trust mechanisms that ensure the reliability of each agent or Reasoner, in particular, acting in the environment. Hence, it is ensured that Reasoners in EMERALD are trusted parties that have no access or interference in agents’ internal information.

A similar to EMERALD architecture for intelligent agents is presented in [32], where reasoning engines are employed as plug-in components, while agents intercommunicate via FIPA-based communication protocols. The framework is build on top of the OPAL agent platform [24] and, similarly to EMERALD, features distinct types of reasoning services that are implemented as reasoner agents. The featured reasoning engines are 3APL [8], JPRS (Java Procedural Reasoning System) and ROC (Rule-driven Object-oriented Knowledge-based System). 3APL agents incorporate BDI logic elements and first-order logic features, providing constructs for implementing agent beliefs, declarative goals, basic capabilities and reasoning rules. JPRS agents perform goal-driven procedural reasoning and each JPRS agent is composed of a world model (agent beliefs), a plan library, a plan executor (reasoning module) and a set of goals. Finally, ROC agents are composed of a working memory, a rule-base (consisting of first-order, forward-chaining production rules) and a conflict set. The primary difference between the two frameworks lies in the variety of reasoning services offered by EMERALD. While the three reasoners featured in [8] are all based on declarative rule languages, EMERALD proposes a variety of reasoning services, including deductive, defeasible and modal defeasible reasoning, thus, comprising a more integrated solution. Furthermore, EMERALD not only features trust and reputation mechanisms but also it is based on the Semantic Web standards, like, for rule and data interchange.

The One Ring project [22] on the other hand is a promising scripting rules engine service. It aims to be used as a Web service (SOA) for multiple applications to gain access to scripted processing of arbitrary parameters. It centralizes processing of common or business rules for multiple applications that need access to the same rules. Rules are defined using a simple language understood by domain experts. The primary difference between One Ring and EMERALD lies in the variety of reasoning services offered by EMERALD. While One Ring supports only a simple but not widely understood language, EMERALD proposes a variety of reasoning services, including deductive, defeasible and modal defeasible reasoning. Yet EMERALD, featuring additionally trust mechanisms, comprises a more integrated solution complying with the Semantic Web standards. However, both approached share a similar view of rule importance and usage.

Our literature review revealed also a number of systems and approaches that combine distributed multi-agent systems, reasoning services and the Semantic Web technologies for the development of application in several areas including: medical rehabilitation, agent auctions, supply-chain management, and service personalization.

Reference [29] proposes an ontology-based medical rehabilitation system called OntoRis that provides rehabilitation-related expertise to patients and therapists. The system uses agent technology for exploring and integrating external knowledge resources into the application. Sharing of users experience is encouraged in OntoRis with the help of an
Web 2.0-enabled discussion forum. To ensure a certain level of correctness of information, the users experience in the forum is filtered by evidence-based medicine, thus only certified information will be integrated into OntoRis. The OntoRis component incorporates an ontology and a reasoning engine. Nevertheless, while OntoRis agents are useful for information searching and knowledge enhancement, they have no role in the automation of reasoning processes, requiring either the manual intervention of the OntoRis administrator, as well as knowledge certification via methods of evidence-based medicine.

Knowledge-based declarative approaches are also useful for the specification of interaction mechanisms between software agents. Reference [21] proposes a declarative framework for auctions mechanisms in multi-agent systems. The key point of the proposal is the factoring of the model into two architectural components, the auction host and the auction participants. Their interaction is governed by a protocol with a declarative specification decomposed into: generic negotiation protocol (GNP), declarative negotiation mechanism (DNM) and custom negotiation mechanism (CNS). The GNP makes possible the interaction between auction host and auction participants. The specific rules of a particular auction are described using the DNM, while the CNS captures the strategic behavior which is private to each auction participant. A prototype implementation of this model is proposed using the Jason agent programming language [6]. This implementation benefitted from several features of Jason including: Belief-Desire-Intention model, Prolog-style rule-based reasoning, meta-programming and extensibility. Nevertheless, a cleaner separation between the CNS and DNM is desirable, especially taking into account that negotiation strategies could require more specialized types of reasonings, for example to account for priorities or conflicts between strategy rules.

Authors of reference [31] propose an ontology-based approach for capturing negotiation knowledge in supply chain management multi-agent systems. Similarly to [21], negotiation knowledge is partitioned into shared negotiation ontology and private negotiation ontology to ensure agent communicative interoperability and privacy of strategic knowledge. The agents’ negotiation ability is further enhanced with private inference rules defined on top of private negotiation ontology. Nevertheless, although conceptually quite similar to [21], the implementation approach is different. It is based on Jade multi-agent platform and Jess expert system shell [12], as well as on the Semantic Web technologies OWL and SWRL [30].

Personalization is an important concern in context-aware applications. Authors of [27] propose a method that combines ontological modeling of user profiles, rule-based personalization mechanisms and service-oriented architecture for providing personalized Help-on-Demand services to mobile users in pervasive environments. The flexibility of the method is achieved by using an intelligent personalization service that incorporates a rule-based knowledge and a reasoning engine. While interesting, one limitation of this approach is that it is restricted to a single type of reasoning based on standard forward chaining for determining cause-effect relationships.

Reference [20] proposes the use of agent-based Web services to enhance collaboration within a supply chain of retailers, manufacturers and suppliers. However, rather than looking at the possibilities for integrating agent and Web services technologies to enhance flexibility of reasoning, the paper is focused on defining and experimentally evaluating of two scenarios: (i) independence level, where collaboration is kept minimal by letting agents have individual goals and communicate minimally by peer-to-peer information
exchange, and (ii) collaboration level, by letting partner agents develop strategic relationships through intense communication thus allowing to achieve global goals for the entire supply chain.

3. Agent-Based Reasoning Web Services

The aim of this section is to introduce the design and implementation of a Reasoning Web Service. An external Web-based application will be able to invoke this Web service by providing a rulebase and an initial set of facts. The Web service returns the output of the reasoning process to the invoker application as a set of resulted facts.

3.1. Architecture and Design

Our design presents a method for wrapping an EMERALD reasoning service as a Web service using the Jade WSIG. For that purpose we exploit:

– The architecture and interoperability protocols of Reasoner agents inside EMERALD framework.
– The architecture of Jade WSIG.

The Reasoning Web Service takes as input a rule base represented in RuleML and outputs a result file using a simple request-reply interaction protocol. The meaning of the rulesbase, as well as of the initial set of facts is application dependent. It must be appropriately defined and interpreted by the client application in the context of the application domain of the system that is using the reasoning process.

The rulebase will specify a link to an RDF file containing an initial set of facts using the `rdf:import` attribute of RuleML. The output of the reasoning process is determined as an RDF file and saved by the Reasoning Web Service in a temporary location on the service side, while its URL is returned to the client. Consequently, the client will be able to download the result file and further process it according to the application requirements.

The architecture of the Reasoning Web Service is shown in Fig. 2. In particular, this diagram shows the relation between EMERALD, Jade, WSIG and the “outside world”. The Reasoning Web Service is hosted by a Web server and implemented with the help of a WSIG servlet that handles reasoning requests. The servlet is interfaced with Jade via a special agent – the WSIG agent using a special component known as the Jade Gateway. The WSIG agent is able to pass reasoning requests to the appropriate Reasoner agent of the EMERALD framework, as well as to return reasoning results to the WSIG servlet.

For the design of the Reasoning Web Service we have produced an UML activity diagram that shows the activities of the client application and the reasoning platform, shown in Fig. 3 as well as an UML sequence diagram detailing the interactions between them, shown in Fig. 4. For the reasoning platform we show two actors, namely the Reasoning Web Service which was developed by us, as well as the Reasoner which is part of EMERALD. The system functioning can be better understood if we follow both diagrams.

The Client Application invokes the Reasoning Web Service (interaction 1 in Fig. 4) by passing it the `rulebase`. The Reasoning Web Service simply extracts the `rulebase` from the request and forwards it to the Reasoner Agent (interaction 2 in Fig. 4). The result
Fig. 2. Block diagram of Reasoning Web Service.
Fig. 3. Roles and activities in the Reasoning Web Service.

Fig. 4. Roles interaction in the Reasoning Web Service.
Fig. 5. WSDL of the DR Web service.

of the reasoning process expressed in RDF (resultsRDF) is returned to the Reasoning Web Service (interaction 3 in Fig. 4). The Reasoning Web Service publishes the RDF file to a temporary URL and then returns this URL (resultsURL) to the Client Application (interaction 4 in Fig. 4). The Client Application receives the URL and consequently can download the RDF file and further process it according to the application requirements. The temporary RDF file containing the reasoning results will reside on the Web server that hosts the Reasoning Web Service for a preestablished finite amount of time. When this time elapses the results file will be automatically purged, as can be seen in Fig. 4.
3.2. Implementation

For demonstration purposes we have only addressed the integration of the DR Reasoner agent available in EMERALD into our prototype system. Nevertheless, the principles behind this integration process are the same for any other Reasoner that is part of the EMERALD platform. As a general procedure, a Reasoner (including the DR Reasoner): (i) receives a rulebase that contains the knowledge base as a set of rules expressed for interoperability purposes using RuleML, as well as possibly one or more RDF files containing initial facts that are required for the reasoning process, (ii) performs the reasoning and (iii) returns the reasoning result as an RDF file.

For the implementation we have used the Jade WSIG add-on [13] that gives the possibility of invoking agent services exposed as Web services from Web service clients. WSIG provides the standard Web services stack including: WSDL service descriptions, SOAP message transport and UDDI “yellow pages” repository. WSIG runs as part of a Web application powered by a Web server and a servlet container. WSIG incorporates the WSIG servlet and the WSIG agent and acts as a gateway between the Web application and the Jade multi-agent system. The WSIG servlet handles SOAP over HTTP requests, extracts the SOAP content, maps it to an agent action and passes it to the WSIG agent. After the action execution, WSIG servlet converts the result received from the WSIG agent to SOAP, prepares a SOAP over HTTP reply and sends it back to the Web client (see Fig. 2). The implementation follows the architecture diagram shown in Fig. 2.

The WSIG add-on provides a method for exposing Jade agent services whose descriptions are published in the Directory Facilitator (DF) agent as Web services. For this purpose, the DF description of an agent service is automatically mapped by WSIG onto an WSDL description. For example, the WSDL for the reasoning service provided by DR Reasoner is shown in Fig. 5. Analyzing this example we observe that this WSDL file defines a Web service named Defeasible_Reasoning_Service that was derived from the description of the Defeasible_Reasoning_Service service provided by DR Reasoner agent.

The WSDL is structured in an abstract part, containing data types, messages and operations specification, followed by a concrete part, containing bindings and services specification [1]. The abstract part contains: (i) type definitions specified using XML Schema – the \texttt{wsdl:type} section; (ii) message types, specified as \texttt{wsdl:message} sections; and (iii) port types that represent service interfaces (expressed using \texttt{wsdl:porttype} element) made up of sets of operations, represented as \texttt{wsdl:operation} elements. For example our Defeasible_Reasoning_Service Web service has an interface with a single operation that takes two parameters: an input parameter representing a \texttt{DRReasoningRequest} message and an output parameter representing a \texttt{DRReasoningResponse} message. Going deeper, for example the \texttt{DRReasoningRequest} message transports an object of type \texttt{DRReasoning} that encapsulates a value named \texttt{inputRulemlPath} representing the URL of the rulebase that is passed to the service. The concrete part contains bindings for operations and messages (element \texttt{wsdl:binding}) and service endpoints specification (element \texttt{wsdl:port}). For example, Defeasible_Reasoning_Service Web service exchanges messages that are specified in “document” style and are formatted using SOAP and transported over HTTP. This binding is combined with the URL where this service is available: http://ids.software.ucv.ro:8080/KSWAN/ws/Defeasible_Reasoning_Service.
4. Web-Enabled Intelligent Broker

This section contains the details of the use case, as well as the design and implementation of our prototype Web-enabled Intelligent Broker that is using third party reasoning services provided by our Reasoning Web Service.

4.1. Use Case

We consider the intelligent broker use case introduced in [3] and we adapt it for the Web environment. The actors of this use case are:

(i) The User that represents a buyer interested to purchase or rent an apartment.

(ii) The Broker that matches buyer requested features with seller capabilities and recommends one or more possible transactions that meet the requirements of both trading parties.

(iii) The EMERALD framework that provides on-demand third party reasoning services for supporting the "intelligence" of the Broker.

Placing the actors in the Web environment, the situation presents as follows. The User is using a Web browser to connect to the Broker Web site and to search for apartment offers. The business of the Broker is powered by a Web application that provides at least the following two functionalities: (i) to assist the human users looking for renting apartments to search for suitable offers according to their requirements; (ii) to allow landlords to describe and publish their offers. Apartment offers will be registered and saved in a database that is available to the Web application of the Broker. In this work we assume the existence of this database and we shall only focus on the User side that is looking for renting or buying a suitable apartment.

The intelligence of the Broker is driven by a knowledge base. However, taking into account the large variety of knowledge representation formalisms, in particular based on rules, the Broker decided to outsource its reasoning functions to a third party reasoning platform (EMERALD in this case) that provides trusted reasoning capabilities that can be invoked over the Web as Web services. Separating the representation of the Broker intelligence from the reasoning services has the advantage that the Broker can update the knowledge-base according to the interests of the User. This update can either involve the update of the rules, as well as the adoption of a new rule representation formalism that better fits the User needs.

Briefly, the brokering use case proceeds as follows. In the first step the User connects to the Broker Web site and receives a form where he or she can fill-in his or her request. When the input process is finished, the Broker generates a parameterized rulebase represented using RuleML and an RDF file that contains parameter values specified by the User. Parameters can specify for example: minimum number of bedrooms, maximum floor, minimum size of the garden (in $m^2$), if pets are allowed or not, maximum price for a central or suburb location, extra price per $m^2$ (above the minimum preferred size), the minimum preferred size, the available budget.

A more difficult task is however to provide the User with the facility of describing his or her general preferences, like for example: main preference is the cheapest option, second preference is the presence of a garden, and third preference is additional space,
or preferences that cannot be easily parameterized, like for example: “if the flat is on the 3rd floor or above the presence of an elevator is necessary”. Therefore we have simplified the scenario by restricting our attention to a “prototypical user” for whom we defined a rulebase characterized by a given fixed set of parameters. The rulebase captures the “intelligence” of the Broker in understanding the preferences of a typical User, while the specific values of the parameters are input by the User at run-time using the form provided by the Broker. Eventually, an “experienced user” can still be provided with the possibility to visualize and update the rulebase. Moreover, if the user does not provide values for some of the preference parameters, then the corresponding rules will not be added to the generated rulebase.

In the second step the Broker will consult its internal database to retrieve a set of apartments which are relevant for the User request. In the third step, the User preferences (captured as the rulebase accompanied by a set of parameter-value pairs), together with the set of relevant apartments are submitted by the Broker to the reasoning service. Finally, the reasoning service returns to the Broker a set of available options. The Broker converts them into a meaningful presentation (e.g., HTML) and sends it to the User for visualization in the browser.

4.2. Design

For the system design we have produced an UML activity diagram that shows the activities of the User, Broker and the reasoning service, shown in Fig. 6 as well as an UML sequence diagram detailing the interactions between them, shown in Fig. 7. The reasoning service is named DR Web service and it is based on the DR Reasoner which is part of EMERALD reasoning platform. The system functioning can be better understood if we follow both diagrams.

The User connects to the Web site of the Broker by submitting the URL. The Broker delivers back to the User a Web page containing a form for preference input as a set of parameter-value pairs describing his options concerning the rental of an apartment. The User fills-in this form and submits it to the Broker Web site. Behind this form the Broker preprocesses the preferences and produces a rulebase represented in RuleML notation, following the example from [3]. The rulebase contains a set of defeasible rules that are used by the Broker to capture the generic preferences of a typical User. Differently from [3], the rulebase is kept separate from the set of parameter-value pairs (called preferences in Fig. 7, interaction 3). This approach simplifies the operation of instantiating a particular scenario with the specific values input by the User. Intuitively, the rulebase represents the “intelligence” of the Broker in understanding and formalizing the requirements and preference of a prototypical user regarding the rental of apartments.

The Broker receives the preferences, converts them to RDF and publishes them to a temporary RDF file inside the Web server of the Broker Web site at a given URL. Next, the Broker determines an initial set of relevant apartments for the User request, maps this list to RDF using the method already shown in [3], and publishes it to a temporary RDF file inside the Web server of the Broker Web site at a given URL. These two RDF files are included into the rulebase using the rdf:import attribute of RuleML, thus creating an updated rulebase that contains the generic rules as well as the two RDF files that specify the initial set of facts for the reasoning process.
Fig. 6. Roles and activities in the brokering scenario.
Then the Broker invokes the DR Web service (interaction 4 in Fig.7) by passing it the rulebase. The DR Web service performs the reasoning task by using the EMERALD reasoning infrastructure, determines the output RDF file and returns its URL (resultsURL) to the Broker (interaction 5 in Fig.7). The Broker receives the URL, downloads the RDF file, converts it to meaningful HTML and returns the HTML (resultsHTML) to the User for visualization in the browser (interaction 6 in Fig.7).

4.3. Implementation

Following the above described design principles, a user-friendly Web site that hosts the Broker functionality was developed. Here, it is called Broker Web site since it is currently focused on this specific domain, however it can host any kind and any number of domains. The key issue behind this possibility is the fact that the site is hosted in an independent server. Having two separated servers, one for hosting the services such as the DR Web Service and one for hosting the registered parties such as the Broker, enables flexibility in the setting. In other words, it is important to preserve intact and unaffected the core framework which provides the services and at the same time provide an easy and efficient way for agent parties to communicate with human users. Adding new domains is in principle easily achievable, since it requires parsing the ontology of the input data and then using this ontology to author the appropriate rulebase for the end-user preferences. There exist graphical tools to achieve these, such as [14] and [15]; however, in this paper we do not cover this aspect.

In this study we used a new separated server for the newly developed GUI. This interface is implemented mainly in PHP, a server side language that allows all calculations and functions to be performed on the server leaving for the end user only what it is designed for him/her. Hence, when a user visits the Web site he/she has to choose from a dropdown
Fig. 8. Choosing domain in the GUI.

Fig. 9. Setting preferences.
menu the domain in which he/she is interested in; here it is Broker domain called Carlo in the implementation (Fig.8).

After the domain is chosen, the GUI is dynamically updated providing a list with all the available attributes for this domain (Fig.9). Hence, the user will be able to indicate his/her personal preferences, e.g., the number of bedrooms. For user convenience we provide some default values in the interface. When the user finishes, “Submit all” button is clicked, the data are collected and stored in the RDF data file that will be used in the DR Web Service. This file is stored in the server and each time users provide their preferred values appropriate PHP functions update the stored attribute values. More specifically, we have stored an RDF template data file, hence each time a new attribute values is set, the template is parsed and the value is stored under the appropriate instance.

Next, the updated RDF file, filled with the user’s requirements and preferences, is used by the Broker in its request to the DR Web Service. As soon as the DR Reasoner processes the request, it sends back a reply containing the results in RDF syntax, here the compatible apartments to user’s requirements, as well as the most suitable for him/her. The Broker on its side parses the RDF results and transforms then into HTML, in order to represent them in a user-friendly and easily understandable output to the user (Fig.10).

5. Proof-of-concept Scenario

In this section we present a proof-of-concept scenario of using the Defeasible_Reasoning_Service Web service for implementing the intelligent broker introduced in section 4. This scenario was adapted following [3], while it actually originates from [2].

We assume that a generic user with name Carlo has the following requirements for an apartment rental:

a) Apartment requirements
   • Minimum size: 45$m^2$.
- Minimum number of bedrooms: 2.
- Maximum floor: 2.
- Minimum garden size: 12.
- Pets allowed: yes.

b) Price Requirements
- Maximum budget: 400.
- Maximum price for a central apartment: 300.
- Maximum price for a suburb apartment: 250.
- Extra price per additional apartment $m^2$: 5.
- Extra price per additional garden $m^2$: 2.

c) Preferences
- The cheapest apartment is mostly preferred.
- The second option is the garden availability.
- The third option is availability of additional space.

Now, differently from [3], in order to fit this scenario into our prototype system, we extracted from this set of requirements the generic rulebase representing the requirements of a typical user. Moreover, we captured the specific values of the requirements’ parameters for Carlo as a separate RDF file shown in Fig. 12.

The rulebase that captures the Broker’s intelligence as a set of defeasible rules is expressed in RuleML [3]. A snapshot of the rulebase is exemplified in Fig. 11. The set of apartments available for rent that are registered with the Broker is captured as an RDF file [4]. An example is shown in , shown in Fig. 12. This file, as well as the RDF file with parameter values from Fig. 12, are included into the rulebase using the rdf_import attribute of the RuleML root element of the rulebase file expressed in RuleML [3].

The Broker invokes the reasoning task by sending a request message to the Defeasible_Reasoning_Service Web service. This message is packaged using SOAP as shown in Fig. 13. The request specifies the URL of the rulebase file that is located on the Broker’s Web server, using the inputRulemlPath element.

The Defeasible_Reasoning_Service Web service replies with a response packaged as a SOAP file that contains a link to the RDF file with the results, published on the Defeasible_Reasoning_Service Web server. A part of the results file in this case is shown in Fig. 14. It contains the list of “acceptable” apartments – carlo:acceptable element with the truthStatus set to defeasibly_proven_positive, as well as the apartment which is chosen by Carlo – carlo:rent element. You can easily note that among the acceptable apartments, Carlo chose to rent apartment a5.

3 The file is available at http://lpis.csd.auth.gr/systems/dr-device/carlo/carlo-rbase-flex-0.91.ruleml
4 The file is available at http://lpis.csd.auth.gr/systems/dr-device/carlo/carlo-flex_ex.rdf
Fig. 11. Rule base fragment.
<rdf:RDF ... declarations of namespaces>
...
<carlo:apartment rdf:about="&carlo_ex;a5">
  <carlo:bedrooms rdf:datatype="&xsd;integer">3</carlo:bedrooms>
  <carlo:central>yes</carlo:central>
  <carlo:floor rdf:datatype="&xsd;integer">0</carlo:floor>
  <carlo:gardenSize rdf:datatype="&xsd;integer">15</carlo:gardenSize>
  <carlo:lift>no</carlo:lift>
  <carlo:name>a5</carlo:name>
  <carlo:pets>yes</carlo:pets>
  <carlo:price rdf:datatype="&xsd;integer">350</carlo:price>
  <carlo:size rdf:datatype="&xsd;integer">55</carlo:size>
  <rdfs:label>a5</rdfs:label>
</carlo:apartment>
...
<carlo:requirement rdf:about="&carlo_ex;req1">
  <carlo:min-bedrooms rdf:datatype="&xsd;integer">2</carlo:min-bedrooms>
  <carlo:max-floor rdf:datatype="&xsd;integer">2</carlo:max-floor>
  <carlo:min-gardenSize rdf:datatype="&xsd;integer">12</carlo:min-gardenSize>
  <carlo:pets-req>yes</carlo:pets-req>
  <carlo:max-price rdf:datatype="&xsd;integer">400</carlo:max-price>
  <carlo:min-size rdf:datatype="&xsd;integer">45</carlo:min-size>
  <carlo:min-price-central rdf:datatype="&xsd;integer">300</carlo:min-price-central>
  <carlo:min-price-suburb rdf:datatype="&xsd;integer">250</carlo:min-price-suburb>
  <carlo:extra-price-per-sm rdf:datatype="&xsd;integer">5</carlo:extra-price-per-sm>
  <carlo:extra-price-per-gsm rdf:datatype="&xsd;integer">5</carlo:extra-price-per-gsm>
</carlo:requirement>
</rdf:RDF>

Fig. 12. RDF document for available apartments and parameter values.

<soapenv:Envelope ... declarations of namespaces>
  <soapenv:Body>
    <urn:DRReasoning
      soapenv:encodingStyle="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/encoding/*">
      <inputRulemlPath xsi:type="xsd:string">
        http://lpis.csd.auth.gr/systems/dr-device/carlo/carlo-rbase-flex-0.91.ruleml
      </inputRulemlPath>
    </urn:DRReasoning>
  </soapenv:Body>
</soapenv:Envelope>

Fig. 13. SOAP message used by the Broker to request a reasoning task to the DR Web service.
6. Conclusions

In this paper we proposed an approach for reusing agent-based reasoning capabilities by making them available for invocation as Web services. Our approach is supported by a prototype system that provides an online brokering function in the domain of apartments rental. Firstly, we proposed an extension of the EMERALD framework for agent based reasoning services with a Web service interface. Then we considered an intelligent brokering proof-of-concept scenario that involves the defeasible reasoner available in the EMERALD framework.

Our approach is general enough so it can be applied to other types of reasoners, as well as to other problem domains. As future work we plan to (i) extend the system by providing other types of reasoning services over the Web such as the deductive reasoner of EMERALD [17]; (ii) experiment with more complex scenarios that require multiple and possibly different reasoning tasks; and (iii) extend the Web services to serve multiple operations regarding the reasoning tasks, such as proof explanation ([19]); (iv) enhance the description of reasoning Web services with metadata (including for example attributes like trust, performance, quality, reasoning type, and representation formalism) for allowing clients to search and select the most appropriate reasoner for their task in hand.

Finally, a longer term goal is to provide an open, flexible and customizable Web-agent platform for hosting various agent communities and activities over the Web, such as negotiation and auction platforms for e-business applications. They can benefit from the reasoning services provided by our Web-agent-based extension of EMERALD, for example by declarative representation of private agent strategies, as well as of public negotiation mechanisms for agent-based negotiation activities [28][9][21].
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A Novel Educational Game for Teaching Emotion Identification Skills to Preschoolers with Autism Diagnosis
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Abstract. Emotion recognition is essential in human communication and social interaction. Children with autism have been reported to exhibit deficits in understanding and expressing emotions. Those deficits seem to be rather permanent so intervention tools for improving those impairments are desirable. Educational interventions for teaching emotion recognition should occur as early as possible. It is argued that Serious Games can be very effective in the areas of therapy and education for children with autism. However, those computer interventions require considerable skills for interaction. Before the age of 6, most children with autism do not have such basic motor skills in order to manipulate a mouse or a keyboard. Our approach takes account of the specific characteristics of preschoolers with autism and their physical inabilities. By creating an educational computer game, which provides physical interaction with natural user interface (NUI), we aim to support early intervention and to enhance emotion recognition skills.

Keywords: autism, facial emotion recognition, gesture-based interaction, Kinect, natural user interface.

1. Introduction

Autism, according to the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual (DSM-IV-TR) of Mental Disorders\cite{1}, is a Pervasive Developmental Disorder (PDD) characterized by impairments in social interaction, in communication and by restricted, repetitive and stereotyped patterns of behavior, interests and activities. Children with the same diagnosis of autism may exhibit different symptoms and may demonstrate markedly different behaviors and skills. The spectrum of symptoms can range from mild to severe and efficient diagnosis is difficult. Autism is also described as an Autistic Spectrum Disorder (ASD) due to the variability with which the disorder is manifested. In this article autism and ASD will be referred interchangeably.

Social interaction impairments, a core feature of ASD, involve difficulties in understanding and expressing emotions\cite{2}. Social interaction is the mutual influence between individuals, during which people exchange verbal and nonverbal messages, in order to provide and receive information for themselves and for the others. It is a process of production and exchange of signs that usually affects the behavior of people involved in it. Marked impairments in the use of nonverbal behaviors such as facial
expressions, according to DSM-IV-TR, can be responsible for qualitative impaired social interaction. Nonverbal communication is the expression of emotions, moods, attitudes and the general inner world expressed through the body. It constitutes the largest part of a communication process and facilitates clarification between communicators to define the possible role that each of them has at each moment during this transaction. Source of nonverbal signals is the human body and particularly the face, the eyes, the postures, the body movements and the gestures.

Facial expressions give important clues about emotions and provide a key mechanism for understanding, identifying and conveying them. Facial expressions underlie the feelings of emotions. Children with autism often fail to recognize the qualitative differences and associations between various expressions of emotions [3]. Due to limited social and emotional understanding they do not know how to adequate interact with other people which sometimes leads to inappropriate behaviors. Studies have reported that young children with autism experience difficulties recognizing expressions and adults with autism are not as good as typically developing adults at emotion recognition [4]. It has also been recorded that individuals with autism are significantly impaired and exhibit heterogeneity in their emotion processing [5], have difficulties in recognizing emotions from the upper part of the face [6] and exhibit a deficit in overall emotion recognition from facial expressions [7]. Toddlers with autism focus their attention on a single facial feature and treat people as objects [8]. Visual scanning of faces in autism revealed an increased visual fixation time on mouth region and a significant less time on eyes region that was associated with impairment in daily social interaction [9]. There is also evidence that individuals with autism and typically developing individuals decode facial expressions through different mechanisms [10]. A recent study was conducted to evaluate verbal and perceptual skills implicated in the recognition of facial emotions. Individuals with ASD, 5-20 years old, were tested for their perception and identification of facial emotions. Results indicated unimpaired ability to label basic facial emotions and impaired ability to generalize them [11]. Other studies support that individuals with ASDs do not show impaired emotion recognition [12] and these results indicate the wide variation in the manner that individuals are affected.

2. Related Work

Treatment approaches aim to improve social interaction, conquest communication and control inappropriate behavior. Children with autism are more likely to initiate positive interaction after treatment [13]. Education is considered as the main solution for the socio-emotional deficits and training is claimed to improve face processing abilities and strategies in autism [14]. A variety of educational interventions have been proposed for children with autism and many proponents have supported developmental improvement and other benefits [15].
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2.1. Traditional Educational Interventions

Traditional therapy techniques and tools for teaching children with autism about emotions are Social Stories™, Developmental Individualized and Relationship based (DIR) / Floortime, Social Communication Emotional Regulation, Transactional Support (SCERTS), Applied Behavioral Analysis (ABA), Early Intensive Behavioral Intervention (EIBI), Picture Exchange Communication System (PECS) and Treatment and Education of Autistic and Related Communication Handicapped Children (TEACCH).

Social Stories™, developed by Carol Gray [16] are an approach for teaching individuals with ASD social behaviors. They are short stories that describe and give information about social situations or interaction which children may find difficult or confusing. Their main goal is to provide accurate social information for improving understanding of events that may lead to more effective responses and not for effecting changes. DIR / Floortime parent intervention [17] can help children with autism to connect emotionally and to build social and intellectual skills. This approach follows the child’s emotional interests and provides one to one, intensive, play-based intervention.

SCERTS is a framework that incorporates practices from other approaches and evidence-based practices [18]. It is a supporting multidisciplinary model for children with autism to enhance socio-emotional and communication abilities. The ABA therapy is often used as a treatment for children with autism. It is a widespread and recognized method for increasing learning, communication and appropriate social behavior [19]. Positive reinforcement, reward for desired behaviors and ignorance for inappropriate behaviors are the main characteristics. According to the ABA intervention method, teaching children with autism about emotions can be achieved by providing examples of appropriate emotional behavior and then rewarding when a child gives the correct emotional response. Young children with ASDs usually receive a home-based program, the EIBI, which is based on the principles and technologies of ABA [20]. Early intervention appears to lessen the effects of autism and children with ASD appear most able to benefit when intervention begins very early (2-4 years old) [21], [22]. Toddlers, who attended an early intervention program, appear to benefit from this, since 31% of those children were functioning in the typical developing range after the intervention [23].

Children with ASD are reported to have strong visual processing capability and a good performance on difficult visual search tasks [24], [25]. Augmentative and Alternative Communication (AAC), such as PECS, is frequently used to increase functional communication in children with ASD. PECS is an effective visually-based system for communication via icons [26]. Visual supports are also suggested for social skill development enhancement in young children with ASD [27]. Picture cards with cartoon faces or illustrations of people faces or photos showing different facial emotional expressions reinforce and support learning. Programs that emphasize visual support strategies are commonly used in education classrooms. A well-known and widely applied model, the TEACCH, is a teaching strategy which emphasizes in structured and predictable learning environment. It utilizes visual cues to increase independence and to teach new skills, such as facial emotions, to children with autism. It involves daily schedules, visual materials, individualized treatment and parental support [28].
2.2. Computer Interventions

Computers are rich, stable, predictable, consistent teaching tools and they provide a proper and more motivational learning environment for individuals with autism [29]. They are great educational tools since children with autism often experience discomfort with unpredictable social environment and they prefer a controlled learning environment [30]. Autistic individuals can enjoy learning and improve their skills with computer-based intervention. Nowadays computers are the most adaptable assistive technology devices available for children with autism and various computer games have been developed to help them to manipulate their impairments. Some of those games focus on their social interaction training and especially learning about emotions [31]. Although effects on social and emotional skills are mixed, computer intervention is a promising practice. In a recent review, Wainer and Ingersoll [30] examined a number of innovation computer programs as educational interventions for people with ASD. They focused on studies describing programs to teach language, emotions or social skills. Their analysis showed that those tools are promising strategies for delivering direct intervention to individuals with ASD.

Currently, ample researches in Serious Games for children with autism have been done. Serious Games are designed for a primary purpose other than pure entertainment, fun or enjoyment [32] and in relations to autism they cover matters related to education, therapy for communication, psychomotor treatment and social behavior enhancement [33]. Serious Games for ASD education are designed to help teachers or student during the teaching and/or learning process. Studies show that Serious Games are very effective in the areas of therapy and education for such children.

The Emotion Trainer [34] is a multimedia computer program for improving school age students’ ability to recognize and predict emotions in others. It has positive effects on users’ understanding of emotion, particularly with repeated use. Mind Reading [35] is an interactive systematic emotion guide for teaching individuals with Asperger syndrome. Experiments show that Mind Reading is effective in teaching adults with Asperger syndrome or high-functioning autism to recognize complex emotions. Another computer training program for teenagers with autism is the “What to choose” game [36]. It is software with human and cartoon facial expressions, 3D images, text and audio for training individuals with autism in understanding dialogues that contain pragmatic subtleties. Children with autism have failed to take into account the causal link between facial expressions and the outcome of the dialogue. eMotion [37] is a computer game that uses virtual characters to teach emotion recognition and the programming concept to children with autism. The game is designed to teach the users how to recognize facial expressions and manipulate an interactive virtual character by using a visual drag-and-drop programming interface. A computer-based intervention for face training is the Let’s Face It! (LFI!) program [38]. This program is comprised of seven interactive computer games that target the specific face impairments associated with autism. Those games are organized into a theoretical hierarchy of face processing domains. The Let’s Face It! Program shows promise as an effective intervention tool and treatment alternative. Emotion Mirror is a project that integrates Computer Expression Recognition Toolbox (CERT) with the program Let’s Face it! [39]. It is a computer assisted intervention system to enhance facial expression perception and production in children with ASD. This game could be beneficial for children who already have learned labeling and understanding of emotions. The LIFEisGAME is a
facial emotion recognition learning system based on the interaction between humans and 3D avatars [40]. It is a computer-based approach that uses real time facial synthesis of 3D characters in order to teach autistic people to recognize emotions from facial expressions.

Bernardini et al. [41] proposed ECHOES a Serious Game for children with ASD to practice social communication skills. This project presents an intelligent virtual character that acts both as a peer and as a tutor on a number of different learning activities. These activities can be selected manually by a human operator (practitioner, parent or other carer) through a graphical interface. The experimental results showed encouraging tendencies by relating the effectiveness of the children’s interaction with the virtual character acting as a social partner to them. Porayska-Pomsta et al. [42] suggest SHARE-IT, an intelligent and authorable environment to assist children with ASD in gaining social interaction skills. Their tool contains an intelligent agent and a play environment that allows teachers and parents to become co-creators and tailor the game according to the needs of the individual children in their care. Although the design and creation of personalized games is crucial for children with ASD, as reported by the authors, limitations in the agent’s intelligence (agent inability to deal with inappropriate or unexpected behavior from the user) contradicts the structured, stable and predictable learning environment that is also crucial.

### Table 1. Computer and other interventions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Intervention</th>
<th>Refers to</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Test/Evaluation</th>
<th>Mouse/Keyboard</th>
<th>2D/3D</th>
<th>Virtual Characters</th>
<th>Images/Photos</th>
<th>Text/Audio/Video</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Emotion Trainer [34]</td>
<td>Autism / Asperger Syndrome</td>
<td>school age</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>2D</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>v</td>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mind Reading [35]</td>
<td>Asperger Syndrome / High Functioning Autism</td>
<td>from 6 years old</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>2D</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>v</td>
<td>T, A, V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What to choose [36]</td>
<td>High Functioning Autism</td>
<td>teenagers</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>3D</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>v</td>
<td>T, A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motion [37]</td>
<td>Autism</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>3D</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It’s a Face [38]</td>
<td>Asperger Syndrome / Autism spectrum disorder</td>
<td>school age</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>2D</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>v</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mind Mirror [39]</td>
<td>Autism</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECHOES [41]</td>
<td>Autism Spectrum Conditions</td>
<td>young children</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>other</td>
<td>2D</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>T, A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHARE-IT [42]</td>
<td>Autism</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>other</td>
<td>3D</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Transporters [43]</td>
<td>Autism / Asperger Syndrome</td>
<td>4-8 years old</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>other</td>
<td>3D</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>A, V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pix Talk [50]</td>
<td>Autism</td>
<td>2-8 years old</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>other</td>
<td>2D</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>v</td>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 2.3. Other Interventions

Nowadays, there is a research and development trend in using motion-based touchless games for children with disabilities. An ongoing EU funded project called M4ALL\(^1\) that aims to develop a “professional” version of these games and a company called Kinems\(^2\)

---

\(^1\) [http://www.m4allproject.eu](http://www.m4allproject.eu)

\(^2\) [http://www.kinem.com](http://www.kinem.com)
that develops learning games with natural interaction for children with multiple learning disabilities, are examples of this tendency.

Current studies have also gone considerably beyond the simple use of computers. Diverse technology-based interventions have been employed for empowerment and skill acquisition. Recent reviews [43], [44] have shown that there is a growing number of interventions and report a variety of technologies such as multimedia presentations and virtual environments. Other kinds of interventions include interactive DVDs, wearable devices and mobile applications.

MIT Media Lab proposes a wearable device [45] that perceives and reports on social-emotional information in real-time human interaction. The system records and analyzes the facial expressions and the head movements of the person with whom the wearer is interacting. This wearable platform is suggested as an exploratory and monitoring tool to assist individuals with ASD in perceiving communication in a natural environment.

The Transporters [46], a DVD for teaching emotion recognition, is an animation series for children with ASD (preschoolers or with significant learning difficulties). It involves toy vehicles and real life faces of actors that show emotional expressions in social context. The aim of this program was to teach not just some basic emotions but also some more complex ones. Evaluations of this project showed improvements in emotion comprehension and recognition skills [47], [48] but limited efficiency in teaching basic emotion recognition skills to young children with autism with lower range of cognitive ability [49].

PixTalk [50] is a software application for Windows Mobile Smart-phones which can be used as part of ongoing therapy. Teachers and caregivers can access a web site and select from an online library the images to be downloaded on to the Smart-phone. Children also can browse and select images to express their intentions, desires, and emotions using PixTalk.

3. Our Approach

Difficulties in identifying and describing feelings are assumed to be an integral part of autism. Educational interventions can be used as a tool to help individuals with autism to cope with those deficits. As the number of children diagnosed with autism increased [51], [52], new methods for educating this population become necessary. In several studies, computer-based programs have been widely used with success to teach people with ASD to recognize emotions. However, those computer interventions require considerable skills for interaction as the users have to control a mouse or a keyboard. Such abilities are beyond very young children with autism as they have major restriction in their efficiency to interact with computers. Our aim is to design and develop a gesture controlled Serious Game, as an early intervention, for preschoolers (2-6 years old) with autism to teach them basic facial emotions. Our approach takes into account the specific characteristics of preschoolers with autism and their physical abilities. By creating an educational computer game which proposes physical interaction, we hope to make early intervention more appealing and to foster learning of emotions. This software intends to support individuals with autism, their families and their trainers and also to assist the preschool teaching and learning process.
A Novel Educational Game for Teaching Emotion Recognition Skills to Preschoolers with Autism

Educating children with ASD and particularly teaching them to recognize and identify emotions from facial expressions is a significant challenge and a complex task. The use of educational software for teaching social and emotional skills could help students with ASD to improve those abilities [53]. Learning tasks developed in digital environments using information technology can motivate the desire to learn in ASD students. As we have already mentioned in the Related Work, computer interventions appear to be particularly appropriate for people with ASD for several reasons. Traditional interventions previously mentioned can be transferred into a computerized version. In our game, we will provide one to one intensive play-based intervention, visual support, positive reinforcement and reward, structural and predictable learning environment and we will incorporate practices from all traditional approaches already mentioned in order to make intervention more efficient.

Many approaches to technology-enhanced intervention rely on educational methods shown to result in good outcomes. Computer interventions such as Serious Games could be a good approach as they also have positive effects on children with autism. Serious Games have the potential to support the process of learning and to motivate individuals to learn more. They usually run on a personal computer and they provide a different style of learning. We will attempt to apply a Serious Game approach to teach children with autism facial emotion recognition.

Previews studies that used Serious Games with children with autism have taken for granted the required skills and in particular the ability to use the mouse or the keyboard. People with ASD demonstrate delay in fine motor skills which causes difficulties in grasping and manipulating objects, such as a mouse [54]. The difficulties they encounter include moving the computer mouse to designated area, corresponding to the location of the cursor to the mouse movement, pressing down and lifting up fingers for the clicking motion, and clicking the correct button on the mouse to make selection [55]. Those difficulties are also found in typically developing individuals. Very young children (autistic and non-autistic) are unable to functionally operate the computer mouse. Experiments showed that four and five year old non-autistic children make more and less accurate mouse sub-movements on approach to targets than young adults [56]. With the increase of age, children in this study demonstrated significantly faster and more accurate use of the mouse which gives evidence of a strong link between speed and accuracy skills and developmental maturity. The same problems occur when players are required to use other game controllers such as joysticks and gamepads. Various research studies have been conducted to evaluate game controllers with the use of ISO 9241-9 [57] based on Fitts’ law tasks which is an effective and widely used predictor of performance and comfort. For point and select task, evaluation showed that participants prefer using a mouse and results indicated that remote pointing devices perform poorly in terms of throughput, speed and error rate when compared to a mouse [58]. Touchpads are considered to be a good solution for young children but evaluations have also shown inferior performance, increased movement time, lower throughput and higher error rates when compared with a joystick [59], a trackball [60] and a mouse [61]. Thus, we propose an interaction based on gestures and a controller-free interface as a different interaction technique. Our game will allow user to employ gestures for navigation and interaction.
4. **Design and Implementation**

In this paper we present an educational computer-based single player game specially designed for Greek preschoolers with autism. The primary objective of this game is to assist young children with ASD to identify different emotions from facial expressions. The main goal of our game is to provide recognition and understanding of facial emotions through early intervention.

As a Serious Game, our development was based on the following principles: (a) it should have an impact on the player in a real life context [62], (b) it is explicitly designed to reach a specific purpose beyond the game itself and (c) it aims to teach preschoolers with autism, facial emotion recognition in order to enhance their social interaction.

Taking into account specific characteristics of autism, we designed the game in order to meet the needs of students with ASD. A recent study conducted to analyze user needs for Serious Games for teaching children with ASD emotions, revealed the characteristics of the children’s game play behaviors [63]. The observation showed repetition, matching instead of learning the features, lack of holistic face processing and deliberately incorrect selection. According to those findings, our game was intentionally designed to avoid such behaviors. For repetition, we decided not to give them the opportunity to choose the same emotion again and again. For matching, instead of learning the features, we describe the features of facial expressions in a separate level. For lack of holistic face processing, we describe all the face features that reveal the emotion and ask them to look at each feature separately. For deliberate incorrect selection, nothing special happens when they give a wrong answer.

Our design also incorporates a theory-driven game design framework supported by learning and developmental theories [64]. The framework is based on the integration of Kolb’s experiential learning model and Piaget’s cognitive model. From this systematic approach were extracted six essential elements for designing games to teach children with ASD emotions. Those elements are: matching, recognition, observation, understanding, generalizing and mimicking. We took those elements into consideration during the design process.

4.1. **Game Environment**

The game environment is simple and less detailed in order to avoid children’s distraction. Individuals with autism are reported to have enhanced perception of details [65] which may causes distraction. For those reasons we select black context presented on a white background and grayscale stimuli. Black and white contrast may also help to increase and retain child’s attention and keep them focused on the screen.
Fig. 1. Example of game instruction page

Game begins with an instruction page where the child is informed what is going to happen, what she/he has to do and how she/he can do it. Apart from the text on the screen, audio instructions are also provided. Audio cues are important as the information presented is clear and age-appropriate. When the child feels ready, she/he can choose to start the game. The game provides a structure learning environment which consists of 3 different levels with increasing difficulty. Breaking the teaching intervention into small learning steps makes the task easier to perform. In the first level children should learn labeling emotions by correlating emotion terms with images. In the second level they should learn to recognize emotions from their description and their association with facial features. In the third level they should learn to identify the causes of various feelings in different situations, obtained through the use of social stories. Those three levels provide recognition, matching, observation, understanding and generalization of facial emotions.

Fig. 2. First level – labeling emotions (incorrect selection) [66]

Individuals with autism are usually visual learners, which mean that they understand written words, photos and visual information better than spoken language. Information is good to be presented through their strongest processing area. When teaching individuals with autism about emotions, it is important to keep explanations as simple and as concrete as possible. It is also recommended to describe each feeling pictorially by using pictures with clear outline, minimal details and color [67]. For young children it is advisable to keep to the basic emotions. In our approach, the basic emotions selected include happy, sad, angry, scared and surprised. Those emotions were chosen because typically developing children can recognize and understand them between 2 and 7 years of age. The face stimuli we used are 15 grayscale photographs of male and female faces, taken from the CAlifornia Facial Expressions (CAFE) dataset [66]. This
dataset was selected as the most appropriate with respect to the emotion recognition task since all images meet FACS criteria [68] and all faces have been certified as “FACS-correct” [69]. The stimuli are presented on each trial with different pairs of photos and the goal is to choose the correct image.

4.2. System Development

Our game is implemented with the use of Microsoft Kinect, which is a motion sensing input device able to track movement and voice, and even identify faces, without the need for any additional devices. Kinect is a low cost and simple way for motion capturing. In more detail, it offers simple, reliable skeleton tracking and a Software Development Kit (SDK). The Microsoft Kinect SDK is used with C# as backend. Among the advantages using C# is that we can integrate XNA Game Studio to develop our game, as well as to utilize the XNA libraries (provided by Microsoft) for graphics creation.

4.3. Interaction with the System

Interaction may be one of the areas that need to be developed with extreme care, depending on the activities and skills to be worked on each of the games and target group. The computer-based interventions that use a keyboard or a mouse for interaction might cause problem with the younger children which may not be able to use a computer. Our gesture-based interaction approach moves the control of computer from a mouse and keyboard, to the motions of the body via new input devices.

Our game is designed to use non-touch based NUI and to be controlled by hand gestures. The gestures are translated into control commands. The player has three possible actions in all game states, to choose left or right image and move to the next play area. These basic actions are implemented with efficient and easy to use gestures. Moving to the next play area requires a two-hand gesture which is performed by moving both hands above the head. Selecting the left image requires a one-hand gesture which is performed by moving the left hand above head. Respectively, selecting the right image requires a one-hand gesture which is performed by moving the right hand above head.

During the game, if the player selects the correct or incorrect stimuli, the system will inform player that he/she gave the correct or incorrect answer. Each answer provides an audio and a visual feedback such as operation-related sounds and changing the images’ color. A voice telling “Bravo” rewards player for the correct answer and a voice telling “Try again” encourages the player to try again when the user provides an incorrect answer. There are no other sound effects because individuals with ASD may suffer from auditory sensitivity [70], may demonstrate oversensitivity to certain sounds, even at low volume and may feel discomfort when exposed to certain sounds [71]. Visual feedback is also provided by changing the image’s color into light green for the correct answer and into light red for incorrect answer. Light colors were selected because in ASD occur a reduced chromatic discrimination that is due to general reduction in sensitivity [72]. Children with autism are less accurate at detecting the differences between colors and
have less accurate color perception [73]. Individuals with ASD also experience hypersensitivity which includes increased light sensitivity and harshness of colors. Acute sensitivity to color is presented by their preference or avoidance of a particular color [74].

5. Research Focus, Methodology and Findings

The rationale for the present work summarizes in the cumulative effect that the above-mentioned practices have on teaching children with ASD. In this context, new teaching techniques and interaction methods have been exploited primarily as gaming tool for improved child-learning relationship.

5.1. Context

Our game exhibits several novel characteristics, which differentiate it from other forms of educational computer games and platforms. It introduces novel interaction techniques which allow the “player” to focus on the learning process without distraction from the use of “complex” interaction devices that need skills. Consequently, its primary focus is to enable preschoolers, with the use of NUI devices to perform learning tasks and provide an effective and engaging learning experience. To achieve this, we build on technologies such as, game engines and advanced human-computer interaction. To illustrate some of the concepts described so far and to provide insight into the features of our game, we present an indicative scenario emphasizing on structured and NUI based game execution for educating preschoolers with ASD. Our game begins with an instruction page where the child is informed on what is going to happen, what it has to be done and how it is done. A two-hand gesture which is performed by moving both hands above the head is required to start the game. In the first level, children should learn labeling emotions by correlating emotion terms with images. The stimuli are presented on each trial with different pair of photos and the goal is to choose the correct image among the two. Selecting the left image requires a one-hand gesture which is performed by moving the left hand above the head. Image's color changes into light red for incorrect answer. Selecting the right image requires a one-hand gesture which is performed by moving the right hand above the head. Image's color changes into light green for the correct answer. Moving to the next play area requires a two-hand gesture which is performed by moving both hands above the head. In the second level they should learn to recognize emotions from their description and their association with facial features. In the third level they should learn to identify the causes of various feelings in different situations, obtained through the use of social stories. At the end of the game, there is a congratulation message.

5.2. Research question and methods

Having outlined relevant general issues, we will attempt to briefly elaborate on some key research questions. These can be broadly grouped into three constituents, namely:
NUI devises related questions such as what are the advantages of NUI devices when preschoolers are involved; which is the impact of them to the player involved, and how they are enhancing the learning process.

Emotional state questions as to how player’s emotional state is affecting its learning abilities and how such games help to overcome these obstacles.

Play area settings related questions aiming to unfold player's cooperation matters in conjunction with surroundings while in learning process with the use of such games.

To address the above questions, research methods were used to collect data and envision new capabilities for improved learning processes. Specifically, an experimental descriptive survey was conducted during game execution sessions, which included, videos and text notes in order to provide the insights required.

As our intention was to unfold hidden or implicit elements of educational games with the use of NUI devices for preschoolers with ASD diagnosis, game sessions were tailored so as to feed envisioning of new (improved) learning practices. The focus of the findings is put on player’s emotional state, usage of NUI devices and play area settings.

5.3. Findings

Our survey was directed to preschoolers with ASD and was complemented by documented materials. The findings can be analyzed into emotional state versus game performance, emotional state versus surroundings, concentration and game performance, and NUI device and game acknowledgement.

Figure 3 summarize data collected during the learning sessions performed. Specifically, the survey identified 5 areas of importance namely the emotional state, the surroundings, the pre session start game acknowledgement, the instructor pre session start recognition and game interaction during playing. Areas 1, 2, and 5 were expected to be identified. Areas 3 and 4 were unexpected and strengthened our assumptions for NUI devices.
### Raw Experimental Data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Mood</th>
<th>Spirit</th>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Cooperation</th>
<th>Attention</th>
<th>Play Spot Settings</th>
<th>Room Settings</th>
<th>Outdoor Settings</th>
<th>Game Recognition Pre-Play Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>22/05/2013</td>
<td>tired</td>
<td>neutral</td>
<td>restless</td>
<td>negative</td>
<td>very</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Instructor acknowledgement No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>06/06/2013</td>
<td>happy</td>
<td>positive</td>
<td>calm</td>
<td>neutral</td>
<td>positive</td>
<td>same</td>
<td>same</td>
<td>same</td>
<td>Game Play (1st Repetition Game Level) N/A limited effort good good no effort good good no effort average average good good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>07/06/2013</td>
<td>happy</td>
<td>positive</td>
<td>calm</td>
<td>neutral</td>
<td>positive</td>
<td>same</td>
<td>same</td>
<td>same</td>
<td>Game Play (1st Repetition Game Level) N/A no effort good average no effort good good no effort average no effort good no effort</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10/06/2013</td>
<td>happy</td>
<td>positive</td>
<td>calm</td>
<td>neutral</td>
<td>positive</td>
<td>same</td>
<td>same</td>
<td>same</td>
<td>Game Play (1st Repetition Game Level) N/A no effort good no effort no effort good good no effort average no effort good no effort</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11/06/2013</td>
<td>happy</td>
<td>positive</td>
<td>calm</td>
<td>neutral</td>
<td>positive</td>
<td>same</td>
<td>same</td>
<td>same</td>
<td>Game Play (1st Repetition Game Level) N/A no effort good no effort no effort good good no effort average no effort good no effort</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12/06/2013</td>
<td>happy</td>
<td>positive</td>
<td>calm</td>
<td>neutral</td>
<td>positive</td>
<td>same</td>
<td>same</td>
<td>same</td>
<td>Game Play (1st Repetition Game Level) N/A no effort good no effort no effort good good no effort average no effort good no effort</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14/06/2013</td>
<td>happy</td>
<td>positive</td>
<td>calm</td>
<td>neutral</td>
<td>positive</td>
<td>same</td>
<td>same</td>
<td>same</td>
<td>Game Play (1st Repetition Game Level) N/A no effort good no effort no effort good good no effort average no effort good no effort</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15/06/2013</td>
<td>happy</td>
<td>positive</td>
<td>calm</td>
<td>neutral</td>
<td>positive</td>
<td>same</td>
<td>same</td>
<td>same</td>
<td>Game Play (1st Repetition Game Level) N/A no effort good no effort no effort good good no effort average no effort good no effort</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16/06/2013</td>
<td>happy</td>
<td>positive</td>
<td>calm</td>
<td>neutral</td>
<td>positive</td>
<td>same</td>
<td>same</td>
<td>same</td>
<td>Game Play (1st Repetition Game Level) N/A no effort good no effort no effort good good no effort average no effort good no effort</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17/06/2013</td>
<td>happy</td>
<td>positive</td>
<td>calm</td>
<td>neutral</td>
<td>positive</td>
<td>same</td>
<td>same</td>
<td>same</td>
<td>Game Play (1st Repetition Game Level) N/A no effort good no effort no effort good good no effort average no effort good no effort</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18/06/2013</td>
<td>happy</td>
<td>positive</td>
<td>calm</td>
<td>neutral</td>
<td>positive</td>
<td>same</td>
<td>same</td>
<td>same</td>
<td>Game Play (1st Repetition Game Level) N/A no effort good no effort no effort good good no effort average no effort good no effort</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19/06/2013</td>
<td>happy</td>
<td>positive</td>
<td>calm</td>
<td>neutral</td>
<td>positive</td>
<td>same</td>
<td>same</td>
<td>same</td>
<td>Game Play (1st Repetition Game Level) N/A no effort good no effort no effort good good no effort average no effort good no effort</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20/06/2013</td>
<td>happy</td>
<td>positive</td>
<td>calm</td>
<td>neutral</td>
<td>positive</td>
<td>same</td>
<td>same</td>
<td>same</td>
<td>Game Play (1st Repetition Game Level) N/A no effort good no effort no effort good good no effort average no effort good no effort</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21/06/2013</td>
<td>happy</td>
<td>positive</td>
<td>calm</td>
<td>neutral</td>
<td>positive</td>
<td>same</td>
<td>same</td>
<td>same</td>
<td>Game Play (1st Repetition Game Level) N/A no effort good no effort no effort good good no effort average no effort good no effort</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22/06/2013</td>
<td>happy</td>
<td>positive</td>
<td>calm</td>
<td>neutral</td>
<td>positive</td>
<td>same</td>
<td>same</td>
<td>same</td>
<td>Game Play (1st Repetition Game Level) N/A no effort good no effort no effort good good no effort average no effort good no effort</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Conclusion

The data collected during the experimental session shows varied emotional stages and interactions throughout the study period. The mood ranged from happy to very happy, indicating positive engagement with the educational game. Spirit varied from no cooperation to very positive, reflecting the level of cooperation and engagement. Activity levels were measured from restless to calm, with attention varying from very limited to very positive. Cooperation and play spot settings were noted with minor changes, suggesting consistency in these parameters. Room and outdoor settings showed no major changes, indicating stable environmental settings throughout the experiment. Instructor and game acknowledgment were recorded with excellent feedback, highlighting positive interactions. Game performance data showed varied levels of effort, with some sessions showing limited effort and others demonstrating good effort. Overall, the data suggest successful engagement and learning in the educational game setting.
Figure 4 refers to our first group of research questions namely: (a) what are the advantages of NUI devices when preschoolers are involved, (b) which is the impact of them to the player involved and (c) how they are enhancing the learning process. As shown, regardless of the emotional state of the participant (happy, unhappy etc.) and regardless of minor changes of the surroundings, participant were acknowledging the use of NUI devices and especially the device avatar which was demanded even before the session start. Thus we can safely deduct that the use of NUI devices enhance game acceptance, game recognition and player involvement & participation, i.e. the learning process.

![Fig. 4. NUI devices and Game Acknowledgement](image)

Figure 5 refers to the second group of research questions i.e. (a) how player’s emotional state is affecting its learning abilities and (b) how such games help to overcome these obstacles. We can see that player’s emotional state is affecting its learning abilities in such a way that sometimes it makes the learning process impossible. Even so we can see that game was accepted and an effort was made by the player, not always with success.

![Fig. 5. Emotional state versus Game performance](image)
Figure 6 refers to the third group of research questions, i.e. Play area settings related questions aiming to unfold player’s cooperation matters in conjunction with surroundings while in learning process with the use of such games. As shown even minor changes in the surroundings (play spot, room, outdoor etc.) affect dramatically the game acknowledgement, game acceptance, and game interaction but have a small or no effect on the NUI device avatar acknowledgement. Thus we can also here safely deduct that the use of NUI devices enhance the game acceptance i.e. the learning process.

Fig. 6. Play Area surroundings versus Game performance

Summarizing our findings analysis we are lead to the following conclusions: (a) NUI devices enhance the game acceptance i.e. the learning process, (b) Player’s emotional state is affecting its learning abilities and NUI devices can help to overcome, up to a degree these obstacles, and (c) Play area settings affect the player’s attention which in turn affects the learning process. The use of NUI devices and especially recognizable avatars help to minimize the phenomenon.

6. Discussion and Future Work

Increased interest in the potential of technology for users with autism is motivated by the rapidly growing needs for providing intervention. Research shows that early intervention can greatly improve the lives of children with autism. Computer-based tools have been widely used with success to teach individuals with autism. However, early intervention cannot be achieved with computers due to lack of skills. Gesture-based interaction aims to contribute to overcoming this restriction [75].

NUI devices have been used in learning environments successfully [76]. Therefore, Serious games with NUI interaction could be a promising intervention strategy because they are appealing, motivating for young children to use and convenient to access. When control is achieved through natural gestures, the user does not have to learn how to perform actions or how to operate games. Gesture-based interventions in order to help children with autism to improve their skills must be carefully designed in accordance with their abilities and needs.
Kinect offers an unlimited number of opportunities for new applications such as gesture-based interventions for individuals with autism. As Kinect can support gesture and speech recognition and offer motion-sensing and interaction, children with autism can benefit to improve a broader range of skills.

Our experimental results are twofold, (a) technology interventions provide a positive reaction to alternative interaction techniques (i.e. NUI I/O) to individuals with ASD and (b) technology acceptance is highly connected with individual’s emotional state and game surroundings settings.

Future work could include further involvement of multimodal NUI devices so that the roles, between player and machine, are reversed and the player performs gestures, sounds, grimaces etc. and the machine responds. Such a design, of Serious Games that will enable children to perform and the system to respond will support a “learn by doing” methodology. Furthermore, special gestures could be designed to improve interaction between children and machine
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Abstract. In this paper, we present a framework which relies on the Map/Reduce paradigm in order to distribute computations among underutilized commodity hardware resources uniformly, without imposing an extra overhead on the existing infrastructure. The volume of the distance computations, required for records comparison, is largely reduced by utilizing the so-called Locality-Sensitive Hashing technique, which is optimally tuned in order to avoid highly redundant computations. Experimental results illustrate the effectiveness of our distributed framework in finding the matched record pairs in voluminous data sets.
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1. Introduction

Recently, a series of bank and insurance company failures triggered a financial crisis of unprecedented severity. Institutions had to engage in negotiations in order to get back on their feet [1]. An important parameter of these negotiations are the customer bases that need to be cleaned up and possibly merged. The process of merging the customer bases and finding out records that refer to the same real entity is known as the Record Linkage, Entity Resolution or Data Matching problem [11]. In our case, we also assume that records belong to different owners, who are bound to protect the privacy of the data they hold by the legislation framework. If privacy should be preserved during the linkage of the records, special techniques should be developed that leverage similarity and simultaneously respect the privacy of sensitive data. This type of linkage is known as Privacy-Preserving Record Linkage and is picking up a lot of steam lately.

More specifically, the process of linking records from various data sets consists basically of two steps. The first step is the searching of potentially matching pairs and the second is the actual matching of these pairs. The searching step refers to the smooth scaling of computational cost in terms of time and consumed resources with respect to the data volume explosion. So long as the data is increasing, we should be able to link records efficiently, in an anticipated manner and offer linkage solutions of low resource consumption. The first step relies on techniques such as the traditional blocking [6], the Mapping-based Indexing [24], the Sorted Neighborhood approach [21], the Q-Gram-based indexing [6] and the Canopy Clustering [15]. The second step, known as the matching step, is implemented either in an exact or in an approximate manner. Exact matching of two records can be regarded as a binary decision problem of exact agreement or disagreement. Approximate matching entails the calculation of value similarity, falling in the range of [0..1].
Several methods have been developed for approximate matching of values such as Edit distance \cite{33}, Jaro-Winkler distance \cite{46} and SoftTF-IDF \cite{14}. Variations in the data values, mainly due to typographical errors, and privacy concerns, which need to be taken into consideration, lead us to the choice of secure approximate matching \cite{37} solutions for our problem, where value variations are preserved in the transformations that occur to protect their privacy.

By going back to our scenario, let us suppose that two banks started negotiations for a merger and that their corresponding customer bases are voluminous. Since no bank is willing to disclose any confidential data to the other bank, in order to protect their privacy, we should employ high-dimensional data structures to embed that data in, which in combination with the huge collection of records at hand, introduce high computational overhead in the linkage process. Hence, we need an efficient method to identify similar data, given the complex representational structure and the huge size of data sets.

The secure searching solutions, which have been developed to solve the PPRL problem, rely mostly on traditional blocking, where all records that have the same value in a specific field(s) are blocked together for comparison. However, the proposed solutions exhibit a considerable overhead in terms of performance, when applied to voluminous data and especially to high-dimensional data. In \cite{22}, as an example, blocking relies on the categorization of records into generalized hierarchies based on the semantics of values of selected fields, which may lead to load imbalance problems, if most values semantically belong to certain categories. Karakasidis and Verykios in \cite{25} present a blocking technique which relies on a sliding window that creates blocks of records. Its performance is considerably degraded, when the size of that window is increased in order to produce more accurate results, as shown experimentally in Sect. \cite{6}. Authors in \cite{26}, \cite{28} and \cite{17} use redundant probabilistic methods, where each record is blocked into several independent blocking groups, in order to amplify the probability of bringing together similar records for comparison. These techniques though utilize an arbitrary number of blocking groups as well as an arbitrary number of hash functions to shape up the blocking keys for each group. This process has as a result either unnecessary and expensive comparisons or a large number of missed similar record pairs.

In this paper we propose the optimal configuration, denoted by oBFJ, of a naive methodology for PPRL, as introduced in \cite{17}. As shown experimentally, oBFJ can reduce the number of record pairs that are brought together for comparison up to 95% of the total comparison space while it maintains high levels of recall, constantly above 93%. Moreover, by exploiting a number of computational resources of commodity hardware using a distributed framework based on oBFJ, as illustrated in Sect. \cite{5}, we will manage these computations with respect to large-scale data volumes. Experimental results in Sect. \cite{6} indicate that our proposed framework outperforms the Multi-Dimensional Privacy-Preserving Blocking (MPPB) method \cite{25}, in terms of running time and accuracy in the results.

The structure of the paper is organized as follows. Related work is described in Sect. \cite{2}. In Sect. \cite{3} we present an outline of the various building blocks we utilize in our framework. In Sect. \cite{5} we illustrate our proposed framework, which is evaluated in Sect. \cite{6}. Conclusions and ideas for future extensions are presented in Sect. \cite{7}.
2. Related Work

Several solutions have been presented in the literature in the field of efficient searching for similar records \([15,17,22,26,28,38]\). However, these solutions exhibit poor performance when applied to massive data sets. In \([15]\) for example, a cheap distance metric is used for creating clusters of records and then a more expensive, accurate distance metric is used to evaluate the record pairs that are tagged for further evaluation. Nevertheless, the number of record pairs, that should be compared eventually, can still be excessively large. The tree-based indexing methods used in \([23,24,38]\) in order to reduce the number of candidate record pairs, as reported and proved in \([20,45]\) and \([4]\), exhibit quadratic complexity, because they need to scan the whole index structure repeatedly, when these structures are used for representing records even with moderate dimensionality \((\geq 10)\). A detailed survey of blocking techniques for Record Linkage can be found in \([12]\). An overview of privacy-preserving blocking techniques is provided in \([44]\).

The Bloom filter-based encoding method, as was presented in \([40]\) and is used by our oBfJ methodology, is easily implemented and preserves the similarity of the original records. However under certain circumstances, this method is susceptible to constraint satisfaction cryptanalysis \([30]\). Scannapieco et al. in \([38]\) present an encoding method that embeds string values in the Euclidean space by using reference sets of random string values. This embedding method imposes certain strict requirements, like the use of random strings of length approximately equal to the length of the values to be embedded, which cannot be applicable to data sets exhibiting quite large variation in the length of their values. Pang et al. in \([35]\) use public reference tables in order to compute the distance of field values from those in the reference tables and to assign them into clusters. However, accurate results are attained only when the reference tables are a superset of the values in the data sets. The encoding method in \([13]\) relies on the extracted q-grams from string values which are sent in an encrypted format to a third-party for comparison. Q-grams are susceptible to frequency attacks and add high communication cost due to the large number of encrypted data that should be sent to the third-party.

Our methodology utilizes a trusted third-party in order to conduct the linkage of the encoded data sets. Two-party techniques, like the ones in \([42]\) and \([43]\), may reduce the risk of privacy breach, like colluding parties, but they are complex and they add high communication cost. Authors in \([22,31]\), instead of encoding data and submitting it to a third-party, suggest Secure Multi-Party Computation (SMC) protocols \([34]\) to the matching step. These protocols are effective and reliable but they add high computational overhead leading to prohibitive running times.

3. Background and Problem Formulation

For illustration purposes and without loss of generality, let us consider that we have to link two data sets \(A\), which belongs to Alice, and \(B\), which belongs to Bob, as shown in Table 1 and 2 correspondingly. Alice and Bob are allowed to make use of the services offered by an independent party, whom we call Charlie. We assume that Charlie can help in the process by exhibiting what is known as a semi-honest or honest-but-curious behavior \([44]\), which means that even if Charlie is not trying to collude with Alice or Bob, and follows the protocol prespecified by the two custodians, he is still curious to find out as much
information, from what he is presented with, as possible. The cardinality of $A$ and $B$ is $N_A$ and $N_B$ respectively.

Table 1. Data set $A$ belonging to Alice

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Id</th>
<th>FirstName</th>
<th>LastName</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>George</td>
<td>Peters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>John</td>
<td>Smith</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Data set $B$ belonging to Bob

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Id</th>
<th>FirstName</th>
<th>LastName</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>William</td>
<td>Grace</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>John</td>
<td>Smyth</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Alice and Bob will transform their data sets into secure structures so that linkage will be conducted in a private manner. Also, Alice and Bob need the result of the linkage within a reasonable amount of time, although the cardinality of the corresponding data sets might be millions of records. In the next subsections we present the basic components of a naive methodology for PPRL, as introduced in [17], denoted by BfJ, which relies on the Bloom filter-based encoding method [40] and on the Min-Hash Locality-Sensitive Hashing approach [9]. By applying BfJ and setting certain configuration parameters appropriately, as shown in [4], the truly matched record pairs can be found efficiently and accurately.

3.1. Bloom filters for Private Representation of Data

A string value is anonymized by encoding it as a Bloom filter. A Bloom filter is a data structure used to represent the elements of a set, in order to support membership queries for these elements efficiently, in terms of time and space required [7]. It has been shown in [40] that Bloom filters are able to preserve the distance between the pair of unencoded string values, and for this reason they can be used to compare string values in a private manner. More specifically, a bitmap array of size $L$, initialized with zeros, is created by hashing all consecutive bigrams of a string (sequences of pairs of adjacent characters), by using $F$ independent composite cryptographic hash functions $G_i$s (see Fig. 1). For example, MD5 and SHA1 [39] may play the role of $G_i$s along with other more advanced keyed hash message authentication code (HMAC) functions like HMAC-MD5 and HMAC-SHA1 [29], which utilize a secret key, that should be shared by the data custodians, for increased security.

Let us suppose that Alice and Bob encode the FirstName and the LastName attributes of their sets, into field-level Bloom filters with length equal to 6 bits by using one cryptographic hash function for each bigram, as shown in Tables 3 and 4 respectively. By concatenating those field-level Bloom filters for each record, we construct the encoded representations of the original records. The Id attribute indicates both the initial Id and
composite cryptographic hash function for each bigram \( x \)

\[ G_i(x) = \left[ \text{sha1}(x) + \left(i \times \text{md5}(x)\right) \right] \mod L, \text{ where } i = 0, \ldots, F-1 \]

Fig. 1. Concatenation of field-level Bloom filters into an encoded record-level structure

the source data set. Durham in \([17, 18]\) develops a Bloom filter-based record-level encoding format by sampling random bits from field-level Bloom filters either of dynamic or static size she experimentally shows that accuracy is maintained in similarity calculations. The encoded data sets are denoted as \( A' \) and \( B' \) respectively. The distance of two Bloom filters \( Bf_1 \) and \( Bf_2 \) can be measured by the Jaccard metric as

\[ d_J(Bf_1, Bf_2) = \frac{|BP(Bf_1) \cap BP(Bf_2)|}{|BP(Bf_1) \cup BP(Bf_2)|} \]

where \( BP(\cdot) \) returns all bit positions of a Bloom filter set to one.

Table 3. Transforming data set \( A \) into \( A' \)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Id</th>
<th>Bf(FirstName)</th>
<th>Bf(LastName)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A1</td>
<td>&lt;1,0,1,1,0,0&gt;</td>
<td>&lt;1,0,1,1,0,0&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2</td>
<td>&lt;0,1,1,1,0&gt;</td>
<td>&lt;1,0,1,1,0,0&gt;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Transforming data set \( B \) into \( B' \)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Id</th>
<th>Bf(FirstName)</th>
<th>Bf(LastName)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B1</td>
<td>&lt;1,1,0,1,1&gt;</td>
<td>&lt;0,0,0,1,0&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B2</td>
<td>&lt;0,1,1,1,0&gt;</td>
<td>&lt;1,0,1,1,1&gt;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2. Min-Hash Locality-Sensitive Hashing for Efficient Grouping of Similar Bloom filters

An efficient well-known method that is used in finding similar items among huge data sets, is the Locality-Sensitive Hashing (LSH) \([19]\) technique. The LSH technique performs probabilistic dimensionality reduction of high-dimensional data. Locality-sensitive hash functions that are sensitive to the Jaccard metric, comprise the Min-Hash family,
which is denoted by $\mathcal{H}$ [8,10,36]. The locality-sensitive property assumes that the probability of generating the same result if we hash two Bloom filters by the same function of $\mathcal{H}$, is dependent upon their Jaccard distance. In essence, the application of the Min-Hash LSH method to the Bloom filters, can be considered as a $\Lambda$-independent and redundant blocking technique. In order to generate these $\Lambda$ independent blocking groups, we should make use of $\Lambda$ composite hash functions $H^j$, where $j = 1, \ldots, \Lambda$. Each $H^j$ consists of a fixed number, say $K$ of base hash functions $h_k$, where $k = 1, \ldots, K$ chosen randomly and uniformly from $\mathcal{H}$. The result of each base hash function $h_k(Bf) = \min\{\pi_k^j(Bf)\}$ applied to a Bloom filter $Bf$, is the bit position of the minimum non-zero element after permuting its elements according to the $\pi^j_k$, which is the $k$-th permutation of the $j$-th blocking group.

For example, say we have to permute $Bf = \langle 1, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0 \rangle$ according to the permutation $\pi^1_3 = \langle 3, 5, 0, 2, 11, 8, 9, 10, 4, 6, 7, 1 \rangle$ which transforms $Bf$ into $\langle 1, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0 \rangle$, hence $\min\{\pi^1_3(A^1)\} = 3$. Each $H^j$ is used to hashing a Bloom filter to one of the separate blocks of each independent group. By applying to the Bloom filter $Bf$ each of the $K$ base hash functions of $H^j$ and by concatenating the results, a $H^j$ is built, which hashes $Bf$ to the $j$-th blocking group, namely $Key^j = H^j(Bf)$, where $H^j = \text{Concat}(\min\{\pi^j_k(Bf)\})$. Each of the blocking groups can be implemented as a simple hash table consisting of key-bucket pairs, where a bucket hosts a linked list where we place the $Ids$ of the Bloom filters that have been hashed to this bucket. Another way of implementing blocking groups, especially suited for massive data, is shown in Sects. 5.1 and 5.2.

### 3.3. Secure Matching of Bloom filter Pairs

Charlie, by using common permutations, hashes the Bloom filters of $A$ and $B$ once to each blocking group. In the blocks of those groups, where Bloom filters of both data sets are located, Charlie compares them in a pairwise manner. To be more precise, the stored $Ids$ are used to retrieving the corresponding Bloom filters. A simple decision model classifies those Bloom filter pairs either to matched or to non-matched pairs according to their distance $d_j$ compared to a threshold $\vartheta$, which is defined by the data custodians. Given two Bloom filters $Bf_1$ and $Bf_2$, we compute the intermediate variables $a$, $b$ and $c$, which will be used in the distance calculation of $Bf_1$ and $Bf_2$, as follows:

$$a = \sum_{l \in [0, L]} [(Bf_1[l] == 1) \land (Bf_2[l] == 1)]$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

$$b = \sum_{l \in [0, L]} [(Bf_1[l] == 1) \land (Bf_2[l] == 0)]$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

$$c = \sum_{l \in [0, L]} [(Bf_1[l] == 0) \land (Bf_2[l] == 1)]$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

The Jaccard distance can be calculated as: $d_j(Bf_1, Bf_2) = 1 - [a/(a + b + c)]$. We refer the reader to [44] where various classification techniques are discussed. Also, as shown in Fig.1, all underlying fields of records in $A$ and $B$, participate equally in the composition of the encoded representation of the record. This means that each field is weighted equally in both blocking mechanism and distance calculation.
3.4. Map/Reduce Framework for Scaling Up Computations

Map/Reduce [16] is a computational paradigm, where an application is divided into fragments of computation, each of which may be executed on any node of a cluster, so that parallelism can speed-up the whole process. The Map/Reduce system runs on top of a distributed file system where data is fragmented into equally-sized subsets and stored on the nodes of a cluster, providing reliability and integrity by managing redundancy of data and scalability by easily adding compute nodes on demand. When a job is submitted to the Map/Reduce framework, map and reduce tasks are allocated to the compute nodes where data, that the job has specified, exists. Each map task, denoted by $M_x$, processes a subset of data and outputs intermediate $<$key, value$>$ pairs. Each unique key, as generated by the map tasks, is distributed by the partitioner tasks to a single reduce task $R_x$, along with its associated value. This mechanism results to the allocation of each unique key with its associated vector of values to a reduce task which processes this vector of values according to the application logic.

4. The oBfJ Methodology

From the LSH theory [19], given two Bloom filters $Bf_1$ and $Bf_2$, if it holds that $d_J(Bf_1, Bf_2) \leq \vartheta$ then $\Pr[h^j_1(Bf_1) = h^j_2(Bf_2)] \geq p_\vartheta$, where $p_\vartheta = 1 - \vartheta^{K}$ and $\vartheta$ is the maximum distance that two Bloom filters should exhibit in order to be considered as similar. Since each $H^j$ consists of $K$ base hash functions, the probability of $Bf_1$ and $Bf_2$ colliding in the same block of the $j$-th group is:

$$\Pr[H^j(Bf_1) = H^j(Bf_2)] \geq p_\vartheta^K.$$  (4)

In the naive BFJ (Bloom filters-Jaccard) methodology, the probability of collision is amplified by blocking the Bloom filters independently to $\Lambda$ blocking groups. While, though, the probability of collision is amplified, the redundant blocking groups increase the running time and the utilized space. Therefore, the naive BFJ should be optimized in order to produce the smallest set of Bloom filter pairs that include as many as possible from the matched pairs and simultaneously to consume the least possible computational resources. For a given value of $K$, by setting $\Lambda_{opt} = \lceil \ln(\delta)/\ln(1 - p_\vartheta^K) \rceil$ [5,19], each Bloom filter pair is returned by this scheme with probability at least $(1 - \delta)$, where $\delta$ is an input parameter indicating the probability of failing to return a matched pair. For example, for a distance threshold $\vartheta = 0.40$, by setting $K = 5$ and $\delta = 0.1$, we generate $\Lambda_{opt} = 29$ blocking groups. By utilizing this structure, theoretical guarantees are provided that each matched Bloom filter pair is returned with probability at least 0.9. An arbitrary value for $\Lambda$ ($\Lambda > 28$), would return the matched Bloom filter pairs but would result to useless additional running time and space. Since the Bloom filter-based method is highly accurate and distance-preserving, by finding the matched Bloom filter pairs, we also find the original matched record pairs, which are a subset of those Bloom filter pairs.

The choice of the optimal value for $K$, that is $K_{opt}$, is more complex since we should choose a value that minimizes the running time, which actually depends on the number of distance computations. We estimate the expected running time $E[RT]$ by using several different values of $K$, and their corresponding $\Lambda_{opt}$ values, and we choose the one that minimizes the $E[RT]$ value. In the same way as authors do in [41], we decompose $E[RT]$
into two basic components: $E[RT] = RT_T + E[UC]$. The first component $RT_T$, which is equal to

$$RT_T = \Lambda_{opt} K (N_{A'} + N_{B'})$$

is the time required to compute the $Key$’s for each record of $A'$ and $B'$. The second component $E[UC]$ is the expected number of unique collisions (unique pairs) in the blocks. Let $Q(\tau)$ denote the probability of a collision for a Bloom filter pair, exhibiting distance $\tau$. Then, $Q(\tau)$ is equal to $1 - (1 - (1 - \tau)^K)\Lambda_{opt}$. A tight estimation of $E[UC]$ is given by

$$E[UC] = \sum_{\alpha=1}^{N_{int}} \tilde{N}_\alpha Q(\tilde{X}_\alpha),$$

where $N_{int}$ is the number of the intervals and $\tilde{X}_\alpha$ is the midpoint of each interval. Thus, by setting several values for $K$, we compute for each of them, $\Lambda_{opt}$ and $E[RT]$. The value of $K$ that exhibits the smallest $E[RT]$, is chosen as $K_{opt}$. For example, by setting $K = 2, \ldots, 12$, we observe from the curve in Fig. 2 that as $K$ approaches 5 from the left, $E[RT]$ decreases, it is minimized when $K = 5$ and for $K > 5$, $E[RT]$ grows substantially. Therefore, the value of 5 is chosen as $K_{opt}$.

We can also set $K$ empirically since the correctness of the scheme is guaranteed by setting appropriately $\Lambda_{opt}$, but by doing so we may not be optimal in terms of running time.

5. A Distributed LSH-based Framework

In this section we present a distributed framework that relies on the Min-Hash LSH technique for searching similar records efficiently and on the Map/Reduce programming paradigm in order to enable scalability, by providing compute nodes on the fly. Alice and Bob submit their data formatted as shown in Tables 3 and 4 to the trusted third party, Charlie, who utilizes a Map/Reduce system on top of a distributed file system to run the computations. Input data sets are horizontally partitioned into independent subsets $D^*$ of equal predefined size, and then each subset is replicated $\rho$ times on different compute
nodes, for fault tolerance purposes. Map tasks receive the subset $D_s$ stored on the node they run. To illustrate the framework, Charlie’s cluster consists of two nodes $C_1$ and $C_2$ that hold data and a master node $C_0$ which coordinates the functionality of the cluster. The master node splits each data set as submitted by Alice and Bob in two subsets of equal size. Each subset in our example has one row. By setting the replication factor $\rho$ to 1, each subset of $A'$ and $B'$ is distributed to different nodes. For example, $Bf_{A2}$, $Bf_{B1}$ are stored on $C_1$ and $Bf_{A1}$ and $Bf_{B2}$ are stored on $C_2$. If we set $\rho = 2$, then each subset should be replicated twice, which would result to the total omnipresence of subsets to nodes. We present two large-scale linkage strategies that use the described cluster of nodes. The first strategy, denoted by $St_1$, consists of one Map/Reduce job, while the second strategy, that is $St_2$, utilizes two chain Map/Reduce jobs. Both strategies have two distinct logical steps, (a) the generation of the $Key_j$s and (b) the matching of the formulated Bloom filter pairs.

### 5.1. Generation of the $Key_j$s

When Charlie submits the Map/Reduce job of linkage, Algorithm 1 runs on each node by the map tasks $M_1$ and $M_2$. For each Bloom filter contained in a subset $D^s$, the $Key_j$s are constructed by applying the corresponding permutations, as agreed by Alice and Bob and shown in Algorithm 1 in line 7. For illustration purposes, by letting $K = 2$, $A_{opt}$ is set to 2 (to be precise $A_{opt}$ should be set to 6, given $\delta = 0.1$ and $\vartheta = 0.40$). On the compute node $C_1$, which holds $Bf_{A2}$ and $Bf_{B1}$, $M_1$ builds the following $Key_j$s for $Bf_{A2}$: $<1B,3,1>$ and $<2B,0,5>$ . The map task $M_2$, running on $C_2$, builds also for $Bf_{B2}$ the same $Key_j$s. The labels 1B and 2B denote that the corresponding $Key_j$s refer to the first and the second blocking group respectively. The $Key_j$s, along with the corresponding $Ids$, nodes, for fault tolerance purposes. Map tasks receive the subset $D_s$ stored on the node they run. To illustrate the framework, Charlie’s cluster consists of two nodes $C_1$ and $C_2$ that hold data and a master node $C_0$ which coordinates the functionality of the cluster. The master node splits each data set as submitted by Alice and Bob in two subsets of equal size. Each subset in our example has one row. By setting the replication factor $\rho$ to 1, each subset of $A'$ and $B'$ is distributed to different nodes. For example, $Bf_{A2}$, $Bf_{B1}$ are stored on $C_1$ and $Bf_{A1}$ and $Bf_{B2}$ are stored on $C_2$. If we set $\rho = 2$, then each subset should be replicated twice, which would result to the total omnipresence of subsets to nodes. We present two large-scale linkage strategies that use the described cluster of nodes. The first strategy, denoted by $St_1$, consists of one Map/Reduce job, while the second strategy, that is $St_2$, utilizes two chain Map/Reduce jobs. Both strategies have two distinct logical steps, (a) the generation of the $Key_j$s and (b) the matching of the formulated Bloom filter pairs.

### 5.1. Generation of the $Key_j$s

When Charlie submits the Map/Reduce job of linkage, Algorithm 1 runs on each node by the map tasks $M_1$ and $M_2$. For each Bloom filter contained in a subset $D^s$, the $Key_j$s are constructed by applying the corresponding permutations, as agreed by Alice and Bob and shown in Algorithm 1 in line 7. For illustration purposes, by letting $K = 2$, $A_{opt}$ is set to 2 (to be precise $A_{opt}$ should be set to 6, given $\delta = 0.1$ and $\vartheta = 0.40$). On the compute node $C_1$, which holds $Bf_{A2}$ and $Bf_{B1}$, $M_1$ builds the following $Key_j$s for $Bf_{A2}$: $<1B,3,1>$ and $<2B,0,5>$ . The map task $M_2$, running on $C_2$, builds also for $Bf_{B2}$ the same $Key_j$s. The labels 1B and 2B denote that the corresponding $Key_j$s refer to the first and the second blocking group respectively. The $Key_j$s, along with the corresponding $Ids$,
are emitted to the partitioner tasks (Algorithm 1, line 10). This phase is common for both linkage strategies.

### Algorithm 1 Transformation of Bloom filters into \(<\text{Key}^j, \text{Id}>\) pairs in the map phases of both \(\text{St}_1\) and \(\text{St}_2\)

**Input:** \(D^s, \pi_j^k\)’s permutations, \(K\)

**Output:** list \(\langle\text{Key}^j, \text{Id}\rangle\)

1: \(\Lambda_{\text{opt}} = \text{computeOptimal}(K)\)
2: for \(i = 1\) to \(|D^s|\) do
3: \(\text{Id} \leftarrow D_i^s.\text{Id}\)
4: \(\text{Bf} \leftarrow D_i^s.\text{Bf}\)
5: for \(j = 1\) to \(\Lambda_{\text{opt}}\) do
6: for \(k = 1\) to \(K\) do
7: \(\text{Key}^j = \text{Concat}(\text{min}\{\pi_j^k(Bf)\})\)
8: end for
9: end for
10: emit(\(\text{Key}^j, \text{Id}\))
11: end for

5.2. Matching of the Formulated Bloom Filter Pairs

The \(\text{Id}s\) of the Bloom filters corresponding to a unique \(\text{Key}^j\) are routed to the same reduce task \(R_x\), by the partitioner tasks. Then in strategy \(\text{St}_1\), each \(R_x\) calculates the Jaccard distance of each Bloom filter pair, as illustrated in Sect. 3.3 and shown in Algorithm 2, lines 2 and 4. If the distance of a pair is below or equal to a predefined threshold (\(\vartheta\)) then it is classified as a matched pair, otherwise as a non-matched pair (Algorithm 2, lines 7, 9).

In our running example, the \(\text{Key}^1 = \langle 1B, 3, 1 \rangle\), which refers to the first blocking group and it is generated by both \(\text{Bf}_{A2}\) and \(\text{Bf}_{B2}\), has as a result their grouping to the same block and their classification as a matched pair. It is also noted in Fig. 3, where the strategy \(\text{St}_1\) is outlined, that these Bloom filters also exhibit the same keys in the second blocking group, which results to a redundant distance computation.

The notation \([\text{Id}]\) in Algorithm 2, in the input statement, denotes that we get a list of \(\text{Id}s\) for each \(\text{Key}^j\). In lines 3 and 5 function \(\text{get}()\) retrieves a Bloom filter from a data store. The same function uses a naïve cache mechanism in order to cache locally a limited amount of the retrieved Bloom filters, for efficient use in subsequent computations that these Bloom filters participate. In our implementation the data store is a relational database. Linking two data sets of 200,000 Bloom filters each, the Min-Hash scheme produces around 130,000,000 pairs (\(K = 5, A_{\text{opt}} = 29\)), including duplicates which may be up to 12% of the total number of pairs.

In order to avoid the calculation of distance of duplicate pairs across the \(R_x\)’s, in strategy \(\text{St}_2\), we employ two chain Map/Reduce jobs. The map phase of the first job includes the generation of the \(\text{Key}^j\)’s, as illustrated in Algorithm 1, while during the reduce phase, the Bloom filter pairs are formulated without computing their distance (Algorithm 3).
Algorithm 2 Matching of the grouped Bloom filters in the reduce phase in $St_1$

Input: list($<Key^j, [Id]>$)
Output: list ({$"M","U"$}, $Id_A$, $Id_B$)

1: for each $Key^j$ do
2:   for each $Id_A$ $\in$ $A'$ do
3:     $Bf_A$ $\leftarrow$ get($Id_A$)
4:   for each $Id_B$ $\in$ $B'$ do
5:     $Bf_B$ $\leftarrow$ get($Id_B$)
6:     if $d_J(Bf_A, Bf_B) \leq \vartheta$ then
7:       output("M", $Id_A$, $Id_B$);
8:     else
9:       output("U", $Id_A$, $Id_B$);
10:   end if
11: end for
12: end for
13: end for

Algorithm 3 Formulation of Bloom filter pairs in the first reduce phase in $St_2$

Input: list($<Key^j, [Id]>$)
Output: list ($Id_A$, $Id_B$, $\cdot$)

1: for each $Key^j$ do
2:   for each $Id_A$ $\in$ $A'$ do
3:     for each $Id_B$ $\in$ $B'$ do
4:       output($Id_A$, $Id_B$, $\cdot$);
5:     end for
6:   end for
7: end for

The second map phase is an identity function that simply passes its input data to the second reduce phase, where unique record pairs, as represented by their $Ids$, are distributed to the reduce tasks which perform the distance computations. This generating-unique-pairs strategy limits the comparisons only to the unique Bloom filter pairs, as specified by oBfJ. However, the use of a relational database to provide the Bloom filters results to long running time, because each pair requires the retrieval of two Bloom filters since the probability of having at least one of them cached is very low. On the contrary to $St_1$, as illustrated in line 3 of Algorithm 2, the Bloom filter of $A'$ is retrieved once from the database, it is then cached and compared to all the Bloom filters of $B'$ for the specific $Key^j$ (line 5). The two strategies are outlined in Figs. 3 and 4 respectively.

6. Evaluation

In the experiments we evaluate oBfJ in terms of (a) the accuracy in finding the encoded matched record pairs, (b) the accuracy in finding the truly matched record pairs, (c) the efficiency in reducing the number of candidate record pairs and (d) the scalability in voluminous data sets. For (a),(b) and (c) we use semi-synthetic data sets of 50,000 records each, extracted from the NCVR list. Each record includes 4 fields, namely $Id, LastName,$
Bloom filters of both data sets, are split to the distributed file system map tasks generating the keys reduce tasks computing the distance of the grouped Bloom filters, belonging to different data sets.
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Algorithm 4 Matching of the grouped Bloom filters in the second reduce phase in \(St_2\)

Input: list(Id_A, Id_B, [])
Output: list ("M","U", Id_A, Id_B)

1: \(Bf_A \leftarrow \text{get}(Id_A)\)
2: \(Bf_B \leftarrow \text{get}(Id_B)\)
3: if \(d_j(Bf_A, Bf_B) \leq \vartheta\) then
4: output("M", Id_A, Id_B);
5: else
6: output("U", Id_A, Id_B);
7: end if

FirstName and Address. We develop a software prototype that extracts data sets, \(A\) and \(B\) of user-defined size and perturbation frequency, from the NCVR list \([2]\). Records are chosen randomly for perturbation, according to the specified frequency. For each perturbed record, two fields are chosen randomly and undergo (a) a single perturbation scheme \((P_{t1})\) or (b) a double perturbation scheme \((P_{t2})\). Insert, edit, delete and transpose operations are used to perturb the values of those chosen fields. The perturbation frequency of the records is set to 0.3. Field-level Bloom filters are created with size \(L\) equal to 500 bits, by using 15 cryptographic hash functions for each bigram, as proposed in \([40]\). All experiments, except for the large-scale ones (see Sect. \[6.3\]), are executed in a dual-core Pentium PC of 8 GB RAM.
6.1. Selected Measures

The Pairs Completeness ($PC$), the Pairs Quality ($PQ$) and the Reduction Ratio ($RR$) metrics [12] are employed to evaluate the efficiency of our methodology in finding the truly matched record pairs with respect to accuracy. The set of the identified encoded matched record pairs is denoted by $M$ and the set of the original matched record pairs by $M'$. Accuracy is measured by the $PC_M$ metric, which is equal to $|M \cap M'|/|M'|$. The efficiency in generating mostly matched pairs with respect to the number of the candidate pairs is indicated by the $PQ$ metric which is equal to $|M \cap M'|/|CR|$, where $CR$ is the set of the candidate record pairs. The Reduction Ratio illustrates the percentage in the reduction of the comparison space and it is equal to $1.0 - |CR|/|A' \times B'|$.

6.2. Comparative Results

The efficiency of the Min-Hash LSH scheme and the accuracy of the Bloom filter-based encoding jointly determine the overall performance of our methodology. In Fig. 5 we demonstrate the results by performing experiments for various values for $K$ ($\vartheta = 0.40$ and $\delta = 0.1$) along with their corresponding $\Lambda_{opt}$ values, namely (5, 29), (6, 49), (7, 82) and (8, 136). Furthermore, for a specific value of $K$, we perform experiments by setting $\Lambda$ to several arbitrary values. For example, for $K = 5$, we set $\Lambda = <49, 82, 136>$ or for $K = 8$, we set $\Lambda = <29, 49, 82>$. We observe from Fig. 5 for a given value of $K$, as $\Lambda$ approaches from the left to $\Lambda_{opt}$, the $PC_M$ rate increases but after $\Lambda_{opt}$, the $PC_M$ rate remains almost stable. This implies that the largest part of the matched Bloom filter pairs is identified (each pair is returned with probability at least 0.9) and consequently the same happens for the largest part of the original matched record pairs. An amount of
the original matched record pairs is missed, approximately 8%, due to improper Bloom filter-based encoding, where the initial distances are not preserved.

We compare our methodology to the Multidimensional Privacy-Preserving Blocking (MPPB) method as proposed in [25]. MPPB is based on the K-Medoids algorithm [27] for creating clusters from elements of public reference sets. Next, records are classified to those clusters and they are encoded into Bloom filters, where the Sorted Neighborhood algorithm [21] is used for the selection of the Bloom filter pairs for comparison within each cluster. The Dice coefficient [11] is employed to measure the similarity between those pairs. Thresholds in the comparisons are set to 0.85 and 0.80 for the two perturbation schemes respectively.
We set $K_{opt} = 5$ and $\delta = 0.1$ as the basic parameters of oBfJ which yield $\Lambda_{opt} = 29$ blocking groups for the $P_{t1}$ scheme with $\vartheta = 0.40$ and $\Lambda_{opt} = 45$ groups for the $P_{t2}$ scheme with $\vartheta = 0.45$. Duplicate distance computations are prevented by utilizing an efficient $O(1)$ structure (like a HashMap in Java programming language) which stores the Ids of each compared pair only once, therefore discarding any computation that has already been conducted. Highly accurate results are generated by oBfJ, as shown in Fig. 6 with $PC_M$ rate above 92%. In order to increase the $PC_M$ rate for the MPPB method, we had to increase the window size to a large value ($> 70$), which had dramatic impact on the performance and a slight increase in the $PC_M$ rate, clearly outperformed by oBfJ, as shown in Figs. 6 and 7.

![Fig. 8. The Pairs Quality $PQ$ rates](image)

![Fig. 9. The Reduction Ratio $RR$](image)

Although, oBfJ displays high $RR$, constantly above 94% (Fig. 9), the $PQ$ rates remain rather low (Fig. 8). Therefore, although oBfJ is efficient in reducing the initial $|A' \times B'|$ number of pairs, there are still candidate non-matched Bloom filter pairs with distance $d_J$ close to $\vartheta$ but slightly above it. The MPPB method displays better $PQ$ rate but lower $RR$.

### 6.3. Scalability

Scalability is measured in terms of execution time, utilizing a Map/Reduce system. More specifically, Apache Hadoop 1.0.4 is used, as the Map/Reduce implementation, running on a cluster of four compute nodes, which are virtual machines of Okeanos [3], the cloud service of the Greek Research and Academic Community. Two data sets are linked, which consist of 300,000 records. By adding more physical compute nodes in the reduce phase, execution time is decreased as shown in Fig. 10. Permutations are shared across the map tasks by utilizing the distributed file system, since each task runs on its own execution environment. It is clearly shown that by utilizing a relational database, strategy $St_2$ becomes inefficient and its main feature, which is the unique distance computation of duplicate pairs, does not contribute a lot to the overall system’s performance.
7. Conclusions

Linking huge collections of anonymized records is an intriguing problem in the core of the domain of Privacy-Preserving Record Linkage. In this paper, we introduce an LSH-based distributed method on top of a Map/Reduce computational paradigm. Records are encoded into Bloom filters, in order to protect privacy of the underlying data, and then they are submitted to a trusted third party, which splits and distributes them to a file system with replication capabilities. The huge collection of records demands the utilization of a large number of compute nodes that leverage scalability. The Min-Hash LSH technique is applied by producing from each Bloom filter some $Key_j$'s which correspond to some blocking groups. The number of those blocking groups ($\Lambda_{opt}$) and the number of the hash functions for each $Key_j$ ($K_{opt}$) are optimized with respect to accuracy and performance. Bloom filters are retrieved from a relational database and they are cached locally to each node for subsequent computations. Those Bloom filters that exhibit identical $Key_j$'s are grouped together and their Jaccard distance is calculated on a pairwise manner. We believe that the utilization of a more sophisticated and robust cache mechanism in combination with the use of a distributed storage system, that facilitates efficient queries to massive data sets, is an interesting research direction that may boost the performance of strategy $St_2$.
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Abstract. In this paper, we present a tool to help reduce the uncertainty presented in the resource selection problem when information is subjective in nature. The candidates and the “ideal” resource required by evaluators are modeled by fuzzy subsets whose elements are trapezoidal fuzzy numbers (TrFN). By modeling with TrFN the subjective variables used to determine the best among a set of resources, one should take into account in the decision-making process not only their expected value, but also the uncertainty that they express. A mean quadratic distance (MQD) function is defined to measure the separation between two TrFN. It allows us to consider the case when a TrFN is wholly or partially contained in another. Then, for each candidate a weighted mean asymmetric index (WMAI) evaluates the mean distance between the TrFNs for each of the variables and the corresponding TrFNs of the “ideal” candidate, allowing the decision-maker to choose among the candidates. We apply this index to the case of the selection of the product that is best suited for a “pilot test” to be carried out in some market segment.
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1. Introduction

Currently, companies that commercialize a broad range of products, sometimes with high product rotation, tend to have departments specializing in consistently providing technically viable and economically feasible ideas.

The “bank of ideas” that such organizations have produces a multitude of reference points for the delivery of new goods or services. Virtually, any previously screened idea may be of commercial interest, but many of the failures in its commercialization may arise from presenting it to the wrong kind of client. The design of a product must meet customer requirements, making it essential to carry out a post-design verification test with a sample of the intended market segment, before the product’s full-scale commercialization [18].

We have to remember that R&D departments typically have a set of different products, from which they must choose the one best suited to the targeted segment of the market.
The suitability of these products is evaluated with subjective variables, which makes the application of techniques based on fuzzy subsets a straightforward matter.

By means of the theory of fuzzy subsets [22], we can select the best among a group of candidates when information is subjective in nature or comes from expert processed statistical data. As an example of this line of research, we can observe the work of Chen and Wang [6] and its application to search for the perfect home [7], the application to databases developed by Yang et al. [21], the process carried out by the International Olympic Committee for the selection of the venue of the 1st Summer Youth Olympic Games [11], and the evaluation of traffic police centers performance by Sadi-Nezhad and Damghani [17]. This process is based on the comparison between fuzzy numbers, a line of research that have been a cornerstone of the fuzzy sets theory, and of which we can cite the work, for example, of Tran and Duckstein [19], of Zeng and Guo [23], of Zhang, Zhang and Mei [24], of Lee, Pedrycz and Sohn [14], and of Guha and Chakraborty [10].

In this same line of research, we offer a mean quadratic distance (MQD) function between trapezoidal fuzzy numbers (TrFN) that allows us to consider the case when a TrFN is wholly or partially contained in another. In traditional distance functions between TrFN, when a fuzzy number is totally contained in another there is a distance between them, and this distance is symmetric. Nevertheless, in our index, the separation from contained to container is zero, as uncertainty will not allow us to distinguish between them. On the other hand, there is a distinction between container and contained, as some part of the former is beyond the limits of the latter. From this point of view, our MQD calculates the distance needed to “project” one fuzzy number into the other.

Then, the MQD is used for multi-criteria decision making analysis through a weighted mean asymmetric index (WMAI). We apply this index to model subjective information on candidate products for a “pilot test” that will be carried out in a market segment. Among them, there is the need to select the one that fits better to this market and that will help collect valuable information in order to introduce the best possible product. Both, the ideal product and the candidate products, are modeled using TrFN.

The remaining of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly describes some of the newest research made on ranking of fuzzy numbers. The theoretical framework of fuzzy sets and fuzzy numbers is laid out in Section 3. Our asymmetric index is described in Section 4. Section 5 contains the application to an example. Finally, we present some conclusions in Section 6.

2. Recent work

The traditional application of indexes to evaluate the difference between fuzzy numbers has been in the process of ranking. This line of research was initiated by Jain [12], and followed by many researchers who developed algorithms with different levels of complexity. Recent works that can be mentioned are those of Asady [2,3] who worked on revisions of [20] and [4] to overcome problems that only later arose. In [8], Chou et al. worked on improvements over the widely used method developed by Chen [5], based on the utility value of a fuzzy number. Allahviranloo et al. [1] developed a method based on weighted interval-value approximations defined as crisp-set approximations of fuzzy numbers. Rezvani [16] defined a similarity measure based on the perimeter of generalized fuzzy numbers. Finally, the work more closely related to our approach is that of Nejad and
3. Fuzzy subsets and fuzzy numbers

In cases when information is subjective, models based on the theory of fuzzy subsets can help the decision maker in the evaluation of the alternatives. In this section, we will present the basic definitions of both, fuzzy sets and fuzzy numbers, that we will use throughout this paper.

Definition 1. A fuzzy subset \( \tilde{A} \) can be represented by a set of pairs composed of the elements \( x \) of the universal set \( X \), and a grade of membership \( \mu_{\tilde{A}}(x) \):

\[
\tilde{A} = \{(x, \mu_{\tilde{A}}(x)) \mid x \in X, \mu_{\tilde{A}}(x) \in [0, 1]\}.
\]

Definition 2. An \( \alpha \)-cut of a fuzzy subset \( \tilde{A} \) is defined by:

\[
A_\alpha = \{x \in X : \mu_{\tilde{A}} \geq \alpha\},
\]

i.e., the subset of all elements that belong to \( \tilde{A} \) at least in a degree \( \alpha \).

Definition 3. A fuzzy subset \( \tilde{A} \) is convex, iff:

\[
\lambda x_1 + (1 - \lambda x_2) \in A_\alpha, \forall x_1, x_2 \in A_\alpha, \alpha, \lambda \in [0, 1],
\]

i.e., all the points in \([x_1, x_2]\) must belong to \( A_\alpha \), for any \( \alpha \).

Definition 4. A fuzzy subset \( \tilde{A} \) is normal, iff:

\[
\max(\mu_{\tilde{A}}(x)) = 1, \forall x \in X.
\]

Definition 5. The core of a fuzzy subset \( \tilde{A} \) is:

\[
N_{\tilde{A}} = \{x : \mu_{\tilde{A}}(x) = 1\}.
\]

Definition 6. A fuzzy number \( \tilde{A} \) is a normal, convex fuzzy subset with domain in \( \mathbb{R} \) for which:

1. \( \bar{x} := N_{\tilde{A}}, \text{ card}(\bar{x}) = 1 \), and
2. \( \mu_{\tilde{A}}(x) \) is at least piecewise continuous.

The mean value [25] \( \bar{x} \), also called maximum of presumption [13], identifies a fuzzy number in such a way that the proposition "about 9" can be modeled with a fuzzy number whose maximum of presumption is \( x = 9 \). As Zimmermann [25] explains, for computational simplicity there is a tendency to call "fuzzy number" any normal, convex fuzzy subset whose membership function is, at least, piecewise continuous, without taking into consideration the uniqueness of the maximum of presumption. Thus, this definition will include "fuzzy intervals", fuzzy numbers in which \( \bar{x} \) covers an interval. As a matter of fact, Dubois and Prade [9] called them "flat fuzzy numbers".
Definition 7. A TrFN is defined by the membership function:

\[
\mu_\tilde{A}(x) = \begin{cases} 
\frac{x-x_1}{x_2-x_1}, & \text{if } x_1 \leq x < x_2 \\
1, & \text{if } x_2 \leq x \leq x_3 \\
\frac{x-x_3}{x_4-x_3}, & \text{if } x_3 < x \leq x_4 \\
0 & \text{otherwise.}
\end{cases}
\] (6)

A TrFN is represented by a 4-tuple whose first and fourth elements correspond to the extremes from where the membership function begins to grow, and whose second and third components define the interval that limits the maximum of presumption, i.e., \( \tilde{A} = (x_1, x_2, x_3, x_4) \).

4. The asymmetric index

In the traditional distance functions between TrFN (based on Manhattan, Euclidean, and, in general, Minkowski’s distance functions), the distance between two TrFNs \( \tilde{A} = (a_1, a_2, a_3, a_4) \) and \( \tilde{B} = (b_1, b_2, b_3, b_4) \), when the former is totally contained in the later, is different from zero.

Nevertheless, one should study the assumption that due to uncertainty the distance from contained to container should be zero, as it would be impossible to distinguish between them. On the other hand, there is some value of distance between container and contained, as some portion of the former is outside the limits of the later.

The objective is, therefore, to calculate a mean index \( D(\tilde{A}, \tilde{B}) \) that shows the distance needed to make \( \tilde{A} \subseteq \tilde{B} \). This function implies a sort of “projection” of \( \tilde{A} \) into \( \tilde{B} \) in the four regions of the set \( Z = \{ L_1, L_2, R_1, R_2 \} \) shown in Figure 1.

Definition 8. Given the set \( \{x_1, x_2, x_2', \ldots, x_{n-1}, x_n, x_1'\} \), where \( x_i x_j \) is a segment defined by the points \( P_i \) and \( P_j \), whereas \( x_i \) and \( x_j \) are the abscissas of these points, we will define the region \( \Lambda \) as the area inscribed in the convex polygon composed by the elements of this set.

From this definition, we can say that the regions from \( Z \) are described as (see Figures 2, 3, 4 and 5):

\[
L_1 = \begin{cases} 
\{a_1 b_1, a_1 x_1', x_1' a_1\}, & \text{if } a_1 < b_1 \text{ and } a_2 > b_2, \\
\{a_1 b_1, a_1 b_2, b_2 a_2, a_2 a_1\}, & \text{if } a_1 \leq b_1 \text{ and } a_2 \leq b_2, \\
\{a_2 b_2, b_2 x_2', x_2' a_2\}, & \text{if } a_1 > b_1 \text{ and } a_2 < b_2, \\
\emptyset, & \text{otherwise.}
\end{cases}
\] (7)

\[
R_1 = \begin{cases} 
\{b_4 a_4, a_4 a_3, a_3 b_3, b_3 b_4\}, & \text{if } b_3 \leq a_3 \text{ and } b_4 \leq a_4, \\
\{b_4 a_4, a_4 x_4', x_4' b_4\}, & \text{if } b_3 > a_3 \text{ and } b_4 < a_4, \\
\{b_3 a_3, a_3 x_3', x_3' b_3\}, & \text{if } b_3 < a_3 \text{ and } b_4 > a_4, \\
\emptyset, & \text{otherwise.}
\end{cases}
\] (8)

\[
R_2 = \begin{cases} 
\{a_4 a_1, a_1 a_2, a_2 b_2, b_2 b_3\}, & \text{if } a_1 \geq b_4, \\
\{b_3 a_2, a_2 x_2', x_2' b_3\}, & \text{if } a_1 < b_4 \text{ and } a_2 > b_3, \\
\emptyset, & \text{otherwise.}
\end{cases}
\] (9)
Fig. 1. Regions where the index is calculated.

Fig. 2. Variants of the $L_1$ region.

Fig. 3. Variants of the $R_1$ region.
Fig. 4. Variants of the $R_2$ region.

Fig. 5. Variants of the $L_2$ region.

$$L_2 = \begin{cases} \{a_4b_1,b_3b_2,a_3,a_2\}, & \text{if } a_4 \leq b_1, \\ \{a_3b_2,b_2x',x''',x''''\}, & \text{if } a_3 < b_2 \text{ and } a_4 > b_1, \\ \emptyset, & \text{otherwise.} \end{cases} \quad (10)$$

**Proposition 1.** Two TrFN $\tilde{A}$ and $\tilde{B}$ intersect at maximum four points $(x', y'), (x'', y''), (x''', y'''),$ and $(x''''', y''''')$ such that:

$$\begin{align*}
    x' &= \frac{a_1b_2 - b_1a_2}{a_1 - a_2 - b_1 + b_2}; \\
    y' &= \frac{a_1 - b_1}{a_1 - a_2 - b_1 + b_2}; \\
    x'' &= \frac{a_3b_4 - b_3a_4}{a_3 - a_4 - b_3 + a_4}; \\
    y'' &= \frac{b_4 - a_4}{a_3 - a_4 - b_3 + a_4}; \\
    x''' &= \frac{a_2b_4 - a_1b_3}{a_2 - a_1 + b_4 - b_3}; \\
    y''' &= \frac{b_4 - a_1}{a_2 - a_1 + b_4 - b_3}; \\
    x''''' &= \frac{a_4b_2 - a_4b_1}{a_4 - a_3 + b_2 - b_1}; \\
    y''''' &= \frac{a_4 - b_1}{a_4 - a_3 + b_2 - b_1}. 
\end{align*} \quad (11-14)$$

**Proof.** Given the equation of the straight line:

$$y - y_1 = \frac{y_2 - y_1}{x_2 - x_1} (x - x_1), \quad (15)$$
if segments $\overline{a_1a_2}$ and $\overline{b_1b_2}$ intersect at $(x', y')$, then:

$$y' - 0 - \frac{1 - 0}{a_2 - a_1} (x' - a_1) = y' - 0 - \frac{1 - 0}{b_2 - b_1} (x' - b_1)$$

(16)

$$\frac{x' - a_1}{a_2 - a_1} = \frac{x' - b_1}{b_2 - b_1}$$

(17)

$$(b_2 - b_1 - a_2 + a_1) x' = -a_2 b_1 + a_1 b_1 + a_1 b_2 - a_1 b_1$$

(18)

$$x' = \frac{a_1 b_2 - a_2 b_1}{a_1 - a_2 - b_1 + b_2}.$$  

(19)

Substituting (19) on the equation of the segment $\overline{a_1a_2}$, we solve for $y'$:

$$y' = \frac{a_1 b_2 - a_2 b_1}{a_1 - a_2 - b_1 + b_2} - \frac{a_1}{a_2 - a_1}$$

(20)

$$= \frac{-a_2 b_1 + a_1 b_1 - a_2 b_2 + a_1 b_2}{a_1 - a_2 - b_1 + b_2}$$

(21)

$$= \frac{(a_1 - b_1)(a_2 - a_1)}{(a_1 - a_2 - b_1 + b_2)(a_2 - a_1)}$$

(22)

$$= \frac{a_1 - b_1}{a_1 - a_2 - b_1 + b_2}$$

(23)

It is obvious that when segments $\overline{a_1a_2}$ and $\overline{b_1b_2}$ are parallel, they will not intersect and, thus, the point $(x', y')$ does not exist. This demonstration is equivalent for the other intersection points.

The first step in the calculation of our index is based on a mean quadratic distance (MQD) function that measures the separation of both TrFNs in the defined regions.

**Definition 9.** The MQD function between two TrFN $\tilde{A}$ and $\tilde{B}$ for each region $\zeta \in Z$ is obtained through:

$$D_\zeta = \int^{b_\zeta}_{a_\zeta} (b_\zeta - a_\zeta)^2 \, dy$$

(24)

where $a_\zeta$ is the equation of the line that limits $\zeta$ on the left side, $b_\zeta$ is the equation of the line that limits this region on the right side, both expressed in terms of $y$, and $\{a_\zeta, b_\zeta\} \in [0, 1]$, $a_\zeta \leq b_\zeta$, are the integration limits in $y$ that we find through Figures 2, 3, 4 and 5, and Proposition 1.

It seems evident that, from Definition 9, the area of $\tilde{A}$ contained in $\tilde{B}$ generates an MQD equal to zero, like, for example, that from segment $y'/a_2$ to segment $y'/b_2$ in Figure 1.

The closed form expressions of (24) for all regions are:

$$D_{L_1} = \begin{cases} 
\frac{a_1^2 + a_2 a_3 + a_2^2 - 2 a_1 b_1 + b_1^2 - a_1 b_2 + b_2^2 - a_2 b_1 + b_1 b_2 - 2 a_2 b_2}{3}, & \text{if } a_1 \leq b_1 \text{ and } a_2 \leq b_2, \\
\frac{(a_1 - b_1)^2}{4}, & \text{if } a_1 < b_1 \text{ and } a_2 > b_2, \\
\frac{(a_2 - b_2)^2}{4}, & \text{if } a_1 > b_1 \text{ and } a_2 < b_2, \\
0, & \text{otherwise.}
\end{cases}$$

(25)
\[ D_{R_1} = \begin{cases} \frac{a_2^2 + a_3 a_4 + a_2^2 - 2 a_3 b_3 + b_3^2 - a_3 a_4 + b_3^2 - a_4 b_3 - 2 a_4 b_4 + b_4^2}{3}, & \text{if } b_3 \leq a_3 \text{ and } b_4 \leq a_4, \\ \frac{(a_4 - b_4)^2}{3}, & \text{if } b_3 > a_3 \text{ and } b_4 < a_4, \\ 0, & \text{if } b_3 < a_3 \text{ and } b_4 > a_4, \end{cases} \]

\[ D_{R_2} = \begin{cases} \frac{a_2^2 + a_3 a_4 + a_2^2 - a_4 b_3 + b_3^2 - 2 a_3 b_4 + b_4^2 - 2 a_4 b_3 - a_4 b_4 + b_4^2}{3}, & \text{if } a_1 \geq b_4, \\ \frac{(a_2 - b_3)^2}{3}, & \text{if } a_1 < b_4 \text{ and } a_2 > b_3, \\ 0, & \text{otherwise}. \end{cases} \]

\[ D_{L_2} = \begin{cases} \frac{a_2^2 + a_3 a_4 + a_2^2 - a_3 b_1 + b_1^2 - 2 a_3 b_2 + b_2^2 - a_4 b_1 - 2 a_4 b_2 + a_1 b_1}{3}, & \text{if } a_4 \leq b_1, \\ \frac{(a_3 - b_2)^2}{3}, & \text{if } a_3 < b_2 \text{ and } a_4 > b_1, \\ 0, & \text{otherwise}. \end{cases} \]

**Definition 10.** The mean asymmetric index between two TrFN obtained from (25), (26), (27) and (28) is:

\[ D \left( \tilde{A}, \tilde{B} \right) = \begin{cases} \sqrt{\frac{SD}{N}}, & \text{if } N > 0, \\ 0, & \text{otherwise}. \end{cases} \]

where:

\[ SD = D_{L_1} + D_{L_2} + D_{R_1} + D_{R_2}, \]

\[ N = 1_{D_{L_1} > 0} + 1_{D_{L_2} > 0} + 1_{D_{R_1} > 0} + 1_{D_{R_2} > 0}. \]

**Remark 1.** It is straightforward to observe that \( N = 0 \iff \tilde{A} \subset \tilde{B} \). Thus \( D(\tilde{A}, \tilde{B}) = 0 \iff \tilde{A} \subset \tilde{B} \).

**Remark 2.** Because we would like to know the mean distance for the regions of \( \tilde{A} \) not covered by \( \tilde{B} \), the resulting asymmetric index sometimes behaves as a hemimetric, which implies:

1. \( \exists \tilde{A} \neq \tilde{B} : D(\tilde{A}, \tilde{B}) = 0 \). Again, we would be saying that \( \tilde{A} \subset \tilde{B} \iff D(\tilde{A}, \tilde{B}) = 0 \).
2. \( \exists \tilde{A} \neq \tilde{B} : D(\tilde{A}, \tilde{B}) \neq D(\tilde{B}, \tilde{A}) \). As a matter of fact, there are two cases where \( D(\tilde{A}, \tilde{B}) = D(\tilde{B}, \tilde{A}) \). Firstly, if for a given point:

\[ b_1 \in \mathbb{R}, B = (b_2, b_1 + a_4 - a_3, b_1 + a_4 - a_2, b_1 + a_4 - a_1), \]

i.e., when \( \tilde{A} \) has the inverse shape of \( \tilde{B} \). Secondly, if \( \tilde{A} = \tilde{B} + c \), with \( c \in \mathbb{R} \), i.e., when \( \tilde{A} \) and \( \tilde{B} \) have the same shape.
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The mean asymmetric index based on the MQD function models the separation between the assessment $\tilde{P}_i$ given to some candidate resource $P$, in any given characteristic $i$, and the required value $\tilde{I}_i$ asked from an “ideal” candidate $I$ in that same characteristic. We will now define the weighted mean asymmetric index (WMAI) between all the characteristics evaluated in a candidate and the required levels of those characteristics.

Definition 11. The weighted mean asymmetric index (WMAI) between $\tilde{P} = \{\tilde{P}_1, \tilde{P}_2, \ldots, \tilde{P}_n\}$ and $\tilde{I} = \{\tilde{I}_1, \tilde{I}_2, \ldots, \tilde{I}_n\}$ will be:

$$\delta (P, I) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \omega_i \cdot D (\tilde{P}_i, \tilde{I}_i),$$

(31)

where $\omega = \{\omega_1, \omega_2, \ldots, \omega_n\}$ is a vector of weights such that $\sum_{i=1}^{n} \omega_i = 1$ and $\omega_i \neq 0$.

5. Application of the WMAI to the selection of a product for a pilot test

In order to illustrate the application of the methodology, we will use an example based on the introduction of a dairy product into the market.

5.1. Description of the target market segment

The first thing that needs to be defined is a mathematical descriptor that numerically and accurately reflects the market segment that the Marketing Department is interested in reaching. A hypothetical dairy company wants to introduce a new product for the market segment defined by the following characteristics:

1. Health-conscious consumer.
2. With an age above 50 years.
3. Willing to pay a high price for healthier dairy product.
4. Interested in new technology driven products, but not a consumer totally devoted to technology.
5. Looking for a product that can be carried around and consumed at any time.

Given this information, the marketing department models the target segment with the fuzzy set $\tilde{S} = \tilde{s}_i$, as we can see in Table 1.

Table 1. Target segment modeled as a fuzzy set.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$c_1$</th>
<th>$c_2$</th>
<th>$c_3$</th>
<th>$c_4$</th>
<th>$c_5$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\tilde{S}$</td>
<td>(0.7, 1)</td>
<td>(0.6, 1)</td>
<td>(0.5, 0.8, 1)</td>
<td>(0.7, 0.8, 0.9)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Each fuzzy number $\tilde{s}_i$ represents an assessment of the ideal level that the target segment has on each one of the characteristics in the set $C = c_i$. Both, the characteristics and the meaning of the assessments given to this particular segment, are defined as:
1. $c_1$: Health-consciousness: A consumer is regarded as health-conscious if at least 70% of his food purchases are done taking health into consideration.
2. $c_2$: Maturity: A consumer is considered mature if he has already lived more than 60% of his life expectancy.
3. $c_3$: Price level: In this case, the consumer prefers to buy products in the top 50% of the price scale, with a maximum preference for products below 80%.
4. $c_4$: Novelty of organoleptic or technological characteristics: the consumer prefers to buy a new product between 70 and 90% of the times, with a maximum of 80%, if new flavors or properties are also involved.
5. $c_5$: Easiness of transportation and consumption: when a consumer buys a product he prefers the top 80% in easiness of transportation and consumption, meaning he wants a product that can be carried around with no worries of spillage or spoilage, and that needs almost no additional procedures beyond opening its package for its consumption.

The characteristics will be weighted according to Table 2.

**Table 2.** Weights for the characteristics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$c_1$</th>
<th>$c_2$</th>
<th>$c_3$</th>
<th>$c_4$</th>
<th>$c_5$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\omega$</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 5.2. Description of the candidates for the pilot test

The R&D department of the company has decided that the pilot test should be run with one of the following five products from the set $\mathcal{P} = \{\tilde{P}(j)\}, j = 1, \ldots, 5$:

1. $\tilde{P}(1)$: Fructose sweetened soy yogurt with fruits: It has been assessed as a product with healthy properties above the average, without a defined age group, an average price, no real novelty in flavor or technology, and with the same limitations in transportability and consumption as most dairy products.
2. $\tilde{P}(2)$: Inulin sweetened Greek yogurt enriched with calcium: Being a Greek yogurt means this is a fatty product, although this is compensated with the substitution of complex sugars with inulin, so this product is considered to be middle-of-the-pack in healthiness, although with some uncertainty. Nonetheless, by enriching it with calcium, the targeted age group is certainly mature. Price, as well as its technological appeal due to the novelty of inulin, ranges in the middle upper echelon. Of course, a Greek yogurt is a product to keep refrigerated and eaten with a spoon, which limits its transportability.
3. $\tilde{P}(3)$: Aspartame sweetened, fat free chocolate pudding enriched with Omega-3: By removing fat while adding Omega-3 and aspartame, this product can be considered remarkably healthy. Age groups from young adulthood to elderly will be equally attracted to consume it. The price is above average, but not the most expensive. However, this is not a technologically driven product as all its characteristics are found in
many products. This product has the same problems of transportability described for the Greek yogurt.

4. \( \tilde{P}(4) \): Digestion helping, cucumber yogurt soup with \textit{Lactobacillus casei}: A yogurt soup that is designed to aid digestion is regarded as an almost perfect element of a healthy diet. Age groups for this product go from middle-aged people to consumers entering maturity, as this flavor is not a favorite of younger groups and the introduction of external bacteria might cause problems to older groups. Price is at the top of the line, as this is considered a gourmet food. Even if, technologically speaking, there is nothing new in this product, its flavor and concept are novel enough to put this product above average in preferences of people looking for new products with new flavors. Finally, easy consumption is not quite feasible with a soup.

5. \( \tilde{P}(5) \): Energy boosting, tropical fruits flavored smoothie, enriched with amino acids and taurine: This product might only be considered healthy in the group of people that have an active night life, as well as for those that practice sports. This makes it more suitable for age groups ranging from young adulthood to early maturity. It is in the most expensive level, has a high impact on people looking for technology driven foods and is the easiest product to use, although it is recommended to consume it cold.

Thus, each \( \tilde{P}(j) = \{\tilde{\mu}_{i,j}\} \) is a fuzzy set with the same number of elements as \( \tilde{S} \), modeled according to the information gathered as shown in Table 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>( c_1 )</th>
<th>( c_2 )</th>
<th>( c_3 )</th>
<th>( c_4 )</th>
<th>( c_5 )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \tilde{P}(1) )</td>
<td>(0.5,0.6,0.6,0.7)</td>
<td>(0.1,0.1,1,1)</td>
<td>(0.5,0.5,0.5,0.5)</td>
<td>(0,0,0.1,0.1)</td>
<td>(0.5,0.5,0.5,0.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \tilde{P}(2) )</td>
<td>(0.4,0.5,0.5,0.6)</td>
<td>(0.7,0.7,1,1)</td>
<td>(0.7,0.7,0.8,0.8)</td>
<td>(0.7,0.7,0.9,0.9)</td>
<td>(0.4,0.4,0.4,0.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \tilde{P}(3) )</td>
<td>(0.8,0.8,1,1)</td>
<td>(0.3,0.3,1,1)</td>
<td>(0.8,0.8,0.8,0.8)</td>
<td>(0.7,0.7,0.7,0.7)</td>
<td>(0.4,0.4,0.4,0.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \tilde{P}(4) )</td>
<td>(0.8,0.8,0.9,0.9)</td>
<td>(0.4,0.4,0.7,0.7)</td>
<td>(1,1,1,1)</td>
<td>(0.5,0.5,0.7,0.7)</td>
<td>(0.1,0.1,0.1,0.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \tilde{P}(5) )</td>
<td>(0.2,0.2,0.4,0.4)</td>
<td>(0.3,0.3,0.7,0.7)</td>
<td>(1,1,1,1)</td>
<td>(1,1,1,1)</td>
<td>(0.9,0.9,0.9,0.9)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 5.3. Results

We now proceed to calculate the distance between each one of the new products proposed for a test run and the target segment. The product closest to the target segment will be the one selected for this test.

\[
\delta \left( \tilde{P}(j), \tilde{S} \right) = \sum_{i=1}^{5} \omega_i D \left( \tilde{\mu}_{i,j}, \tilde{s}_i \right)
\]

\[
\delta(\tilde{P}(1), \tilde{S}) = 0.1 \cdot 0.12 + 0.35 \cdot 0.5 + 0.25 \cdot 0.17 + 0.25 \cdot 0.7 + 0.05 \cdot 0.3
\]
\[
= 0.42.
\]
\[ \delta(\tilde{P}^{(2)}, \tilde{S}) = 0.1 \cdot 0.21 + 0.35 \cdot 0 + 0.25 \cdot 0.06 + 0.25 \cdot 0.06 + 0.05 \cdot 0.4 \\
= 0.07. \]

\[ \delta(\tilde{P}^{(3)}, \tilde{S}) = 0.1 \cdot 0 + 0.35 \cdot 0.3 + 0.25 \cdot 0 + 0.25 \cdot 0.06 + 0.05 \cdot 0.4 \\
= 0.14. \]

\[ \delta(\tilde{P}^{(4)}, \tilde{S}) = 0.1 \cdot 0 + 0.35 \cdot 0.2 + 0.25 \cdot 0.12 + 0.25 \cdot 0.18 + 0.05 \cdot 0.7 \\
= 0.18. \]

\[ \delta(\tilde{P}^{(5)}, \tilde{S}) = 0.1 \cdot 0.41 + 0.35 \cdot 0.3 + 0.25 \cdot 0.12 + 0.25 \cdot 0.15 + 0.05 \cdot 0 \\
= 0.21. \]

As we can see, the product closest to the market segment targeted with our pilot test is the Greek yogurt, a product that meets most of the requirements even if transportability is not a distinguished feature. The chocolate pudding is the closest competitor to the Greek yogurt, but seems that it would need a strong marketing campaign to introduce it in the age group of the target segment. The worst suited is the soy yogurt, maybe because it is a generic product that can be used as a baseline, to check how well targeted are other products.

We can present the results in terms of preference using the precedence operator:

\( \tilde{P}^{(1)} \prec \tilde{P}^{(5)} \prec \tilde{P}^{(4)} \prec \tilde{P}^{(3)} \prec \tilde{P}^{(2)}. \)

This means that the Greek yogurt is the product best suited for a test run, then the chocolate pudding, the cucumber yogurt soup, the energy boosting smoothie, and the soy yogurt, respectively.

### 6. Conclusions

In this work, we presented a mean quadratic distance (MQD) function that calculates the distance needed to have one TrFN contained by another. This MQD function generates a distance of magnitude zero for the areas of the first TrFN overlapped by the second, while considering distances bigger than zero for those non-overlapped.

By calculating the MQD over these non-overlapped regions, we obtain a weighted mean asymmetric index (WMAI) of separation between two vectors of TrFN. The WMAI, calculated from assessments given over a set of characteristic of a group of candidates to the “ideal” requirements on those characteristics, is then obtained and used as the decision variable.

This methodology is applied to the evaluation of new products that are candidates for a test run in a particular target segment. It allows the comparison of products with different
features, some close to the target segment and some others far from it, to take a decision accordingly. A product test run might be an expensive affair, and as such, the decision on which product use for it has to be as fully supported as possibly.

A good feature of this methodology is that statistical information, adequately transformed or processed by experts, can be used together with subjective information, usually disregarded by statistical methods, to get a more comprehensive view of the situation and give better help to the decision maker.
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Abstract. New economic and enterprise needs have increased the interest and utility of the methods of the grouping process based on the theory of uncertainty. A fuzzy grouping (clustering) process is a key phase of knowledge acquisition and reduction complexity regarding different groups of objects. Here, we considered some elements of the theory of affinities and uncertain pretopology that form a significant support tool for a fuzzy clustering process. A Galois lattice is introduced in order to provide a clearer vision of the results. We made an homogeneous grouping process of the economic regions of Russian Federation and Ukraine. The obtained results gave us a large panorama of a regional economic situation of two countries as well as the key guidelines for the decision-making. The mathematical method is very sensible to any changes the regional economy can have. We gave an alternative method of the grouping process under uncertainty.
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1. Introduction

The intelligibility of the universe for each person depends on his aptitude to group or classify different objects. Identification of object types is one of the first phases of knowledge acquisition [1]. “Organizing data into sensible groupings is one of the most fundamental modes of understanding and learning” [2]. “A fundamental operation in data mining is the partitioning of a set of objects represented by data into homogeneous groups or clusters” [3].

The analysis of the process of groups making (clustering analysis) is fundamental nowadays for understanding the complex processes of various substantive areas such as medicine [4-9], chemical industry [10-12], engineering [13-16], image processing [17-19], business [20-35] and others.

At the beginning Boolean logic has appeared as one of the most powerful mathematical tools able to make different groups giving the adequate solutions [36]. It has been commonly used in the classical clustering analysis methods that are the most important techniques in the information procedure [1]. Clustering has been extensively studied in machine learning, databases, and statistic from various perspectives. There
are two classical hard clustering methods. Statistical clustering methods [37-39] partition objects according to some proximity (similarity or dissimilarity) measures, whereas conceptual clustering methods [40,41] cluster objects according to the concepts the objects have. For automatic clustering, a method of determining proximity between feature vectors as well as a method for determining representatives of clusters is required. Hard clustering method is more adequate for clustering condition with clear boundary and preciseness in databases [1].

Although a basis of classical clustering techniques remains the same, some changes have been recently introduced into their structure. With increasing complexity of the technological and economic processes, an important aspect of cluster analysis comes to the fore which is the rigidity of the partition that is necessary to find. Many authors have proposed a fuzzy setting as the adequate approach to deal with this problem. Fuzzy set theory, introduced by Zadeh [42], gives an idea of uncertainty of belonging, which is described by a membership function. Fuzzy set theory represents a new model of grouping process that allows classifying the elements under uncertainty. During the last decades, extensive research has been carried out with respect to the investigation of fuzzy clustering techniques for classification. See Refs. 43-54.

In the early 90s a new approach to fuzzy clustering process was proposed by some authors [33]. The concept of affinity between the elements has been considered as an “angular stone” of segmentation process under uncertainty. The theory of the affinities represents a generalization of the relations of similarity extending the field of their performance to the field of the rectangular matrices.

The notion of similarity and affinity represent different ways of expressing the concept of neighborhood. Similarity indicates a specific resemblance, either partial or total, between two physical or imaginary objects [51-52]. Affinity refers to a collective behavior of objects with respect to certain specific criteria, even when these criteria are not particularly well specified. But both of these notions indicate whether two or more objects are related under adequate conditions with respect to explicit criteria for affinity [45].

In this paper we have proposed an extension of the algorithm based on the theory of affinities for the formation of homogeneous groups of economic regions of Russian Federation and Ukraine. With this in mind, we have pretended to offer an alternative solution to the problems faced by every person in charge of the distribution (investment) of company financial resources. It was essential, for us, to make a good economic and financial assessment of the regions of Russia Federation and Ukraine, providing a wide and faithful basis for making-decision process under uncertainty.

In this study we have also considered some elements of uncertain "pretopology" that have served us as a mathematical support to implement the theory of affinities to the practical case. See Refs. 23,26,55-58. Some concepts of combinatorial analysis [59] have been introduced too. As a culminating element of our paper we have used a Galois lattice. We considered it an effective tool to structure the obtained results.
2. Recent Backgrounds

In a previous part we have already told about general tendencies of the development of the mathematical methods and algorithms related to the grouping/clustering process. Now let us continue briefly with the recent approaches that are closely related to the present paper and represent special interest for the current topic.

Gil Aluja in his paper titled “Clans, affinities and Moore’s fuzzy pretopology” [60] proposed some new elements that renovate the structures of the economic thought based on the geometric idea. The elements are based on the concept of pretopology. The author considered that it was impossible to conceive, today, formal structures able to represent the Darwininan conception of the economic behavior without appealing to this part of combinatory mathematics. The author proposed the suitable schemes for the treatment of the economic and management phenomenon using the theory of clans, affinities and the Moore’s closures.

In one of his next papers Gil Aluja emphasized that very often in situations of uncertainty in portfolio management it is difficult to apply the numerical methods based on the linearity principle. In this case, nonnumeric techniques were used to assess the situations with a nonlinear attitude. The authors proposed to use a concept of grouping providing, by this manner, good solutions to the problems of the homogeneous groupings. The Pichat and affinities algorithms were proposed to reduce the number of elements of the power sets of the titles listed in the Stock Exchange and to group them correctly [61].

Among other recent works represented by the same authors dedicated to the main topic of this paper we can mention the following “Decision-making techniques with similarity measures and OWA operators” [62]. In the last paper several aggregation techniques such as the Hamming distance, the adequacy coefficient and the index of maximum and minimum level that were very useful for decision-making were considered. These were the useful mathematical tools able to determine similarities between different elements of the system helping in decision making process especially in business and economic areas (in production management in this concrete case).

The article titled “Approaches to managing sustainability among enterprises” [63] analyzed the important changes a business environment where the companies perform experienced during the last decades. It was characterized as uncertain and unstable. Basing on the idea of the importance and complexity the sustainability management represents for the companies the authors proposed the use of flexible tools based on fuzzy logic such as the Theory of Affinities, the Clans Theory, Hungarian Algorithm, etc., in order to assist the enterprises in making decisions and help them to improve management with stakeholders contributing to the treatment of the problems in the future.

Another field of the social sciences where the algorithms and technics based on the mathematics of uncertainty were used to find out the coherent solutions for decision making was a human resource management. The purpose of the article titled “A personal selection model using Galois group theory” was to propose a personal selection model based on the comparison between the qualifications of prospective candidates. The model based on the Galois group theory was used to group different
candidates depending on the common characteristics that meet a certain level. See Ref. 64.

In particular, another author proposed to use the Pichat algorithm, among other methods, in the sports area. He demonstrated that this tool was a great help in decision making related to the phenomenon of grouping/clustering. This algorithm showed whether the members of a human group/sport team were sufficiently and properly interrelated or not and, as a consequence, whether its performance was optimal or not. See Ref. 65.

Because of the limitations of the article text extension we’ll finish our explications here. We hope that this brief analysis showed the importance and usefulness of the grouping methods based on the mathematics of uncertainty in different social sciences nowadays especially in economy and management.

3. The Theory of the Affinities

The theory of the affinities represents a generalization of the relations of similarity extending the field of their performance to the field of the rectangular matrices. This theory is applied in a multitude company’s management problems.

The attempt to generalize a notion of similarity was initiated by Jaime Gil Aluja and Arnold Kaufmann in the eighties. The theory of the affinities turned out to be a successful result of the work presented by these scientists at the IX European Congress of the Operative Investigation.

“We determine the affinities as those homogeneous orderly structured groups limited to the established levels which join all elements of two sets of different nature. These two sets are related between themselves by the own essence of the phenomenon which represent them” [33].

There are three main aspects which form the concept of affinity. The first one refers to the fact that the homogeneity of each group is related to the established level. According to the requirement of each characteristic (the element of one of the sets) the high level of a determiner is assigned and that is a threshold from which the homogeneity starts to exist. The second aspect shows a necessity of the fact that the elements of each set are to be connected between themselves by the certain rules of the nature or human will. The third aspect requires creating a structure which has a special order that is capable to be involved into the process of the decision making.

Over the last decades many approaches to the theory of affinities have been proposed and several useful techniques based on this theory have been provided. See Refs. 23-32,45,51,52,58,66-68.

4. Axioms for the Uncertain Pretopology

There are two elements such as a finite referential E and a “power set” \( P(E) \) that have a different nature. Let us define uncertain pretopology. See Refs. 26,33,58.
Definition 1. A mapping $\Gamma$ of $P(E)$ in $P(E)$ is uncertain pretopology of $E$ if, and only if, the following axioms are given:

1) $\Gamma\emptyset = \emptyset$

2) $\forall A_k \in P(E): A_k \subset \Gamma A_k$

(where $\Gamma E = E$ and $A_k$ is a fuzzy subset)

Using the same terms as in determinism, a mapping $\Gamma$ for all elements of $P(E)$ will be called as an “adherent mapping” or “adherence”. It is also possible to associate $\Gamma$ with an “inner mapping” or “inner” $\delta$, defined by:

$$\forall A_k \in P(E): \delta A_k = \overline{\Gamma A_k}$$

(where $\overline{A_k}$ is a complement of $A_k$).

Definition 2. $A_k$ is closed set for an uncertain pretopology if $A_k = \Gamma A_k$.

Definition 3. $A_k$ is open set for an uncertain pretopology if $A_k = \delta A_k$.

We considered the widest notion of uncertain pretopology. If new axioms are added then new uncertain pretopological spaces appear. They have a special interest for the treatment of the problems of different economic systems.

Definition 4. A mapping $\Gamma$ of $P(E)$ in $P(E)$ is uncertain isotone pretopology of $E$ if, and only if, the following axioms are carried out:

1) $\Gamma\emptyset = \emptyset$

2) $\forall A_k \in P(E): A_k \subset \Gamma A_k$, extensivity

3) $\forall A_k, A_l \in P(E): (A_k \subset A_l) \Rightarrow (\Gamma A_k \subset \Gamma A_l)$, isotony

Let us pay a special attention to one of the uncertain isotone pretopologies that satisfies the property, which is idempotency, and can be represented as the fourth axiom.

4) $\Gamma (\Gamma A_k) = \Gamma A_k$, idempotency

With these four axioms, we get Moore’s closure which, moreover, has the property $\Gamma\emptyset = \emptyset$, not required in the axiomatic of this closure.

Moore’s closure is of a special importance in the development of the algorithms capable of dealing with segmentation problems. So it is necessary to establish ways for obtaining Moore’s closures on the basis of the concepts that could easily be found in the information supported by different institutions.
5. Obtaining a Moore’s Closure

On the basis of previous practice, we have found two concepts that seem to adapt well to the exposed necessities. These are the notion of a Moore’s family and a graph or fuzzy relation. See Refs. 33, 51, 52.

- Axiomatic of a Moore’s family.

**Definition 5.** Let one family be determined through \( F(E) \subset P(E) \). If there are two axioms:

1) \( E \in F(E) \)

2) \( (A_k, A_l \in F(E)) \Rightarrow (A_k \cap A_l \in F(E)) \),

then this is a Moore’s family.

Moore’s closure is obtained by the following way:

1) Once the family \( F(E) \) is available it is necessary for each element \( A_k \in P(E) \) to find a subset of elements of \( F(E) \) that contain \( A_k \) and will be referred to as \( F_{A_k}(E) \).

2) For each \( F_{A_k}(E) \) its intersection \( \bigcap_{F \in F_{A_k}(E)} F \) is obtained.

3) A mapping \( MA_k \) is determined by the mode that \( \bigcap_{F \in F_{A_k}(E)} F \) will be corresponded to each element \( A_k \), that is to say: \( MA_k = \bigcap_{F \in F_{A_k}(E)} F \).

So, Moore’s closure was found using one family. There is only one closure for each family.

- The concept of relation is at the basis of a majority of algorithms of non-numerical mathematics of uncertainty, considered by Zadeh [54] and Kaufmann [51]. To formalize this relation there are two graphs that can be used represented either in matrix form or arrowlines.

Let us consider a fuzzy relation \( [R] \) between the elements of a referential \( E = \{y_1, y_2, \ldots, y_n\} \), such as \([R] \subset E \times E\).

1) With this information a Boolean graph is determined, taking a threshold \( \alpha \) as follows:

\[
[R_{\alpha}] = \{(y_i, y_j) \subset E \times E / \mu_R(y_i, y_j) \geq \alpha\}, \alpha \in [0, 1].
\] (2)

2) Predecessors and successors of \( y_i \) limited to the level \( \alpha \) are determined as:
is a successor of \( y_i \)
\( y_i \) is a predecessor of \( y_j \)

\[
\text{if } (y_i, y_j) \in [R_\alpha].
\] (3)

These concepts allow us to find the connection to the right \( R^+ \alpha A_k \) and to the left \( R^- \alpha A_k \).

**Definition 6.** A connection to the right \( R^+ \alpha A_k \) or, a mapping \( R^+ \alpha \) of \( P(E) \) in \( P(E) \) such that for all \( A_k \in P(E) \), \( R^+ \alpha \) is a subset of elements of \( E \) that are successors, limited to the level \( \alpha \), of all element that belong to \( A_k \), expressed as:

\[
R^+ \alpha A_k = \{ y_i \in E / (y_i, y_j) \in [R_\alpha], \forall y_j \in A_k \},
\] (4)

with \( R^- \alpha \emptyset = E \).

**Definition 7.** A left connection \( R^- \alpha A_k \) or, a mapping \( R^- \alpha \) of \( P(E) \) in \( P(E) \) such that for all \( A_k \in P(E) \), \( R^- \alpha \) is a subset of the elements of \( E \) that are predecessors, limited to the level \( \alpha \), of all elements that belong to \( A_k \). It is expressed as:

\[
R^- \alpha A_k = \{ y_i \in E / (y_i, y_j) \in [R_\alpha], \forall y_j \in A_k \},
\] (5)

with \( R^- \alpha \emptyset = E \).

3) The right connection \( R^+ \alpha A_k \) and the left one \( R^- \alpha A_k \) can be found directly by simple reading of the relation \([R_\alpha]\), in the following way:

\[
\forall y_i \subset A_k \in P(E) : R^+ \alpha A_k = \bigcap_{y_i \in A_k} R^+ \alpha \{ y_i \},
\] (6)

\[
R^- \alpha A_k = \bigcap_{y_i \in A_k} R^- \alpha \{ y_i \}.
\] (7)

4) Two Moore’s closures corresponding to the fuzzy relation \([R_\alpha]\) or to the graph, limited to level \( \alpha \), are obtained by the maxmin convolution \( R^+ \alpha \) with \( R^- \alpha \) and \( R^- \alpha \) with \( R^+ \alpha \). It is written:

\[
M^{(1)} \alpha = R^+ \alpha \cdot R^- \alpha \quad \text{and} \quad M^{(2)} \alpha = R^- \alpha \cdot R^+ \alpha,
\] (8,9)

where \( M^{(1)} \alpha \) and \( M^{(2)} \alpha \) are the two Moore’s closures.

Two concepts, such as a family and a graph, can be used to obtain Moore’s closures which are considered to be important for a wide range of economic approaches.

### 6. Moore’s Closed Sets as Maximum Groups

As for any pretopology, a set of Moore’s closed sets is formed by the elements that comply with the following condition:
Let us determine a subset of closed sets of \( P(E) \) corresponding to Moore’s closure \( M_a^{(2)} \) as \( C(E, M_a^{(2)}) \). As \( R_a^{-1}A_k \) is a closed of \( P(E) \) for \( M_a^{(2)} \) which can be written as follows:

\[
C(E, M_a^{(2)}) = \bigcup_{A_k \in P(E)} R_a^{-1}A_k
\]  \hspace{1cm} (11)

and, \( R_a^+A_k \) is a closed for \( M_a^{(1)} \) and we determine the subset of closed sets of \( P(E) \) corresponding to Moore’s closure \( M_a^{(1)} \) as \( C(E, M_a^{(1)}) \), we get:

\[
C(E, M_a^{(1)}) = \bigcup_{A_k \in P(E)} R_a^+A_k.
\]  \hspace{1cm} (12)

Both families \( C(E, M_a^{(1)}) \) and \( C(E, M_a^{(2)}) \) are isomorphic and dual for each other. They are also antitone. Therefore, we get:

\[
A_k \in C(E, M_a^{(1)}) \implies (A_k = R_a^{-1}A_k \in C(E, M_a^{(2)}) \text{ and } R_a^{-1}A_k = A_k).
\]  \hspace{1cm} (13)

\[
A_k \in C(E, M_a^{(2)}) \implies (A_k = R_a^+A_k \in C(E, M_a^{(1)}) \text{ and } R_a^+A_k = A_k).
\]  \hspace{1cm} (14)

These families of closed sets can be associated to each other and each of the families forms a finite lattice [51]. As a result of the maxmin convolution, both families of closed sets provide the groupings with the greatest possible number of elements of the referential \( E \). In the formation of groups, the groupings of the elements of one family of the closed sets are accompanied by the other groupings of the other family of closed sets related to them.

7. **Galois Lattice and its Importance in the Process of Segmentation**

There is a fuzzy rectangular relation \([R] \subseteq E_1 \times E_2\). In this case the necessary properties obtained for only one referential are kept. See Refs. 29-33. Only one lattice is obtained after two lattices were joined, where each vertex represents the relation of the groupings of elements of set \( E_1 \) with the groupings of elements of set \( E_2 \) taking into consideration a previously established level \( \alpha \). If this happens then there is affinity between the groups of the elements limited to the correspondent level. This lattice determines a structure for these relations. See Refs. 25,27,28,32,33,56,57.

If, when the upper end of the lattice is different to \((E_2, \emptyset)\) and the lower end is different to \((\emptyset, E_1)\), we add these vertices, then we have a Galois lattice that shows up two sets of Moore’s closed sets that have the previous relations \((E_2, \emptyset)\) and \((\emptyset, E_1)\) as the upper and lower ends.

Let us consider the relation of the following order:

\[
\forall X, X' \in E_1^{(1)} \forall Y, Y' \in E_2^{(2)}.

(X, Y \leq (X', Y')) \iff (X \subseteq X', Y \supseteq Y').
\]  \hspace{1cm} (15)
and, \( \forall \) will be taken as an upper extreme of the lattice with the order of the Eq. (15).

By the same manner, the relation of the order:

\[
\forall X, X^* \in E^{(1)} \quad \forall Y, Y^* \in E^{(2)}.
\]

\[
(X, Y \succeq (X^*, Y^*)) \leftrightarrow (X \supset X^*, Y \subseteq Y^*).
\]

will be associated with \( \Delta \) which is a lower extreme of a Galois lattice (we deal with the complementary order).

If the following condition carries out:

\[
(U, V) = (X, Y) \forall (X^*, Y^*).
\]

then \( (U \supset X \cup X^* \text{ and } Y \subseteq Y \cap Y^*).\)

The same situation happens if:

\[
(Z, T) = (X, Y) \Delta (X^*, Y^*).
\]

then \( (Z \subseteq X \cap X^* \text{ and } T \supset Y \cup Y^*).\)

Taking into account the Eqs. (3) to (8) we observe that the maximum subrelations have the configuration of a Galois lattice and the maximum subrelations of the similarity also have this configuration (they are not ordered between themselves in the partial order of the lattice, but they are ordered in the relation with the extremes \( \forall \) and \( \Delta \)).

### 8. Illustrative Example

We have participated in the process of formation of economic homogeneous groups of the regions of Russian Federation and Ukraine.

We will start our example with Russian Federation. We selected 7 regions and their 6 more significant social and economic attributes. There are two sets of the regions and their indicators:

\[
E_1 = \{a, b, c, d, e, f, g\} \quad \text{and} \quad E_2 = \{A, B, C, D, E, F\}.
\]

So we have the following relation:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(A)</th>
<th>(B)</th>
<th>(C)</th>
<th>(D)</th>
<th>(E)</th>
<th>(F)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a)</td>
<td>75.328</td>
<td>14.620</td>
<td>10.895</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>58.301</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Relations between two subsets.
The data of this matrix is normalized. The average values for each column of the indicators are calculated. These values are considered as the presumption levels of homogeneity $\alpha$ from which the homogenous groups are determined. The level for $A$ is 0.308, for $B$ - 0.503, for $C$ - 0.505, for $D$ - 0.393, for $E$ - 0.447 and for $F$ - 0.700. So, the fuzzy relation is turned to a Boolean matrix, see below:

$$
\begin{array}{ccccccc}
A & B & C & D & E & F \\
\hline
a & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
b & 1 & 0 & 1 & 0 & 0 & 1 \\
c & 1 & 1 & 1 & 1 & 1 & 0 \\
d & 0 & 1 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
e & 1 & 0 & 1 & 1 & 1 & 1 \\
f & 0 & 1 & 0 & 0 & 1 & 1 \\
g & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
\end{array}
$$

Fig. 1. Boolean matrix

The right connection $B^+$ and the left connection $B^-$ are established.

$$
B^+ \emptyset = E_2, \ B^+ \{a\} = \emptyset, \ B^+ \{b\} = \{A, C, F\}, \ B^+ \{c\} = \{A, B, C, D, E\} , ..., \\
B^+ \{a, b, c, d, f\} = \emptyset , ..., \ B^+ \{a, b, c, d, e, f, g\} = \emptyset .
$$

$$
B^+ \{A\} = \{b, c, e\}, \ B^+ \{B\} = \{c, d, f\}, \ B^+ \{C\} = \{b, c, e\}, ..., \\
B^+ \{A, B, C, D, E\} = \{c\} , ..., \ B^+ \{A, B, C, D, E, F\} = \emptyset.
$$

Then, Moore’s closures such as $M^{(1)} = B^- \circ B^+$ and $M^{(2)} = B^+ \circ B^-$ are obtained.

In the next step the families of closed sets relative to the Moore’s closures $M^{(1)}$ and $M^{(2)}$ are formed:

$$
\begin{align*}
&f(E, M^{(1)}) = \{\emptyset, [B, E], [F], [A, C, B, E], [A, C, F], [B, E, F], [A, C, D, E], \\
&\quad [A, B, C, D, E], [A, C, D, E, F], E_1\}, \\
&f(E, M^{(2)}) = \{\emptyset, [c, e], [f, b, e, c, e], [c, e, f], [c, f, e, f, b, e, f], \}
\end{align*}
$$

The families of closed sets which represent the isomorphic lattices are associated to each other. See Fig.2. A Galois lattice is represented at the Fig.3.
The following similar groupings of elements of two sets which are the set of regions and the set of attributes have been obtained.

\[ \emptyset \leftrightarrow E_2, \{c\} \leftrightarrow \{A,B,C,D,E\}, \{e\} \leftrightarrow \{A,C,D,E,F\}, \{f\} \leftrightarrow \{B,E,F\}, \{h,e\} \leftrightarrow \{A,C,F\}, \{b,e\} \leftrightarrow \{A,C,D,E\}, \{b,c,e\} \leftrightarrow \{A,C\}, \{b,e,f\} \leftrightarrow \{F\}, \{c,d,f\} \leftrightarrow \{B\}, \{c,e,f\} \leftrightarrow \{E\}, E_1 \leftrightarrow \emptyset. \]

Now we will do the same process of calculus for the economic regions of Ukraine. In this case we selected 6 regions and their 5 more significant economic attributes. There are two sets of the regions and their indicators:

\[ E_1 = \{a,b,c,d,e,f\}, \quad E_2 = \{A,B,C,D,E\}. \]

So we have the following relation:
Table 2. Relations between two subsets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>E</th>
<th>F</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>9.147</td>
<td>30.057</td>
<td>2.148</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>1.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
<td>8.040</td>
<td>29.613</td>
<td>1.967</td>
<td>333</td>
<td>1.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c</td>
<td>3.461</td>
<td>13.539</td>
<td>1.828</td>
<td>336</td>
<td>1.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d</td>
<td>6.310</td>
<td>22.650</td>
<td>2.908</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>1.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e</td>
<td>2.068</td>
<td>7.969</td>
<td>779</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>1.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g</td>
<td>1.149</td>
<td>2.850</td>
<td>652</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>945</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The data of this matrix is normalized, see below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>E</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 4. Normalized matrix

The average values for each column of the indicators are calculated. These values are considered as the presumption levels of homogeneity \( \alpha \) from which the homogenous groups are determined. The level for \( A \) is 0.550, for \( B \) - 0.592, for \( C \) - 0.590, for \( D \) – 0.520 and for \( E \) - 0.814. So, the fuzzy relation is turned to a Boolean matrix, see below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>E</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 5. Boolean matrix

The right connection \( B^+ \) and the left connection \( B^- \) are established.

\[
B^+ \emptyset = E_2, \ B^+ \{a\} = \{A,B,C,E\}, \ B^+ \{b\} = E_2, ..., \ B^+ \{a,b\} = \{A,B,C,E\}, \\
B^+ \{a,c\} = \{C,E\}, ..., \ B^+ \{c,d,e\} = \emptyset, \ B^+ \{c,d,f\} = \emptyset, \ B^+ \{c,e,f\} = \emptyset, ..., \\
B^+ \{a,b,c,d,e\} = \emptyset, \ B^+ \{a,b,c,d,f\} = \emptyset, ..., \ B^+ \{a,b,c,d,e,f\} = \emptyset. \\
B^- \emptyset = E_1, \ B^- \{A\} = \{a,b,d\}, \ B^- \{B\} = \{a,b,d\}, ..., \ B^- \{C,D\} = \{b,c\}, \\
B^- \{C,E\} = \{a,b,c,d\}, ..., \ B^- \{B,C,D\} = \{b\}, \ B^- \{B,C,E\} = \{a,b,d\}, ... \\
B^- \{B,C,D,E\} = \{b\}, \ B^- \{A,B,C,D,E\} = \{b\}.
\]
Then, Moore’s closures such as $M^{(1)} = B^- \circ B^+$ and $M^{(2)} = B^+ \circ B^-$ are obtained.

In the next step the families of closed sets relative to the Moore’s closures $M^{(1)}$ and $M^{(2)}$ are formed:

$$f(E,M^{(1)}) = \{\emptyset, [C,E], [C,D,E], [A,B,C,E], E_1\}.$$  
$$f(E,M^{(2)}) = \{[b], [b,c], [a,b,d], [a,b,c,d], E_1\}.$$  

The families of closed sets which represent the isomorphic lattices are associated to each other. See Fig. 6. A Galois lattice is represented at the Fig. 7.

The following similar groupings of elements of two sets which are the set of regions and the set of attributes have been obtained.

$$\{b\} \leftrightarrow E_2, \{b,c\} \leftrightarrow [C,D,E], \{a,b,d\} \leftrightarrow \{A,B,C,E\}, \{a,b,c,d\} \leftrightarrow \{C,E\},$$  
$$E_2 \leftrightarrow \emptyset.$$  

Having done the calculus for two different cases we have obtained the following conclusions.

The number of the homogeneous groups of the regions of Russian Federation represented by Moore’s closures is much bigger than we have it for Ukraine. The first
reason is that the data basis of Russia includes the input elements (social and economic indicators) that are more similar to each other while the economic indicators for the second country have significant dissimilarity between themselves. The second reason is that the method we have used to form the homogeneous groups is very sensible to any minimum changes that data basis have. We have observed this fact setting different levels (degrees) of the membership function for the groups of attributes.

We have obtained very detailed panorama of the economic situation for both countries. The bigger number of the homogeneous groups we have the easier and more complete economic analysis of the regions we can do, and, as a consequence, the more accurate information we contribute to the decision-making process at any required period of time.

Using this type of mathematical tools based on the theory of affinities we have obtained not only the exact number of the homogeneous groups of the economic regions but also the indicators (attributes) that the groups have in common. This information gives us an additional data basis to estimate the level of economic development of each region.

Galois lattices give us a complete structural ordering of the results obtained for two different cases providing by this manner a better visualization of an actual economic situation of all regions.

9. Conclusion

In this article, we proposed an alternative method for the grouping process based on the theory of uncertainty. With this study we pretended to demonstrate the importance and efficiency of the mathematical tools we used for implementing the process of groups (clusters) formation in the practice. The considered technique takes into account the increasing level of impreciseness of the economic information a company has to deal with in its everyday activity. It helps to reduce the complexity of the obtained economic data and set solid basis for the next step of the information procedure and also for the decision making process. This technique is very useful when the company has to deal with a great amount of economic data.

In the first part of the paper we gave brief explanations regarding the concepts such as grouping (clustering) process, similarity and affinity. We also gave the references to the authors who made a significant contribution to the subject of clustering process and fuzzy grouping process, in particular. We gave the theoretical explications of the following questions: 1) generalization of the notion of similarity by using the theory of affinities; 2) transition from one axiomatic to the other in pretopologies; 3) obtaining the strictest uncertain pretopology determined as uncertain pretopology of Moore; 4) process for obtaining maximum groupings in the cases of fuzzy rectangular relations by using a Moore’s closure and Moore’s closed set.

To demonstrate the method’s efficiency we illustrated an empirical example to partition economic regions of Russian Federation and Ukraine into groups due to the different levels of homogeneity. The obtained results allow making a proper selection of one group of the regions or another according to the required levels of economic
indicators. As a conclusive phase of our empirical example we introduced Galois lattices in order to form a clearer vision of a regional economic situation in the countries and to give an additional support tool to the decision-making process.
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Abstract. More and more firms are adopting Web 2.0 technologies for different purposes. Despite some studies about the impact on different aspects of the organization of these technologies, few studies have empirically tested their effects. This study confirms that there is a positive relationship between Web 2.0 adoption and Innovativeness and between Innovativeness and Business Performance. We can conclude that Innovativeness is a mediating variable between Web 2.0 and Firm Performance. The relationships were tested in a sample of 244 hospitality firms, using a structural modeling approach. The results are presented and discussed. In the last section of the article, the conclusions are discussed and finally, some future lines of research are suggested.
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1. Introduction

Innovation has been regarded as a source of sustainable competitive advantage and positively related to firm performance by several authors [1-3]. Innovativeness or the firm’s capacity to innovate is more important in the current dynamic and turbulent markets, in which firms need to constantly develop or adapt their products to the changing demands of their consumers. This challenge brings along the need to improve the firm’s capacity to collect and process external information and to share it within the firm.

On this realm, Web 2.0 technologies are revolutionizing different aspects in the organization, and are fostering collaboration, communication and participation; which has caught the attention of managers and researchers.

Some studies have begun to report the uses of these technologies in the organization in different fields such as: knowledge management, communication and collaboration, customer relationship management, innovation and training\textsuperscript{1}. In
addition, due to the characteristics of Web 2.0 technologies, even universities and faculty members are using them to support different aspects of higher education [2-3].

Since Web 2.0 technologies are easy to use, more and more people have started to use them for different purposes, both in their personal life and at work. Some authors have analyzed the impacts of Web 2.0 adoption in specific aspects of the organization. However, there are few empirical studies, and to our knowledge only one that analyzes empirically the relationship between Web 2.0 adoption and entrepreneurial orientation.

The purpose of this study is to analyze the relationships among Web 2.0 adoption, innovativeness and performance. Based on the results reported so far in the literature, we believe that the use of Web 2.0 technologies might positively influence business performance through innovativeness. Later in the paper we will theoretically explain our assumption.

In order to fulfill our purpose we need to achieve the following objectives:

- To briefly review the existing literature about Web 2.0, innovativeness and performance.
- To theoretically establish the relationships among the variables.
- To empirically test the relationships.
- To discuss the results and their implications.

The document is organized in various sections. The first section, reviews the literature about Web 2.0 technologies, innovativeness and business performance. Once each variable is reviewed, we will theoretically support the relationships. The second section, describes the data and the method employed to test the relationships. The third section, presents the results and the final section, discusses the conclusions and suggests future lines of research.

2. Literature review

2.1. Web 2.0

O’Reilly [2] refers to Web 2.0 as a new version of the internet and technologies that are able to promote collaboration and communication. In this version of the internet most of the content is generated by users. There are various definitions of the term Web 2.0. One of them argues that Web 2.0 is ‘a new philosophy that emphasizes collective intelligence, active participation and collaboration’.

Web 2.0 can be seen from four perspectives and it has three main characteristics [3]. The four perspectives are: technological, sociological, economical and legal. From a technological perspective, Web 2.0 tools allow information to be used in new ways. From a sociological perspective Web 2.0 increases social interaction. From an economical perspective, Web 2.0 enables and requires new business models. Finally, from a legal perspective, Web 2.0 brings new legal issues to the Web. The three main characteristics of Web 2.0 are: collaboration, participation and openness.

Among the most used technologies of Web 2.0 we have blogs, wikis, podcasts, RSS and social networks. Blogs are a type of Web publication, in which its content is
written in a chronological order by one or more authors. Wikis are more a structured Web sites, were users participate adding, editing or erasing information [3]. One of the most famous Wiki is the Wikipedia.

Podcasts are audio files that can be reproduced in a computer, Ipod or any other audio player. The most used format is MP3. RSS or really simple syndication, allows user to receive updates about the content of web pages, such as a news paper web site.

A social network is a Web portal where the users, previously registered, can create a personal profile and contact other users who want to share digital contents. Facebook is one of the most known social networks. Online social networks have become a relevant phenomenon in order to create sound relationships, in a personal and professional way.

It is also necessary to highlight that in all the interaction process between the customer and the software application, the customer should receive all the necessary information in order to perceive a high quality service. In this sense, CEM processes (Customer Experience Management) have been developed, based on the experience of a customer using a product or service.

Various studies about the effects, possible implications and uses have been published in the last years. We will briefly discuss some of the most important findings about Web 2.0 adoption by firms.

Some studies point out that Web 2.0 technologies have a strong bottom-up element and engage a broad base of workers, which in turn, is expected to improve participation and collaboration within the firm. Among the implications of Web 2.0 adoption in the marketing field we have: Built of innovative brands, viral marketing campaigns, consumer behavior and direct marketing [4-5].

Others papers report the implications of Web 2.0 on knowledge management [10], organizational learning [4], organizational innovation and entrepreneurial orientation [5].

Some web 2.0 applications that have failed due to they have used many channels for a client, but they have not used the channels in an integrated way. It is not possible to generate synergies if they do not transmit a brand image during all the stages. Secondly, it is necessary to develop a long-term relationship with the client. Firm should not only use a transactional approach, but it should develop processes that let the client interact continuously with the firm. There are some applications such as CRM (Customer Relationship Management) solutions, that include the processes related to customer management, and they help to build confidence with clients in the long-term.

2.2. Innovativeness

Innovation has been defined as the generation, acceptance and implementation of new ideas, processes, products and services [5]. Another definition refers to innovation, as the generation (development) or the adoption (use) of new ideas, objects and practices [6]. The Oslo [7] manual defines innovation as the introduction of a new or an improved product, process, commercialization or organizational method. Furthermore, the conceptualization of innovation can vary according to the perspective of the academic field, such as economy, technology or sociology [5].
In the literature, different types of innovations are distinguished such as: product, process, technology and organizational and market innovation [3, 21, 19].

There are various determinants of innovation. According to some authors these antecedents can be grouped in: external determinants, context variables, organizational, individual and group determinants [22].

Finally, various authors report that innovation positively effect, business processes, competencies, financial performance and competitiveness [23].

Innovativeness on the other hand, is somewhat different from innovation because it is a characteristic of an organization [24], some authors refers to it, as the capability of a firm to innovate [25], which implies the generation of new ideas, products, services or processes [26].

Other authors have defined innovativeness as the openness to new ideas [27]; and yet others as the rate of innovation adoption or the organization’s will to change [28].

2.1 Business Performance

Business performance is the variable of the most interest for researchers. Its measurement is essential for both, managers and researchers to know where the firm stands versus its rivals and how the firm is performing. In general, business performance has been consistently considered as a dependent variable. For instance, a review of 439 studies in a period of three years, the variable acted as a dependent variable [29].

According to some authors [30], business performance is composed of three specific areas: financial performance, market performance and return for stockholders. In addition, it is argued that business performance is a multidimensional theoretical construct; therefore, it should be measured in multiple dimensions [31].

There are two different groups of measures to evaluate business performance, objective and subjective. An objective measure is a real and current number about the firm, for instance sales growth. On the other hand, the term subjective is used to mean that the company’s performance score is derived using a scale with anchors such as “much lower” to “much higher” compared to competitors [32]. Finally, it is pointed out that subjective evaluations allow more flexibility and consistency that cannot be obtained by objective measures [33].

2.2 Theoretical relations

In order to theoretically establish the relationship among the variables of interest, we will review previous studies that link information technologies with organizational learning —an important antecedent of innovation—, knowledge management processes and innovation, web 2.0 and organizational learning, web 2.0 and entrepreneurial orientation and finally, innovativeness and business performance.

On one hand, earlier studies about information technologies and organizational learning, affirm that the use of the right information technologies under the right environmental and organizational conditions, can considerable benefit organizational learning [34]. On the other hand, the relationship between organizational learning and innovation has been previously studied in the past [35, 26, 31]. For example, it has been pointed out that organizational learning has a positive effect on innovation, and that innovation mediates the relationship between organizational learning with performance [37]. Others have indicated that learning orientation functions as an
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antecedent to an innovation orientation [30], and similarly, other results have supported that learning orientation is critical for innovation and performance [31].

With regards to the relationship between knowledge management and innovation, among the various studies, one of them concluded that knowledge management components do correlate with innovation, that is, a firm with a capability in knowledge management can also be more innovative [2]. Another study indicated that employees’ willingness to both donate and collect knowledge is related to firm innovation capability [38].

Studies about Web 2.0 and its adoption, affirm that they have a positive effect on organizational learning, knowledge sharing and innovation. First of all, it has been argued that the development of systems, combining social (e.g. Web 2.0 applications) and technical systems could provide an effective solution to the problem of knowledge sharing [39].

Regarding organizational learning, a recent study [40] affirm that Web 2.0 “has the potential not only to improve individual and team learning, but also to promote organizational learning resulting in higher levels of performance”. These technologies have the potential to support both, generative and adaptive learning in the organization.

At last, it has been reported that Web 2.0 adoption might has an impact on some aspects of innovation such as: organize innovation, improve research and development success, increase the number of innovation initiatives [41] and productize innovations more effectively [4]. A recent study tested the relationship between Web 2.0 adoption and entrepreneurial orientation [17]. In the mentioned study, the authors argued that entrepreneurial orientation is composed of five dimensions: Innovativeness, Proactiveness, Risk taking, Autonomy and Competitive aggressiveness. Based on the results of the study the authors affirmed that there is positive relationship between Web 2.0 adoption and entrepreneurial orientation and more specifically they pointed out that Web 2.0 adopters showed a stronger mindset for innovation.

As presented in the discussion above, previous studies have established and tested the relationship between organizational learning with innovativeness and the link between knowledge management and innovativeness. Since Web 2.0 adoption is related to both, organizational learning and knowledge sharing it is plausible to infer that Web 2.0 adoption might be related to innovativeness. Finally, in a recent study the liaison between Web 2.0 adoption and entrepreneurial orientation was tested. The entrepreneurial orientation operationalization included innovativeness as a dimension. As a consequence we formulated the first hypothesis as:

H1: There is a positive relationship between the adoption of Web 2.0 technologies and innovativeness.

The relationship between innovation and performance and more specifically innovativeness with performance has been previously studied by several authors. Some empirical findings confirmed that innovativeness is a key determinant of business performance [39]. Others authors also found a positive relation between firm innovativeness with firm performance [31]. Finally, technical and administrative innovations have a positive and direct impact on performance [42].

Our second hypothesis links Innovativeness with firm Performance:
H2: Innovativeness is positively related with business performance.

3. Measurement Data and Sample

3.1. Measurement

Web 2.0 adoption measurement

There are few validated scales in the literature about Web 2.0 adoption. However, some authors\textsuperscript{27} have developed and validated a scale. This scale is composed of 8 items that are measured on a five-point Likert scale, where 1 = never, 3 = sometimes, and 5 = always. The items are:

- WA1: Blogs are used to issue firm release or to spread ideas.
- WA2: Firm uses collaborative software to communicate with the rest of employees.
- WA3: Firm uses an intranet for knowledge management.
- WA4: The site of the firm allows users to introduce contents and express their necessities.
- WA5: Employees know suggestions that customers formulate.
- WA6: The site of the firm has, apart from text, multimedia files to enable the interaction with the user.
- WA7: Firm develops practices so that employees share their knowledge.
- WA8: Employees keep the know-how of the processes in an electronic way.

Innovativeness measurement

There are several scales to measure innovativeness. One of the first scales was developed in 1977 [5]. The scale that was chosen in this study was developed in 2002 by Calantone [28]. The scale is based on previous studies and six items composed it. The items are measured on a seven-point Likert scale where 1 = strongly disagree and 7 = strongly agree.

The items are:

- I1: Our Company frequently tries out new ideas.
- I2: Our Company seeks out new ways to do things.
- I3: Our Company is creative in its methods of operation.
- I4: Our Company is often the first to market with new products and services.
- I5: Innovation in our company is perceived as too risky and is resisted.
- I6: Our new product introduction has increased over the last 5 years.

Business performance measurement

There is a lot of debate about the measurement of organizational performance, namely about the advantages or disadvantages of objective measures versus subjective measures [43]. Based on the recommendations given by some authors and based on a previous study [44] we chose a scale based on subjective measures. The scale was composed of seven items, measured on a five-point Likert scale, where 1 = much lower
compare to our competitors; 3=equal to our competitors and 5=much higher compare to our competitors

- BP1= Product or service quality
- BP2= New product or service success
- BP3= Client retention rate
- BP4= Sales level
- BP5= Return on equity
- BP6= Gross profit margin
- BP7= Return on investment

3.2. Data and Sample

The questionnaire was sent to Spanish four and five starts hotels that provided their e-mail on the Spanish tourism web page. Between January and July of 2010, we received 255 questionnaires; however 11 were eliminated due to different faults, leaving a total sample of 244. The response rate gave us a sample error of 6 percent for a confidence level of 95 percent.

According to the two step approach for structural equation modeling, first we estimated the measurement modeling using confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) and then we estimated the structural model. We used EQS 5.7 to conduct the tests.

4. Results

According to the method employed first, we will present the confirmatory factor analysis on the entire set of measurement items.

This step resulted in the elimination of 1 item of the innovativeness scale. The factor loading magnitudes are presented in Table I.

Table I. Factor loadings magnitudes and measurement errors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Web 2.0 adoption measurement scale</th>
<th>Innovativeness measurement scale</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Items</td>
<td>( \lambda )</td>
<td>Error</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W1</td>
<td>0.659</td>
<td>0.569</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W2</td>
<td>0.715</td>
<td>0.489</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W3</td>
<td>0.884</td>
<td>0.216</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W4</td>
<td>0.862</td>
<td>0.256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W5</td>
<td>0.712</td>
<td>0.492</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W6</td>
<td>0.683</td>
<td>0.533</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W7</td>
<td>0.831</td>
<td>0.309</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W8</td>
<td>0.736</td>
<td>0.458</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The estimated parameters are statistically significant at a 95% confidence level ($t>1.96$). The factor loading magnitudes are between 0.652 and 0.941, which are high and above the minimum required of 0.4. The construct’s scales presented a high compound reliability. For the Web 2.0 adoption scale a compound reliability of 0.88, for the Innovativeness scale a compound reliability of 0.89 and for the Business performance scale a compound reliability of 0.89.

4.1. **Empirical testing of the hypotheses**

H1: The results confirm and adequate global fit, so we can consider the model an adequate representation of the causal relationship between the studied latent variables.

The absolute goodness fits are excellent. The $\chi^2$ Satorra-Bentler is significant 13.74 for 13 degrees of freedom and the RMSR is 0.019. The incremental goodness fit indicators are according to satisfactory levels, where BB NNFI is close to 1 The GFI index is 0.997, and the parsimonious goodness fit indicator NC is 1.11.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Equation Coefficient $\gamma$</th>
<th>Reliability of the structural equation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.762</td>
<td>0.911</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The estimated parameter in Table II is statistically significant at a 95% confidence level ($t=29.124\geq1.96$). The equation coefficient and the reliability of the structural model show an adequate fit; therefore, we could confirm a positive and statistically significant relationship between Web 2.0 adoption and innovativeness.

H2: The $\chi^2$ Satorra-Bentler is significant with a value of 31.61 for 32 degrees of freedom. The incremental goodness fit indicators reached satisfactory levels, where BB NNFI and IFI are close to 1. The parsimonious goodness fit indicator (NC) does not present a good adjustment but it is near one (0.951)

The $R^2$ of the model for business performance is high, 0.28. Therefore, we could confirm a positive relationship between innovativeness and business performance.
5. Conclusions and Future Research

The purpose of this study was to analyze the relationships among Web 2.0 adoption, innovativeness and performance. To do so, we first conducted a literature review about the variables of interest. Afterwards we theoretically established the relationships among the variables. Based on, previous studies, we argued that Web 2.0 adoption is related to innovativeness, since it could improve knowledge and cognitive processes of the organization and since these aspects are related to innovation, we assumed that Web 2.0 adoption could be related with innovativeness. Then we theoretically sustained the link between innovativeness and performance, a relationship previously studied by several authors.

Based on the empirical analysis, using a structural modeling approach on 244 Spanish firms, we tested the relationships. The results supported the relationships between Web 2.0 and innovativeness and between innovativeness and business performance.

The findings of the present study have several implications for both, researchers and managers. For researchers the results contribute to the understanding of the effects that Web 2.0 adoption has on a very important organizational aspect such as innovativeness. In addition, some of the previous reported impacts of Web 2.0 on innovation, to certain point, now are confirmed, which open additional questions about the effects of Web 2.0 on other organizational variables.

Managers should encourage the adoption of Web 2.0. To do so, managers must decide first which aspect of the organization they want to improve and then they should decide about the Web 2.0 technology that has a positive impact on the chosen aspect. The results indicate that in general these technologies could improve knowledge sharing, organizational learning and innovativeness.

On the other hand, once more it is proven that innovativeness is very important to sustain competitive advantage and that it has a direct and positive effect on performance. Therefore, managers are advised to constantly increase the firm’s capacity to innovate, if they want to achieve a better performance.

We should recognize some limitations in this study. The first, the cross sectional nature of the study impeded the assessment of other effects of Web 2.0 adoption; we believe that a longitudinal analysis could reveal other effects. The scale used to the measure Web 2.0 adoption is composed of 8 items; however not all the technologies are included, it could be interesting to analyze the effect of other technologies. Another limitation is related to the single industry used in the study; therefore, generalizations about the study are not advisable until the relationships in other industries are tested.

Finally some lines of research are suggested. We propose that future studies should analyze the relationship between the adoption of Web 2.0 technologies with knowledge management process. Due to the characteristics of Web 2.0 it is possible to infer that they could have a possible impact on making tacit knowledge explicit and facilitating knowledge sharing. Another interesting study could be the analysis of the effects of these technologies on organizational learning; for example, promoting a culture of learning within the organization.
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Abstract. The paper focuses on a modern prospective of IT&C sector. The methodology used is both quantitative and qualitative, and the results were obtained with the use of a questionnaire. Our purpose was to demonstrate some hypothesis concerning the size of the organization, the management method and the IT&C based decision. The study is limited to the SIVECO companies portfolio and has a high level of originality, such a study has been never conducted before for computer based advanced management methods implementation. The present interest of the approach consists in the powerful impact IT&C technologies have upon the development of nowadays organizations as well as upon the daily life of each individual; nevertheless, one should not ignore the special condition Romanian economy and especially Romanian society as a whole is confronted with during the current period.
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1. Introduction

In the present context of economic crisis, considering our opinion and from a managerial point of view, in Eastern Europe regarding the particular case of Romania, one of the solutions for economic revival is constituted by the usage of some advanced management methods, based on IT&C tools and modeling and simulation of the economic and management processes methods that can offer the foundation for a high-performance management.

Using the IT&C systems and their applications in management decision, a company can develop a competitive advantage for the organization. In the 2013 economic crises, the use of the IT&C advanced management methods can be a solution for overcoming this crises.

We are in the middle of an economic-financial crisis and I would say that Romania is affected more due to the defective management of some leaders than to the crisis. In
a country where we ask ourselves if we have more pensioners than employees or if the wages of the public employees are higher than those of the employees from the private or manufacturing or services field, we certainly have to change essential things. One of the ways of doing this is to use some advanced management methods in the Romanian organizations. [2]

The evaluations of the local Business Intelligence (BI) market, carried out by means of the main local implementers indicate an unusual tendency, namely, in the context of a severe reduction of the volume of global sales regarding company informational applications, worldwide business intelligence (BI) software revenue will reach $13.8 billion in 2013, a 7 percent increase from 2012, according to Gartner, Inc. The market is forecast to reach $17.1 billion by 2016. [13]

The paper is organized in four chapters and deals with the essential characteristics of the BI concept regarding two aspects, namely the spatial aspect by analyzing the worldwide and national BI market and the temporary aspect regarding design, implementation and maintenance, corroborated with the continuous update to the customer’s needs by the analyzed feedback of the support decision systems. The first chapter highlights the status of the main competitors on the BI market as it is presented in the studies of the prestigious companies IDC and Gartner regarding the years 2011 and 2012. There are presented both the software tools used and the fields of the informational systems in the BI category. The second chapter expounds the degree of involvement of the four main worldwide players on the BI market, (respectively SAP, Oracle, IBM and Microsoft), on the Romanian market these great actors owning 60% of the entire BI market worldwide. Moreover there is punctuated a problem specific to Romanian economy, valid for all the small and incompletely globalized markets, namely the importance of Small & Medium Enterprises (SMEs). Taking into account the fact that the large Romanian companies represent companies with public capital and subsidiaries of large multinational companies, and the large actors have already managed to implement the assisted managerial decision software within these companies, a market that is very attractive for the companies that create BI and DSS software in the management field is still that of SMEs. This market is the target of both large actors mentioned before as well as the local developers such as SIVECO by SIVECO Business Analyzer, S&T by Micro Strategy, Spectrum Solutions by Oracle BI and Wizrom by Panorama, out of which SIVECO represents by far an autochthonous leader of the Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) and BI market.[14] The third chapter is dedicated to the BI application of SIVECO, application fully designed in Romania, and describes the main modules and types of analysis proposed by the SBA component such as what if and top bottom analysis and various types of simulations, as well as some design characteristics of the application. The last chapter is a research based on a questionnaire, and represents the essence of the effects induced by the implementation of the BI applications in the Romanian organizations. When quantifying these effects we relied on a questionnaire directed to a population made up of representative companies in the public and private field where SIVECO carried out implementations of company applications. The study is limited to the SIVECO companies portfolio and deals with the dependence between existing computers, software programs and the level of business software implementation of 11 Romanian organizations. Even data were collected only from 11
organizations, these are representative for the 2010 Romanian economy, as we have demonstrate it in paragraph 5.1 (respondents).

2. The performance of leading worldwide BI tools vendors in 2012

The main objective of any company is to earn profit. In order to achieve it, the company has to be efficient, to bring financial benefit. To that effect, there are necessary models of decision making in order to measure, manage and optimize the performance of different activities in the company. These decisions are made because of information, and BI is exactly the concept that, if implemented correctly, leads to capitalization of the information necessary to measure, manage, make decisions and optimize performances. "Business Intelligence is a set of methodologies, processes, architectures, and technologies that transform raw data into meaningful and useful information used to enable more effective strategic, tactical, and operational insights and decision-making. It allows business users to make informed business decisions with real-time data that can put a company ahead of its competitors." [5]

We can say that the Business Intelligence (BI) has an important role for the performance and competitiveness of the organization rather than marketing or the quality of its products. The actions of the BI are not unknown any more for the current, modern, competitive and efficient organization. Such an organization is considered to be "intelligent" not because it has an intelligent management, where the economic intelligence activities are correctly and realistically exploited in setting and putting the decisions into practice. Business Intelligence is a concept which refers to the way in which decision can be made faster and easier. In the current society the companies collect huge quantities of data daily: information about orders, inventories, and transactions from work sites and of course information about customers. Companies also collect data as demographic data and email lists from external sources. Unfortunately more than 93% of the data are not used in the decision making process. The better consolidation and organization of the date to take a better decision can lead to advantages in what the competence is concerned and these aspects refer to Business Intelligence. The quantity of information and data is growing exponentially, and it is actually doubling each two, three years. More information means more competition. In the informational era due to the explosion of information, the executors, managers, professionals and workers, they all need to be able to make fast decision because now time means money. The BI applications transform information into knowledge. The concept of BI allows us to put the right information in the hands of the right user, at the right moment to be able to take a fair decision.

The essence of BI is to gain information and knowledge from data in order to enable people to make better decisions. Especially in times of economic turmoil, the quality and efficiency of this process can be a crucial advantage for any company. BI is a highly dynamical field and builds an interface of growing importance between IT and management.
Fig. 1. Top 5 BI, CPM and Analytic Applications/Performance Management Vendors, Worldwide, 2011-2012 (Source: Gartner, June 2013)

In first place, SAP once again had significantly higher revenue than any other vendor at $2.9 billion with 22.1 percent of the market, although this was up by just 0.6 percent from 2011. Second-place Oracle's revenue grew by 2.0 percent from 2011 to reach $1.9 billion. Fifth-place Microsoft enjoyed the highest growth of the top five vendors in 2012, with revenue rising by 12.2 percent compared with 2011, to reach $1.2 billion. [14]


We tried to identify the main obstacles hindering the penetration of BI solutions on the Romanian market. Therefore, we reached the conclusion that poor technical abilities, poor education in the IT&C field regarding the top management in Romanian companies and the limited budgetary resources are impediments that we are frequently confronted with, when we are talking to a potential customer. This is not, however, a particular situation – it does not happen only in Romania, it is a situation that all the other markets are confronted with. We consider these impediments as opportunities for the solutions we promote. Nevertheless, this does not mean that there are no real obstacles, and the most frequent problem consists of the fact that the direction towards a BI solution is not seen as a business decision, but as one prevalingly technical. Or a successful deployment of a BI solution is always realized when it benefits from the support of those decision persons that are the main beneficiaries and direct users of these types of solutions, that understand the business vision, business strategy and motivation of that precise company.

There are two distinct situations on the Romanian market: the case of local companies that enter the category “large enterprise” that are aware of the necessity for BI tools, and the sector represented by Small & Medium Enterprise, a case in which is difficult to assert that a Business Intelligence solution becomes a “must have”. As for
the segment of large and very large companies and multinational corporations, we can say that they have reached an awareness threshold. There are some market verticals that reached maturation very rapidly and that progressed up to the international standards such as banking, mobile telephony, big retail chains, oil industry, services etc. These verticals (as well as others), where competition is very strong, generate especially the demand for BI. [5]

Admittedly, BI materialization, under the pressure of the economic crisis, is no longer only a simple “sales argument”. The concept of operational BI outran the theoretic level, gaining materiality under the pressure of a well defined objective – making the business efficient, starting with the operational level, but without neglecting the tactic level of approaching business policy. Still, remains to be seen how much interested in the new offer is the local market. Traditionally, Business Intelligence was viewed as a complex technology, in most cases destined for large companies, whose main purpose is to provide to the top management the analysis tools that granted strategic or tactic decision making. In other words, it was an abstract concept, having an action area for an unlimited time span, placed in an area hardly accessible for “commoners”, that is medium enterprises that do not possess a solid investment budget and/or an extended IT&C department. Lately this view has changed alertly, the worldwide economic crisis constraining vendors to turn their attention towards medium enterprises that need analysis tools in real time in order to cope with the challenges of the market. The worldwide economic context brought about a visible turn of the Business Intelligence solution editors who, during the last two years, forcefully attacked the sector represented by Small & Medium Enterprises (SME or SMB), trying to destroy the myth according to which BI applications are accessible only for the large enterprises that propagate huge volumes of data and own extended IT&C departments. In order to achieve this, the supply addressed to SMBs was considerably diversified, trying to cater for the main “reproaches” that the potential customers in the category of medium enterprises made.

In order to broaden the spectra of potential customers, there was a reorientation of the concept of BI, from the traditional “data-centric” to the more pragmatic “process-centric”, meant to enable a quicker reaction to the challenges on the market that appeared as a consequence of the economic crisis. Thus, BI applications are not only for business analysts in top management any more, but they are also accessible for executive directors, managers and final users that have the decision making power who can rapidly interpret and analyze relevant information, using it as a basis to be able to make viable decisions. All the great actors of the world on the BI market – Oracle, by Hyperion, IBM by Cognos, SAP by Business Objects, Microsoft etc. – joined this trend, trying to bring supplies as attractive as possible for the SMB sector.

This IDC study provides a detailed overview of the Romanian market for integrated enterprise application software (EAS) suites. EAS vendors tracked in this study include SAP, Siveco, TotalSoft, Oracle, Microsoft, Wizrom, Epicor, Infor, QAD, Transart, EBS, Endava, and SeniorSoftware, among others. "As most clients have limited IT budgets, they prefer to spend them on IT solutions that have a direct impact on business growth, such as cost efficiency, optimization, and consolidation. As a result, vendors should focus on targeting decision makers with solutions that offer fast ROI
and provide an immediate competitive advantage.” – Research Analyst Dana Samson, IDC CEMA

The double perspective would enable speculating the assumption that the Romanian BI market extends due to the large enterprises, or through what is presented as a BI solution in a more elevated reference solution. In the first case we are confronted with a limited manipulation platform, which will not be able to maintain the trend up for a long time. In the second case, there is the hope that the excessive reported data, at some point, will call for a complex analysis tool. Even if “our IMM’s are smaller than their SMBs”, the recipe applies for Romania as well. [5]

4. SIVECO Business Analyzer a high performance Information Management System

BI Solutions of SIVECO Romania monitors and correlates all the levels of company’s activities, positively influencing its performances. SIVECO Business Analyzer (SBA) is a high performance Information Management System, capable to be adapted and customized according to the business particularities of any company. SBA supports the decision making process during the activities of planning monitoring, controlling and providing information support for the adoption of strategies for cost control and the identification of sources to increase profit. It also provides synthesis, coherent, consistent and real-time information, and represents the requested analyses under the form of graphs and tables in an appealing manner, easy to manage and customize.

The second application in the field of BI is SIVECO Balanced Score Card (SBSC) is a software solution for strategic management and a latest generation information product launched on the Romanian market, able to monitor, analyze and compare the organization’s performance in order to improve it. Placing the strategy at the centre, the proposed solution provides the beneficiary with relevant information regarding the manner in which the organization is heading towards reaching its strategic objectives.

We exemplified four simulation analysis and models of SBA and SBSC that are useful in the management activity and in the research, and which are highly used by the managers of Romanian enterprises that purchased this type of product. The following Fig. 2 illustrates the analysis of the evolution of an indicator, and allows the representation of the values in the database under the form of diagrams or charts.
Fig. 2. The status of revenues, costs and profit regarding the entire enterprise, in which the user may change the selection of the displayed values while the program is running (Source: SIVECO Business Analyzer 3.2.90)

“What if?” Analysis consists of the possibility to modify the entrance parameters of an indicator and to see how this indicator varies after this modification. One can easily imagine potential situations when this type of analysis would be useful. For example, what happens with costs and profit if there is a certain percentage increase of the salary or power costs? What happens if the number of employees decreases or increases? On the other hand, if the value of certain taxes is modified (VAT, income taxes).

Top/Bottom Analysis. This analysis enables the selection of one of the most important types of incomes or the most important customers. The existence of this possibility is necessary especially in case the dimensions have many values (Customers in the following Fig. 3) that cannot be monitored each at large, but you want to monitor the extreme values: the highest ones and the lowest ones.

Fig. 3. Exemplification of Top/Bottom Analysis by the first three types of incomes in comparison to total incomes (Source: SIVECO Business Analyzer 3.2.90)

Forecasting is a simulation process in which the forecast values are based on the existing data history and the richer this history is, higher will be the accuracy of the forecast.
5. Effects induced by implementing BI applications in Romanian organizations

To start with, we tried to identify the applicability field of different applications and BI tools, the way they are perceived in the view of managers as beneficiaries of BI solutions. For this first questionnaire data were collected from 156 IT respondents. [12]

We asked the respondent companies a series of questions regarding the main obstacles in the penetration of BI solutions on the local market. Taking into account the “scores” they provided, the results are the following (ranking according to the degree of importance):

- Defective knowledge of the “concept” and of the advantages offered by the BI solutions;
- Romanian companies’ prevalingly focusing on the operational aspect (to the detriment of the strategic one);
- Low technical “appetite” of decision factors;
- Low financial power of potential customers;
- Low technical abilities of potential customers;
- Inadequate IT&C infrastructure. [12]

![Fig. 4. Software tools considered part of BI and performance management](image)

When asked which tools they consider to be part of their BI solution (see fig. 4), IT respondents most frequently mentioned analytics, dashboards, ad hoc query, enterprise production reporting and data integration quality. Dashboards, enterprise production reporting, analytics and planning budgeting consolidation are the software tools that IT respondents most frequently reported to be part of performance management.
Sales and executive management were reported as the first departments to implement BI, at 31% each, probably in response to pressure from those areas for improved data availability. The IT&C department, a group that can test the tools before the rest of the organization sees them was cited most for initial implementation of performance management tools (39%), followed by executive management and customer support, at 24% each. (see fig. 5)

The third field of investigation was the key benefit that is derived or expected to be derived from BI and performance management tools is related to the improvement of decision-making process, such as the quality and relevance of decisions made. Seventy percent of IT&C respondents indicated this as the top BI benefit, and 55% indicated this as the top performance management benefit. Producing a single, unified view of enterprise wide information (57%), better aligning resources with strategies (56%), speeding up the decision-making process (53%), and responding to user needs for availability of data on a timely basis (52%) are the other top BI benefits reported by IT respondents.

As a conclusion for BI implementation we can say that the nature of the top benefits and challenges cited by IT&C respondents make it clear that today’s technology purchasers demand comprehensive and integrated BI and performance management solutions that can overcome challenges related to integrating data from multiple sources and data quality. What are companies hoping to achieve with BI and performance management solutions? Seven out of 10 BI respondents and more than half of performance management respondents cited the desire to improve the decision-making process, including the quality and relevancy of decisions. Vendors that have the technical expertise to deliver these benefits can expect to appear on the short lists of BI and performance management technology purchasers. [12]
5.1. Respondents

Still in the virtue of the questionnaire, we achieved the results and we were able to formulate and validate research assumptions. Even data were collected only from 11 organizations, these are representative for the 2010 Romanian economy, because in this economical moment Romania has only 5,000 companies that need an ERP and a BI software instrument as a advanced management method. So we have only 2,000 big companies having more than 250 employees which can afford to implement a SAP, Oracle or SIVECO ERP software. But these 2,000 companies generate incomes two times higher than the other 10,000 SMB, and equal those of the 500,000 small Romanian companies, that have under 50 employees. From these 2,000 big organizations most of them, about 1000 are branches from transnational companies, and have mostly implemented ERP existing in their main organization, usually SAP or Oracle. So, are likely to be investigated public organizations and private Romanian capital organizations. These two categories have a hundred percent Romanian management, and had to optimize it.

The data were collected during January and June 2010, (see Table 1 and 2) with the help of Sorin Dimofte Implementing and Consultancy Manager of SIVECO Romania.[3]

The regression analysis using the method of least squares requires a dataset of \(n\) pairs \((x_i, y_i)\), where \(y_i\) are the dependent variables and \(x_i\) are the independent ones. There were analyzed over 500 Romanian enterprises, that implement a SIVECO ERP and were identified 11 distinct groups without any significant deviations among the enterprises forming each group. In order to apply this method there were chosen 11 companies that were included in the present study. Each of these 11 companies is representative for the enterprises group, having similar trend. This simplified version of the method is suitable for our problem because this way there were obtained very clear results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. ERP &amp; BI instruments implementation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Organization</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANR Brotoru Turnu Severin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aeroprotul Timisoara</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANR Dumbrava Cliiu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hidrografa Hateg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hidrografa Severin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SE Braila</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CET Brasov</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apea Serv Valea Jilul</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aerostar Bacau</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meva Severin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Romvac Cantaciu</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5.2. Results

5.2.1. Research Hypothesis

Although in elaborating the research hypotheses we have had in view a series of works belonging to American literature[10],[7],[1],[6], we have made these hypotheses particular for Romanian organizations according to our own experience of almost 20 years in the field of planning, implementing, and of training in the field of informational systems.

\( H_01 \) The number of employees in an organization influences the role of the BI applications within the respective organizations. The organization dimension is directly connected with the role of the BI applications within the respective organization.[10]

\( H_02 \) In the private domain there is a more efficient usage of money than in the public domain.[7]

5.2.2. Testing the Hypothesis

\( H_01 \) The number of employees in an organization influences the role of the BI applications within the respective organizations. The organization dimension is directly connected with the role of the BI applications within the respective organization.

We used regression analysis, as a statistical method to evaluate the relation between one independent variable (personal - size of organization) and another continuous dependent variable (ERP_BI given to the ERP and BI level of implementation). With this analysis tool we have performed a linear regression analysis using the method of the least square in order to plot a line by a set of observations. Thus we have perform the analysis of the dependence and we have appreciated the extent to which the independent variable influence the dependent. With linear regression we output the regression coefficients necessary to predict one variable ERP_BI from the other personal. The model has been confirmed to be valid because the F test value were 49,35, with significant Sig. <0,05 (0,02). The regression coefficient \( R=0,980 \) shows a
very strong link between the variable ERP_BI given to the ERP and BI level of implementation and the independent variable personal showing the size of the organization, for the private sector. The model explains 96,1% from the total variation of the variable personal (R² = 0,961). The rest of 3,9% is influenced by other residual factors not included in the model. (Table 3)

In conclusion hypothesis H01 has been confirmed.

Table 3. Linear regression analysis between an independent variable called personal and a dependent variable called ERP_BI for private cases (proprietate=1)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Sum of Squares</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Mean Square</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Regression</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.172</td>
<td>49,352</td>
<td>.020*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residual</td>
<td>.067</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>.033</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>.179</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a. Predictors: (Constant, personal)
b. Dependent Variable: ERP_BI
c. Selecting only cases for which proprietate = 1

Model Summary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>Adjusted R²</th>
<th>Std. Error of the Estimate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>.960*</td>
<td>.942</td>
<td>.06897</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

But in BI methods we found a weak link (R=0,167) and also for the private sector we found R=0,593 < 0,63. This regression coefficient R=0,593 shows an intermediate link in these case. (Table 4)

Table 4. Linear regression analysis between an independent variable called personal and a dependent variable called BI for private cases (proprietate=1)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Sum of Squares</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Mean Square</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Regression</td>
<td>148</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.148</td>
<td>1,058</td>
<td>.407*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residual</td>
<td>.273</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>.137</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>.422</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a. Predictors: (Constant, personal)
b. Dependent Variable: BI
c. Selecting only cases for which proprietate = 1

Model Summary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>Adjusted R²</th>
<th>Std. Error of the Estimate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>.593*</td>
<td>.352</td>
<td>.36973</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

H02  In the private domain there is a more efficient usage of money than in the public domain.

This hypothesis would be explained by the following specifications:

In private companies hardware facility is correlated with the number of employees
In private companies hardware facility is correlated with software facility

We used statistical techniques in order to define the differences between the groups, using T test. For this purpose, we tested the average equality of two paired samples
(Paired Samples T Test) for six variables grouped in four pairs each. Out of the six variables three pertain to the companies with public capital (pers_public, calc_public and BI_public), respectively three to companies with private capital (pers_privat, calc_privat and BI_privat).

Table 5. The result of the T test for six variables grouped in four pairs each

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pair</th>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Correlation</th>
<th>Sig</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pair 1</td>
<td>pers_public &amp; calc_public</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.997</td>
<td>0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pair 2</td>
<td>pers_privat &amp; calc_privat</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.632</td>
<td>0.368</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pair 3</td>
<td>calc_public &amp; BI_public</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.613</td>
<td>0.387</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pair 4</td>
<td>calc_privat &amp; BI_privat</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.979</td>
<td>0.021</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We noticed (see table 5) that if in the public domain exists a better correlation between the number of employees and the number of computer-related equipment (0.997 in comparison with 0.632), the situation is different regarding the correlation hardware – software which we defined as using computers for BI applications. (In this case, the figures in the private domain are 0.979 in comparison with 0.613 in the public domain). We reach the conclusion that providing with excessive hardware is not necessarily a useful thing to do, if that hardware is not then correlated with the software devices. There was also validated the hypothesis referring to the better efficiency of investing money in the private domain, and also a better correlation between the efficiency of the hardware and employee resources and the implementation of a BI in the private domain in comparison to the public one.

6. Conclusion

The conclusion of the authors is that in the 2010-2012 years, Romania, a country that has lately managed to make itself known worldwide, most often by means of local achievements in the field of software industry, and less in other fields of industry, should take advantage of this appetite of the Romanians for the computer-science field and try to improve the management of the organizations. This could be made by prevalingly using the management methods from the category of DSS and BI that are based on informational tools; and if possible the product has to originate in the Romanian market and at the same time, we should always monitor especially the efficiency of the implementation and the efficiency of the investment in informational software.

Thus, modeling and simulation prove to be useful, reaching a maximum level of efficiency, consistency and importance by means of the BI tools. The applications in the category of informational systems for the support of managerial decision that the team of authors studied, promoted and implemented are especially BI solutions made in Romania. In this way, more and more Romanian organizations benefit from the advantages of special Romanian decision-making oriented software, and here we refer to the applications of SIVECO software house. The implementation of the BI applications is studied worldwide as well as at a national level, and the efficiency of
local BI software usage is assessed and quantified especially by means of managerial research carried out on the SIVECO customers.

Our scientific and teaching activities over the past few years have attempted to point out certain essential elements of integrated information systems, used as decision and management instruments available for managers. Thus for more than seven years we have tried to induce the managers of the organizations, with which we have collaborated, the awareness that the ERP systems are most mere accounting applications. Actually accounting is not exactly the most remarkable advantage of the implementation of an integrated resource planning system, as it is mostly perceived. On the contrary an ERP is a corporate instrument which connects users with distinct responsibilities on the same platform, and involves an information exchange between department and the individual in charge, the decision maker.

Another direction of our activities was the awareness of both managers and end-users that information technology is an instrument that supposed to be use with maximum benefits, not a dangerous element for the employees and for the organization. Future research will also include Small and Medium Business (SMB’s) organizations which in the present economic environment probably represent one of the element to re launch the Romanian economy. This sector will be analyzed by the implementations that Senior Software company, through the Senior ERP application has carried out on the Romanian SMB’s market.
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Abstract. This paper develops several expressions to quantify claim provisions to account in financial statements of a non-life insurance company under the hypothesis of a fuzzy environment. Concretely, by applying the expected value of a fuzzy number and the more general concept of value of a fuzzy number to the ANOVA claim predicting model [2] we estimate claim reserves to account in insurer’s balance sheet and income account.
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1. Introduction

As Dubois and Prade [15] point out Fuzzy Sets Theory (FST) and its extensions are applied, basically, in the following three circumstances: gradualness, epistemic uncertainty and bipolarity. So, although actuarial quantitative analysis is essentially based on statistical methods, academics and practitioners now tend to believe that FST is a useful complement to statistics in the cases that require a great deal of actuarial subjective judgement and problems for which the information available is scarce or vague. An extended survey can be found in [29]. So, the Encyclopaedia of Actuarial Science in [13] dedicated a chapter to FST. Any case, as it is pointed out in [27], fuzziness does not figure as central to any science and, of course, Actuarial Mathematics is not an exception.

One of the most interesting areas of FST for actuaries is Fuzzy Data Analysis (FDA). As Statistics, FST provides several techniques for searching and ordering the information contained in empirical data (e.g. for grouping elements, to find relations between variables, etc.). Within an actuarial context, Fuzzy Regression (FR) has been used intensively in several areas. In life insurance field, [1] and [22] use two different Fuzzy Regression (FR) methods to fit the temporal structure of interest rates whereas [21] develops a FR methodology to forecast mortality with a Lee-Carter model. In non-life insurance Berry-Stölze et al. in [4] use FR to evaluate solvency requirements for property-liability insurers.

In non-life claim reserving, the use of FR is motivated, basically, because of it is not advisable to use a wide data-base since data too far from the present can lead to unrealistic estimates. In this context, Andrés-Sánchez in [2] proposes a claim reserving method that mixes FR with the ANOVA reserving method [23], which has been used intensively in actuarial literature (see e.g. [8, 28]). Andrés-Sánchez’s method estimates
future liabilities not only as a point values but also their variability with the use of Fuzzy Numbers (FNs) instead of random variables.

The fuzzy estimation of claiming costs finally needs to be transformed into a crisp equivalent in order, for example, to compute them in financial statements. So, [2] takes into account only non-discounted reserves (i.e. does not considers the profit of the assets that support liabilities) and uses the concept of the expected value [7]. This paper extends those results in two ways. Firstly, we also introduce in the analysis the expected profit of assets and so we obtain discounted reserves. We consider that the interest rate for finding the present value of future claims will be estimated subjectively by the actuary and so, it is a very natural to quantify that magnitude with a FN. Financial pricing with fuzzy parameters has been widely developed [5, 16, 20, 25]. Subsequently, fuzzy financial mathematics has been extended to life insurance pricing [3, 26] and non-life insurance pricing [1, 9, 12, 23]. Secondly, to transform fuzzy liabilities into crisp estimates we will use the concept of value of FNs [11] which generalises the expected value of a FN [7]. It will allow us weighting all the possible values of fuzzy estimates of liabilities taking into account their actual reliability.

The structure of the paper is as follows. In the next section we shall describe the aspects of fuzzy arithmetic and defuzzification that are used in this paper. Section 3 exposes claim reserving prediction exposed in [2] and develops several expressions for the value of reserves to be accounted. Those expressions will depend on the weighting function used for defuzzifying and if we discount future liabilities with an interest rate. Subsequently we develop a numerical application. Finally, we state the most important conclusions of the paper.

2. Fuzzy Numbers and related concepts

A Fuzzy Number (FN) is a fuzzy subset \( \tilde{a} \) defined over real numbers which is normal (i.e. \( \sup_{x \in \mathbb{R}} \mu_{\tilde{a}}(x) = 1 \)) and convex (i.e. its \( \alpha \)-cuts must be convex sets). For practical purposes, Triangular Fuzzy Numbers (TFNs) are widely used FNs since they are easy to handle arithmetically and they can be interpreted intuitively. We shall symbolise a TFN \( \tilde{a} \) as \( \tilde{a} = (a, l_a, r_a) \) where \( a \) is the centre and \( l_a \) and \( r_a \) are the left and right spreads, respectively. Analytically, a TFN is characterised by its membership function \( \mu_{\tilde{a}}(x) \) and its \( \alpha \)-cuts, \( a_\alpha \):

\[
\mu_{\tilde{a}}(x) = \begin{cases} 
\frac{x-a+l_a}{l_a} & a-l_a < x \leq a \\
\frac{a+r_a-x}{r_a} & a < x \leq a + r_a \\
0 & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]  

(1)

\[
a_\alpha = \left[a(\alpha), \bar{a}(\alpha)\right] = [a-l_a(1-\alpha), a+r_a(1-\alpha)]
\]  

(2)
In many actuarial analyses, it is often necessary to evaluate functions (e.g. the net present value of an annuity), which we shall name \( y = f(x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_n) \). Then, if \( x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_n \) are not crisp numbers but the FNs \( \tilde{a}_1, \tilde{a}_2, \ldots, \tilde{a}_n \), \( f(\cdot) \) induces the FN \( \tilde{b} = f(\tilde{a}_1, \tilde{a}_2, \ldots, \tilde{a}_n) \). Buckley and Qu in [6] demonstrate that if the function \( f(\cdot) \) that induces \( \tilde{b} \) is increasing with respect to the first \( m \) variables, where \( m \leq n \), and decreasing with respect to the last \( n-m \) variables, then \( \tilde{b} \) is:

\[
\tilde{b}_a = \left[ h(\alpha), \tilde{b}(\alpha) \right] = \left[ \int f\left( \tilde{a}_1(\alpha), \ldots, \tilde{a}_m(\alpha), \tilde{a}_{m+1}(\alpha), \ldots, \tilde{a}_n(\alpha) \right) d\alpha \right] \\
\quad \quad \quad \quad = \int f\left( \tilde{a}_1(\alpha), \ldots, \tilde{a}_m(\alpha), \tilde{a}_{m+1}(\alpha), \ldots, \tilde{a}_n(\alpha) \right) d\alpha
\]

(3)

It is very usual in real insurance situations to estimate magnitudes as approximate quantities, for example, by means of a sentence like “the claim provisions must be around 2000 monetary units”. Clearly, FNs can be used to represent these magnitudes. However, these magnitudes also often need to be quantified with crisp values. For example, in our context, this will occur when the definitive amount of claim provisions needs to be specified in financial statements. This paper proposes using the concept of value of a FN by Delgado et al. in [11], but adapted in order to introduce decision maker’s risk aversion in the sense of Hurwitz. For a FN \( \tilde{a} \), it will be we symbolised as \( V[\tilde{a}, \beta] \). If we use a decision-maker risk aversion \( \beta \), where \( 0 \leq \beta \leq 1 \) we obtain:

\[
V[\tilde{a}, \beta] = \int_0^1 w(\alpha) \tilde{a}(\alpha) d\alpha + \beta \int_0^1 w(\alpha) \tilde{a}(\alpha) d\alpha
\]

(4a)

where \( w(\alpha) \) is the weighting function. In this paper, following [11], we will consider \( w(\alpha) = 2\alpha \). Likewise, as it is done in [2], we will also consider \( w(\alpha) = 1 \) (there is no weighting). Notice that under this hypothesis, (3) is now the expected value of a FN (Campos and González, 1989). In this case, the value will be symbolised as \( EV[\tilde{a}, \beta] \).

Notice that the value of a FN is an additive measure, and so:

\[
V \left[ \sum_{i=1}^n \tilde{a}_i, \beta \right] = \sum_{i=1}^n V[\tilde{a}_i, \beta]
\]

(4b)

3. Fuzzy claim reserving

3.1. Fitting future claiming with fuzzy ANOVA

Let us symbolise as \( s_{ij} \) the claim cost of the insurance contracts originated in the \( i \)th period \( (i=0,1,\ldots,n) \) within the \( j \)th claiming period \( (j=0,1,\ldots,n) \). Given that the past claiming costs of the \( i \)th occurrence period are \( s_{ij}, j=0,1,\ldots,n-i \), calculating claim reserves implies forecasting and adding the claim costs of future development periods: \( s_{ij}, i=1,2,\ldots,n; j=n-i+1, n-i+2,\ldots, n \).
Andrés-Sánchez in [2] extends ANOVA claim reserving method [23], to the use of Fuzzy Regression. ANOVA chain ladder, as classical chain ladder, supposes that $s_{ij}$ can be represented by the product $C_i p_j$ where $C_i$ is the total claiming cost in the $i$th origin period, whereas $p_j$ is the proportion of this cost paid in the $j$th development period. Therefore, the parameters $C_i, i=0,1,\ldots,n$ and $p_j, j=0,1,\ldots,n$ can be obtained by using linear regression since $\ln s_{ij}=\ln C_i + \ln p_j$. To introduce uncertainty [23] supposes that:

$$s_{ij}=C_i p_j \epsilon_{ij}$$

where $\epsilon_{ij}$ is a random variable whose mean is 1. The theoretical model (5) can be transformed into the following linear regression equation:

$$\ln s_{ij}=a + b_i + c_j + \epsilon_{ij}, i=1,2,\ldots,n ; j=1,2,\ldots,n$$

where here, $\epsilon_{ij}, i=0,1,\ldots,n ; j=0,1,\ldots,n-i$ are identical and uncorrelated distributed normal random variables with mean 0 and variance $\sigma^2$. Notice that in this model the incremental cost of claims $s_{ij}$ is a log-normal random variable, because (6) lets us deduce:

$$s_{i,j}=e^{a+b_i+c_j+\epsilon_{i,j}}$$

Here, $e^a$ can be interpreted as the incremental claim cost in the initial origin and development periods ($i=0, j=0$). Thus, $b_i$ can be understood as the logarithmical growth rate of total claiming during the origin period $i$, ($i=1,2,\ldots,n$) with respect to the initial origin period. Analogously, for a given origin period, $c_j$ is the logarithmical growth rate of the incremental cost of claims during the development period $j$ ($j=1,2,\ldots,n$) with respect to the cost of claims declared during the development period $j=0$.

On the other hand [2] considers that the uncertainty about incremental claims is due to fuzziness and it is not exogenous to total claiming cost, $C_i$, and proportions $p_j, j=1,2,\ldots,n$. So, we will obtain an estimate of the incremental claim cost $s_{ij}$ by means of the fuzzy number $\tilde{s}_{i,j}$:

$$\tilde{s}_{i,j}=\tilde{C}_i \tilde{p}_j$$

then, the linear regression model to fit is analogous to (6):

$$\ln \tilde{s}_{i,j}=\tilde{a} + \tilde{b}_i + \tilde{c}_j$$

Andrés-Sánchez in [2] supposes that $\tilde{a}, \tilde{b}_j$ and $\tilde{c}_j$ are TFNs and therefore $\ln \tilde{s}_{i,j}$ is also a TFN. If we symbolise $\tilde{a}=(a_a, l_a, r_a), \tilde{b}_j=(b_j, l_{b_j}, r_{b_j})$, $i=1,2,\ldots,n$ and $\tilde{c}_j=(c_j, l_{c_j}, r_{c_j}), j=1,2,\ldots,n$, we obtain from (6) and (8b):

$$\ln \tilde{s}_{i,j} = \ln(s_{i,j})=a + b_i + c_j + l_a + l_{b_j} + l_{c_j} + r_a + r_{b_j} + r_{c_j}$$

Notice that in the fuzzy regression model (8b) $\tilde{a}$ is the independent term whereas $\tilde{b}_j, \tilde{c}_j$ are the coefficients of dichotomous explanatory variables, in such a way that
their observations are equal to one when the period in which they are located is equal to the parameter period, and zero in the other case. Therefore, although in the FR model that we use, the spreads of the estimate response are increasing with respect to the magnitude of the explanatory variables, this is not a problem since we are handling dummy independent variables.

After fitting the model (8a)-(8c) that is done with the FR model described in [19], we can now predict the claiming cost of all origin periods in the development periods in which they are unknown. Given that the logarithm of incremental claim costs  \( \ln j_i \), \( i = 1, 2, \ldots, n_j \), \( j \geq n_i - 1 \) are the TFN in (8b) and that the incremental claim cost \( j_i \) is:

\[
\tilde{s}_{i,j} = e^{\ln \tilde{s}_{i,j}}
\]  

(9a)

Then, the \( \alpha \)-cuts of \( \tilde{s}_{i,j}, s_{i,j} \) are obtained from (2) and (3):

\[
s_{i,j} = \left[ s_{i,j}(\alpha), \tilde{s}_{i,j}(\alpha) \right] = \left[ e^{a+b_i+c_j-(l_i+l_j)}(1-\alpha), e^{a+b_i+c_j+(l_i+l_j)}(1-\alpha) \right]
\]  

(9b)

3.2. Fitting accounting value for claim reserves

Firstly, we fit a crisp quantification for non-discounted claim reserves, i.e., without taking into account the return of the assets that support these reserves. In this case, we must obtain the value of \( \tilde{s}_{i,j}, V[\tilde{s}_{i,j}; \beta] \) by applying (3) to (9b):

\[
V[\tilde{s}_{i,j}; \beta] = (1-\beta) \int_0^1 w(\alpha) e^{a+b_i+c_j-(l_i+l_j)}(1-\alpha) d\alpha + \beta \int_0^1 w(\alpha) e^{a+b_i+c_j+(l_i+l_j)}(1-\alpha) d\alpha
\]  

(10a)

In the case where \( w(\alpha)=2\alpha \), (10a) must be integrated by parts and so:

\[
V[\tilde{s}_{i,j}; \beta] = \left[ (1-\beta) e^{B+1} + \beta e^{C+1} \right] \frac{1}{C} - \left( C+1 \right) e^{C}
\]  

(10b)

where:

\[
A = a + b_i + c_j - (l_i + l_j); B = a + b_i + l_i; C = a + b_i + r_j + r_j; D = a + b_i + c_j + (l_i + b_i + r_j)
\]

Likewise if \( w(\alpha)=1 \) we obtain \( EV[\tilde{s}_{i,j}; \beta] \) in such a way that:

\[
EV[\tilde{s}_{i,j}; \beta] = (1-\beta) e^{A} \left[ B - 1 \right] + \beta e^{D} \left[ C - 1 \right]
\]  

(11)

where the parameters \( A, B, C \) and \( D \) are equal to the case (10b). Of course, in both cases, (10b) and (10c), if \( l_i = l_j = 0 \), the first summand is simply \( (1-\beta) e^{a+b_i+c_j} \) and when \( r_a = r_b = r_c = 0 \), the second summand must be \( \beta e^{a+b_i+c_j} \).

The non-discounted provision corresponding to the \( i \)th origin period is obtained by doing:
therefore, the provision for all the occurrence periods is:

\[ P\tilde{RO} = i=1^{n} P\tilde{RO}_{i} = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{j=n-i+1}^{n} \tilde{S}_{i,j} \]

From the \( \alpha \)-cuts of \( \tilde{S}_{i,j} \) in (9b) we can derive the exact value for the \( \alpha \)-cuts of \( P\tilde{RO}_{i} \) and \( P\tilde{RO} \) by applying (3):

\[ PRO_{ia} = \left[ PRO(\alpha) \right] PRO_{a}(\alpha) = \left[ \sum_{j=n-i+1}^{n} a^{\alpha h_{j} + c_{j} \left( l_{j} + l_{j} \right) \left( t-a \right) + \sum_{j=n-i+1}^{n} a^{\alpha h_{j} + c_{j} \left( l_{j} + l_{j} \right) \left( t-a \right)} \right] \]

\[ PRO_{a} = \left[ PRO(\alpha) \right] PRO_{a}(\alpha) = \left[ \sum_{j=n-i+1}^{n} \sum_{j=n-i+1}^{n} a^{\alpha h_{j} + c_{j} \left( l_{j} + l_{j} \right) \left( t-a \right)} \right] \]

To account for the claim provision in the financial statements, we must transform \( P\tilde{RO}_{i} \) and \( P\tilde{RO} \) into the crisp numbers \( PRO^{*}_{i} \) and \( PRO^{*} \) respectively. To do so, we will use the concept of value of a FN which we have described in (3) and (4). In our problem, to fix \( \beta \), we must bear in mind that actuarial decisions must be prudent, that is, \( \beta > 0.5 \). Given that the expected value of FN is an additive measure, we can obtain \( PRO^{*}_{i} \) and \( PRO^{*} \) by aggregating \( V\left[ S_{i,j} ; \beta \right] \), \( i=1,2,..,n; j=n-i+1,...,n \), that we have obtained in (10a)-(10c). Thus:

\[ PRO^{*}_{i} = V\left[ P\tilde{RO}_{i} ; \beta \right] = \sum_{j=n-i+1}^{n} V\left[ S_{i,j} ; \beta \right] \]

Therefore, the crisp provision for all the occurrence years is:

\[ PRO^{*} = V\left[ P\tilde{RO} ; \beta \right] = \sum_{j=n-i+1}^{n} \sum_{j=n-i+1}^{n} V\left[ S_{i,j} ; \beta \right] \]

However, these developments do not take into account that the assets that support future liabilities produce financial returns and so, non-discounted provisions overrate the real value of reserves. To avoid this problem, the regulation of many countries allows discounting future liabilities to quantify claim reserves. We consider that the interest rate for finding the present value of future claims will be estimated subjectively by the actuary and so, it is a very natural to quantify that magnitude with a FN. This is a relatively common hypothesis in non-life insurance, [1, 9, 12, 23], that extend financial pricing with fuzzy parameters [5, 16, 20, 25] to non-life insurance pricing.

This paper supposes a constant force of interest throughout the temporal horizon estimated with the TFN \( \tilde{\rho} = (\rho_{l}, \rho_{r}, \rho_{o}) \), that the periodicity of claiming is annual and
that its distribution is uniform within the year. As is pointed out in [18], this last
hypothesis is applied in practice by supposing that the cost of claims is paid in the
middle of the year. Therefore, the discounted value of the incremental claiming of the
ith origin year during the jth development period will be symbolised as \( d\tilde{s}_{i,j} \),
i=1,2,...,n; j≥n-i+1 and it is obtained as:

\[
d\tilde{s}_{i,j} = \tilde{s}_{i,j}e^{\tilde{p}[n+1/2-(i+j)]} = e^{\tilde{a}+\tilde{b}_i+\tilde{c}_j+\tilde{p}[n+1/2-(i+j)]}
\]

(14a)

Then, the \( \alpha \)-cuts of \( d\tilde{s}_{i,j} \) are obtained by using (2) and (3):

\[
d_s\tilde{s}_{i,j} = \left[ \frac{\tilde{s}_{i,j}(\alpha)}{d\tilde{s}_{i,j}(\alpha)} \right] = e^{a+b_i+c_j+\rho[n+1/2-(i+j)]}\left[ \frac{l_a}{l_a+l_b+i_c-r_p[n+1/2-(i+j)]} \right]^{(1-\alpha)},
\]

\[
+ \frac{\tilde{a}+\tilde{b}_i+\tilde{c}_j+\tilde{p}[n+1/2-(i+j)]}{\tilde{a}+\tilde{b}_i+\tilde{c}_j+\tilde{p}[n+1/2-(i+j)]} \left[ \frac{l_a}{l_a+l_b+i_c-r_p[n+1/2-(i+j)]} \right]^{\alpha}
\]

(18)

So, the value of the discounted incremental cost of claims \( V[d\tilde{s}_{i,j};\beta] \) is obtained by
applying (3) to (14b):

\[
V[d\tilde{s}_{i,j};\beta] = (1-\beta)\int_0^1 w(\alpha)e^{a+b_i+c_j+\rho[n+1/2-(i+j)]}\left[ \frac{l_a}{l_a+l_b+i_c-r_p[n+1/2-(i+j)]} \right]^{(1-\alpha)} d\alpha
\]

\[\]
\[+ \beta\int_0^1 w(\alpha)e^{a+b_i+c_j+\rho[n+1/2-(i+j)]}\left[ \frac{l_a}{l_a+l_b+i_c-r_p[n+1/2-(i+j)]} \right]^{\alpha} d\alpha \]

(19)

In the case where \( w(\alpha)=2\alpha \), (15a) is also (10b) but in this case the parameters \( A, B, C \)
and \( D \) are:

\[
A = a+b_i+c_j+\rho[n+1/2-(i+j)]\left[ l_a+l_b+i_c-r_p[n+1/2-(i+j)] \right]
\]

\[
B = l_a+l_b+i_c-r_p[n+1/2-(i+j)]
\]

\[
C = r_a+r_b+r_c-l_p[n+1/2-(i+j)]
\]

\[
A = a+b_i+c_j+\rho[n+1/2-(i+j)]\left[ r_a+r_b+r_c-l_p[n+1/2-(i+j)] \right]
\]

(15b)

Likewise if \( w(\alpha)=1 \) we obtain \( EV[d\tilde{s}_{i,j};\beta] \) and also the result is (10c) but the values
of \( A, B, C \) and \( D \) are in (15b).

The discounted reserve to account for the ith origin period is then:

\[
dP\tilde{RO}_i = \sum_{j=n-i+1}^{n} d\tilde{s}_{i,j}
\]

(20)

and therefore, the provision for all the occurrence years is:
\[
dP\tilde{RO} = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{j=n-i+1}^{n} d\tilde{s}_{i,j} \quad (21)
\]

From the \(\alpha\)-cuts of \(d\tilde{s}_{i,j}\) in (16b) we derive the value for the \(\alpha\)-cuts of \(dP\tilde{RO}_i\) and \(dP\tilde{RO}\) with (3):

\[
dPRO_{\alpha} = \left[ \left[ PRO_{\alpha}(\alpha), \overline{PRO}_{\alpha}(\alpha) \right] \right] = \left[ \sum_{j=n-i+1}^{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} a_{i+j} + b_{i+j} + c_{i+j} + d_{i+j} \right] 
\]

\[
dPRO_{\alpha} = \left[ \left[ \left[ PRO_{\alpha}(\alpha), \overline{PRO}_{\alpha}(\alpha) \right] \right] \right] = \left[ \sum_{j=n-i+1}^{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} a_{i+j} + b_{i+j} + c_{i+j} + d_{i+j} \right] 
\]

Finally, to fit the claim provision to account in financial statements we must transform the fuzzy value of the discounted reserves into the crisp values. Analogously to non-discounted reserves, we obtain:

\[
dPRO_i^* = \sum_{j=n-i+1}^{n} EV [d\tilde{s}_{i,j}; \beta] \quad (24)
\]

Therefore, the provision for all the occurrence years is:

\[
dPRO^* = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{j=n-i+1}^{n} EV [d\tilde{s}_{i,j}; \beta] \quad (25)
\]

4. Numerical application

Our numerical example is developed over the run-off triangle in Table 2 [8, p. D5.4] that was also used in [2]. From Table 1, we can immediately obtain the log-incremental payments in Table 2.
Table 1. Run off triangle. The amounts are the cost of the claims from the $i$th origin year paid at the $j$th development year ($s_{i,j}, i=0,1,2,3, j=0,1,\ldots,3-i$)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Origin year</th>
<th>Development year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>11073</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>14799</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>15636</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>16913</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Run off triangle in which the quantities are $\ln s_{i,j}, i=0,1,2,3, j=0,1,\ldots,3-i$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Origin year</th>
<th>Development year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>9.312</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>9.602</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>9.657</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>9.736</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Now, we develop our numerical with certain detail.

a) First we need to fit the parameters $\vec{a} = (a, l_a, r_a)$, $\vec{b}_i = (b_i, l_{b_i}, r_{b_i})$, $i=1,2,3$ and $\vec{c}_j = (c_j, l_{c_j}, r_{c_j})$, $j=1,2,3$. Thus, following [2] we implement two steps.

a.1) We obtain the estimates of the centres of $\vec{a}$, $\vec{b}_i$, $i=1,2,3$ and $\vec{c}_j$, $j=1,2,3$, with the algorithm used in [23]. See the results in Table 3.

Table 3. Least Squares estimates for the centres of $\vec{a}$, $\vec{b}_i$, $i=1,2,3$ and $\vec{c}_j$, $j=1,2,3$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coefficient</th>
<th>$a'$</th>
<th>$b'_1$</th>
<th>$b'_2$</th>
<th>$b'_3$</th>
<th>$c'_1$</th>
<th>$c'_2$</th>
<th>$c'_3$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Value</td>
<td>9.288</td>
<td>0.303</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.447</td>
<td>-0.466</td>
<td>-1.801</td>
<td>-2.647</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard deviation</td>
<td>0.040</td>
<td>0.043</td>
<td>0.050</td>
<td>0.066</td>
<td>0.043</td>
<td>0.050</td>
<td>0.066</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a.2) We fit the spreads of $\vec{a}$, $\vec{b}_i$, $i=1,2,3$ and $\vec{c}_j$, $j=1,2,3$, being the result:

$\vec{a} = (9.288, 0.024, 0.000)$

$\vec{b}_1 = (0.303, 0.000, 0.000)$

$\vec{b}_2 = (0.404, 0.011, 0.016)$

$\vec{b}_3 = (0.447, 0.000, 0.000)$

$\vec{c}_1 = (-0.466, 0.030, 0.019)$

$\vec{c}_2 = (-1.801, 0.006, 0.030)$
\[ \tilde{c}_3 = (-2.647, 0.000, 0.000) \]

b) Now, we must evaluate (9a) to calculate the future cost of claims \( \tilde{x}_{i,j}, i=1,2,3; \)
\( j=3-i+1,...,3. \) Table 4 indicates the values of \( \alpha \)-cuts \( s_{i,j} \) for \( \alpha = 0, 0.5, 1. \) The value
\( s_{i,j} \) gives us a prediction of the most feasible point estimate of the future incremental
claim whereas the 0-cut quantifies its estimated range. Subsequently, by applying (12a)
and (12b) to the results of Table 4 we calculate the \( \alpha \)-cuts of provisions (see Table 5).

**Table 4.** Values of \( s_{i,j} \) for the \( \alpha \)-levels \( \alpha = 0, 0.5, 1. \)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( \alpha )</th>
<th>( s_{13} )</th>
<th>( s_{22} )</th>
<th>( s_{23} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>[1036.86, 1036.86]</td>
<td>[2672.95, 2672.95]</td>
<td>[1147.35, 1147.35]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>[1012.38, 1036.86]</td>
<td>[2564.96, 2799.47]</td>
<td>[1107.81, 1166.06]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>[988.48, 1036.86]</td>
<td>[2461.33, 2931.96]</td>
<td>[1069.64, 1185.08]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( \alpha )</th>
<th>( s_{31} )</th>
<th>( s_{32} )</th>
<th>( s_{33} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>[10611.44, 10611.44]</td>
<td>[2791.62, 2791.62]</td>
<td>[1198.29, 1198.29]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>[10054.03, 10813.80]</td>
<td>[2708.94, 2876.83]</td>
<td>[1170.00, 1198.29]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>[9525.91, 11020.01]</td>
<td>[2628.71, 2964.63]</td>
<td>[1142.37, 1198.29]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 5.** Values of the reserves for the \( \alpha \)-levels \( \alpha = 0, 0.5, 1. \)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( PRO_{1} )</th>
<th>( PRO_{2} )</th>
<th>( PRO_{3} )</th>
<th>( PRO )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1036.86</td>
<td>1036.86</td>
<td>1036.86</td>
<td>1036.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1036.86</td>
<td>1036.86</td>
<td>1036.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1036.86</td>
<td>1036.86</td>
<td>1036.86</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To account non-discounted provisions in financial statements it is necessary to
defuzzify the FNs that estimate future claiming. By using (10c), (13a) and (13b) and
taking a risk aversion coefficient \( \beta = 1 \), we obtain:

\[
V[\tilde{s}_{1,3}] = 1036.86; \ V[\tilde{s}_{2,2}] = 2759.29; \ V[\tilde{s}_{2,3}] = 1159.93; \\
V[\tilde{s}_{3,1}] = 10747.63; \ V[\tilde{s}_{3,2}] = 2849.29; \ V[\tilde{s}_{3,3}] = 1198.29
\]

\[
PRO_{1}^{*} = V[\tilde{P}_{1}O_{1}] = 1036.86 \\
PRO_{2}^{*} = V[\tilde{P}_{2}O_{2}] = 3919.21 \\
PRO_{3}^{*} = V[\tilde{P}_{3}O_{3}] = 14795.21 \\
PRO^{*} = V[\tilde{P}_{O}] = 19751.28
\]

On the other hand, by using a risk aversion coefficient \( \beta = 1 \) but the expected value of
claims (10c), we find:
To obtain discounted reserves, we will suppose that the actuary predicts for the coming years that the returns of the insurer’s investments will be approximately 3%, and that deviations over that value may be about 0.5%. That rate can be quantified by the TFN \( \rho = (0.03, 0.05, 0.05) \). Subsequently, by applying (14b) we calculate the \( \alpha \)-cuts of the discounted value of incremental claims (see Table 6). Likewise, the discounted value of reserves in Table 7 is calculated with (17a) and (17b).

**Table 6.** Values of \( ds_{i,j} \), \( i=1,2,3; \ j=2,3 \) for the \( \alpha \)-levels \( \alpha =0, 0.5, 1 \).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( \alpha )</th>
<th>( \alpha_{13} )</th>
<th>( \alpha_{22} )</th>
<th>( \alpha_{33} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>[1021.42, 1021.42]</td>
<td>[2633.16, 2633.16]</td>
<td>[1096.86, 1096.86]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>[996.06, 1022.70]</td>
<td>[2523.62, 2761.24]</td>
<td>[1055.10, 1118.94]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>[971.33, 1023.98]</td>
<td>[2418.63, 2895.54]</td>
<td>[1014.93, 1141.46]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 7.** Estimated values of the discounted reserves for the \( \alpha \)-levels \( \alpha =0, 0.5, 1 \).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( \alpha )</th>
<th>( dPRO_{1} )</th>
<th>( dPRO_{2} )</th>
<th>( dPRO_{3} )</th>
<th>( dPRO_{\alpha} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>[1021.42, 1021.42]</td>
<td>[3730.02, 3730.02]</td>
<td>[14233.94, 14233.94]</td>
<td>[18985.39, 18985.39]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>[996.06, 1022.70]</td>
<td>[3578.72, 3880.18]</td>
<td>[13550.72, 14545.37]</td>
<td>[18125.49, 19448.25]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>[971.33, 1023.98]</td>
<td>[3433.56, 4037.01]</td>
<td>[12901.58, 14864.33]</td>
<td>[17306.47, 19925.31]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To obtain a crisp value for the discounted value of incremental claims and discounted provisions, we calculate \( ds_{i,j}, \ i=1,2,3; \ j \geq 3-i+1 \) and apply (10b) and (15b). Subsequently we apply (18a) and (18b), considering again that \( \beta = 1 \):

- \( V(ds_{1,3}) = 1022.27 \)
- \( V(ds_{2,2}) = 2720.62 \)
- \( V(ds_{2,3}) = 1111.73 \)
- \( V(ds_{3,1}) = 10596.68 \)
- \( V(ds_{3,2}) = 2731.03 \)
- \( V(ds_{3,3}) = 1116.36 \)
\[ PRO_1^* = V[dp\tilde{R}_O;1] = 1022.27; \]
\[ PRO_2^* = V[dp\tilde{R}_O;2] = 3832.35 \]
\[ PRO_3^* = V[dp\tilde{R}_O;3] = 14444.07 \]
\[ PRO^* = V[dp\tilde{R}_O;1] = 19298.69 \]

From (10c) and (15b) we obtain \[ EV[\delta_{i,j};\beta], i=1,2,3; j \geq 3-i+1. \] If we establish \( \beta = 1 \), those values are:

\[ EV[\delta_{1,1};1] = 1022.70; \]
\[ EV[\delta_{2,2};1] = 2762.27; \]
\[ EV[\delta_{3,3};1] = 1119.02; \]
\[ EV[\delta_{3,1};1] = 10666.85; \]
\[ EV[\delta_{3,2};1] = 2761.10; \]
\[ EV[\delta_{3,3};1] = 1118.68 \]

And so, we obtain the following crisp values for provisions:

\[ PRO_1^* = EV[dp\tilde{R}_O;1] = 1022.70 \]
\[ PRO_2^* = EV[dp\tilde{R}_O;2] = 3881.29 \]
\[ PRO_3^* = EV[dp\tilde{R}_O;3] = 14546.63 \]
\[ PRO^* = EV[dp\tilde{R}_O;1] = 19450.62 \]

5. Conclusions

Few data must be used to adjust claim reserves. In this context we think that Fuzzy Set Theory is a suitable alternative to the usual statistical methods. Specifically, to quantify claim provisions we have used the method developed by Andrés-Sánchez in [12].

This paper deals with the fact that fuzzy estimation of claim reserves needs to be transformed into a crisp equivalent in order, for example, to compute them in balance sheet and income account. In this paper, we propose using the concept of value of a FN [11] because this defuzzification method makes it possible to introduce the actuarial risk aversion easily and intuitively and, likewise, to graduate the weights of the values embedded in fuzzy quantification. In a first approach we have fitted non-discounted reserves, whose value overrates real present value of liabilities. So, subsequently we have introduced in the analysis the return of the assets that cover future claims. By using financial mathematics with fuzzy parameters we calculate fuzzy discounted reserves and propose several expressions that allow their crisp quantification.

Any case, we think that other alternative FDA instruments like FR method [32] or fuzzy transforms [14] may give a viable quantitative basis to calculate claim reserves within the framework of Fuzzy Sets Theory. Likewise, in our opinion non-classical statistical methods like grey models [24] or gray correlation methods may also offer interesting solutions approaches to quantify claim reserves.
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Abstract. We present the induced intuitionistic fuzzy ordered weighted averaging-weighted average (I-IFOWAWA) operator. It is a new aggregation operator that uses the intuitionistic fuzzy weighted average (IFWA) and the induced intuitionistic fuzzy ordered weighted averaging (I-IFOWA) operator in the same formulation. We study some of its main properties and we have seen that it has a lot of particular cases such as the IFWA and the intuitionistic fuzzy ordered weighted averaging (IFOWA) operator. We also study its applicability in a decision-making problem concerning strategic selection of investments. We see that depending on the particular type of I-IFOWAWA operator used, the results may lead to different decisions.

Keywords: Intuitionistic fuzzy sets, weighted average, IOWA operator, decision-making.

1. Introduction

Different types of aggregation operators are found in the literature for aggregating numerical data information \([1-4]\). The weighted average (WA) is one of the most common aggregation operators found in the literature. It can be used in a wide range of different problems including statistics, economics and engineering. Another interesting aggregation operator is the ordered weighted averaging (OWA) operator introduced by Yager \([5]\), whose prominent characteristic is the reordering step. The OWA operator provides a parameterized family of aggregation operators that includes as special cases the maximum, the
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minimum and the average criteria. Since its appearance, the OWA operator has been used in a wide range of applications [6-16].

A very practical extension of the OWA operator is the induced OWA (IOWA) operator [17]. The IOWA operator differs in that the reordering step is not developed with the values of the arguments but can be induced by another mechanism such that the ordered position of the arguments depends upon the values of their associated order-inducing variables. The IOWA operator has been studied by different authors in recent years [18-27].

Recently, some authors have tried to unify the OWA operator with the WA in the same formulation. It is worth mentioning the work developed by Torra [9] with the introduction of the weighted OWA (WOWA) operator and the work of Xu and Da [4] about the hybrid averaging (HA) operator. Both models arrived to an unification between the OWA and the WA because both concepts were included in the formulation as particular cases. However, as it has been studied by Merigó [20], these models seem to be a partial unification but not a real one because they can unify them but they cannot consider how relevant these concepts are in the specific problem considered. For example, in some problems we may prefer to give more importance to the OWA operator because we believe that it is more relevant and vice versa. To overcome this issue, Merigó [20] has developed the ordered weighted averaging weighted averaging (OWAWA) operator that unifies the OWA and the WA in the same formulation considering the degree of importance that each concept may have in the problem. Merigó [20] also presented a new operator that unifies the OWA operator with the WA when we assess the information with induced aggregation operators called the induced ordered weighted averaging–weighted average (IOWAWA) operator. The main advantage of this approach is that it unifies the IOWA and the WA taking into account the degree of importance that each concept has in the formulation. Thus, we are able to consider situations where we give more or less importance to the IOWA and the WA depending on our interests on the problem analyzed. Note that by using the IOWA we are considering complex reordering processes affected by different factors such as the degree of optimism, time pressure and psychological aspects. By using the WA we are considering the subjective probability of the decision-maker against the possibility that each state of nature will occur.

Usually, when using the IOWAWA and the above aggregation operators, it is assumed that the available information is clearly known and can be assessed with exact numbers. However, in the real-life world, due to the increasing complexity of the socio-economic environment and the lack of knowledge or data about the problem domain, exact numerical is sometimes unavailable. Thus, the input arguments may be vague or fuzzy in nature. Atanassov [28] defined the notion of an intuitionistic fuzzy set (IFS), whose basic elements are intuitionistic fuzzy numbers (IFNs) [10, 24, 29], each of which is composed of a membership degree and a non-membership degree. In many practical situations, particularly in the process of group decision making under uncertainty, the experts may come from different research areas and thus have different backgrounds and levels of knowledge, skills, experience, and personality. The experts may not have enough expertise or possess a sufficient level of knowledge to precisely express their preferences over the objects, and then, they usually have some uncertainty in providing their preferences, which makes the results of cognitive performance
exhibit the characteristics of affirmation, negation, and hesitation. In such cases, the data or preferences given by the experts may be appropriately expressed in IFNs. For example, in multi-criteria decision-making problems, such as personnel evaluations, medical diagnosis, project investment analysis, etc., each IFN provided by the expert can be used to express both the degree that an alternative should satisfy a criterion and the degree that the alternative should not satisfy the criterion. The IFN is highly useful in depicting uncertainty and vagueness of an object, and thus can be used as a powerful tool to express data information under various different fuzzy environments which has attracted great attentions [29-39].

The aim of this paper is to extend the IOWAWA operator to accommodate the intuitionistic fuzzy situations. For doing so, we present a new intuitionistic fuzzy aggregation operator called the induced intuitionistic fuzzy ordered weighted average weighted average (I-IFOWAWA) operator, which unifies the IOWA operator with the WA when the available information is uncertain and can be assessed with IFNs. The main advantage of this approach is that it unifies the OWA and the WA taking into account the degree of importance of each case in the formulation and considering that the information is given with IFN. Thus, we are able to consider situations where we give more or less importance to the IFOWA and the IFWA depending on our interests and the problem analyzed. Furthermore, by using the I-IFOWAWA, we are able to use a complex reordering process in the OWA operator in order to represent complex attitudinal characters. We also study different properties of the I-IFOWAWA operator and different particular cases.

We also analyze the applicability of the new approach and we see that it is possible to develop an astonishingly wide range of applications. For example, we can apply it in a lot of problems about statistics, economics and decision theory. In this paper, we focus on a decision-making problem concerning strategic selection of investments. The main advantage of the I-IFOWAWA in these problems is that it is possible to consider the subjective probability (or the degree of importance) and the attitudinal character of the decision maker at the same time.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we briefly review some basic concepts. Section 3 presents the I-IFOWAWA operator and analyzes different families of I-IFOWAWA operators in Section 4. In Section 5 we develop an application of the new approach. Section 6 summarizes the main conclusions of the paper.

2. Preliminaries

In this Section, we briefly review some basic concepts about the intuitionistic fuzzy sets, the IOWA and the IOWAWA operator.
2.1. Intuitionistic fuzzy sets

Intuitionistic fuzzy set (IFS) introduced by Atanassov [28] is an extension of the classical fuzzy set, which is a suitable way to deal with vagueness. It can be defined as follows.

Definition 1. Let a set \( X = \{x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_n\} \) be fixed, an IFS \( A \) in \( X \) is given as following:

\[
A = \{(x, \mu_A(x), \nu_A(x)) \mid x \in X\}.
\]  

The numbers \( \mu_A(x) \) and \( \nu_A(x) \) represent, respectively, the membership degree and non-membership degree of the element \( x \) to the set \( A \), \( 0 \leq \mu_A(x) + \nu_A(x) \leq 1 \), for all \( x \in X \). The pair \((\mu_A(x), \nu_A(x))\) is called an intuitionistic fuzzy number (IFN) and each IFN can be simply denoted as \( \alpha = (\mu_{\alpha}, \nu_{\alpha}) \), where \( \mu_{\alpha} \in [0,1], \nu_{\alpha} \in [0,1], \mu_{\alpha} + \nu_{\alpha} \leq 1 \).

Additionally \( S(\alpha) = \mu_{\alpha} - \nu_{\alpha} \) and \( H(\alpha) = \mu_{\alpha} + \nu_{\alpha} \) are called the score and accuracy degree of \( \alpha \) respectively.

For any three IFNs \( \alpha_1 = (\mu_{\alpha_1}, \nu_{\alpha_1}), \alpha_2 = (\mu_{\alpha_2}, \nu_{\alpha_2}) \), and \( \alpha_2 = (\mu_{\alpha_2}, \nu_{\alpha_2}) \), the following operational laws are valid [10, 29].

1. \( \alpha_1 + \alpha_2 = (\mu_{\alpha_1} + \mu_{\alpha_2} - \mu_{\alpha_1} \cdot \mu_{\alpha_2}, \nu_{\alpha_1} \cdot \nu_{\alpha_2}) \)
2. \( \lambda \alpha = (1 - (1 - \mu_{\alpha})^\lambda, \nu_{\alpha}^\lambda) \)

To compare two IFNs \( \alpha_1 \) and \( \alpha_2 \), Xu and Yager [29] introduced a simple method as below:

- If \( S(\alpha_1) < S(\alpha_2) \), then \( \alpha_1 < \alpha_2 \);
- If \( S(\alpha_1) = S(\alpha_2) \), then

  1. If \( H(\alpha_1) < H(\alpha_2) \), then \( \alpha_1 < \alpha_2 \);
  2. If \( H(\alpha_1) = H(\alpha_2) \), then \( \alpha_1 = \alpha_2 \).
2.2. The Induced OWA Operator

The IOWA operator is an extension of the OWA operator. The main difference is that the reordering step is not carried out with the values of the argument \( a_i \). In this case, the reordering step is developed with order-inducing variables that reflect a more complex reordering process. The IOWA operator also includes as particular cases maximum, minimum and average criteria. The IOWA operator can be defined as follows:

**Definition 2.** An IOWA operator of dimension \( n \) is a mapping \( \text{IOWA}: \mathbb{R}^n \times \mathbb{R}^n \rightarrow \mathbb{R} \) that has an associated weighting \( W \) with \( w_j \in [0,1] \) and \( \sum_{j=1}^{n} w_j = 1 \) such that:

\[
\text{IOWA}\left(\left\langle u_1, a_1\right\rangle, \ldots, \left\langle u_n, a_n\right\rangle \right) = \sum_{j=1}^{n} w_j b_j. \tag{2}
\]

where \( b_j \) is \( a_i \) value of the IOWA pair \( \left\langle u_i, a_i\right\rangle \) having the \( j \)th largest \( u_i \), \( u_i \) is the order inducing variable and \( a_i \) is the argument variable.

2.3. The intuitionistic fuzzy OWA operator

The intuitionistic fuzzy OWA (IFOWA) operator was introduced by Xu. It is an extension of the OWA operator for uncertain situations where the available information can be assessed with IFNs. Let \( \Omega \) be the set of all IFNs, it can be defined as follows:

**Definition 3.** Let \( \alpha_i = (\mu_i, \nu_i) (i = 1, 2, \ldots, n) \) be a collection of IFNs, an IFOWA operator of dimension \( n \) is a mapping \( \text{IFOWA}: \Omega^n \rightarrow \Omega \) that has an associated weighting \( W \) with \( w_j \in [0,1] \) and \( \sum_{j=1}^{n} w_j = 1 \) such that:

\[
\text{IFOWA}\left(\alpha_1, \alpha_2, \ldots, \alpha_n\right) = \sum_{j=1}^{n} w_j \beta_j = \left( 1 - \prod_{j=1}^{n} (1 - \mu_j)^{w_j}, \prod_{j=1}^{n} \nu_j^{w_j} \right). \tag{3}
\]

where \( \beta_j = (\mu_j, \nu_j) \) is the \( j \)th largest of the \( \alpha_i \) and \( \alpha_i \) is the argument variable represented in the form of IFN.
2.4. The induced ordered weighted averaging-weighted average (IOWAWA) operator

The induced ordered weighted averaging-weighted average (IOWAWA) operator is a new model that unifies the IOWA operator and the WAs in the same formulation and considering a complex reordering process based on order-inducing variables. Therefore, both concepts can be seen as a particular case of a more general one. This approach seems to be complete, at least as an initial real unification between IOWA operators and WA. It can also be seen as a unification between decision-making problems under uncertainty (with IOWA operators) and under risk (with probabilities). It can be defined as follows.

**Definition 4.** An IOWAWA operator of dimension $n$ is a mapping $IOWAWA: \mathbb{R}^n \times \mathbb{R}^n \rightarrow \mathbb{R}$ that has an associated weighting $W$ with $w_j \in [0, 1]$ and $\sum_{j=1}^{n} w_j = 1$ such that:

$$IOWAWA\left(\{u_1, a_1\}, \ldots, \{u_n, a_n\}\right) = \sum_{j=1}^{n} \hat{u}_j b_j.$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

where $b_j$ is $a_i$ value of the IOWAWA pair $\{u_i, a_i\}$ having the $j$th largest $u_i$, $a_i$ is the order inducing variable and $a_j$ is the argument variable, each argument $a_i$ has an associated weight (WA) $\nu_j$ with $\sum_{j=1}^{n} \nu_j = 1$ and $\nu_j \in [0, 1]$, $\hat{\nu}_j = \lambda \nu_j + (1 - \lambda) \nu_j$ with $\lambda \in [0, 1]$ and $\nu_j$ is the weight (WA) $\nu_j$ ordered according to $b_j$, that is, according to the $j$th largest $u_i$.

Note that it is also possible to formulate the IOWAWA operator separating the part that strictly affects the IOWA operator and the part that affects the WAs. This representation is useful to see both models in the same formulation but it does not seem to be as a unique equation that unifies both models.

**Definition 5.** An IOWAWA operator of dimension $n$ is a mapping $IOWAWA: \mathbb{R}^n \times \mathbb{R}^n \rightarrow \mathbb{R}$ that has an associated weighting $W$ with $w_j \in [0, 1]$ and $\sum_{j=1}^{n} w_j = 1$, and a weighting vector $V$ that affects the WA, with $\sum_{j=1}^{n} \nu_j = 1$ and $\nu_j \in [0, 1]$, such that:
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\[
IOWAWA\left(\langle u_1, a_1 \rangle, \ldots, \langle u_n, a_n \rangle\right) = \lambda \sum_{j=1}^{n} w_j b_j + (1 - \lambda) \sum_{j=1}^{n} v_j a_j .
\]  

(5)

where \( b_j \) is the value of the IOWWA pair \( \langle u_j, a_j \rangle \) having the \( j \)th largest \( u_i \), \( u_i \) is the order inducing variable and \( \lambda \in [0,1] \).

3. Induced intuitionistic fuzzy ordered weighted averaging-weighted average (I-IFOWAWA) operator

The induced intuitionistic fuzzy ordered weighted averaging-weighted average (I-IFOWAWA) operator is an extension of the IOWAWA operator that uses uncertain information in the aggregation represented in the form of IFNs. Note that the I-IFOWAWA can also be seen as an aggregation operator that uses the IOWA operator, the WA and IFNs in the same formulation. The reason for using this operator is that sometimes, the uncertain factors that affect our decisions are not clearly known and in order to assess the problem we need to use IFNs. This operator can be defined as follows.

**Definition 6.** An I-IFOWAWA operator of dimension \( n \) is a mapping \( I-IFOWAWA: R^n \times \Omega^n \rightarrow \Omega \) that has an associated weighting \( W \) with \( w_j \in [0,1] \) and \( \sum_{j=1}^{n} w_j = 1 \) such that:

\[
I-IFOWAWA\left(\langle u_1, \alpha_1 \rangle, \ldots, \langle u_n, \alpha_n \rangle\right) = \sum_{j=1}^{n} \hat{\nu}_j \beta_j .
\]  

(6)

where \( \beta_j \) is the \( \alpha_i \) value of the I-IFOWAWA pair \( \langle u_j, \alpha_j \rangle \) having the \( j \)th largest \( u_i \), \( u_i \) is the order inducing variable and \( \alpha_i \) is the argument variable, each argument \( \alpha_i \) has an associated weight (WA) \( \nu_j \) with \( \sum_{j=1}^{n} \nu_j = 1 \) and \( \nu_j \in [0,1] \) , \( \hat{\nu}_j = \lambda w_j + (1 - \lambda) \nu_j \) with \( \lambda \in [0,1] \) and \( \nu_j \) is the weight (WA) \( \nu_j \) ordered according to \( \beta_j \), that is, according to the \( j \)th largest \( u_i \).

Note that it is also possible to formulate the I-IFOWAWA operator separating the part that strictly affects the IOWA operator and the WA.
Definition 7. An I-IFOWAWA operator of dimension $n$ is a mapping $I$-IFOWAWA: $\mathbb{R}^n \times \Omega^n \rightarrow \Omega$ that has an associated weighting $W$ with $w_j \in [0,1]$ and $\sum_{j=1}^{n} w_j = 1$, and a weighting vector $V$ that affects the WA, with $\sum_{i=1}^{n} v_i = 1$ and $v_i \in [0,1]$, such that:

$$I - \text{IFOWAWA} \left( \langle u_1, \alpha_1 \rangle, \ldots, \langle u_n, \alpha_n \rangle \right)$$

$$= \lambda \sum_{j=1}^{n} w_j \beta_j + (1 - \lambda) \sum_{i=1}^{n} v_i \alpha_i . \quad (7)$$

where $\beta_j$ is $\alpha_j$ value of the I-IFOWAWA pair $\langle u_j, \alpha_j \rangle$ having the $j$th largest $u_j$, $u_j$ is the order inducing variable and $\lambda \in [0,1]$.

Note that if $\gamma = 1$, we get the I-IFOWA operator and if $\gamma = 0$, the IFWA operator.

In the following, we are going to give a simple example on how to aggregate with the I-IFOWAWA operator. We consider the aggregation with both definitions.

Example 1. Assume the following arguments in an aggregation process: $\langle (0.5,0.3), (0.4,0.5), (0.8,0.1), (0.6,0.3) \rangle$ with the following order-inducing variables $U = \{4,7,1,9\}$. Assume the following weighting vector $W = (0.2, 0.2, 0.3, 0.3)$ and the following probabilistic weighting vector $V = (0.3, 0.2, 0.4, 0.1)$. Note that the WA has a degree of importance of 70% while the weighting vector $W$ of the IOWA has a degree of 30%. If we want to aggregate this information by using the I-IFOWAWA operator, we will get the following result. The aggregation can be solved either with Eq. (6) or Eq. (7). With Eq. (6) we calculate the new weighting vector as:

$$\hat{v}_1 = 0.3 \times 0.2 + 0.7 \times 0.1 = 0.13$$
$$\hat{v}_2 = 0.3 \times 0.2 + 0.7 \times 0.2 = 0.2$$
$$\hat{v}_3 = 0.3 \times 0.3 + 0.7 \times 0.3 = 0.3$$
$$\hat{v}_4 = 0.3 \times 0.3 + 0.7 \times 0.4 = 0.37$$

And then, we calculate the aggregation process as follows:

$$I - \text{IFOWAWA} = 0.13 \times (0.6,0.3) + 0.2 \times (0.4,0.5) +$$
$$+ 0.3 \times (0.5,0.3) + 0.37 \times (0.8,0.1) = (0.64,0.22)$$

With Eq. (7), we aggregate as follows:
Induced intuitionistic fuzzy ordered weighted averaging

\[ I - IFOWAWA = 0.3 \times (0.2 \times (0.6, 0.3) + 0.2 \times (0.4, 0.5) + 0.3 \times (0.5, 0.3) + 0.3 \times (0.8, 0.1)) + 0.7 \times (0.3 \times (0.5, 0.3) + 0.2 \times (0.4, 0.5) + 0.4 \times (0.8, 0.1) + 0.1 \times (0.6, 0.3)) = (0.64, 0.22) \]

Obviously, we get the same results with both methods.

From a generalized perspective of the reordering step, we can distinguish between the descending I-IFOWA (DI-IFOWA) operator and the ascending I-IFOWA (AI-IFOWA) operator by using \( w_j = w^*_{n-j+1} \), where \( w_j \) is the \( j \)th weight of the DI-IFOWA and \( w^*_{n-j+1} \) the \( j \)th weight of the AI-IFOWA operator.

Note that if the weighting vector is not normalized, i.e., \( \hat{V} = \sum_{j=1}^{n} \hat{v}_j \neq 1 \), then, the I-IFOWAWA operator can be expressed as:

\[ I - IFOWAWA \left( \langle u_1, \alpha_1 \rangle, \ldots, \langle u_n, \alpha_n \rangle \right) = \frac{1}{\hat{V}} \sum_{j=1}^{n} \hat{v}_j \beta_j. \]  

Similar to the IOWAWA operator, the I-IFOWAWA operator is monotonic, bounded and idempotent. These properties can be proved with the following theorems.

**Theorem 1** (Monotonic). Assume \( f \) is the I-IFOWAWA operator, if \( \alpha_i \geq \alpha'_i \) for all \( i \), then:

\[ f \left( \langle u_1, \alpha_1 \rangle, \ldots, \langle u_n, \alpha_n \rangle \right) \geq f \left( \langle u_1, \alpha'_1 \rangle, \ldots, \langle u_n, \alpha'_n \rangle \right). \]  

**Theorem 2** (Idempotency). Assume \( f \) is the I-IFOWAWA operator, if \( \alpha_i = \alpha \) for all \( i \), then

\[ f \left( \langle u_1, \alpha_1 \rangle, \ldots, \langle u_n, \alpha_n \rangle \right) = \alpha. \]

**Theorem 3** (Bounded). Assume \( f \) is the I-IFOWAWA operator, then

\[ \min \{ \alpha_i \} \leq f \left( \langle u_1, \alpha_1 \rangle, \ldots, \langle u_n, \alpha_n \rangle \right) \leq \max \{ \alpha_i \}. \]

Note that the proofs of these theorems are straightforward and thus omitted.

A further interesting issue is the problem of ties in the reordering process of the order inducing variables. In order to solve this problem, we recommend following the policy explained by Yager and Filev [17] about replacing the tied arguments by their average. Note that in this case, it would mean that we are replacing the tied arguments by their intuitionistic fuzzy average.

Another interesting issue to consider is the measures for characterizing the weighting vector \( \hat{V} (V \text{ and } W) \) of the I-IFOWA operator such as the attitudinal character, the entropy of dispersion, the divergence of \( W \) and the balance operator. As these features do not depend upon the intuitionistic fuzzy numbers arguments, the...
formulation is the same as the IOWAWA operator. The entropy of dispersion is defined as follows:

\[ H(\hat{V}) = -\left( \gamma \sum_{j=1}^{n} w_j \ln(w_j) + (1 - \gamma) \sum_{i=1}^{n} \nu_i \ln(\nu_i) \right). \]  

(12)

Note that \( \nu_i \) is the ith weight of the WA aggregation. As we can see, if \( \gamma = 1 \), we obtain the Yager entropy of dispersion and if \( \gamma = 0 \), we get the classical Shannon entropy. Note that strictly speaking, the Shannon entropy is extended by using the I-IFOWAWA operator as follows:

\[ H(\hat{V}) = -\left( \gamma \sum_{j=1}^{n} w_j \log_2(w_j) + (1 - \gamma) \sum_{i=1}^{n} \nu_i \log_2(\nu_i) \right). \]  

(13)

Thus, it is easy to see that we can extend all the analysis developed by Shannon and others in information theory by using this new approach. Note also that it is possible to consider other entropy measures in the I-IFOWAWA operator.

If we extend the analysis of the orness–andness measure to the I-IFOWAWA operator, we get the following expressions. For the degree of orness:

\[ \alpha(\hat{V}) = \gamma \sum_{j=1}^{n} w_j^* \left( \frac{n-j}{n-1} \right) + (1 - \gamma) \sum_{j=1}^{n} \nu_j^* \left( \frac{n-j}{n-1} \right). \]  

(14)

Note that \( w_j^* \) and \( \nu_j^* \) are the \( w_j \) and \( \nu_j \) weights of the I-IFOWAWA aggregation ordered according to the values of the arguments \( \alpha \). As we can see, if \( \gamma = 1 \), we get the usual orness measure of Yager\(^7\) and if \( \gamma = 0 \), we obtain the orness measure of the weighted average. It is straightforward to calculate the andness measure by using the dual. That is, \( \text{Andness}(\hat{V}) = 1 - \alpha(\hat{V}) \).

If we extend the divergence of \( W \) to the I-IFOWAWA operator, we get the following divergence of \( \hat{V} \):

\[ \text{Div}(\hat{V}) = \gamma \sum_{j=1}^{n} \hat{\nu}_j \left( \frac{n-j}{n-1} - \alpha(\hat{V}) \right)^2. \]  

(15)

or also as:

\[ \text{Div}(\hat{V}) = \gamma \left( \sum_{j=1}^{n} w_j \left( \frac{n-j}{n-1} - \alpha(W) \right)^2 \right). \]  

(16)
\[
(1 - \gamma) \left( \sum_{j=1}^{n} \nu_j \left( \frac{n-j}{n-1} - \alpha(W) \right)^2 \right).
\]

Note that if \( \gamma = 1 \), we get the I-IFOWA divergence and if \( \gamma = 0 \), the IFWA divergence.

The balance operator can be defined as:

\[
BAL(W) = \sum_{j=1}^{n} w_j \left( \frac{n+1-2j}{n-1} \right).
\]

(17)

And the divergence of \( \hat{V} \):

\[
Bal(\hat{V}) = \gamma g^{-1} \left( \sum_{j=1}^{n} g \left( \frac{n+1-2j}{n-1} \right) w_j \right) + (1 - \gamma) g^{-1} \left( \sum_{j=1}^{n} g \left( \frac{n+1-2j}{n-1} \right) \nu_j \right).
\]

(18)

Note that \( \hat{\nu}_j = \lambda w_j + (1 - \lambda) \nu_j \) is the \( j \)th weight of the I-IFOWAWA aggregation. If \( g(b) = b \), then, we get the usual balance operator applied to the I-IFOWAWA operator as follows:

\[
Bal(\hat{V}) = \sum_{j=1}^{n} \hat{\nu}_j \left( \frac{n+1-2j}{n-1} \right).
\]

(19)

Note that if \( \gamma = 1 \), we get the classic balance operator and if \( \gamma = 0 \), the IFWA divergence.

Analyzing the applicability of the I-IFOWAWA operator, we can see that it is applicable to similar situations already discussed in other types of induced aggregation operators where it is possible to use intuitionistic fuzzy numbers information. For example, we could use it in different decision-making problems, statistics, fuzzy set theory, soft computing, operational research, business administration, economics etc.

4. Families of I-IFOWAWA Operators

In this Section we analyze different families of I-IFOWAWA operators. The main advantage is that we can consider a wide range of particular cases that can be used in the I-IFOWAWA operator leading to different results. Thus, we are able to provide a more complete representation of the aggregation process. Basically, we distinguish between the families found in the weighting vector \( \hat{V} (V \text{ and } W) \) and those found in the parameter \( \gamma \).
Remark 1. If we analyze the parameter $\gamma$, we are going to consider the two main cases of the I-IFOWAWA operator. Basically:

- If $\gamma = 0$, we get the IFWA [10].
- If $\gamma = 1$, we get the I-IFOWA [33].
- If $\gamma = 1$ and the ordered position of $u_i$ is the same as the ordered position of $\beta_j$ such that $\beta_j$ is the $j$th largest $\alpha_i$, the IFOWA [10].

Remark 2. Another group of interesting families are the maximum-IFWA, the minimum-IFWA, the step-I-IFOWAWA operator and the usual average.

- The maximum-IFWA is found when $w_p = 1$, $w_j = 0$, for all $j \neq p$, and $u_p = \text{Max}\{\alpha_i\}$.
- The minimum-IFWA is found when $w_p = 1$, $w_j = 0$, for all $j \neq p$, and $u_p = \text{Min}\{\alpha_i\}$.
- More generally, the step- I-IFOWAWA is formed when $w_k = 1$ and $w_j = 0$ for all $j \neq k$.
- The intuitionistic fuzzy average is obtained when $w_j = 1/n$, and $\nu_j = 1/n$, for all $\alpha_i$.

Remark 3. The arithmetic-IFWA is obtained when $w_j = 1/n$ for all $j$, and the weighted average is equal to the IFOWA when the ordered position of $i$ is the same as the ordered position of $j$. The arithmetic-IFWA (A-IFWA) can be formulated as follows:

$$A - \text{IFWA}(\{u_1, \alpha_1\}, \ldots, \{u_n, \alpha_n\}) = \frac{1}{n} \lambda \sum_{i=1}^{n} \alpha_i + (1 - \lambda) \sum_{i=1}^{n} \nu_i \alpha_i. \quad (20)$$

Note that if $\nu_i = 1/n$, for all $i$, then, we get the unification between the intuitionistic fuzzy arithmetic mean (or simple intuitionistic fuzzy average) and the I-IFOWA operator, that is, the arithmetic-I-IFOWA (A-I-IFOWA). The A-I-IFOWA operator can be formulated as follows:

$$A - I - \text{IFOWA}(\{u_1, \alpha_i\}, \ldots, \{u_n, \alpha_n\}) = \lambda \sum_{j=1}^{n} w_j \beta_j + (1 - \lambda) \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \alpha_i. \quad (21)$$

Remark 4. Following the OWA literature [4, 16, 20], we can develop many other families of I-IFOWAWA operators such as:
- The olympic-I-IFOWAWA operator ( \( w_1 = w_n = 0 \) and for all others \( w_j = 1/(n-2) \)).
- The general olympic-I-IFOWAWA operator ( \( w_j = 0 \) for \( j = 1, 2, ..., k, n, n-1, ..., n-k+1 \); and for other \( w_j = 1/(n-2k) \) where \( k < n/2 \)).
- The centered- I-IFOWAWA (if it is symmetric, strongly decaying from the center to the maximum and the minimum, and inclusive).

Remark 5. Using a similar methodology, we could develop numerous other families of I-IFOWAWA operators. For more information, refer to Ref. 16, 20-23, 27.

5. Application in business decision-making

The I-IFOWAWA operator can be applied in a wide range of problems including statistics, economics and engineering.

In the following, we are going to develop a brief example where we will see the applicability of the new approach. We will focus on a decision-making problem about selection of strategies. Note that other business decision making applications could be developed such as financial decision making and human resource selection.

Assume a company that operates in North America and Europe is analyzing the general policy for the next year and they consider five possible strategies to follow.

- \( A_1 \) = Expand to the Asian market.
- \( A_2 \) = Expand to the South American market.
- \( A_3 \) = Expand to the African market.
- \( A_4 \) = Expand to the three continents.
- \( A_5 \) = Do not develop any expansion.

In order to evaluate these strategies, the experts consider that the key factor is the economic situation of the next year. Thus, depending on the situation, the expected benefits will be different. The experts have considered five possible situations for the next year:

- \( S_1 \) = Very bad.
- \( S_2 \) = Bad.
- \( S_3 \) = Regular.
- \( S_4 \) = Good.
- \( S_5 \) = Very good.
The group of experts of the company gives its opinion about the uncertain expected results that may occur in the future. The expected results depending on the situation $S_i$ and the alternative $A_j$ are shown in Tables 1. Note that the results are IFNs.

In this problem, the decision maker assumes the following degrees of importance (IFWA) of the characteristics: $V = (0.1, 0.2, 0.2, 0.2, 0.3)$. He assumes that the IFOWA weight is: $W = (0.1, 0.1, 0.2, 0.2, 0.4)$; with the following order-inducing variables: $U = (8, 4, 9, 3, 2)$. Note that IFWA has an importance of 70% and the IFOWA an importance of 30% ($\gamma = 0.3$) because he believes that the IFWA is more relevant in the problem.

Table 1. Available strategies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$S_1$</th>
<th>$S_2$</th>
<th>$S_3$</th>
<th>$S_4$</th>
<th>$S_5$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$A_1$</td>
<td>(0.5,0.4)</td>
<td>(0.6,0.2)</td>
<td>(0.4,0.4)</td>
<td>(0.7,0.1)</td>
<td>(0.5,0.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_2$</td>
<td>(0.6,0.2)</td>
<td>(0.9,0.1)</td>
<td>(0.7,0.2)</td>
<td>(0.3,0.5)</td>
<td>(0.4,0.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_3$</td>
<td>(0.4,0.4)</td>
<td>(0.6,0.3)</td>
<td>(0.8,0.1)</td>
<td>(0.5,0.4)</td>
<td>(0.6,0.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_4$</td>
<td>(0.7,0.2)</td>
<td>(0.4,0.6)</td>
<td>(0.5,0.3)</td>
<td>(0.3,0.6)</td>
<td>(0.7,0.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_5$</td>
<td>(0.8,0.2)</td>
<td>(0.5,0.3)</td>
<td>(0.6,0.3)</td>
<td>(0.6,0.4)</td>
<td>(0.4,0.5)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Due to the fact that the attitudinal character of the entrepreneurs is very complex because it involves a lot of complexities, the experts use order inducing variables to express it. Table 2 shows the results.

Table 2. Order inducing variables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$S_1$</th>
<th>$S_2$</th>
<th>$S_3$</th>
<th>$S_4$</th>
<th>$S_5$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$U$</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

With this information, we can make an aggregation to make a decision. In this example, we will consider the Max-IFWA, the Min-IFWA, the IFWA, the IFOWA, the I-IFOWA, the A-IFWA, the A-I-IFOWA, the I-IFOWAWA. The results are shown in Table 3.

As we can see, depending on the aggregation operator used, the ordering of the strategies may be different. Therefore, the decision about which strategy select may be also different.

If we establish an ordering of the investments, a typical situation if we want to consider more than one alternative, we will get the following orders shown in Table 4. Note that the first alternative in each ordering is the optimal choice.
Table 3. Aggregated results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Max-IFWA</th>
<th>Min-IFWA</th>
<th>IFWA</th>
<th>IFOWA</th>
<th>I-IFOWA</th>
<th>I-IFOWAWA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$A_1$</td>
<td>(0.7,0.1)</td>
<td>(0.4,0.4)</td>
<td>(0.55,0.28)</td>
<td>(0.50,0.34)</td>
<td>(0.56,0.29)</td>
<td>(0.55,0.28)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_2$</td>
<td>(0.9,0.1)</td>
<td>(0.3,0.5)</td>
<td>(0.64,0.28)</td>
<td>(0.54,0.32)</td>
<td>(0.61,0.30)</td>
<td>(0.63,0.28)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_3$</td>
<td>(0.8,0.1)</td>
<td>(0.4,0.4)</td>
<td>(0.62,0.26)</td>
<td>(0.54,0.32)</td>
<td>(0.59,0.29)</td>
<td>(0.61,0.27)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_4$</td>
<td>(0.7,0.1)</td>
<td>(0.3,0.6)</td>
<td>(0.55,0.27)</td>
<td>(0.46,0.39)</td>
<td>(0.57,0.24)</td>
<td>(0.55,0.26)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_5$</td>
<td>(0.8,0.2)</td>
<td>(0.4,0.5)</td>
<td>(0.56,0.36)</td>
<td>(0.54,0.37)</td>
<td>(0.54,0.37)</td>
<td>(0.55,0.36)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Ordering of the Strategies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ordering</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Max-IFWA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min-IFWA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IFWA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IFOWA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I-IFOWA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I-IFOWAWA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As we can see, depending on the particular type of I-IFOWAWA operator used, the results may lead to different decisions. Note that the main advantage of using the I-IFOWAWA operator is that we can consider a wide range of scenarios in order to form a general picture. As each case may give different results, the decision maker will select the particular case that it is closest to his interests.

6. Conclusions

We have introduced the I-IFOWAWA operator. It is an aggregation operator that uses the IOWA operator, the WA and uncertain information represented in the form of IFNs. It is very useful for uncertain situations where the decision maker can not assess the information with exact numbers or singletons but it is possible to assess it with
IFNs. By using the I-IFOWAWA, we are able to deal with complex situations that require a complex reordering process of the arguments before the aggregation step. Moreover, by using the I-IFOWAWA, we get a generalization that includes a wide range of intuitionistic fuzzy operators such as the IFWA, the IFOWA, the I-IFOWA, the A-IFWA and the A-I-IFOWA.

We have also developed an application of the new approach in a strategic decision-making problem. We have seen that the I-IFOWAWA is very useful because it represents very well the uncertain information by using IFNs. We have also seen that depending on the particular case of the I-IFOWAWA operator used the results may lead to different decisions.

In future research we expect to develop further extensions by adding new characteristics in the problem such as the use of probabilistic aggregations. We will also consider other decision making applications such as human resource management, investment selection and product management.
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Abstract. This paper is a first approach to the study of beta coefficients using fuzzy regression. We intend to improve the calculation of the sector and subsector betas of the Spanish Stock Market using fuzzy regression in an attempt to incorporate all future inaccuracies and the subjectivity associated with decision making. Our objective is to use all the information provided by the market to determine the systematic risk.

Keywords: risk, beta coefficient, fuzzy regression, CAPM.

1. Introduction

As is well known, the Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM) is a model for establishing optimal portfolios. It sets the expected return on any asset as a positive linear function of its systematic risk measured by means of the beta coefficient (β). This concept emphasizes the importance of systematic risk as a measure of non-diversifiable risk, the only risk that is remunerated in financial markets.

Since betas are non-observable, approximations that are typically based on historical data must be used. The basic underlying notion of this model is that every asset is affected by the market’s general movements, assuming that the market factor is a systematic force. Other effects are assumed to be specific or unique to an individual asset and they diversify in a portfolio. One measure of the response of assets to changes in the markets could be obtained by relating the asset performance, $R_j$, to the performance of the market index, $R_M$, according to the following expression:

$$R_jt = a_j + \beta_j R_Mt + \epsilon_jt \quad j=1, 2, ..., N; t=1, ..., T$$

In practice, beta is the ordinary least squares estimator (OLS) of the return on asset $j$
on the portfolio return over a period of time. This estimation, besides using historical returns, requires other practical assumptions. Each assumption can significantly affect results.

The aim of this study is to determine what impact the size of the portfolio and periodicity of the data have on the stability of betas. To do so we shall use fuzzy regression, taking into account all the stock quotes information during the trading days. Results are consistent with the literature but, nevertheless, there is an excess of information. Data was taken from Madrid’s stock exchange in the period 2005–2009, sector and subsector portfolios were studied and Tanaka & Ishibuchi’s model was used (see [37]).

This paper begins by discussing related work. In Section 3 we present a brief description of the Tanaka e Ishibuchi fuzzy regression model that we will use later. In Section 4, we will use fuzzy regression to estimate the sector and subsector beta from the Spanish Stock Market in Madrid and analyze obtained data. Finally, we will present the findings.

2. Related Work

An essential requirement for using beta to obtain the future risk of a financial asset is that it has predictive power. Since future values are calculated from past data, they must be stable over time so that the estimation is correct and precise. Therefore, the more stable a value is over time, the more useful it will be. Although beta is an indicator of risk, its value is not unique and its result will depend on the hypothesis and data that are used. Many authors have studied beta’s historical evolution, and analyzed its capacity to make predictions from empirical and theoretical points of view.

The first decision that must be considered when calculating betas is the length of the sample period. A longer period provides more data, but the company itself could have changed its risk characteristics.

A conceptual problem arises when we try to determine the return on an asset. Financial theory does not specify if returns should be considered on a daily, weekly or even monthly basis. Several studies have shown that beta coefficients can vary substantially depending on the possession period by which their performances have been determined. The magnitude of such changes provides a measure of beta stability. Moreover, the calculation of betas will depend on which price is considered: closing price, average daily price, etc.

Various studies [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6] analyze the relation between the length of the estimation period and beta stationarity. They find that the prediction ability of betas (and consequently their stationarity) increases with the length of the period. However, this increase decreases in more diversified portfolios.

Beta assets vary from one period to another because, in the first place, the risk measured by the beta coefficient of a value can vary over time. In the second place, each period’s beta is calculated with a random error which increases as the coefficient goodness and the prediction power decrease. If we consider a portfolio, random errors committed in the calculation of individual betas will tend to cancel each other out, so a portfolio beta is more stable than a single beta value.

Two studies, [1] and [2], analyze the seasonality of betas of individual securities and
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They observe that, whereas betas of portfolios with a high number of securities provide a considerable amount of information about future betas, the betas of individual securities provide much less. This result suggests that a portfolio's beta is more stable than a single security's beta. The same direct relationship between the portfolio size and the beta stationarity has been observed in various studies [3], [4], [7], [8]. Another study [9] states that sector betas vary very little and, therefore, recommends using the calculated beta of one sector.

Traditional studies on the stability of portfolio betas differ from each other mainly in two areas: the portfolio construction method and the stability test.

Some of the traditional studies mentioned above have used the same portfolio construction method. This involves classifying portfolio securities according to their historical beta. In this way, they produce portfolios of N assets each. The assets with the highest beta are assigned to the first, the assets with the next highest beta to the second and so on until the smallest N is included in the last beta. This procedure is questioned by [10], which attributes the results of [1] and [2] to the portfolio selection method. If it had been random, there would have been no significant increase in the stationarity of the portfolio beta, even when it increased in size. They conclude, in short, that the results of traditional tests are a direct result of the portfolio construction method, and not of the increase in securities. However, [11] shows that both methods are valid and, therefore, that they lead to consistent results.

The most plausible explanation for the results obtained by [10] is the combination in this study of the random method of portfolio construction and the particular stability test used. This test was also used in pioneering stability work and involves calculating the portfolio betas for every two consecutive assessment periods and obtaining the correlation coefficients between them. If these coefficients in the different periods have high values (close to 1), the betas would be significantly stable. Otherwise, they would not be.

As well as indicating to what extent beta values change over time, this procedure makes it possible to detect the extent to which betas remain in the same group in successive time periods (see [4]). Like portfolios constructed on the basis of securities ranked by their beta, it will be difficult to produce changes in the beta value that are big enough to make them change their risk class. In fact, many studies have shown that high or low portfolio betas are more stable than intermediate portfolio betas. Instead, with randomly grouped securities, portfolios change their risk class more often.

In short, it is reasonable to expect correlation coefficients to be higher with prior holdings of securities ranked by their beta than with randomly selected securities portfolios. This explains the results obtained by [10] and the observation made by [11] that beta stabilities improved, regardless of the portfolio construction method employed, when the stability test used was the calculation of absolute deviations in betas rather than correlation coefficients. Using the mean absolute deviation as a measure of beta stationarity, these studies observed that it decreased as the number of securities in the portfolio increased.

In the light of the above, and in order to measure the instability of betas not the risk classes, [7] considers that it is much more appropriate to construct portfolios with randomly selected titles and some measure of deviation or change in those values over time, rather than correlation coefficients.

[7] (p. 46) stresses that “in the real world, investors are more worried that their portfolios do not change their risk class than they are of the changes in the order of their
portfolios in relation to other portfolios. Seasonality, in this way, should be an absolute measure and not a relative one. For this reason, the author proposes the simultaneous satisfaction of two conditions so that it can be said that beta is stationary. First, historical or ex-post betas should be an adequate approximation of future or ex-ante betas. This condition must be fulfilled if betas are to be used for predictive purposes. Second, the value of the future beta must not exceed certain limits that are acceptable to investors, so that the portfolio can remain within the same risk class on the considered horizon. This condition will be satisfied if the standard deviation (or variance) of the ex-ante beta is small, as this will mean that expected beta values have low dispersion around an expected mean value.

In short, stationarity improves when the number of portfolio securities increases if the average ex-post beta provides a better approximation of the average ex-ante beta as the size of the portfolio increases and if the standard deviation of the ex-ante beta decreases when the number of securities in the portfolio increases.

Another line of analysis is the hypothesis that betas vary over time. In [12] a conditional CAPM is specified, on the basis that the beta and expected returns vary over time. The results are better than those of the static model. Similarly, [13] uses 6 different techniques to make a study of 18 sectors in Europe, and shows that variable betas estimate the profitability of the sector, explained in terms of market movements, more efficiently than OLS. Similar results can be found in [14] and [15].

The previous empirical and theoretical literature on factors that can influence beta stability usually focused on a risk environment. This perspective highlights the instability of betas. In an attempt to incorporate all the underlying future uncertainty and the subjectivity related to the decision making process, we propose a further step that uses elements of the Theory of Fuzzy Sets. In particular, we propose to estimate the market model using fuzzy regression methods.

The objective of fuzzy regression is to determine a functional relationship between a dependent variable and a set of independent variables. As we will show, fuzzy regression is in many ways more versatile than conventional linear regression because functional relationships can be obtained when the independent variables, dependent variables, or both, are not crisp values but intervals or fuzzy numbers.

In contrast to ordinary regression, which is based on probability theory, fuzzy regression can be based on possibility theory and fuzzy set theory. In ordinary regression analysis, the unfitted errors between a regression model and observed data are generally assumed to be observation error, which is a random variable with a normal distribution, constant variance, and a zero mean. In fuzzy regression analysis, the same unfitted errors are viewed as the fuzziness of the model structure, as was initially developed in [16]. Subsequently, [17], [18], [19], [20], [21], [22], [23], [24], [25], [26] and [27] made other contributions by applying different optimization criteria for a linear or curved adjustment. The literature on fuzzy regression applied to finance is growing. Some of the most recent contributions are [28], [29], [30], [31], [32], [33] and [34].

This modelling technique has some advantages over the traditional regression technique. It enables all the available information on prices to be incorporated. It is not limited to a single or an average price. In financial markets the same asset is traded at different prices during market hours. When econometric techniques are used, a single number must quantify observations (closing prices, average prices, etc.). In this process, a great deal of information is lost. The selection of one value or another is arbitrary. Fuzzy regression methods, on the other hand, make it possible to adjust the functional
relation using all the information available about the observed values. In addition, the results of estimations are fuzzy numbers, not random variables, so they are simpler to treat and less demanding in terms of assumptions. For a more rigorous analysis of this issue see [35] and [36].

3. Fuzzy Regression using the Tanaka and Ishibuchi Model

The goal of fuzzy regression is to determine a functional relation between a dependent variable and several explanatory variables, where the estimated parameters are confidence intervals (CI). For a more rigorous analysis of this issue, see [35], [36], [38] and [39].

A CI $A$ is represented by its upper and lower bounds as $A = [a_1, a_2]$; or by its centre and its radius $A = <a_c, a_R>$ where:

$$a_c = \frac{a_1 + a_2}{2} \quad a_R = \frac{a_1 - a_2}{2}$$

If we have a sample $\{(Y_1, X_1), (Y_2, X_2), \ldots, (Y_j, X_j), \ldots, (Y_n, X_n)\}$ where:

- $Y_j$ is the $j$-th observation of the dependent variable, $j = 1, 2, \ldots, n$, expressed by a confidence interval $Y_j = [Y_j^L, Y_j^U] = [Y_{jC}, Y_{jR}]$
- $X_j$ is the vector of the $j$-th observation of the independent variables, with $j = 1, 2, \ldots, n$. Then, $X_j$ is an $m$-dimensional variable $X_j = (X_{0j}, X_{1j}, X_{2j}, \ldots, X_{ij}, \ldots, X_{mj})$ where $X_{0j} = 1 \forall j$, and $X_{ij}$ is the value of the $j$-th observation for the $i$-th variable. We assume that observations are crisp.

The relation between the dependent and independent variables is linear:

$$Y = A_0 + A_1 X_1 + A_2 X_2 + \cdots + A_m X_m$$

where $A_i, i = 0, 1, \ldots, m$ are CI:

$$A_i = <a_{ic}, a_{ir}> \quad i = 0, 1, \ldots, m$$

The final goal is to determine centres and radiuses of $A_i$ that are compatible with the available observations.

In order to estimate the value of the $j$-th independent variable, $\tilde{Y}_j = \langle \tilde{Y}_{jC}, \tilde{Y}_{jR} \rangle$, we do the sum:

$$\langle \tilde{Y}_{jC}, \tilde{Y}_{jR} \rangle = \bigg\langle \sum a_{ic} X_{ij}, \sum a_{ir} |X_{ij}| \bigg\rangle, \quad j = 1, 2, \ldots, n$$

The goodness of fit is inversely related to the uncertainty (width) of the estimations of the observations $Y_j, \tilde{Y}_j$. The width of $\tilde{Y}_j$ is the radius of the confidence interval $\tilde{Y}_{jR}$, which is obtained in the following way:

$$\tilde{Y}_{jR} = \sum a_{ir} |X_{ij}| = a_{0R} + a_{1R} |X_{1j}| + \cdots + a_{mR} |X_{mj}|$$

Then, the total uncertainty of all the sample estimations, $z$, is the sum of the radiuses
of the estimations:

\[ z = \sum \hat{y}_{iR} = \sum a_{iR} |x_i| \]

The parameters \( A_i \) must achieve not only the least possible uncertainty of \( \hat{y}_i \), but also that \( \hat{y}_i \) be as close as possible to the observation of the explained variable \( Y_i \). In this context, we define two approximations of \( Y_i \) congruent with \( \hat{y}_i \). [37] postulates that the observation must be included within its estimation: \( Y_i \subseteq \hat{y}_i \forall j \). In other words:

\[
\begin{align*}
Y_{ic} - Y_{ir} &\geq \hat{y}_{ic} - \hat{y}_{ir} \\
Y_{ic} + Y_{ir} &\leq \hat{y}_{ic} + \hat{y}_{ir}
\end{align*}
\]

In order to determine the parameters, \( A_i \), the following linear program must be solved:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Min } z &= \sum \hat{y}_{iR} = \sum a_{iR} |x_i| \\
\text{s. t.: } &\hat{y}_{ic} - \hat{y}_{ir} = \sum a_{iC} X_i - \sum a_{iR} |x_i| \leq Y_{ic} - Y_{ir} \quad j = 1, ..., n \\
&\hat{y}_{ic} + \hat{y}_{ir} = \sum a_{iC} X_i + \sum a_{iR} |x_i| \geq Y_{ic} + Y_{ir} \quad j = 1, ..., n \\
&a_{ir} \geq 0 \quad i = 0, 1, ..., m
\end{align*}
\]

The first restriction ensures that the lower bounds of the estimations are lower than the lower bounds of the observations. The second restriction guarantees that the upper bounds of the estimations are higher than the upper bounds of the observations. The third restriction imposes a positive radius for the CI.

4. Estimation of Sector and Subsector Betas

In order to perform our study, we took daily values from the General Index of the Madrid Stock Exchange (IGBM) and from the sector and subsector indices. The specification and rationale for the temporal dimension of the rate of return is sometimes forgotten. Some studies use daily performance rates, while others use weekly, monthly or annual rates. There are, however, theoretical grounds for believing that the historical rate must be calculated from weekly quotes. First, [40] concludes that the beta coefficient estimated from weekly data is a response to the concept of instantaneous systematic risk of the market model.

Secondly, the use of daily quotes presents the problem of asynchronous or infrequent trading ([41], [42], among others), whereby the stock dynamics is not identical for all securities. This lack of synchronization in stock movements makes it advisable to space out the frequency of observations.

Thirdly, [43] argues that the week can be considered as the possession horizon for the investor for reasons of imperfection in information processing. The detection of the “weekend effect” or the “day-of-the-week effect” has led to proposals that investors should have a weekly possession horizon and objective considerations whose frequency
is weekly (ordinary press releases, financial newsletters and securities, etc.).

Market return is proxied by the closing prices of the General Index of the Madrid Stock Exchange (IGBM). According to [31], in order to calculate betas using fuzzy regression models, \([\beta_1, \beta_2]\), we express weekly returns by means of a confidence interval, \([R_1, R_2]\), whose bounds are given by:

- the lowest return, \(R_1\), that the investor can achieve. This happens if the investor buys the asset at its highest price on day \(t-1\) (\(P_{\text{max}, t-1}\)) and sells the asset on day \(t\) at the lowest price (\(P_{\text{min}, t}\)):

\[
R_1 = \frac{P_{\text{min}, t} - P_{\text{max}, t-1}}{P_{\text{max}, t-1}}
\]

- the highest return, \(R_2\). The investor obtains this return if he buys the asset at the lowest price and sells it at the highest price:

\[
R_2 = \frac{P_{\text{max}, t} - P_{\text{min}, t-1}}{P_{\text{min}, t-1}}
\]

This way of calculating returns enables all the information contained in the different prices of each trading day to be included. With these data, we proceed with the estimation of the market model by using the Tanaka and Ishibuchi fuzzy regression model for the period between 01-01-2005 and 06-31-2009.

In order to verify if the number of securities and the length of the holding period influence the stability of the beta coefficient, as reported in studies with traditional techniques, we make estimations using fuzzy regression. Results are shown in Appendix A and B. Each table shows the result for a sector covered by IGBM and includes the result of the subsectors into which they are divided. So for each sector and subsector the table gives the minimum and maximum value (\(\beta_1, \beta_2\)) of the resulting interval. To analyze the importance of the length of time, the results are computed using quarterly (Table 3 to 7) and biannual data (Table 8 to 14).

According to [31] in order to verify if the number of securities and the length of the holding period influence the stability of the beta coefficient as reported in studies with traditional techniques, we use the standard deviation of the estimation of calculated betas as a comparison measure. We calculate the deviation of the lower betas, \(\sigma_{\beta_1}\), upper betas, \(\sigma_{\beta_2}\), the sum of both \(\sigma_{\beta_1} + \sigma_{\beta_2}\), and the joint deviation of the \(\beta_1\) and \(\beta_2\), \(\sigma_{\beta_1, \beta_2}\). The results for quarterly (biannual) betas are presented in Table 1 (Table 2).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sector And Subsector</th>
<th>β average</th>
<th>σ_{\bar{R}}</th>
<th>σ_{\bar{R}}</th>
<th>σ_{\bar{R},1}</th>
<th>σ_{\bar{R},2}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Oil And Energy</td>
<td>[0.82, 0.93]</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oil</td>
<td>[0.58, 0.76]</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>2.12</td>
<td>1.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electricity and Gas</td>
<td>[0.61, 0.70]</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>1.33</td>
<td>0.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water and Others</td>
<td>[0.67, 0.76]</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>1.88</td>
<td>0.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basic Mat., Industry and Construction</td>
<td>[0.99, 1.00]</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mineral/Metals/Transf</td>
<td>[0.66, 1.00]</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>1.51</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>1.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capital Goods</td>
<td>[0.76, 0.80]</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>1.18</td>
<td>0.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction</td>
<td>[0.97, 1.00]</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>1.43</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construct. Materials</td>
<td>[0.93, 0.97]</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>1.93</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemical</td>
<td>[0.78, 1.28]</td>
<td>1.46</td>
<td>1.52</td>
<td>2.98</td>
<td>1.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineering and Others</td>
<td>[0.97, 1.01]</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>1.57</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aerospace</td>
<td>[0.58, 0.70]</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>2.24</td>
<td>1.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumer Goods</td>
<td>[0.54, 0.63]</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food and Beverages</td>
<td>[0.57, 0.59]</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Textiles/Clothing/Shoes</td>
<td>[0.63, 0.83]</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>1.21</td>
<td>0.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paper and Graphic Arts</td>
<td>[0.59, 0.68]</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>0.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Consumer Goods</td>
<td>[0.03, 0.45]</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>1.59</td>
<td>0.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pharmacy Products</td>
<td>[0.68, 0.79]</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>1.67</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumer Services</td>
<td>[0.79, 0.82]</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leisure/Tourism/Hotel</td>
<td>[0.85, 0.99]</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>1.46</td>
<td>0.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retailing</td>
<td>[1.07, 1.19]</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>2.18</td>
<td>1.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication and Publicity</td>
<td>[0.79, 0.83]</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>1.30</td>
<td>0.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Car Parks/Motorways</td>
<td>[0.76, 0.84]</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transport/Distribution</td>
<td>[0.88, 1.07]</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>1.44</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Services</td>
<td>[0.55, 0.62]</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>1.73</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial Serv. &amp; Real Estate</td>
<td>[0.93, 1.11]</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Banks</td>
<td>[0.92, 1.13]</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insurance</td>
<td>[0.82, 0.96]</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portfolio and Holding</td>
<td>[0.88, 0.98]</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>0.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real Estate and Others</td>
<td>[0.47, 0.47]</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technology &amp; Telecommunications</td>
<td>[0.65, 0.87]</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronics/Software</td>
<td>[0.85, 0.92]</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>0.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telecommunications &amp; Others</td>
<td>[0.64, 0.86]</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>1.39</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In this way, we verify that all quarterly sector betas are much more stable than those from their corresponding subsector. Similar conclusions are drawn from biannual betas.

To study the extent to which the length of the estimation period affects beta stability, portfolio betas are estimated for different intervals but the same holding period (weekly). An analysis of the beta’s standard deviations for different estimation periods shows that the longer the period is the greater the stability. We verify that, in the Spanish market, the biannual beta is more stable than the quarterly beta using both ways of measuring deviation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sector</th>
<th>Subsector</th>
<th>β average</th>
<th>σ_β₁</th>
<th>σ_β₂</th>
<th>σ_β₁ + σ_β₂</th>
<th>σ_β₁,β₂</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Petrol And Power</td>
<td></td>
<td>[1.16, 1.16]</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oil</td>
<td></td>
<td>[0.48, 0.48]</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>1.53</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electricity and Gas</td>
<td></td>
<td>[0.93, 0.93]</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>1.48</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water and Others</td>
<td></td>
<td>[0.83, 0.83]</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>1.67</td>
<td>0.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basic Mat., Industry And Construction</td>
<td></td>
<td>[1.01, 1.01]</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mineral/Metals/Transf</td>
<td></td>
<td>[0.91, 0.98]</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>1.45</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capital Goods</td>
<td></td>
<td>[0.57, 0.57]</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>0.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction</td>
<td></td>
<td>[0.67, 0.67]</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>1.81</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construct. Materials</td>
<td></td>
<td>[0.67, 0.67]</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>1.81</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemical</td>
<td></td>
<td>[1.17, 1.17]</td>
<td>1.58</td>
<td>1.58</td>
<td>3.16</td>
<td>1.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineering and Others</td>
<td></td>
<td>[0.95, 0.95]</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>1.65</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aerospace</td>
<td></td>
<td>[0.51, 0.51]</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>2.22</td>
<td>1.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumer Goods</td>
<td></td>
<td>[0.61, 0.61]</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food and Beverages</td>
<td></td>
<td>[0.52, 0.52]</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Textiles/Clothing/Shoes</td>
<td></td>
<td>[0.70, 0.70]</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paper and Graphic Arts</td>
<td></td>
<td>[0.77, 0.77]</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Consumer Goods</td>
<td></td>
<td>[0.13, 0.13]</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pharmacy Products</td>
<td></td>
<td>[0.73, 0.73]</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>1.34</td>
<td>0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumer Services</td>
<td></td>
<td>[0.92, 0.92]</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leisure/Tourism/Hotel</td>
<td></td>
<td>[0.69, 0.69]</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retailing</td>
<td></td>
<td>[1.41, 1.41]</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>2.07</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication and Publicity</td>
<td></td>
<td>[0.66, 0.66]</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Car Parks/Motorways</td>
<td></td>
<td>[1.09, 1.09]</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transport/Distribution</td>
<td></td>
<td>[0.87, 0.87]</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>0.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Services</td>
<td></td>
<td>[0.74, 0.76]</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial Serv. &amp; Real Estate</td>
<td></td>
<td>[1.01, 1.01]</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Banks</td>
<td></td>
<td>[1.04, 1.04]</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insurance</td>
<td></td>
<td>[1.21, 1.21]</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portfolio and Holding</td>
<td></td>
<td>[0.85, 0.85]</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real Estate and Others</td>
<td></td>
<td>[0.84, 0.84]</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technology &amp; Telecommunications</td>
<td></td>
<td>[0.89, 0.89]</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>1.19</td>
<td>0.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronics/Software</td>
<td></td>
<td>[0.74, 0.74]</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telecommunications &amp; Others</td>
<td></td>
<td>[0.90, 0.90]</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>1.27</td>
<td>0.61</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Some sectors are more stable than others, independently of the estimation period. Consumer Goods and Consumer Services are the most stable sectors, whereas Technology and Communications is a highly unstable sector. Our results, obtained using a fuzzy methodology, are consistent with results of studies based on traditional econometric techniques.

5. Conclusions

In recent decades many academic studies have questioned beta stability. While earlier studies were based on simple methodologies, the development of models, algorithms and computational systems has led to more sophisticated testing techniques. Nevertheless, all these contributions take place within a risk environment. We consider that decision making processes, especially those using betas as a risk measure, take place in an uncertain environment. Therefore, in this paper we made a preliminary approach to studying this coefficient stability by using fuzzy regression models.

This modelling approach has some advantages over the traditional regression technique. In the first place, the estimations that we obtain after adjusting the fuzzy coefficients are not random variables, which are often difficult to treat numerically, but fuzzy numbers, which are easier to treat.

The fuzzy regression method presents different results from ordinary regression. The differences between fuzzy regression and ordinary regression are due to the different meanings of the deviations between the observed values and estimated values. In ordinary regression, deviations are viewed as random errors due to observation inconsistency. In fuzzy regression, the deviations are viewed as fuzzy errors due to system fuzziness. In ordinary regression analysis, probability theory is used to model random errors, and the result is presented as an ordinary regression equation. On the other hand, fuzzy set theory can be used to model fuzzy errors, and the result can be presented using a fuzzy regression equation.

If the phenomenon under study is economic or social, observations are a consequence of the interaction between the beliefs and expectations of the agents who take part in the phenomenon. We have already stated that, in our opinion, such a phenomenon should not be modelled using probability theory. For example, the security prices that are negotiated in financial markets are the consequence of the participants’ expectations about the economic future, the trust that the security issuers generate in operators, etc.

In this case the linearity between the explained variable and the explanatory variables, which is assumed using both conventional and fuzzy regression, is oversimplified. However, we believe it is more realistic to model the bias that can arise between the realizations of the dependent variable and their theoretical values on the assumption that the relationship between the dependent variable and the explanatory variables is fuzzy, and not on the assumption that this bias is of a random nature. With respect to the prices of financial assets, we will be assuming, at least, that there is a strong subjective component in their determination.

Moreover, in many circumstances the observations of the dependent variable, the independent variable or both do not come from a particular number, but from a confidence interval. For example, the price that is negotiated in financial markets during a trading day for a particular security is hardly unique, but it is usually negotiated within
a range limited by a maximum price and a minimum price. When the minimum square techniques—or the most sophisticated likelihood—are used, the observations of the explained (and explanatory) variable must be quantified using a unique number (for example, the average price negotiated or the last price in the model which will be implemented). This procedure clearly involves considerable information loss. When fuzzy regression models are implemented, the value of the observed variables does not need to be reduced to and represented by a single real number so we can work with all the information available.

The fuzzy regression method uses linear programming to estimate the fuzzy coefficients in the resulting models. As pointed out in [44], as the number of data sets increases, so it may be more difficult to use linear programming to estimate fuzzy beta. Each data set results in two constraints on the fuzzy regression formulation. As the number of data sets increases, the number of constraints increases proportionally. This increase might result in computational difficulties when using linear programme software or computers.

Taking into account that econometric fuzzy models mean that all the stock quotes information can be incorporated, and that there is no need to make assumptions on the basis of the random term which is difficult to apply, this method makes it possible to improve the prediction of future stock quotes.

The empirical evidence obtained from fuzzy regressions is consistent with that reported in traditional econometric studies on beta stability. The relevance of this verification is that the more stable β is, the more confident the predictions are. We observe that sector betas are more stable than subsector betas. Additionally, betas are more stable if the estimation periods are longer. Moreover, some sectors are more stable than others, independently of the estimation period. Consumer goods and Consumer Services are the most stable sectors, whereas Technology and Communications is highly unstable.
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Appendix A. Quarterly beta

Table 3. Oil and Energy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quarter</th>
<th>Oil</th>
<th>Electricity and Gas</th>
<th>Water and Others</th>
<th>SECTOR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\beta_1$</td>
<td>$\beta_2$</td>
<td>$\beta_1$</td>
<td>$\beta_2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 2005</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>1.53</td>
<td>1.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 2005</td>
<td>1.48</td>
<td>1.48</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 2005</td>
<td>-0.62</td>
<td>-0.62</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>1.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 2005</td>
<td>2.30</td>
<td>2.30</td>
<td>1.32</td>
<td>1.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 2006</td>
<td>-2.32</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>2.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 2006</td>
<td>1.78</td>
<td>1.78</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 2006</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>1.74</td>
<td>1.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 2006</td>
<td>1.84</td>
<td>2.12</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 2007</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 2007</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>1.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 2007</td>
<td>2.02</td>
<td>2.02</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 2007</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 2008</td>
<td>-0.52</td>
<td>-0.52</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 2008</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 2008</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>-0.35</td>
<td>-0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 2008</td>
<td>-0.41</td>
<td>-0.41</td>
<td>-0.15</td>
<td>-0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 2009</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 2009</td>
<td>-0.41</td>
<td>-0.41</td>
<td>-0.09</td>
<td>-0.09</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4. Basic Material, Industry and Construction

| Quarter | Mineral/Metals/Transf | Capital Goods | Construction | Construct. Materials | Chemical | Engineering and Others | Aerospace | SECTOR |
|---------|-----------------------|---------------|-------------|----------------------|---------|------------------------|-----------|
|         | $\beta_1$ $\beta_2$   | $\beta_1$ $\beta_2$ | $\beta_1$ $\beta_2$ | $\beta_1$ $\beta_2$ | $\beta_1$ $\beta_2$ | $\beta_1$ $\beta_2$ | $\beta_1$ $\beta_2$ |
| 1 2005  | 1.17 2.09 0.49 0.49 0.93 0.93 0.92 0.92 1.59 1.59 0.66 0.66 0.95 0.95 0.70 0.81 |
| 2 2005  | 1.41 1.41 0.02 0.02 1.39 1.39 -0.37 -0.37 4.06 4.06 0.59 0.59 1.16 1.16 1.13 1.13 |
| 3 2005  | 0.79 0.79 0.86 1.36 0.49 0.93 -0.07 0.33 -2.41 4.65 1.45 1.45 0.27 0.27 0.79 0.84 |
| 4 2005  | 0.66 0.66 1.57 1.57 1.88 1.88 1.06 1.06 1.64 1.64 0.33 0.33 2.08 2.08 1.76 1.76 |
| 1 2006  | 1.49 6.65 1.61 1.88 1.19 1.19 3.54 3.83 0.39 0.39 2.29 3.12 -0.79 -0.79 1.69 1.69 |
| 2 2006  | 0.84 0.84 1.13 1.13 1.88 1.88 1.40 1.40 0.25 0.25 2.95 2.95 1.57 1.57 1.24 1.24 |
| 3 2006  | 0.26 0.26 0.66 0.66 1.03 1.27 0.05 0.05 -0.17 -0.17 1.54 1.54 -0.06 -0.06 1.01 1.12 |
| 4 2006  | 0.64 0.64 0.47 0.47 1.23 1.23 0.65 0.65 0.50 2.39 0.95 0.95 -2.31 -2.25 0.88 0.88 |
| 1 2007  | 0.05 0.05 1.02 1.02 0.91 0.91 1.34 1.34 1.00 1.00 0.44 0.44 0.04 0.04 0.87 0.87 |
| 2 2007  | 1.00 1.00 0.55 0.55 1.73 1.73 1.08 1.08 0.60 0.60 1.30 1.30 1.19 1.19 1.12 1.12 |
| 3 2007  | 0.84 0.84 1.28 1.28 2.04 2.04 1.49 1.49 1.45 1.45 1.16 1.16 1.41 1.41 1.45 1.45 |
| 4 2007  | 0.11 0.11 1.78 1.78 0.71 0.71 2.36 2.36 3.52 3.52 0.58 0.58 -0.30 -0.30 0.87 0.87 |
| 1 2008  | 0.74 0.74 0.18 0.18 1.39 1.39 1.38 1.38 0.37 0.37 0.51 0.51 2.13 2.13 1.19 1.19 |
| 2 2008  | 0.10 0.10 0.25 0.25 0.16 0.16 0.42 0.42 0.62 0.62 0.36 0.36 1.72 1.72 0.43 0.43 |
| 3 2008  | 0.71 0.71 0.28 0.28 0.92 0.92 0.64 0.64 0.61 0.61 0.40 0.40 1.78 1.86 0.62 0.62 |
| 4 2008  | 0.07 0.07 0.14 0.14 -0.04 -0.04 -0.19 -0.19 0.09 0.09 0.17 0.17 -0.20 -0.20 0.94 0.94 |
| 1 2009  | 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 -0.47 -0.47 0.40 0.40 -1.13 -1.13 0.61 0.61 -1.11 -1.11 0.27 0.27 |
| 2 2009  | 0.59 0.59 0.78 0.78 0.03 0.03 0.59 0.59 1.11 1.11 1.11 1.11 0.93 0.93 0.85 0.85 |
### Table 5. Consumer goods

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quarter</th>
<th>Food and Beverages</th>
<th>Textiles/Clothing/Shoes</th>
<th>Paper and Graphic Arts</th>
<th>Other Consumer Goods</th>
<th>Pharmacy Products</th>
<th>SECTOR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\beta_1$</td>
<td>$\beta_2$</td>
<td>$\beta_1$</td>
<td>$\beta_2$</td>
<td>$\beta_1$</td>
<td>$\beta_2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 2005</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 2005</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>-0.09</td>
<td>-0.09</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 2005</td>
<td>-0.32</td>
<td>-0.32</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>-0.18</td>
<td>-0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 2005</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 2006</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td>1.69</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td>-1.07</td>
<td>0.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 2006</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 2006</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>1.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 2006</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td>2.39</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 2007</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>1.33</td>
<td>2.07</td>
<td>2.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 2007</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>1.24</td>
<td>1.24</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 2007</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>1.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 2007</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>1.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 2008</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 2008</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 2008</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>-0.13</td>
<td>-0.13</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 2008</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 2009</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 2009</td>
<td>-0.18</td>
<td>-0.18</td>
<td>-0.04</td>
<td>1.31</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 6. Consumer services

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quarter</th>
<th>Leisure/Tour</th>
<th>Retailing</th>
<th>Communicatio</th>
<th>Car Parks/</th>
<th>Transport/</th>
<th>Other</th>
<th>SECTOR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>and Publicity</td>
<td>Motorways</td>
<td>Distribution</td>
<td>Services</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>β1</td>
<td>β2</td>
<td>β1</td>
<td>β2</td>
<td>β1</td>
<td>β2</td>
<td>β1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 2005</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>-0.42</td>
<td>-0.42</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>-1.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 2005</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>1.83</td>
<td>1.83</td>
<td>1.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 2005</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>-0.31</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>-0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 2005</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>2.31</td>
<td>2.31</td>
<td>1.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 2006</td>
<td>1.33</td>
<td>2.48</td>
<td>2.13</td>
<td>2.13</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 2006</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>1.78</td>
<td>1.78</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 2006</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>1.98</td>
<td>1.98</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 2006</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>-0.31</td>
<td>-0.31</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 2007</td>
<td>1.21</td>
<td>1.21</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 2007</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>2.28</td>
<td>2.28</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 2007</td>
<td>1.40</td>
<td>1.40</td>
<td>2.23</td>
<td>2.23</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>1.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 2007</td>
<td>1.97</td>
<td>3.06</td>
<td>1.45</td>
<td>1.45</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>1.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 2008</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>-0.54</td>
<td>-0.54</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 2008</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>-0.14</td>
<td>-0.14</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 2008</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 2008</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 2009</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 2009</td>
<td>2.59</td>
<td>2.39</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>1.93</td>
<td>1.59</td>
<td>2.21</td>
<td>0.48</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 7. Financial service & real estate

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quarter</th>
<th>Banks</th>
<th>Insurance</th>
<th>Portfolio And Holding</th>
<th>Real Estate And Others</th>
<th>SECTOR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( \beta_1 )</td>
<td>( \beta_2 )</td>
<td>( \beta_1 )</td>
<td>( \beta_2 )</td>
<td>( \beta_1 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 2005</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>1.48</td>
<td>-0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 2005</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>1.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 2005</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td>0.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 2005</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>1.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 2006</td>
<td>1.18</td>
<td>1.53</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>1.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 2006</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>1.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 2006</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>1.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 2006</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>1.66</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 2007</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>1.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 2007</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 2007</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>1.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 2007</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>1.52</td>
<td>2.06</td>
<td>1.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 2008</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>1.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 2008</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>-0.11</td>
<td>-0.11</td>
<td>0.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 2008</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 2008</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 2009</td>
<td>1.84</td>
<td>1.84</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 2009</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>2.18</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>1.93</td>
<td>0.43</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8. Technology & Telecommunications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quarter</th>
<th>Electronics/Software</th>
<th>Telecommunications &amp; Others</th>
<th>SECTOR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( \beta_1 )</td>
<td>( \beta_2 )</td>
<td>( \beta_1 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 2005</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 2005</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>1.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 2005</td>
<td>1.59</td>
<td>1.59</td>
<td>0.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 2005</td>
<td>1.36</td>
<td>1.36</td>
<td>-0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 2006</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>1.49</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 2006</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 2006</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td>0.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 2006</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 2007</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 2007</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 2007</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 2007</td>
<td>2.20</td>
<td>2.20</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 2008</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>1.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 2008</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 2008</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 2008</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 2009</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 2009</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.34</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix B. Biannual beta

Table 9. Oil and energy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Semester</th>
<th>Oil $\beta_1$</th>
<th>Oil $\beta_2$</th>
<th>Electricity And Gas $\beta_1$</th>
<th>Electricity And Gas $\beta_2$</th>
<th>Water And Others $\beta_1$</th>
<th>Water And Others $\beta_2$</th>
<th>SECTOR $\beta_1$</th>
<th>SECTOR $\beta_2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 2005</td>
<td>1.30</td>
<td>1.30</td>
<td>1.53</td>
<td>1.53</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>1.27</td>
<td>1.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 2005</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>1.29</td>
<td>1.29</td>
<td>1.90</td>
<td>1.90</td>
<td>1.27</td>
<td>1.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 2006</td>
<td>-0.64</td>
<td>-0.64</td>
<td>2.03</td>
<td>2.03</td>
<td>1.83</td>
<td>1.83</td>
<td>1.60</td>
<td>1.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 2006</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>1.70</td>
<td>1.70</td>
<td>1.43</td>
<td>1.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 2007</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>1.29</td>
<td>1.29</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>1.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 2007</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>1.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 2008</td>
<td>-0.57</td>
<td>-0.57</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>-0.10</td>
<td>-0.10</td>
<td>1.27</td>
<td>1.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 2008</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>-0.15</td>
<td>-0.15</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 2009</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.58</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 10. Basic material, industry and construction

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Semester</th>
<th>Mineral/ Metals/Transf $\beta_1$</th>
<th>Mineral/ Metals/Transf $\beta_2$</th>
<th>Capital Goods $\beta_1$</th>
<th>Capital Goods $\beta_2$</th>
<th>Constructio n $\beta_1$</th>
<th>Constructio n $\beta_2$</th>
<th>Construct. Materials $\beta_1$</th>
<th>Construct. Materials $\beta_2$</th>
<th>Chemical $\beta_1$</th>
<th>Chemical $\beta_2$</th>
<th>Engineering and Others $\beta_1$</th>
<th>Engineering and Others $\beta_2$</th>
<th>Aerospace $\beta_1$</th>
<th>Aerospace $\beta_2$</th>
<th>SECTOR $\beta_1$</th>
<th>SECTOR $\beta_2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 2005</td>
<td>1.41</td>
<td>2.09</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>-0.37</td>
<td>-0.37</td>
<td>-0.37</td>
<td>-0.37</td>
<td>1.59</td>
<td>1.59</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 2005</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>1.33</td>
<td>1.33</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>4.65</td>
<td>4.65</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>1.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 2006</td>
<td>2.40</td>
<td>2.40</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>2.33</td>
<td>2.33</td>
<td>2.33</td>
<td>2.33</td>
<td>-0.13</td>
<td>-0.13</td>
<td>2.95</td>
<td>2.95</td>
<td>1.57</td>
<td>1.57</td>
<td>1.24</td>
<td>1.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 2006</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>-0.67</td>
<td>-0.67</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 2007</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>-0.30</td>
<td>-0.30</td>
<td>-0.30</td>
<td>-0.30</td>
<td>1.41</td>
<td>1.41</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>1.19</td>
<td>1.19</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>1.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 2007</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>1.49</td>
<td>1.49</td>
<td>1.49</td>
<td>1.49</td>
<td>2.40</td>
<td>2.40</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>-0.30</td>
<td>-0.30</td>
<td>1.45</td>
<td>1.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 2008</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>1.38</td>
<td>1.38</td>
<td>1.38</td>
<td>1.38</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>2.26</td>
<td>2.26</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>1.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 2008</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 2009</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>-1.11</td>
<td>-1.11</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 11. Consumer goods

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Semester</th>
<th>Food and Beverage</th>
<th>Textiles/Clothing/Shoes</th>
<th>Paper and Graphic Arts</th>
<th>Other Consumer Goods</th>
<th>Pharmacy Products</th>
<th>SECTOR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\beta_1$</td>
<td>$\beta_2$</td>
<td>$\beta_1$</td>
<td>$\beta_2$</td>
<td>$\beta_1$</td>
<td>$\beta_2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 2005</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 2005</td>
<td>-0.09</td>
<td>-0.09</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 2006</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 2006</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 2007</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>1.18</td>
<td>1.18</td>
<td>1.68</td>
<td>1.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 2007</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>1.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 2008</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 2008</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 2009</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 12. Consumer services

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Semester</th>
<th>Leisure/Tour. Hotel</th>
<th>Retail</th>
<th>Communic. Publicity</th>
<th>Car Parks/Motorways</th>
<th>Transport/Distribution</th>
<th>Other Services</th>
<th>SECTOR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\beta_1$</td>
<td>$\beta_2$</td>
<td>$\beta_1$</td>
<td>$\beta_2$</td>
<td>$\beta_1$</td>
<td>$\beta_2$</td>
<td>$\beta_1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 2005</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>2.76</td>
<td>2.76</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>1.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 2005</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>1.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 2006</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>2.13</td>
<td>2.13</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 2006</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 2007</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>2.28</td>
<td>2.28</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 2007</td>
<td>1.40</td>
<td>1.40</td>
<td>2.23</td>
<td>2.23</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>1.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 2008</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>1.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 2008</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 2009</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 13. Financial service & real estate

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Semester</th>
<th>Banks</th>
<th>Insurance</th>
<th>Portfolio And Holding</th>
<th>Real Estate And Others</th>
<th>SECTOR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\beta_1$</td>
<td>$\beta_2$</td>
<td>$\beta_1$</td>
<td>$\beta_2$</td>
<td>$\beta_1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 2005</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>-0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 2005</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>1.61</td>
<td>1.61</td>
<td>0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 2006</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>1.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 2006</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>1.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 2007</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>2.03</td>
<td>2.03</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 2007</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>1.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 2008</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>1.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 2008</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 2009</td>
<td>1.84</td>
<td>1.84</td>
<td>1.70</td>
<td>1.70</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 14. Technology & telecommunications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Semester</th>
<th>Electronics/Software</th>
<th>Telecommunications &amp; Others</th>
<th>SECTOR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\beta_1$</td>
<td>$\beta_2$</td>
<td>$\beta_1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 2005</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>1.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 2005</td>
<td>1.36</td>
<td>1.36</td>
<td>-0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 2006</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 2006</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 2007</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 2007</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>2.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 2008</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>1.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 2008</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 2009</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Abstract. This paper discusses hybrid probabilistic and fuzzy set approaches to propagating randomness and imprecision in risk assessment and fuzzy time series models. Stochastic and Computational Intelligence methods, such as Probability bounds analysis, Fuzzy $\alpha$-levels analysis, Fuzzy random vectors, Wavelets decomposition and Wavelets Networks are combined to capture different kinds of uncertainty. Their most appropriate applications are probabilistic risk assessments carried out in terms of probability distributions with imprecise parameters and stochastic processes modeled in terms of fuzzy time series.
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1. Introduction: Challenges, Criticism and Rationales for a Novel Approach

Two kinds of uncertainty are contrasted in this paper (ontological, vs. epistemic uncertainty) and several techniques are addressed in order to capture and propagate both of them jointly across a specific model. The most relevant areas of applications carried out with such hybrid approaches are presented in what follows.

The first application area is addressed when attempting to extend the classical probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) modeling framework in such a way that allows probability distribution parameters to be imprecisely defined. Basically, PRA uses probability models to represent the likelihood of different risk levels in a population (i.e., randomness). In the standard probabilistic approach, inputs to the risk equation are described as random variables that can be defined mathematically by a probability distribution. The CDF for risk can be especially informative for illustrating the percentile corresponding to a particular risk level of concern. However, the presence of imprecision in a risk model adds another dimension to that of randomness and requires more comprehensive approaches to capture and represent the range within which the risk distribution might vary. Analytic methods for propagating the uncertainty (such as Probability bounds analysis, Fuzzy $\alpha$-levels analysis) as well as stochastic simulation...
techniques, can be combined or integrated to reach synergy. This may lead to hybrid simulation frameworks, such as Fuzzy Monte Carlo, in an attempt to find the output of a model that has both random variables (given by probability distributions) and fuzzy variables for the inputs.

The second application area is addressed when attempting to capture the inherent fuzzy and random nature of some stochastic processes, expressed in terms of fuzzy time series. Unfortunately, modeling, estimating and forecasting fuzzy time series faces the problem of non-invertibility of the standard Minkowski addition and multiplication by scalars in a fuzzy framework.

In contrast with the case of real numbers, for some set-defined quantities, such as intervals and fuzzy sets, the opposite of $A$ is not the inverse of $A$ in Minkovski addition (unless $A = \{a\}$ is a singleton). This implies that, in general, additive simplification is not valid, i.e., $(A + C = B + C) \nRightarrow A = B$, or $(A + B) - B \neq A$.

To partially overcome this situation, the Hukuhara difference has been proposed instead of fuzzy subtraction, assuming that there exists a set $C$ for which $C = A \sigma_{H} B \Leftrightarrow A = B + C$.

Let $\mathcal{K}_{C}(\mathbb{R}^p)$ be the class of the non-empty compact convex subsets of $\mathbb{R}^p$. An important property of “$\sigma_{H}$” is that $A \sigma_{H} A = \{0\}$ $\forall A \in \mathcal{K}_{C}(\mathbb{R}^p)$ and $(A + B) \sigma_{H} B = A \forall A, B \in \mathcal{K}_{C}(\mathbb{R}^p)$. The H-difference is unique, but it does not always exist. A necessary condition for $A \sigma_{H} B$ to exist is that $A$ contains a translate $\{c\} + B$ of $B$.

Unfortunately, even if the Hukuhara difference exists, some distortions may still appear when applying least squares estimation.

Several generalizations of Hukuhara difference have been proposed in an attempt to obtain a more tractable way to deal with fuzzy regression analysis, assuming that fuzzy estimates can be still obtained from the condition of minimizing the sum of square residuals, expressed as a difference between two fuzzy quantities: the response of a system and its model based estimation.

The standard assumption is to consider square-integrable random variables defined on a Hilbert space equipped with a suitable $L_2$-metric that allows the projection theorem to be still valid. However, the projection cannot be properly applied as usually onto a subspace, but rather onto cones (i.e., subject to some constraints), due to the lack of a general additive inverse in the space of fuzzy variables, which is only a semi-linear space. This may lead to distorted results such as obtaining fuzzy least squares estimates with negative spreads.

The first and most notable generalizations of Hukuhara difference proposed in the context of fuzzy linear regression was that of Diamond [2], or Diamond and Körner [4], as the least squares solution of equation $A + X = B$, i.e., $C = B \sigma_{H} A$, if and only if $d(A + C, B) = \inf_{X} d(A + X, B)$, in some $L_2$-type metric space $(\mathcal{Y}, d)$.

When the usual Hukuhara difference $B \sigma_{H} A$ exists, it coincides with the least squares solution defined above.
However, the extension of Hukuhara difference to an $L_2$-approximant, as proposed by Diamond, has some important limitations. The main criticism I can address to this approach is that it attempts to project the fuzzy data onto a projection cone as a whole, thus conserving a rigid structure and imposing constraints that are still too strong. Instead, I propose a suitable new method, based upon a partial decoupling principle. This exploits and extends an idea I introduced in 1998 (see [10]). It allows decomposing the monolithic fuzzy model into several more tractable crisp estimation sub-problems, starting from that one corresponding to modal values ($\alpha = 1$) in fuzzy data, and then proceeding in a decremental way for left and right $\alpha$-level bounds, with $\alpha$ progressively decreasing towards 0. The estimates of modal values are not subject to any constraints, thus being obtained by applying the Hilbert space projection theorem directly onto the corresponding subspace. However, the estimates for the left and right $\alpha$-level bounds can only be obtained by applying the projection theorem onto cones, in such a way to obtain least squares estimates without negative spreads. This leads to constrained quadratic programs, conveniently defined.

When applying to fuzzy time series estimation, the proposed approach is not only able to help decomposing, but also to make the process invertible, by recomposing a non-stationary fuzzy time series from its components, such as trend, cycle, seasonality and the simulated residuals, all of them properly defined as LR-fuzzy sets.

As an alternative to fuzzy estimation methods, computational intelligence techniques, based on wavelet decomposition and wavelet networks for nonlinear model fitting have been proposed to address fuzzy time series estimation and prediction.

2. **Ontological versus Epistemic Uncertainty**

Although the terms *imprecision* and *uncertainty* are often contrasted by fuzzy sets theorists, the latter is commonly used in a broad range of contexts with confusing connotations, varying from very specific to rather generic ones. According to EPA’s guidance [6], an essential distinction is to be made between ontological and epistemic uncertainty.

Ontological uncertainty (also called randomness, variability, or aleatory / objective / irreducible uncertainty) arises from natural stochasticity, environmental variation across space or through time, genetic heterogeneity among individuals, and other sources of randomness. Although randomness can often be better characterized by further specific study, it is not generally reducible by empirical effort. Randomness can be translated into risk (i.e., probability of some adverse consequence) by the application of an appropriate probabilistic model.

Epistemic uncertainty (also called subjective / reducible uncertainty) arises from incomplete knowledge about the world. Sources of epistemic uncertainty include measurement uncertainty, small sample sizes, detection limits and data censoring, ignorance about the details of the mechanisms and processes involved and other imperfections in scientific understanding. Epistemic uncertainty can in principle be reduced by focused empirical effort. It cannot be translated into probability, but it can
be used in hybrid approaches to generate bounds on probability distributions. Such bounds may be either crisp (e.g., probability bounds, where the interval arithmetic is used to propagate the imprecision regarding distribution parameters) or fuzzy (e.g., fuzzy randomness, where both the machineries of probability theory and fuzzy sets theory are combined).

3. Hybrid Representations of Ontological and Epistemic Uncertainty

3.1. Computing with Probability Bounds

Probability bounds analysis combines probability theory and interval arithmetic to produce probability boxes (p-boxes), structures that allow the comprehensive propagation of both randomness and epistemic uncertainty through calculations in a rigorous way.

If we have only partial information about the probability distribution, then we cannot compute the exact values $F(x)$ of the CDF. Instead, we can circumscribe $F(x)$ by a pair of functions $\underline{F}(x)$ and $\overline{F}(x)$, each one representing a CDF, which bounds the (unknown) actual CDF. Such a pair of CDFs is called a probability bound, or a p-bound, for short. For every $x$, the possible values of the probability $F(x)$ belongs to the interval $[\underline{F}(x), \overline{F}(x)]$.

In computations, it is often convenient to express a p-box in terms of its inverse functions $\ell$ and $u$ defined on the interval of probability levels $[0,1]$. The function $u$ is the inverse function of the upper bound on the distribution function and $\ell$ is the inverse function of the lower bound. These monotonic functions are bounds on the inverse of the unknown distribution function $F$

$$\ell(p) \geq F^{-1}(p) \geq u(p). \quad (1)$$

where $p$ is probability level. Note that $\ell$ corresponds to $\overline{F}$ and $u$ to $\underline{F}$.

It is simple to compute probability bounds for many cases in which the distribution family is specified, but only interval estimates can be given for the parameters. For instance, suppose that, from previous knowledge, it is assumed that a distribution is normal, but the precise values of the parameters that would define this distribution are uncertain. If there exist bounds on $\mu$ and $\sigma$ (mean and standard deviation), bounds on the distribution can be obtained by computing the envelope of all normal distributions that have parameters within the specified intervals. These bounds are

$$\ell(p) = \max_{\theta} F^{-1}_{\theta}(p); \quad u(p) = \min_{\theta} F^{-1}_{\theta}(p). \quad (2)$$

where
and \( F \) is the CDF of a normal distribution with such parameters. In principle, making these calculations might be a difficult task since \( \theta \) indexes an infinite set of distributions. However, in practice, finding the bounds requires computing the envelope over only four distributions: those corresponding to the parameter sets \((\mu_1, \sigma_1), (\mu_1, \sigma_u), (\mu_u, \sigma_1), \) and \((\mu_u, \sigma_u)\), as is shown in Figure 1. This simplicity is the result of how the family of distributions happens to be parameterized by \( \mu \) and \( \sigma \).

Nevertheless, it is just as easy to find probability bounds for cases with other commonly used distribution families such as lognormal, uniform, exponential, Cauchy, and many others.

Fig. 1. Bounds on the CDF of a normal distribution with \( \mu = [0.482, 0.518] \) and \( \sigma = [0.0182, 0.0218] \). The dotted line is the CDF for the normal distribution with \( \mu=0.5 \) and \( \sigma=0.02 \).

3.2. Fuzzy Random Variables and Processes

I consider an extension of the probability space \([\Omega, \mathcal{A}, P]\) by the dimension of fuzziness, i.e., by introducing a membership scale. This enables the consideration of imprecise observations as fuzzy realizations \(\tilde{x}(\omega) = (\tilde{x}_1, \ldots, \tilde{x}_n) \subseteq X\) of each elementary event \(\omega \in \Omega\). The attention will be restricted to the class \(\mathcal{F}_C(\mathcal{R})\) of normal convex fuzzy sets on \(\mathcal{R}\), whose \(\alpha\)-level sets are in the class \(\mathcal{K}_C(\mathcal{R})\) of nonempty compact real intervals.

A fuzzy random variable \(\tilde{X}\) is the fuzzy result of the uncertain mapping \(\tilde{X}: \Omega \to \mathcal{F}_C(\mathcal{R})\), such that for each \(\alpha \in [0,1]\) and \(\omega \in \Omega\), the \(\alpha\)-level intervals \(X_\alpha(\omega) = [\inf(X(\omega))_\alpha, \sup(X(\omega))_\alpha]\), generated by the mapping \(X_\alpha: \Omega \to \mathcal{K}_C(\mathcal{R})\),
are (compact convex) random sets. In other words, \(X_\omega\) are Borel-measurable w.r.t. the Borel \(\sigma\)-field generated by the topology associated with a suitable metric on \(\mathcal{K}_C(\mathbb{R})\), usually the Hausdorff metric \(d_H\):

\[
d_H(K,K') = \max\left\{ \sup_{k,k' \in K} \inf \left| k - k' \right|, \sup_{k \in K} \inf_{k' \in K'} \left| k - k' \right| \right\}
\]

(4)

\[
= \max\left\{ \left| \inf K - \inf K' \right|, \left| \sup K - \sup K' \right| \right\}
\]

The fuzzy probability distribution function \(\tilde{F}(x)\) of \(\tilde{X}\) is the set of probability distribution functions of all originals \(X_j\) of \(\tilde{X}\) with the membership values \(\mu(F(x))\).

The quantification of fuzziness by fuzzy parameters leads to the description of the fuzzy probability distribution function \(\tilde{F}(x)\) of \(\tilde{X}\) as a function of the fuzzy bunch parameter \(\tilde{s}\).

\[
\tilde{F}(x) = F(\tilde{s}, x)
\]

(5)

For the purposes of numerical evaluation, \(\alpha\)-discretization is advantageously applied.

\[
F(\tilde{s}, x) = \{ F_\alpha(x); \mu(F_\alpha(x)) | F_\alpha(x), \tilde{F}_\alpha(x) \},
\]

(6)

\[
\mu(F_\alpha(x)) = \alpha, \forall \alpha \in [0,1]
\]

with \(F_\alpha(x) = \inf\{F(s,x) | s \in s_\alpha\}\) and \(\tilde{F}_\alpha(x) = \sup\{F(s,x) | s \in s_\alpha\}\).

With the aid of \(\alpha\) - discretization a fuzzy random function may be formulated as a set of \(\alpha\)-level sets of ordinary random functions

\[
\tilde{X}(t) = \{ X_\alpha(t); \mu(X_\alpha(t)) | X_\alpha(t), \tilde{X}_\alpha(t) \},
\]

(7)

\[
\mu(X_\alpha(t)) = \alpha, \forall \alpha \in [0,1]
\]

A fuzzy random process \((\tilde{X}_t)_{t \in T}\) is defined as a family of fuzzy random variables \(\tilde{X}_t\) over the space \(T\) of the time coordinate \(t\).

A fuzzy time series \((\tilde{x}_t)_{t=1,2,\ldots,N}\) is a realization of a fuzzy random process \((\tilde{X}_t)_{t \in T}\) and consists of a temporally ordered sequence of fuzzy variables \(\tilde{x}_t\), each one assigned to each discrete observation time.
4. Propagating Uncertainty in Risk Assessment Models

4.1. Propagating Randomness in Risk Models with no Parameter Uncertainty: One-dimensional Monte Carlo Analysis (1D MCA)

A Monte Carlo analysis that characterizes either uncertainty or variability in each input variable can be described as a one-dimensional Monte Carlo analysis (1D MCA). In its general form, the risk equation can be expressed as a function of multiple risk exposure variables \((V_1, \ldots, V_n)\): Risk = \(f(V_1, \ldots, V_n)\).

Often the input distributions are assumed to be independent. The value of one variable has no relationship to the value of any other variable. In this case, a value for each variable \((V_i)\) is selected at random from a specified PDF and the corresponding risk is calculated. This process is repeated many times (e.g., 10,000). Each iteration of a Monte Carlo simulation should represent a plausible combination of input values. A unique risk estimate is calculated for each set of random values. Repeatedly sampling \((V_i)\) results in a frequency distribution of risk, which can be described by a PDF or a CDF. A sufficient number of iterations should be run to obtain numerical stability in percentiles of the output (e.g., risk distribution). The risk distributions derived from a PRA allow for inferences to be made about the likelihood or probability of risks occurring within a specified range of the input variables.

More complex Monte Carlo simulations can be developed that quantify some dependence between one or more input distributions by using conditional distributions or correlation coefficients.

4.2. Propagating Randomness and Epistemic Uncertainty Simultaneously: Two-dimensional Monte Carlo Analysis

A two-dimensional Monte Carlo Analysis (2D MCA) is a term used to describe a model that simulates both uncertainty and randomness in one or more input variables. Uncertainty in the parameter estimates can be represented in a PRA model as follows. Consider a random input variable whose parameter estimates are affected by uncertainty. Assume normal PDFs can be specified for both uncertain parameters: the mean and the standard deviation. Uncertainty in the mean is described by the normal PDF with parameters \((\mu_{\text{mean}}=5, \sigma_{\text{mean}}=0.5)\); similarly, uncertainty in the standard deviation is described by the normal PDF with parameters \((\mu_{\text{SD}}=1, \sigma_{\text{SD}}=0.5)\). A variable described in this way is called a second order random variable.

A two-dimensional Monte Carlo simulation is a nesting of two ordinary Monte Carlo simulations. Typically, the inner simulation represents natural variability of the underlying processes, while the outer simulation represents the analyst’s uncertainty about the particular parameters that should be used to specify inputs to the inner
4.3. Probability Bounds Analysis Compared to Monte Carlo Simulation

When one or more point estimates defined in the risk model are uncertainty, a Monte Carlo analyst might employ a two-dimensional Monte Carlo simulation that includes an uncertainty (inner) loop for each uncertain point estimate.

In a probability bounds analysis, the same interval of possible values used in the Monte Carlo analyst’s uncertainty loop replaces the point estimate; however the semi-analytic nature of the probability bounds analysis results in an exact representation of the stated uncertainty. As the number of times the inner loop is called in the Monte Carlo simulation approaches infinity, the result of the Monte Carlo analysis converges on the probability bounds result.

Fig. 2. Monte Carlo vs. Probability Bounds (see also Fig.1): uncertainty regarding the exact value of the parameters of a probability distribution, where \( \mu = [0.482, 0.518] \) and \( \sigma = [0.0182, 0.0218] \).

4.4. Hybrid Approaches to Propagating Randomness and Fuzziness in Risk Assessment

The idea is to find the output of a model \( g(X_1, \ldots, X_n, \tilde{X}_1, \ldots, \tilde{X}_m) \) that has both random variables \( X_1, \ldots, X_n \), given by probabilistic distributions, and fuzzy variables \( \tilde{X}_1, \ldots, \tilde{X}_m \), for the inputs. To estimate the output of this generalized model, most researchers attempt to eliminate or transform one type of uncertainty to another before performing a simulation (e.g. possibility to probability transformation). Guyonnet et al. (2003) first proposed a “hybrid approach” with both fuzzy and random types of uncertainty without transforming one type to another. They calculated the Inf and Sup values of the model \( g \) considering all the values that are located within the \( \alpha \)-cuts of the input fuzzy sets and suggested that minimization and maximization algorithm can
be used for finding Inf and Sup values of a general model. However, in their application, the model was a simple monotonic function, and the Inf and Sup values were identified directly without using minimization or maximization algorithms.

A more tractable way to propagating both randomness and fuzziness is based on a fuzzy generalization of the Monte Carlo (FMC) simulation framework, which integrates fuzzy arithmetic method with Monte Carlo simulation to find the output of a model with both fuzzy and probabilistic inputs.

**Fig. 3.** 3D view of fuzzy CDF resulting from the output of FMC by aggregating $\alpha$-CDF bounds.

Since in FMC, fuzzy arithmetic (in $\alpha$-cut form) is performing for each sample set, the output of FMC is represented as a number of fuzzy sets with random variation. This randomness results from random sampling of random input parameters. The fuzzy CDF is used for finding the fuzzy probability of not exceeding a given threshold and a fuzzy quantile corresponding to a given probability.

**Fig. 4.** The fuzzy probability of not exceeding a specific threshold $t \in \mathcal{X}$. 
5. Propagating Randomness and Fuzziness Jointly Across Fuzzy Time Series Models

The estimation technique proposed in this paper is based upon a partial decoupling principle, an early form of which I proposed in [10]. It allows decomposing the monolithic fuzzy model into several crisp models, starting from that one corresponding to modal values ($\alpha = 1$) in fuzzy data, and then proceeding in a decremental way for left and right $\alpha$-level bounds, with $\alpha$ progressively decreasing towards 0. The estimates of modal values are not subject to any constraints, thus being obtained by projecting the 1-level data directly onto the corresponding subspace. However, the estimates for the left and right $\alpha$-level bounds can only be obtained by projecting the $\alpha$-level data onto cones, in such a way to obtain least squares estimates without negative spreads. This leads to constrained quadratic programs, conveniently defined.

5.1. Fuzzy Data: Minimum, Average and Maximum Daily Temperatures Registered at a Local Weather Station

The observed sequence consists of the minimum, average and maximum daily temperatures registered at a local weather station. The fuzzy time series is represented in figure 6 and the corresponding empirical fuzzy cumulative distribution function in figure 7.

Fig. 5. A fuzzy quantile corresponding to a given probability.
Fig. 6. Fuzzy daily temperatures over a period of two years (730 days).

Fig. 7. Empirical Fuzzy Cumulative Distribution Function (FCDF), showing the fuzzy probability of not exceeding a given temperature, or reversely, the fuzzy quantile corresponding to a given probability.

5.2. The Fuzzy Time Series Model for Daily Temperatures, with Fuzzy Trend and Fuzzy Cyclical Component

In what follows, we will exemplify some suitable methods for modelling and forecasting non-stationary fuzzy time series, based on the fuzzy component model, which decomposes the fuzzy time series into a trend component, a cyclical component (or, alternatively, a seasonal component) and a fuzzy residual component:

$$\bar{Y}(t) = \bar{T}(t) + \bar{C}(t) + \bar{\mu}(t).$$

If we restrict to the class of triangular fuzzy numbers, which are a special case of LR fuzzy numbers, we can decompose the fuzzy model into 3 crisp models: one model for the modal (average) values $Y^C(t)$ and two models for the minimum values $Y^L(t)$ and maximum values $Y^R(t)$, respectively.
Due to the properties of minimum, mean and maximum, the following order relations hold (implying positive spreads for $Y(t)$, $T(t)$, $C(t)$ and $u(t)$):

$$Y^L(t) \leq Y^C(t) \leq Y^R(t);$$

$$T^L(t) \leq T^C(t) \leq T^R(t);$$

$$C^L(t) \leq C^C(t) \leq C^R(t);$$

$$u^L(t) \leq u^C(t) \leq u^R(t).$$

The model for the modal values is estimated without any constrains, i.e., by orthogonal projection of the observed values onto the appropriate subspace. The other two models for the minimum and maximum values are estimated subject to some non-negativity restrictions on spreads, corresponding to the time series components: trend $(\hat{T}^C - \hat{T}^L \geq 0$, $\hat{T}^R - \hat{T}^C \geq 0)$, cyclical component $(\hat{C}^C - \hat{C}^L \geq 0$, $\hat{C}^R - \hat{C}^C \geq 0)$ and residuals $(\hat{u}_1^C - \hat{u}_1^L \geq \xi > 0$, $\hat{u}_1^R - \hat{u}_1^C \geq \xi > 0)$. This leads to constrained quadratic programs, i.e., to the projection of the observed values onto some cones.

The regressors for the linear fuzzy trend are defined by the matrix:

$$T = \begin{bmatrix} 1 & 1 \\ 1 & 2 \\ \vdots & \vdots \\ 1 & N \end{bmatrix}; \quad N = 730.$$  \hspace{1cm} (11)

The simplest way for representing $C(t)$ as a periodic function, with $C(t) = C(t-p)$, is to assume harmonic functions, such as the sine or cosine: $\sin(2\pi t/p)$ and $\cos(2\pi t/p)$, where $p (=365$ in our case) is called period, its inverse $f = 1/p$ is called frequency, and $\omega = 2\pi f = 2\pi / p$ is the angular frequency. Thus, the regressors for $C(t)$ are combined in the matrix:

$$C = \begin{bmatrix} \cos(1 \cdot 2\pi 365) & \sin(1 \cdot 2\pi 365) \\
\cos(2 \cdot 2\pi 365) & \sin(2 \cdot 2\pi 365) \\
\vdots & \vdots \\
\cos(N \cdot 2\pi 365) & \sin(N \cdot 2\pi 365) \end{bmatrix}. \hspace{1cm} (12)$$
5.3. Estimating the Fuzzy Trend (De-trending)

**Step 1**: First, we estimate the trend corresponding to the average daily temperature, without any constraints, i.e., as a projection of $Y^C$ onto the subspace $\text{Im}(T)$ generated by the columns of matrix $T$:

$$\hat{T}^C = P \cdot Y^C,$$

where $P = T \cdot (T^T \cdot T)^{-1} \cdot T^T$.

**Step 2**: Second, we estimate the trend corresponding to the minimum daily temperature, as a solution of a constrained quadratic program:

$$\min_{b^L_{\text{trend}}} \left\{ \left( b^L_{\text{trend}} \right)^T T^T b^L_{\text{trend}} - 2 \left( Y^L \right)^T T b^L_{\text{trend}} \right\}$$

subject to:

$$\begin{align*}
\hat{T}^L &\leq \hat{T}^C \\
\hat{u}_1^L + \xi &\leq \hat{u}_1^C
\end{align*} \quad \Leftrightarrow \quad \begin{align*}
-T \cdot b^L_{\text{trend}} &\leq \hat{T}^C \\
-\hat{T}^L &\leq Y^C - \hat{T}^C - Y^L - \xi
\end{align*}$$

$\hat{T}^L \leq \hat{T}^C$ means that the left spread of the fuzzy trend must be non-negative, i.e., $\hat{T}^C - \hat{T}^L \geq 0$, with $\hat{T}^C$ already estimated at step 1.

$\hat{u}_1^L + \xi \leq \hat{u}_1^C$ means that the left spread of the intermediary fuzzy residuals (after de-trending) must be strictly positive, i.e., $\hat{u}_1^C - \hat{u}_1^L \geq \xi > 0$. The reason for this is that the intermediary fuzzy residuals will be further decomposed into a cyclical component and final residuals (those obtained after removing both trend and cyclical component). At this step, we recommend for $\xi$ a value between 0.1 and 0.5.

**Step 3**: Third, we estimate the trend corresponding to the maximum daily temperature, as a solution of a constrained quadratic program:

$$\min_{b^R_{\text{trend}}} \left\{ \left( b^R_{\text{trend}} \right)^T T^T b^R_{\text{trend}} - 2 \left( Y^R \right)^T T b^R_{\text{trend}} \right\}$$

subject to:

$$\begin{align*}
\hat{T}^R &\leq \hat{T}^C \\
\hat{u}_1^L + \xi &\leq \hat{u}_1^C
\end{align*} \quad \Rightarrow \quad \begin{align*}
T \cdot b^R_{\text{trend}} &\leq -\hat{T}^C \\
T \cdot b^R_{\text{trend}} &\leq -Y^C - \hat{T}^C + Y^R - \xi
\end{align*} \quad \Rightarrow \quad \hat{u}_1^R - \hat{u}_1^C \geq \xi > 0$$

$\hat{T}^R \geq \hat{T}^C$ means that the right spread of the fuzzy trend must be non-negative, i.e., $\hat{T}^R - \hat{T}^C \geq 0$.

$\hat{u}_1^R - \hat{u}_1^C \geq \xi > 0$ means that the right spread of the intermediary fuzzy residuals (after de-trending) must be strictly positive.
5.4. Estimating the Fuzzy Cyclical Component

The periodogram or sample spectrum shows the variation of the peak points of empirical daily temperature data. The maximum value of the periodogram is about 365 days.

**Step1:** First, we estimate the cyclical component corresponding to the average daily temperature, without any constraints, i.e., as a projection of $\hat{u}_1^C = Y^C - \hat{f}^C$ (the intermediary residuals after de-trending) on the subspace $\text{Im}(C)$ generated by the columns of matrix $C$:

$$\hat{C}^C = P \cdot \hat{u}_1^C,$$

where

$$P = C \cdot (C^\top C)^{-1} \cdot C^\top.$$  \hspace{1cm} (18)
Fig. 10. Periodogram with a maximum corresponding to about 365 days (one year).

**Step 2**: Second, we estimate the cyclical component corresponding to the minimum daily temperature, as a solution of a constrained quadratic program:

$$
\min_{h_{\text{cycle}}} \left\{ b^L_{\text{cycle}} C^L C_{\text{cycle}}^L - 2 \hat{u}^L \right\} C_{\text{cycle}}^L
$$

subject to:

$$
\begin{align*}
\hat{C}^L & \leq \hat{C}^C \\
\hat{u}^L_2 + \xi & \leq \hat{u}^C_2 
\end{align*}
$$

$$
\begin{align*}
C \cdot b^L_{\text{cycle}} & \leq \hat{C}^C \\
-C \cdot b^L_{\text{cycle}} & \leq \hat{u}^C - \hat{u}^L - \xi
\end{align*}
$$

$$
\hat{C}^L \leq \hat{C}^C \text{ means that the left spread of the fuzzy cyclical component must be non-negative, i.e., } \hat{C}^C - \hat{C}^L \geq 0.
$$

$$
\hat{u}^C_2 - \hat{u}^L_2 \geq \xi > 0 \text{ means that the left spread of the final fuzzy residuals (after removing both trend and cyclical component) must be strictly positive. The reason for this is that the final fuzzy residuals will be further decomposed as a multivariate auto-regressive process (VAR). At this step, we recommend for } \xi \text{ a value of about 0.1.}
$$

**Step 3**: Third, we estimate the cyclical component corresponding to the maximum daily temperature, as a solution of a constrained quadratic program:

$$
\min_{h_{\text{cycle}}} \left\{ b^R_{\text{cycle}} C^R C_{\text{cycle}}^R - 2 \hat{u}^R \right\} C_{\text{cycle}}^R
$$

subject to:

$$
\begin{align*}
\hat{C}^R & \approx \hat{C}^C \\
\hat{u}^R_2 - \hat{u}^C_2 & \geq \xi > 0
\end{align*}
$$

$$
\begin{align*}
-C \cdot b^R_{\text{cycle}} & \leq -\hat{C}^C \\
C \cdot b^R_{\text{cycle}} & \leq -\hat{u}^C + \hat{C}^C + \hat{u}^R - \xi
\end{align*}
$$
\( \hat{C}^R \geq \hat{C}^C \) means that the right spread of the fuzzy cyclical component must be non-negative, i.e., \( \hat{C}^R - \hat{C}^C \geq 0 \)

\( \hat{u}_2^R - \hat{u}_2^C \geq \xi > 0 \) means that the right spread of the final fuzzy residuals (after removing both trend and cyclical component) must be strictly positive.

![Fuzzy cyclical component](image1.png)

**Fig. 11.** Fuzzy cyclical component.

![Fuzzy residuals after removing both trend and cyclical component](image2.png)

**Fig. 12.** Fuzzy residuals after removing both trend and cyclical component (the residuals are fuzzy sets in a proper sense – with non-negative spreads).

### 5.5. Modeling and Forecasting the Fuzzy Residuals as a VAR(4) Process, after Removing both Trend and Cyclical Component

The fuzzy residuals obtained after removing both trend and cyclical component can now be modeled as a multivariate auto-regressive process. A VAR(4) model has been chosen (among some other candidate models) based upon likelihood ratio tests and Akaike Information Criterion. This allows forecasting or simulating the residuals, starting from a sequence of the latest 10% observed historical temperatures.
Afterwards, based on the inversion property of the generalized Hukuhara difference, we can forecast the series of fuzzy daily temperatures by recomposing them from its components: trend component + cyclical component + the simulated residuals.

**Fig. 13.** VAR(4) model-based 730 steps ahead extrapolation of fuzzy residuals: a single simulation (the residuals are fuzzy sets in a proper sense – with non-negative spreads).

**Fig. 14.** Fuzzy residuals (left, central and right) and prediction of their mean with confidence interval ($\pm \sigma$).

**Fig. 15.** VAR(4) model-based 730 steps ahead extrapolation of fuzzy residuals: mean of 1000 simulations.
5.6. Fuzzy Time Series Wavelet Decomposition and Nonlinear Model Fitting with Wavelet Networks

Another alternative to removing disturbances from a time series is de-noising data by wavelet decomposition.

The Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) [17] uses scaled and shifted versions of a mother wavelet function, usually with compact support, to form either an orthonormal basis (Haar wavelet, Daubechies) or a bi-orthonormal basis (Symlets, Coiflets). Wavelets allow cutting up data into different frequency components (called approximations and details), and then studying each component with a resolution matched to its scale. They can help de-noise inherently noisy data through wavelet shrinkage and thresholding methods, developed by David Donoho [5]. The idea is to set to zero all wavelet coefficients corresponding to details in the data set that are less than a particular threshold. These coefficients are used in an inverse wavelet transformation to reconstruct the data set. An important advantage is that the de-noising is carried out without smoothing out the sharp structures and thus can help to increase the predictive performance.
We start with the de-trended fuzzy time series shown in figure 13. A level 5 decomposition with Sym8 wavelets and a fixed form soft thresholding is first performed (see figures 18 and 19).

Fig. 18. A level 5 decomposition of the average temperature time series using Sym8 wavelets: approximations and details. The successive approximations appear less and less noisy; however, they also lose progressively more high-frequency information.

Fig. 19. Approximation coefficients and detail coefficients with a global threshold.

The initially de-trended average, minimum and maximum temperature time series are now de-noised in turn (see figures 20, 21 and 22).
However, the representations are not smooth enough, because of some weather turbulences that occur in certain time intervals. In order to produce smoothed
representations, the time series obtained after de-noising can be further fitted to some nonlinear approximation functions by using wavelet networks to learn them.

Wavelet networks attempt to combine the properties of the Wavelet decomposition previously described, along with the learning capabilities of feedforward neural networks. They employ wavelets instead of sigmoidal activations functions, are trained with a backpropagation-like algorithm and behave as universal approximators, being capable of estimating almost any computable function on a compact set arbitrarily closely. Their rigorous mathematical foundations and better localization and approximation properties allow hierarchical and multi-resolution learning as well as transparent design of the network. Wavelet networks can be easily generalized to the case of multidimensional nonlinear function approximation in order to approximate functions in $L_2(\mathbb{R}^n)$ and their representation can be extended with radial wavelets that are better suited for approximation problems of large dimensions. This results in the following network structure:

$$g(x) = \sum_{i=1}^{N} w_i \phi(d_i(x-t_i)) + c^T x + b$$

(23)

where $\phi$ is a radial wavelet function, $d_i \in \mathbb{R}^n$ are dilatation parameters, $t_i \in \mathbb{R}^n$ are translation parameters, $w_i \in \mathbb{R}$ are linear weights, $N$ is the number of wavelets, $c \in \mathbb{R}^n$ is the additional direct linear combination parameters (direct connection parameters), and $b \in \mathbb{R}$ is the bias parameter.

The input space is the set $T = \{1, 2, \ldots, 365\}$ of discrete time values. We train the wavelet network three times, for each set of minimum, average and maximum daily temperatures in turn. Each time, the output space is the set of de-trended and de-noised minimum, average and maximum daily temperatures, i.e., $S_{\min}$, $S_{\text{avg}}$ and $S_{\text{max}}$, respectively. 10 wavelets in the hidden layer and 10 iterations (epochs) are used for training. Finally, the adjusted fuzzy cyclical component is obtained by mapping $T$
onto $S_{\text{min}}$, $S_{\text{avg}}$ and $S_{\text{max}}$, i.e. $\hat{S}_{\text{min}}(t): T \rightarrow S_{\text{min}}$, $\hat{S}_{\text{avg}}(t): T \rightarrow S_{\text{avg}}$ and $\hat{S}_{\text{max}}(t): T \rightarrow S_{\text{max}}$, respectively. 2D and 3D representations of the adjusted fuzzy cyclical component after training with wavelet network, starting from the de-trended and de-noised data, are shown in figures 23 and 24.

Fig. 24. 3D representation of the adjusted fuzzy cyclical component after training with wavelet network.

Finally, the fuzzy trend + fuzzy cyclical component can be re-compounded (figure 25).

Fig. 25. Fuzzy trend + fuzzy cyclical component (after de-noising and adjustment).

6. Conclusion

Two kinds of uncertainty were contrasted in this paper (ontological, vs. epistemic uncertainty) and several techniques were addressed in order to capture and propagate both of them jointly across a specific model. The first application area is concerned
Joint Propagation of Ontological and Epistemic Uncertainty

with extending the classical probabilistic risk assessment modeling framework in such a way that allows probability distribution parameters to be imprecisely defined. The presence of imprecision in a risk model adds another dimension to that of randomness and requires more comprehensive approaches to capture and represent the range within which the risk distribution might vary. Analytic methods for propagating the uncertainty (such as Probability bounds analysis, Fuzzy $\alpha$-levels analysis) as well as stochastic simulation techniques (such as Monte Carlo Analysis), can be combined or integrated, in an attempt to find the output of a model that has both random and fuzzy variables for the inputs.

The second application area is addressed when attempting to capture the inherent fuzzy and random nature of some stochastic processes, expressed in terms of fuzzy time series. Suitable new methods for fuzzy time series estimation and prediction, using both the estimation theory and Computational Intelligence techniques were proposed.

We combined a generalized Hukuhara difference, which allows the fuzzy estimation problem to be handled in some $L_2$-type metric space, with a partial decoupling principle, which allows the monolithic fuzzy model to be broken in several more tractable crisp estimation sub-problems. This approach was proved to provide an efficient solution to the problem of non-invertibility of the standard Minkovsky addition and multiplication in a fuzzy feature space, while enabling to obtain fuzzy estimations in a proper sense (i.e., with non-negative spreads).

Alternatively, wavelet decomposition, a Computational Intelligence based technique, has been also used to de-noising fuzzy time series. Finally, starting from the de-trended and de-noised time series, wavelet networks have been employed as universal approximators to adjust the fuzzy cyclical component and thus to produce smoothed representations of the fuzzy time series components.
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